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subject to reporting and waiting
"(b) (1) The waiting period required
period requirements. Part 802 contains under subsection (a) shalla number of exemptions from these
"(A) begin on the date of the receipt
requirements. Part 803· explains the by the Federal Trade Commission and
CHAPTER I-FEDERAL-TRADE, .
procedures for complyIDg with the act. the Assistant Attorney General in
The Notification and Report Form, charge of the Antitrust Division of the
COMMISSION
which is completed by persons re- Department of Justice (hereinafter re·
SUBCHAPTER
H-RULES,
REGULATIONS,
quired to file notification, is an appen- ferred to in this section as the 'Assist·
STATEMENTS AND INTERPRETATIONS UNDER
dix. to part 803 of the rules. The ant Attorney General') ofTHE HART-SCOTT-RODINO ANTITRUST IMamendment to the Clayton Act does
"(1) the completed notification reo
PROVEMENTS Act: OF 1976
not change the standards used in de- quired under subsection (a), or
termining the legality of mergers and
"(if) if such notification is not com·
I
PREME~GER NOTIFICATION; REPORTacquisitions, but instead provides the pleted, the notification to the extent
ING AND WAITING- PERIOD RE- enforcement agencies with advance compieted and a statement of the rea·
notice of, and information about, cer- sons for such noncompliance,
QUIREMENTS
tain transactions, and with an oppor- from both persons, or, in the case of a
AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. tunity to seek a preliminary injunction tender offer, the acquiring person: and
..
in Federal district court to prevent
"(B) end on the thirtieth day after
ACTION: PromulgatIon of fmal rules. consummation of any such transac- the date of such receipt (or in the case
SUMMARY: The purpose of this doc=-' tions which may, if consummated, vio- of a cash tender offer, the fifteenth
ument is formally to promulgate final late the antitrust laws.
day), or on such later date as may be
rules implementing title II of the
Section 7A of the Clayton Act pro- set under subsection (e)(2) or (g)(2).
"(2) The Federal Trade Commission
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improve- vides:
ments Act of 1976 relating to pre"Sec. 7A. (a) Except as exempted and the Assistant Attorney General
merger notificatio~. The document pursuant to subsection (c), no person may, in individual cases, terminate the
consists of final rules including a No- shall acquire, directly or indirectly, waiting period specified in paracraph
tification and Repo;t Form, and a any voting securities or assets of any (1) and allow any person to proceed
statement of basis and purpose. Under other person, unless both persons (or with any acquisition subject to this
the statute the Federal Trade Com- in the case of a tender offer, the ac- section, and promptly shall cause to be
mission w~ directed to promulgate, quiring person) file notificat~on pursu- published in the FEDERAL REGISTER a
with the concurrence of the Assistant ant to rules under subsectIon (d)(l) notice that neither intends to take any
Attorney General in charge of the and the waiting period described in action within such period with respect
Antitrust Division of the Department subsection (b)(1) has expired, ifto such adquisition.
of Justice, rules implementing a pre"(1) the acquirin.g person,. ~r the
"(3) As used in this sectionmerger notification program. The person who.se vot~g s.ecuntIes ~r
"(A) The term 'voting securities'
effect of the final rules is to imple- assets are be~g acqUired: ~ engaged m means any securities which at present
ment such a program, by explaining commerce or m any actiVity affecting or upon conversion entitle tho owner
the coverage of the program, certain. c~~erce:
.
. .
or holder thereof to vote for the elec.
• exemptions from the program, and the
(2) (A) any votmg securitIes or tion of dirctors of the issuer or, with
means by which persons must comply . ass~ts of a.person engaged in manufac- respect to unincorporated issuers, per.
with their obligations under the pro- turmg which has .annual net sales or sons exercising similar functions.
gram
total assets of $10,000,000 or more are
"(B) The amount of percentage of
.
being acquired by any person which
tin
iti
ts f
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 30, 1978.
has total assets or annual net-sales of vo g secur es or asse 0 a person,
which are acquired or held by another
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION $10,000,000 or more;
person shall be determined by agcroCONTACT:
"(B) any voting securities or assets
gating the amount or percentage of
of a person not engaged in manufac- such voting securities or assets held or
Malcolm R. Pfunder, Associate Di- turing
which has total assets of acquired by such other person and
rector. for Premerger Notification, $10,OOq.000
or more are being acquired each affiliate thereof. .
Bureau of Competition. Room 303, by any person
which has total assets
"(c) The following classes of transac.
Federal Trade Commission, Wash- or annual net sales
of $100,000,00001' tions are exempt from the requireington, D.C. 20580, telephone: 202more; or
ments of this section523-3894.
"(C) any voting securities or assets
"(1) acquisitions of goods or realty
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: of a person with annual net sales or transferred in the ordinary course of
Section 7A of the Clayton Act, 15 total assets of $100,000,000 or more are business;
"(2) acquisitions of bonds, mort.
U.S.C. 18a, as added by sections 201 being acquired by any person with
and 202 of the Hart-Scott-Rodino total assets or annual net sales of gages, deeds of trust, or other obliga.
tions Which are not voting securities:
Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, $10,000,000 or more; and
"(3) as a result of such acquisition,
"(3) acquisitions of voting securities
requires persons contemplating certain
of an issuer at least 50 per centum of
mergers or acquisitions to give the the acquiring person would hold"(A) 15 per centum or more of the the voting securities of which are
Commission and the Assistant Attorney General advance notice and to VO~ingd securities or assets of the ac- ovmed by the acquiring person prior to
such acquisitions'
wait certain designated periods before qUIre person, or
"(B)
aggre?~te total amount of _ "(4) transfers to or from a Federal
consummation of such plans. The
transactions to which the advance the ,:otmg securitIes ~nd assets of the agency or a State or political sUbdivi.
excess of sion thereof;
notice requirement is applicable and acquITed person m
"(5)
transactions
specifically
.the length of the waiting periods re- $15,000,000.
qUired are set out in the act, the com- In the case of a tender offer, the exempted from the antitrust laws by
plete text of Which is reprinted below. person whose voting securities are Federal statute;
The rules are divided into three sought to be acquired by a person re"(6)
transactions
specifically
parts. Part 80t. defines a number of quired to file notification under this exempted from the antitrust laws by
the terms used in the act and the rules subsection shall. file notification pur- Fe<;leral statute if approved by a Fed·
and explains which acquisitions are suant to rules under subsection (d).
eral agency, if copies of all informa'
[6750-01]
Title 16-Commercial Practices
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tion and documentary "material filed which are not likely to violate the
with such agency are contemporane- antitrust laws; and
"(C) pr.escribe such other rules as
ously filed with the Federal Trade
Commission and the Assistant Attor- may' be necessary and appropriate to
ney General;
carry out the purposes of this section.
."(e)U) The Federal Trade Commis"(71, transactions which require
agency approval under section 18(c) of sion or the Assistant Attorney General
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 may, prior to the expiration of the 30U.S.C. 1828(c», or section 3 of the day waiting period (or in the case of a
Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 cash tender oUer, the 15-day waiting
(12 U.S.C. 1842);
, "
", perIod) speclfled in subsection (b)(l)
"(8) transactions which require of this section, require the submission
agency' approval under section 4 of the of additional information or documenBank Holding Company Act of 1956 tary material relevant to the proposed
(12 U.S.C. 1843), sections 403 and acquisition, from a person required to
408(e) of the National Housing Act (12 file notlflcation with respect to such
U.S.C. 1726 and 1730(a), or section 5 of acquisition under subsection (a) of this
the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933 . section prior to the expiration of the
(12 U.s.C. 1464), if copies of all infor- waiting perIod specified in subsection
mation 'and dpcumentary material (b)(1) of this section, or from any offifiled with any such agency are con- cer, director, partner, agent, or emtemporaneously filed with the Federal ployee of such person.
"(2) The Federal Trade Commission
Trade Commission and the Assistant
Attorney General at least 30 days or the Assistant Attorney General, in
prior to consummation of the pro- its or his discretion, may extend the
30-day waiting period (or in the case of
posed transaction;
"(9) acquisition, solely for the pura cash tender oUer, the 15-daY waiting
- pose of investment, of voting securi- period) specified in SUbsection (b)(1)
ties, if, as a result of such acquisition, of this section for an additional period
the secUrities acquired or held do not of not more than 20 days (or in the
exceed 10 per centum of the outstand- case of a cash tender offer, 10 days)
ing voting securities of the issuer;
after the date on which the Federnl
"(10) acquisitions of voting securi- Trade Commission or the Assistant Atties, if, as a result of such acquisition, torney General, as the case may be, rethe voting securities acquired do not ceives from any person to whom a reincrease, directly or indirectly, the ac- quest is made under paragraph (1), or
quiring person's per centum share of in the case of tender offers, the acoutstanding voting securities of the quiring'person, CA) all the information
issuer;
and documentary material required to
"(11) acquisitions, solely for the pur- , be submitted pursuant to such a repose of investment, by any bank, bank- quest, or (B) if such request is not
ing association, trust company, invest- fully complied with, the information
ment company, or insurance company, and documentary material submitted
of (A) voting securities pursuant to a and a statement of the reasons for
,plan of reorganization or dissolution; such noncompliance. Such additional
, or (B) assets in the ordinary course of period may be further extended only
its business; and
by the United states district court,
"(12) such other acquisitions, trans- upon an application by the Federnl
fers, or transactions, as may be Trade CommissIon or the Assistant Atexempted under subsection (d)(2)(B).
torney General pursuant to subsection
"(d) The Federal Trade Commission, (g)(2).
with the concurrence of the Assistant
"(f) If a proceeding Is instituted or
Attorney General and 'by rule in ac- an action is filed by the Federal Trade
cordance with section 553 of title 5, CommissIon, alleging that a proposed
United States Code, consistent with acquisition violates section 7 of this
the purposes of this sectionAct or section 5 of the Federal Trade
"(1) shall require that the notifica- CommissIon Act, or an action is filed
tion required under subsection (a) be by the United States, alleging that a
in such form and contain such docu- proposed acquisition violates such secmentary material and information rel- tion 7 or section 1 or 2 of the Sherman
evant to a proposed acquisition as is Act, and the Federal Trade Commisnecessary and appropriate to enable sion or the Assistant Attorney General
the Federal Trade Commission and (1) files a motion for a preliminary inthe Assistant Attorney General to de- junction against consummation of
,termine whether such acquisitions such acquisition pendente lite, and (2)
may, if ~onsummated, violate the anti- certlfles to the United States distrIct
trust laws; and
court for the judicIal district within
• "(2) may- , .
which the respondent resides or car"(A) define the terms used in this ries on business, or in which the action
section;
.
is brought, that it or he believes that
, "(B) exempt, from the requirements the publIc Interest requires relief pen·
of this section, classes of persons, ac- dente lite .pursuant to this subsecqUisitions, transfers, or transactions tion-

"(A) upon the fillng of such motion
and certification, the chief judge of
such district court shall immediately
notIfy the chief judge of the United
States court of appealS for the circuit
In which such district court is located,
who shall desIgnate a United States
district 'judge to whom such action
shall be assigned for all purposes; and
"(B) the motion for a preliminary injunction shall be set dOVID for hearing
by the district judge so designated at
the earliest Jlracticable time. shall
take precedence o-.;er all matters
except older matters of the same character and trials pursuant to section
3161 of title 18, United States Code,
and shall be in every way expedited.
"(g)(1) Any person, or any officer,
director, or partner thereof, who fails
to comply with any provision of this
section shall be liable to the United
States for a clvIl penalty of not more
than $10,000 for each day during
which such person is in violation of
this section. SUCh penalty may be recovered in a clvIl action brought by
the United States.
"(2) If any person, or any officer. director, partner, agent, or employee
thereof, falls substantially to comply
wIth the notification requirement
under subsection (a) or any request forthe submission of additional information or documentary material under
subsection (e)(1) of this section within
the waiting period specified in subsectIon (b)(D and as may be extended
under subsection (e)(2), the United
States district court"CA) may order compliance;
"(B) shall extend the waiting period
specilled In subsection (b)(1) and as
may have been extended under subsection (e)(2) until there has been substantial compliance. except that, in
the case of a tender offer, the court
may not extend such waiting period on
the basis of a fallure, by the person ~
whose stock is sought to be acquired,
to comply substantially with such notIfIcation requirement or any such request; and
.
"(C) may grant such other equitable
relief as the court In its discretion de- _
termInes necessary or appropriate_
upon application of the Federal Trade
Commission or the Assistant Attorney
General.
_
"(h) Any information or documentary material filed with the Assistant
Attorney General or the Federal
Trade CommissIon pursuant· to this
section shall be exempt from, disclosure under se~tion 552 of title 5,
United States Code, and no such informatIon or documentary material may
be made pUblic, except as may be relevant to any administrative or judicial
action or proceeding. Nothing in this
section is Intended to prevent disclosure to either body of Congress or to
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any duly authorized committee or subcommittee of the Congress.
"(i)(l) Any action taken by the Federal Trade Commission or the Assistant Attorney General or any failure of
the Federal Trade Commission or the
Assistant Attorney General to take
any action under this section shall not
bar any proceeding or any action with
respect to such acquisition at any time
under any other section of this Act or
any other provision of Law.
"(2) Nothing contained in this sectlon shall limit die authority of the
Assistant Attorney General or the
Federal Trade Commission to secure
at any time from any person documentary material, oral testimony, or other
information under the AntitrUst Civil
Process Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act, or any other provision of
law:
"(j) Beginning not later than January 1, 1978, the Federal Trade Commission, with the concurrence of the
Assistant Attorney General, shall annually report to the Congress on the
• operation of this section. Such report
shall include an assessment of the effects of this section, of the effects,
purpose, and need for any rules promulgated pursuant thereto, and any
recommendations for revisions of this
segtion."
STATEMENT OF BASIS AND PuRl'OSE OF
RULES IMPLEMENTING TITLE II OF THE
HART-SCOTT-RoDINO ANTITRUST IMPROVEIIiENTS ACT OF 1976
,
.
On September 3~, 1976, Presldent
Gerald Ford signe.d mto law the HartScott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements
Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-435, 90 Stat.
1390. Section 201 of that statute added
a ,new section 7A to the Clayt?n Ac~,
15 U.S.C. 18A (r~ferred to m thlS
~tateme~t of ~,aslS and Purpose as
.t he ..act ), relatmg to premerger notiflcation.
.
" The a~~ creates .a. reqUIrement that
pers0':lS of specifled s~e or la~g~r,
Which mtend ~o. ~ake votmg ~e.curlt~es
or asset acqUIsltions of s?e~ifled .slZe
?r larger, must report .the~ mtenti<;>ns
in advance and provlde ~ormatIOn
relevant to the transactIOn to the
Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice and to the Federal Trade
Commission. Af~er repor~ing, th?se
persons must walt a prescrIbed perIod
of time before consummating the reported transaction. That waiting
period may be extended by either enforcement agency by means of a request for additional information or
documentary material. The act also
contains 11 specific types of exemptions, along with a grant of rulemaking authority to define any terms used
In the act, to create additional exemptlons. and generally to carry out the
. purposes of the act.
The act provides for expedited con-

sideration by .a. Federal district court
in the event that either agency seeks a
preliminary injunction to prevent consummation of an acquisition. It also
contains penalty and enforcement provisions, a requirement that information filed by reporting persons not be
made public except under certain circumstances, provisions clarifying the
relationship between the act aRd certain substantive and procedural' aspects of other antitrust laws, and the
requirement of an annual report to
th~~~~~g authority under section
7A(d) of the act is conferred upon the
Federal Trade Commission, and that
provision requires that the Assistant
Attorney General in- charge of the
Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice (referred to hereafter as the
"Assistant Attorney General") concur
in the rules. That section also makes
applicable the informal rulemaking
procedures~of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 553, and requires
that any rules issued must be consistent With the purposes of the act.
Section 553 of the Administrative
Procedure Act requires that an agency
that intends to promulgate rules must
first publish a "general'notice of proposed rulemaking" in the FEDERAL
REGISTER. After giving notice, the
agency is required to "give interested
persons an opportunity to participate
in the rulemaking'through submission
of written data, views, arguments with
or without opportunity for oral presentation." Thereafter the agency may
_ adopt and issue final rules; incorporated in those rules must be "a concise
general statement of their basis and
purpose." The stjl.tute also requires
that final rules of fi. substantive nature
normally be published or served upon
affected persons not less than 30 days
before their effective date..
On December 15, 1976, the Federal
Trade Commission, with the informal
concurrence of the Assistant Attorney
General, issued proposed rules and a
proposed Notification and Report
Form (sometimes referred to hereafter
_as the "form") to implement the act.
The proposed rulemaking was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER of December 20, 1976, 41 FR 55488, and is
hereafter referred to as the "original"
rules and form. The 30-day comment
period was extended by the Commission on January 12 1977 and expired
on February 18 1977. One hundred
thirty.three cominents became part of
the rulemaking record in connection
With the original rules and form. A list
of these comments and of thosereceived during th~ later comment
period appears at the end of the
State~ent of Basis and Purpose. Each
comment has been assigned a number,
and throughout this statejllent individual comments are referred to by
these numbers.

b

Because of the extensiveness of
public comment, it became clear to the
Commission that some substantial revisions would have to be made in the
original rules. On July 25, 1977, the
Commission determined that addition·
al public comment on the rUles would
be desirable and approved revised pro.
posed rules and a revised proposed No·
tification and Report Form (hereafter
referred to as the "revised" rules and
form). The revised rules and form
were published in the FEDERAL REGIS.
TER of August 1, 1977, 42 FR 39040,
and a 30·day comment period began on
that date. In response to numerous re.
quests for additional time for com.
~ent, the Commission on August 23,
1977, extended the comment period by
30 days, through September 30, 1977.
A total of 116 comments were received
on the revised rules and form.
Additional changes in the revised
rules and form were made after the
close of the comment period, and on
February 14, 1978, the Commission
gave its interim approval to final vel"
sions of the rules and form (referred
to hereafter as the "final" rUles nnd
form). The Notification and Report
Form was then ,transmitted to the
General Acounting Office for review
under the Federal Reports Act, 44
U.S.C. 3502. The General Accountina
Office submitted its report to the
Commission on May 12, 1978. The
Commission formally promulgated the
final rules and form and issUed this.
Statement of Basis and Purpose on
July 10, 1978. The Assistant Attorney
General gave his formal concurrence
on July 18, 1978. The final rules and
form and this Statement of Basis and
Purpose were published in the FEDER'
AL REGISTER of July 31, 1978, 43 FR
33451, and will become effective on Au.
gust 30, 1978.
THE TRANSITIONAL RULE
Section 202 of the Antitrust 1m·
provements Act of 1976 specified that
section 201, containing new section 7A
of the Clayton Act, would become ef·
fective 150 days after enactment,
except for the rulemaking provisions
contained in section 7A(d), which
became effective upon enactment. Be·
cause final rules could not be promul·
gated prior to the effective date of the
act (February 27, 1977), the Commis·
Siori on January 27,1977, with the con·
currence of the Assistant Attorney
General, promulgated a final rule, des·
ignated the Transitional RUle, Which
was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER
of February 2, 1977, 42 FR 6365, The
Transitional Rule created an exemp·
tion for all transactions consummated
prior to the effective date of the final
rules and specified the manner in
Which the final rules will be impIe·
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mented during the first 30 days follow- General, determined not; to grant. such person is engaged in commerce or in
ing the effective date of the rules.
an exemption. In the statement ac- any activity affecting commerce. This
Under the Transitional Rule, any ac- companying the Transitional Rule, is the "commerce te:<t" of section
7A(a)(U; consult. §§ 801.1(1) and .801.3
quisition which is consummated before the Commission explained:
the effective date of these rules is
The Commission • • • believes that all for further e1l.-planation of how thisexempt from all requirements of the merger transactions shOUld be placed on the test is applied.
act. Any cash tender offer which is same footing at the inception or the new
If the commerce test is satisfied.
consummated on or within 15 calendar program and that fIrms encasing In such then the sIze·of-person test of section
days after the effective date of the transactions will have ample mun1ng or the 'lA(a)(2) must be analyzed. This test
rules and any other acquisition which final effective date of the rules to permit focuses upon the annual net sales and
is consummated on or within 30 calen- them to schedule consummation or .those total assets of the acquiring and acdar days after the effective date of the transactions accordingly. 42 FR at 6365-66.
quired persons. Section 801.11 explains
rules is exempt from the waiting
hovr to determIrie these figures. It may
DETEmmm,G Wm:rm:a THE Ac:r
period requirement- of section 7A(a),
also be necessary to determine wheth•
APPLIES
'supject to two other conditions. First,
er the acquiring and acquired -persons
The act applies to any acquisition by are "engaged in manufacturing," a
all persons required by the act and the
an acquiring person of the assets or .. term dc!ined in § 801.1(j).
~es to fIle notification with respect
to the acquisition (or, for an acquisi- voting securities of an acquired person
There are three difIerent ways that
tion subject to section 801.30, just the that meets the criteria of section the size-of-person test of section
acquiring person) must file on or 7A(a). Thus, the first step in analyzing 7A(a)(2) may be satisfied. If the acbefore the effective date of the rules. Whether the act applies to a specific quIring person has annual net sales or
Second, if prior to consummation of acquisition of assets or voting securi- total assets of $100 million or more
the acquisition either enforcement ties is to determine the identify of the and the acquired person is engaged in
agency makes a request for additional "acquiring person" and the "acquired manufacturing and has annual net
information or documentary material person," and which assets or voting se- sales or total assets of $10 million or
under section 7A(e) and section 803.20, curIties will be held "as a result of" more: then section 7ACa)(2)(A) is satisthen the. waiting period normallY de- the acquisition. One transaction may !led. If the acquiring person has
riving from such a request takes. consist of, or may give rise, to, several annual net sales or total assets of $100
effect, and its expiration, termination distinct "acquisItions" potentlnlly sub- mllllon or more and the acquired
or extension thereafter is governed by ject to the act. See the examples to person is not engaged in manufactur§ 801.2 (c) and (e) and to § 801.4•.
the act and the rules.
ing but has total assets of $10 million
To identify the "acquiring person," or more <net sales are irrelevant in
It should be emphasized that the
Transitional Rule does not apply to consult the definitions of "person," this case). then section 7A(a)(2)(B) is
any transaction that will be consum- "entity," and "ultimate parent entity" satisfied. Finally. if the acquiring
mated more than 30 days' <15 in the in § 801.1<a) and the dc!inition oC person hns annual net sales or total
case of a cash tender offer) after the "hold" in § 801.Cc). First determine assets of $10 million or more and the
effective date of the rules; nor does it which entity will have benc!icial own- acquired person has annual net sales
apply to any acquisition with respect ership of the assets or voting securities of $100 million or more, then section
to which the required notifications are to be acquired, and identify that enti· 7A(a)(2)(C) is satisfied, without regard
not received on or before the effective ty's ultimate parent entity (as defined to whether either person is engaged in
date . of the' rules. Transactions of in § 801.1<a)(3». The acquiring person manufacturing. If none of these three
these two types are-subject to the full consists of that ultimate parent entity tests is satisfied. the act does not
notification and waiting period re- and all entities that. it. controls directly apply; If any of them is satisfied, it is
quirements of the act and the rules.
or indirectly. The definition of "con- then necessary to analyze the size-ofThe Transitional Rule also states trol" in § 801.1(b) will determine transaction test of section 'lA(a)(3)_
that completed notifications received whether an entity is an ultimate
This test may be satisfied in any of
prior to the effective date of the rules parent entity and which entitles nre five different ways, since the size-ofwill be deemed filed on the effective included within the acquiring person. transaction test is satisfied wbenever,
date of the rules.
.
If the entity that will bold the assets as a result of the acquisition, the acFor purposes of the Transitional or voting securities to be acquired is quiring person would hold at least 15
Rule and the rules in parts 801-803, controlled by another entity, one must percent, or more than $15 million
the completion "or consummation or foliow the chain of control, locate the worth. of either the assets or the
"making" of an acquisition refers to Ultimate parent entity, and then de- voting securities or the acquired
-the closing date, or the date on which termine all entities that that entity person, or more than $15 n1Dion worth
title is transferreq, rather than to the controls directly or indirectly. This of both the assets and the voting secudate on which a contract, agreement will be the acquiring person.
rities of the acquired person.
in principle or letter- of intent is
Next determine the entit.y whose
In applying this test. one must first
signed.
'
assets or voting securities nre being ac- determine what will be held as a result
In the course of promulgating the quired. See § 80L2(b). This will be the of the acquisition. In general, the acTransitional Rule, the Commission entity that prior to the acquisition has quirin~ person in an assets transaction
considered comments suggesting that beneficial ownership of any assets, or will hold only those assets· which will
persons that had complied with the is the issuer of any voting securities, change bands as a result of the transCommission's Resolution Requiring which are to be acquired. The acquired action. See § B01.13(b)C1), but, for the
Notification and·SUbmission of Special person consists of the ultimate parent moment, ignore the value of the
Reports Relating to Corporate Merg- - entity that controls the entity whose assets; see also § 801.21. There is one
ers or Acquisitions, dated August 15, . assets or voting securities nre being ac- signifIcant exception: Whenever the
1974, 39 FR 35717 (October 3, 1974) quired, along with all other entities acquiring person has acquired any
(referred to hereafter as the "Commis- that that ultimate parent. entity con· assets from the same acquired person
"trols directly or indirectly. See also within 180 days preceding the signing
- ~~:~~:~:o~~e:e~;~~~~~~~:t~~~ § 801.2 (c), (d), and (e).
of a contract, agreement in principle.
. requirements of the act and the rules.
Having determined the Identity of or letter of intent to acquire additional
At that time the Commission, with the the acquiring and acquired persons, assets, and the earlier-acquired assets
concurrence of the Assistant Attorney one must determine whether either have not been transferred to' another
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person, then § 801.13(b)(2) directs both
persons to treat the earlier and the
present transaction as if they were
both occurring at the present time,
unless § 801.15 requires otherwise. In
other words, the two (or more) asset
acquisitions must be aggregated,
unless the earlier acquisitions fell
within one of the exemptions listed in
§ 801.15. The effect of aggregation is
that the assets acquired in the two (or.
more) transactions will be "held as a
result of" the present transaction, for
purposes of determining' the dollar
value of assets-but not the percentage of assets-being acquired under
section 7A(a)(3).
The voting securities of the acquired
person to be held by the acquiring
person as a result of a transaction are
determined by § 801.13(a)(1). In general, any securities which will be held by
the acquiring person after the present
transaction are held as a result of the
present transaction, even if some of
those securities were acquired earlier.
Certain exceptions are stated in
§ 801.15 if an earlier acquisition was
exempt under the act or rules.
The next step is to determine whether, as a result of the acquisition, the
acquiring person will hold an aggregate total amount of assets and voting
securities of the acquired person in
excess of $15 million. The value of
assets is the value at time of acquisition, and not-the book value, and is determined by reference to § 801.10 (b)
and (c). The value of voting securities
to be held as a resUlt of the acquisition
is also the current value, determined
by reference to section '§ 801.10 (a) and
(c).

If an acquiring person -would hold
both assets and voting-securities of the
acquired person as a result of a transaction, the aggregate total amount of
voting securities and assets must be
determined under § 801.14 and subjected to the $15 million size-of-transaction test of section 7A(a)(3)(B). If the
$15 million test is satisfied, the alternative 15-percent test of section
7A(a)(3)(A) may be disregarded, since
the size-of-transaction has already
been satisfied. If the $15 million test is
not satisfied, then the next step is to
determine the percentage of the acquired person's assets or voting securities which the acquiring person will
hold _as a result of the, acquisition.
This requires a computation, in the
form of a fraction, in which the assets
or voting securities to be he1d as a
result of the acquisition are divided by
the aggregate total amount of assets
or voting securi,ties of the acquired
person.
.
In an assets acquisition, the numerator and denominator of this fraction
will be dollar values obtained from the
books of the acquired person. Section
• 801.12(d) explains how this computa-

tion is made, and § 801.12(c) makes voting securities by shareholders of
clear that the denominator consists of the target company in a tender offer,
the total assets of the entire acquired (3) acquisitions of voting securities by
person. If as a result of the acquisition means of a tender offer, (4) secondary
the acquiring pe,rson will hold 15 per- acquisitions, (5) acquisitions (other
cent or more of the total assets'of the than mergers and consolidations) in
acquired
person,
then
section :which voting securities are acquired
7A(a)(3)(A) is satisfied.
from someone other than the issuer or
For an acquisition of voting securi- a related entity, (6) acquisitions resultties, the numerator and denominator ing from conversion of convertible
of this fraction will be numbers of voting securities, and (7) acquisitions
votes for directors of the issuer that resulting from the exercise of options
voting securities presently entitle their
holders to cast or, as a result of the ac- and warrants. Additional provisions requisition, will entitle their holders to lating to acquisitions of voting securicast. Section 801.12 explains how this ties by shareholders of the target comcomputation is made, and § 80i,12(a) pany in a tender offer are contained in
makes clear that the denominator con- § 801.31. Section 801.32 makes clear
sists of the total number of votes for that conversion of convertible voting
directors of the issuer whose voting se- securities (see § 801.l<f» is a potentialcurities are being acquired. If as a ly reportable acquisition under the
result of the acquisition the acquiring act.
person will hold 15 percent or more of
When the persons contributing to
the voting securities of the issuer, the formation of a new corporation rethen section 7A(a)(3)(A) is satisfiea.
ceive voting securities of that corpora- ,
tion, § 801.40 must be consulted in
SPECIFIC TREATMENT OF PARTICULAR
order to determine whether these ncTYPES OF TRANSACTIONS
quisitions are reportable. Section
A series of rules in part 801 specify 801.40(b) contains its own size·ofthe manner in which particular types person tests, which interpret those in
of transactions are treated under the section 7A(a)(2) in any transaction
act.
(except in connection with a merger or
\
Whenever as a result of an acquisi- consolidation) in which a new corporation (the "primary acquisition") an ac· tion is formed. A special rule for deterquiring person will obtain control of mining the total assets of the new coran issuer which holds a noncontrolling poration is stated in § 801.40(c), and a
blGck of -voting securities of another special rule relating to the commerce
issuer, then the acquisition of the test of section 7A(a)(l) is contained in
other issuer's voting securities is a sec- § 801.40(d).
ondary acquisition which, by reason of
In general, § 801.40 applies to the
§ 801.4, is separately subject to the act
formation
of joint ventures organized
and the rules.
Section 801.20 explains that acquisi· . in the corporate form, but the opertions meeting the critieria of section ation of the rule does not depend upon
7A(a) and not otherwise exempted whether the parties or the enforceunder the act or the rules are subject ment agencies would consider the new
to the reporting and waiting period re- corporation to be a "joint venture,"
quirements of the act. This is true Whenever a newly formed corporation
even though earlier acquisitions may issues sufficient voting securities to
also have been subject to the act; even two or more persons, so that section
though the acquiring person's hold- 7A(a)(3) and § 801.40 (b) and (d) nre
ings initially may have met or exceed- satisfied, the transaction is reportable,
ed a notification threshold (see although all such persons acquiring ,
§ 801.l<h» before the effective date of the new corporation's stock may not
the rules; and even though the acquir- necessarily have to file notification.
ing person's holdings initially may The new corporation does not, howevhave met or exceeded a notification er, have to report its acquisitions of
threshold by reason of ,increases in the assets which its shareholders have
market values or events other than ac- contributed as part of the transaction
quisitions.
setting up the new corporation.
Section 801.30,explains that for cerFinally, § 801.90 states that whentain types of transactions, the waiting ever
a reportable transaction is recast
period begins when only the acquiring
in
a
different
form or broken up into a
person files notification, rather than
when both persons file. In such cases, series of transactions, or whenever any
the acquired person must file within a other device is employed for the purspecified number of days after the ac- pose of avoiding the obligation to
quiring person files. The types of comply with the act and the rUles, the
transactions to which this treatment form of the transactions is disregardapplies are: (1) Acquisitions of voting ed, and the obligation to comply with
securities on a national securities ex- the act and the rules is determined by
change or "over the counter" securi- applying the act and the rules to the
ties markets, (2) certain acquisitions of substance of the transaction•
o
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and subcommittees the ability to
obtain information filed vJith the enforcement agencies under the act.
size-of-transaction tests of section
Section 7A(l) contains two important
7A(a) are all satisfied, One must next
explanations of the relationship bedetermine whether any exemptions
tween the act and other acthities of
apply. Statutory exemptions are found REQUESTS FOR ADDITIOllAL hlFORMA- the enforcement agencies. Under secin section 7A (c)(1) through (c)(ll).
TION OR DOCUMENTARY MATDUAL
tion 7A(1)'1), any action by either
With respect to section 7A(c)Cl), see
Section 7A(e) permits the Commis- agency or any fallure of either agency
§ 802.1; with respect to section 7A
to take any action under the act has
(c)(6) and (c)(S), see § 802.6; as to sec- sion or the Assistant Attorney Gener- no effect on any proceeding or any
al,
prior
to
expiration
of
the
waiting
tion 7A(c)C8), see also § 802.8; concernother action at any time under any
illg section 7A(c)(9), see § S02.9; and period, to require the submission of other provision of the Antitrust Iminformation or additional
concerning section 7ACc)(10), see additional
documentary material relevant to an provements Act of 1976 or any other
§802.10.
acq1i.lsltlon,
from any person required provision of law. Moreover, the ability
Additional exemptions are found in to file notification,
from any oUI- of the enforcement agencies to make
the remainder of Part S02 of the rules. cer, director, partner,oragent
or employ- full use of the Antitrust Civil Process
Each of the separate exemptions· in ee of any such person. Section
803.20 Act, the Federal Trade Commission
the act and the rules must be sepa- explains the procedure for such
re- Act. and any other provision of law "to
rately consulted. More detailed expla- quests and details their impact upon
secure at any time from any person
nations of these rules relating to ex- the waiting period. Section 803.21 re- documentary material, oral testimony,
emptions appear below.
quires compliance wIth such requests or other information" Is unaffecteli by
the premerger notification requirewithin
a reasonable time.
Fn.ING REQUIREMENTS •
ments of the act.
The CommIsslon, with the concurIf the criteria of section 7A(a) are MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIOliS OF THE Acr
AND THE RULES
rence of the Assistant Attorney Genmet and the transaction is not entitled
eral, Is required by section 7A(j) to
to exemption under the act or the
Section 7AW provides for expedited submit an annual report to Congress
rules, then the acquisition is reporta- treatment
a United States distrIct on the operation of the act.
ble, and the procedures outlined in court of a by
motion by either enforceSection 803.30 of the-rules provides a
part S03 oJ the rules must be followed. ment
agency for a prellmlnary injunc- mechanism whereby formal and inforThe acquiring and acquired persons tion to
prevent
consummation
of
a
mal interpretations of requirements
muSt file notification, and a waiting transaction reportable under the act.
under the act and the rules may be
period must elapse, before the transacSections 7A (g)(l) and (g)(2) provIde. rendered. Section 803.90 provides for
tion may legally be consummated.
.
enforcement mechanisms for the the separability of any provision of
The Notification and Report Form is the
act.. Under section 7A(g)(l), any the rules or form. in the event that
an appendix to part 803 of the rules person
any officer, director or any provision is held invalid or inapand must be completed. in accordance partner (or
thereof)
who falls to comply plicable' to any person or circumwith § 8.03.1 and with the instructions
any provision of the act (or the stances.
-appe'aring in § 803.2 and on the form with
may be liable for a cIvIl penalty
The final versIons of the rules and
itself. Whenever a person filing notifi- rules)
of up to $10,000 for each day during form, and the detailed discussion of
cation is unable to supply a complete which
such person Is in vIolation of each which follows, are of necessity
response to any item on the form, it
act. If the notification require- based upon certain factual assumpmust provi~e a statement of reasons . the
ments of the act and the rules are not tions. Only actual eA'J)erience with the
for noncompliance, in accordance with substantially
compIled wIth, section operation of the premerger notifica§ 803.3. Each Notification and Report 7ACg)(2) permits
either enforcement tion program wlll show which of these
Form:must be accompanied by an affi- agency to commence
action in assumptions are valid. SUch experidavit; consult §803.5. Each form must United States district an
court,
Under ence may suggest amendments to the
.. also be certified; see § 803.6.
.
this section, the court may order com- rules, and some of those amendments
In the special case in which a foreign
pliance and Is required to extend the and the reasons articulated for them
acquired person refuses to file notifi- waiting
period "untIl there has been may differ with portions of this discuscation, § 803.4 may permit another substantial
compliance:" The- act con- sion.
person to file on its behalf.
tains one exception: When a person
Under section 803.7, reported trans- whose stock Is sought to be acquired
PART 801 OF THE RULES
actions must be cOIlSUIIlIIl,ated within by means of a tender oUer (either
SECTION SOl.lCa)(I)-PERSON;:
one year following the expiration of cash or non-cash) has not compIled,
the waiting period in order to avoid the waiting period may not be exThe term "person" appears 36 times
the necessity of an additional filing at tended, although civIl penalties may in the act and Is used in connection
a later date.
be assessed. Section 7A(g)'2)'C) also with ..virtually every subject with
permits the court to "grant such other which the. statute deals. It is the basic
WAITING PERIOD
equitable rellef as the court in Its dis- organizational unit to which the re.Sections 7A (a) and Cb) state that, cretion determines necessary or appro- quirements of the act apply. Of particwhen notification is required with re- priate."
ular importance are its uses in the
spect to an acquisition of assets or
Section 7ACh) states that any infor- tests for determinlng whether the aCt
voting securities, that transaction may mation or documentary materIal filed applles: The commerce test of section
not legally be eompleted until notifica- with the enforcement agencies under 7ACa)(1), the size-of-person test of section has been accomplished. and a 30- the act Is exempt from disclosure tion 7A(a)'2) and the size-of-transac.day waiting period has thereafter ex- under the Freedom of Information Act tion test of section 7ACa)C3). Two relatpired (OluY 15 days is required in. the and that no such information or docu- ed statutory concepts. "acquiring'" and
case of a cash tender offer).
mentary materIal may be made publlc "acquired" persons. are separately deSection 803.10(a) exPlains whim the except "as may be relevant to any ad- fined in § 801.2.
waiting period begins, and section ministrative or judicial action or proThe definition states that a person is
803.10Cb) explains when it expires. ceeding." Section "lACh) e.'\.'J)lIcltly pre- an ultimate parent entity together
Section 7A(b)C2) permits the Commis- serves to Congress and Its committees wIth all entities that it controls directEXEMPTIONS

If the commerce, size-of-person and

slon and the Assistant Attorney General to terminate the waiting period
before it expires in certain cases, and
section 803.11 explains the procedures
'governing termination.
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plies. The rules reserve the term commerce are invariablY commercial
"person" for the larger concept, used activities, over Which a U.S. court may
persons, corporations, partnerships, in the size-of-person test of section have jurisdiction, whereas actions
joint ventures, unincorporated associ- 7A(a)(2). See the Statement of Basis taken directly by States or governations.-- trusts, and several other types and Purpose to § 801.12, which also ex- ments are less likely to be subject to
of units. "Control" is defined in plains the exception in the definition U.S. jurisdiction. Furthermore, the
provided in that rule.
.
principle of comity, which seeks to
§ 801.1<b) and means, in most cases,
The original rules' did not employ assure amicable relations among nabeneficial ownership of 50 percent or
more of the voting stock. Control is ef- the term "entity," and instead ex- tions, militates against the United
fected directly if the voting stock is pressed the two meanings of "person" States requiring a foreign state to
held without intermediaries; it is ef- by using a more complex definition. comply with the reporting and waiting
fected indirectly if direct control is The revised rules introduced the pres- requirements of the act. By contrast,
held by controlled entities, agents, or ent definitional system. The final defi- the principle of comity is less compelother means. An "ultimate parent nition reformulates the language for ling with respect to the activities of
entity" is defined in § 801.1<0.)(3), and clarity and to remove potential ambi- governmental corporations. The dismeans an entity that is not controlled guities, but does not alter the sub- tinction is generally supported by the
by any other entity'. A "person" thus stance of the definition.
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of
can be visualized as a collection of en1976, 28 U.S.C. 160-2-1611, which dIsSECTION
801.1
(0.)(2)
ENTITY
tities headed by an ultimate parent
tinguishes between "commercial activientity and linked together by control
The term "entity" does not appear ties" of foreign states and agencies,
relationships. These entities are re- in the act, but in the rules is part of which are not immune from the jurisferred to as being "included within" the definition of the term "person,'" diction of the United States, and their
the person.
the basic unit to which the act applies. noncommercial activities, Which retain ,
Four examples illUStrate the rule. Section 801.1<0.) defines a "person" as their immunity. 28 U.S.C. 1605(0.)(2).
Example No. 1 illustrates the most an ultimate parent entity and all entiSimilarly, the definition also extypical case, that of a corporation with ties that it controls directly or indi- cludes the States of the United States.
SUbsidiaries. Examples 2, 3, and 4 illus- rectly. "Entities" thus constitute the The effect of the exclusion is that actrate less common cases involving for- component parts of persons. The defi- quisitions by States are not subject to
eign governments, natural persons and· nition of "entity" sets forth a list of the act, because the act applies only to
entities included within two persons. organizational units that can be in- acquisitions involving persons. See
Section 7A(a). The same is true of
The definition also notes an exception, cluded within a person.
.
§ 801.12 (a) and (b), in which the term
The proviso at the end of the defini- asset acquisitions from any of these
"person" is assigned a different mean- tion excludes the governments of for- political units. Stock acquisitions from
ing in connection with percentage eign nations, the United States and them are not exclUded under this rUle,
computations.
the several States, as well as their since the issuer of the stock, not the
agencies
and political SUbdivisions, State or government, would be the acBACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.1<0.) _from qualifying
as entities. Hence, quired person: State-owned and U.S.Section 7A begins, "[Nlo person these units are not subject to the act. ovmed corporations are included
shall acquire • • ." Although section 7 However, corporations controlled by within the definition of entity, for reaof the Clayton Act reaches only corpo- such units and engaged in commerce sons similar to those applying to forrate acquisitions, Congress did not are entities, and may be subject to the eign governmental corporations.
intend the definition of person to be requirements of the act.
SECTION 801.1(0.)(3) ULTIMATE PARENT
limited to corporations. See 122 Congo
ENTITY
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
Rec. H10293 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1976)
§ 801.1<0.)(2)
(remarks of Rep. Rodino); 122 Congo
The term "ultimate parent entity"
Rec. S15323 (daily ed. Sept. 7, 1976)
The need to introduce the term does not appear in the act. The rules
(comparison of House and Senate ver- "entity" is explained in the statement employ the term in the course of desions with final compromise version). of basis and purpose to §§ 801.1<0.)(1) fining the term "person." An "ultiThe definition of person accordingly and 801.12. Revised § 801.1<0.)(2) mate parent entity" is an entity that is
embraces the variety of organizations marked the initial appearance of the not controlled by any other entity,
contained in the definition of "entity." term, although the original rules had The ultimate parent entity included
But for purposes of the size-of-person achieved a similar result by means of a within a person, therefore, is the
test of section 7A(a)(2), "person" could more complex definition of "person." entity that directly or indIrectly connot mean just the particular entity See the FEDERAL REGISTER notice ac- trols all other entities within the
which was acquiring or transferring companying the reviSed rules, 42 FR person and is not itself controlled by
legal title. If such a limited definition at 39042 (August 1, 1977)..
any other entity.
of person were adopted, the ultimate
An ultimate parent entity must bo a
The final definition differs only
parent entity would be able to evade slightly from the revised version. The unit that fits the definition of "entity"
the requirements of the act by mani- reference to an entity's domicile was in § 801.1<0.)(2). Thus, for extunplo, a
pulating the entity to be involved in a deleted as unnecessary. The reference corporation engaged in commerce and
transaction. For example, a large cor- to joint ventures not yet formed has . Wholly ovmed by a foreign government
poration coulp. evade the size-of- been conformed to the language of can be an ultimate parent entity, but
person test of section 7A(a)(2) merely final § 801.40; the reason for its pres- the controlling government cannot,
by arranging to have a small subsidi- ence in the definition is explained in because it is not an entity, See examary participate in an acquisition. In the statement of basis and purpose to ple No.2 to § 801.1(0.)(1).
.
order to give effect to the- size-of- that rule.
The Ultimate parent entity inclUded
person test, "person" must mean the
Foreign states, foreign governments, within a person is responsible for a
overall enterprise.
and their agencies are excluded from person's compliance with the act and
The rules solve this dilemma by in- the definition of entity, but foreign rules, under § 803.2(0.). BecaUse tho
troducing the term "entity" to serve in governmental corporations engaged in concept of "person" is a creation of
the first capacity, that of defining the commerce are entities. The definition the act and rules and, therefore, a
basic organizational units (such as cor- draws this distinction because the ac- person may not have a generally recporations, etc.) to which the act ap- tivities of corporations engaged in ognized name embracing all its compoly or indirectly. "Entity" is defined in

§ 801.1<0.)(2), and comprehends natural
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nents, the _ name of the ultimate
parent entity is used to identify the'
person within which it is included. See
page 2 of the notification and report
form.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
§ 801.1(a)(3)

The definition is part of the mecha.nism which constructs the definition
of the term "person." The term did
not appear iil the original rules, and
the definition is unchanged in substance from revised § 801.1<a)(3).
SECTION 801.l(B) CONTROL

The term "control" d~es not appear
in-. the act, but the definition of the
term is central to the entire scheme of
the rules and indirectly affects the
extent of coverage of the act. The language of the act imposes its requirements upon "persons," a term' defined
in § 801.1<a)(1) to consist of an ultimate 'parent entity and all entities
which it controls directly or indirectly.
Only after applying the definitions of
control and person, can one determine
Whether the commerce test of section
7A(a)(1), the size-of-person test of sec·
tion 7A(a)(2) and the size-of-transaction test of section 7A(a)(3) are satis·
fied, and thus whether the act applies.
The definition of .control is also impor. tant because the notification and
report form, in general, requests .revenue data and other iriformation only
for entities included. within the
person.
The definition of control consists of
two tests; if either is satisfied, control
exists. Subparagraph (b)(l) provides
that holding 5Q percent or more of the
outstanding' voting securities of an
issuer constitutes control This test invokes _several other definitions and
rules, which are necessary to apply the
definition correctly. In particular.
§ 801.1<c) defines the term "hold;"
§ 801.1<f)(1) defines the term "voting
securities;" and § 801:12 governs the
calculation of the percentage. The
second alternative test in the defini·
tion, subparagraph (b)(2), provides
that control is also "the contractual
power presently to designate a majority of the directors of a corporation, or
in the case of unincorporated entities,
of individuals exercising similar Junctions." The example to the definition
illustrates the most important use of
the term, the linkage of entities into a
. "person."
Note that since both branches of the
definition of control involve properties-the issuance of stock and the existence of directors or individuals exercising similar functions-which cannot
be possessed by natural persons, natu·
ral persons may exercise control but
cannot be controlled. This means that
natural persons may· be ultimate
parent entiti~ within a person, 'but

may not become "Included within a
person" as controlled entities. See example No.3 to § 801.1(a)(1) and example No.2 to § 801.1(a)(3).
The language "In the case of unincorporated entities ••• IncUviduals
exercising slmllar functions" may In
appropriate cases find appllcatlon to
organizational units other than corpo·
rations which are defined as entities In
§ 80U(a)(2).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§ 801.1(b)

Although the term "control" does
not appear In the act, the conc~pt Is
implicit within it. It furnishes the lInk
between the term "entity," which In
the rules descrIbes the types of units
to which the act applles, and the term
"person," which Is used throughout
the act and rules. The need for two
terms In the definitional scheme Is explained In the statements of basis and
purpose to those definitions, § 801.1<a)
(1) and (2) and the use of the term
"control" arises wIthin that defInItion·
al structure.
"Control" was defined at the level of
50 percent stock ownership for two
reasons. First, it supplled an objective,
easilY administrable crIterIon. Second,
except for cases In which the holding
is exactly 50 percent, majorIty ownership will always enable the holder to
direct the day·to-day nctivltles of the
controlled entity, even though for
many large corporations. de facto control may arise from holdings well
below 50 percent.
Several comments (e.g., 16, 115; 1050,
1088, 1102) suggested that control
should stem only holdings or more
than 50 percent, rather than exactly
50 percent, of the outstanding voting
securities of an issuer. However, the
final rule adheres to the position that
a 50-percent holding constitutes con·
trol If the shares of an issuer are
evenly divIded between two holders, it
is more approprIate that the issuer be
viewed as part of both "persons," for
purposes of the size.of·person test of
section 7A(a)(2) and size.of·transaction test of section 7A(a)(3), than as
part of neither. In such a situation,
each of the 50·percent holders may exercise control Moreover, after. a
holder acquires 50 percent of the
shares of an issuer, further acqulsi.
tions of those shares are exempt under
section 7A(c)(3).
This first test of control has been retained without substantial change
through ~he revised and final definitions. In the revised rule the word
"ownership" was replaced by "hold·
ing," thus incorporating the definition
of "hold." In the final rule the exclu·
sion of the holdings of affiliates was
deleted as unnecessary because of the
final definition of "affillate."
The second test In the definition can
best be understood In the context of

its derIvation from the earlier drafts.
In the original definition the second
test attempted to identify actual or
working control, however effected. It
also contained a proviso excluding
from the definition of control any
power arising from conditions in financing contracts with certain specified lendeI'S. The original version of
the second test attracted approximately25 comments, for the most part
critical.
The comments made four principal
critfclsms. First, several comments
<e.g., 9, 11. 78, 115) noted that the definition of control would deteimine the
entitles for which revenue and other
data must be supplied on the Notification and Report Form. If the delmition Imputed control of an entity
which the reporting person did not in
fact control, a reporting person might
be unable to supply the required data.
Since failure to comply could result in
civil penalties of up to $10,000 per day.
these comments urged that the definition of control should require the submission of data concerning only those
entitles 'with respect to which. the reporting person could in fact obtain
such data.
A second group of comments <e.g.• 9,
11, 78, 88. 95, 120) focused on the subjectivity of the original second test.
These comments eA-pressed concern
about the potential expansiveness of
two phrases in the definition. "dominant minority" and "other means,"
which they feared might include relationships othel; than stock ownership.
They contended that different observers could reasonably arrive at different conclusions about whether control
existed in a given Instance. They also
urged that, in View of the civil penalties provided for noncompliance with
the act. the definition should focus
upon objective criteria that would
allow both reporting persons and the
enforcement agencies to determine
their obllgations under the act with
reasonable certainty.
The third and fourth groups of comments reflected more specialized concerns. A number of comments (e.g., 68,
81, 96, 105, 107, 108. 113) asserted that
the second test of control, as applied
to mutual funds, would regard an investment adviser that .advises several
separate mutual funds as controlling
the funds. Thus, the several mutual
funds would become part of the same
"person." and their security holdings
would be aggregated for purposes of
the 15 percent or $15 million test of
section 7A(a)(3). They contended that
the legislative history of the act indicated a contrary congressional intent.
FInally, the fourth group of comments (e.g., 15, 83. 88, '98. 115, 120)
criticized the proviso relating to financing. They maintained that the exclusion of powers arising from financ-
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ing contracts should extend to all
lenders, rather than to only those
listed, since extensions of credit may
come from many sources.
The definition was substantially revised in response to these comments.
The revised version restricted control
to contractual power to designate a
majority of the board of directors.
When such a contract exists, the controlling entity can direct the actions of
the controlled entity and can presumably supply the data required by the
Notification and Report Form without
difficulty. All parties should be able to
determine their obligations under the
act with reasonable certainty based on
objective criteria.
The limitation of control to these
two instances also eliniinated the criticism in the comments on the mutual
fund issue and on the proviso about
creditors; since control could only flow
from the two specified relationships,
these two problems no longer arose.
However, in addition to the revised
definition, the FEDERAL REGISTER
notice accompanying the revised rules
solicited public comments on another
possible modification of the second
test of control. It would have defined
control to include the power to designate or elect a majority of the directors of an issuer, without limiting the
power to contractual instances only.
The notice also solicited comments
identifying "objective factors of voting
control (Qr contractual power), without relying on a specific percentage of
voting securities held:'(;42 FR at 39043(August I, 1977).
Nineteen comments expressed views
about the revised definition and the
FEDERAL REGISTER proposals. The comments uniformly supported the revised
definition and opposed the proposals
in the FEDERAL REGISTER notice. Most'
considered that the revised definition
adequately addressed the concerns expressed in the comments to the original rules, while the new proposals
would reintroduce the same subjectivity and uncertainty previously men- ,
tioned. The comments stressed the
need for objective standards because
of the civil penalty provisions of the
act and viewed the proposals in the
FEDERAL REGISTER notice as inadequate. Minority stockholdings, as well
as other forms of influence, it was
stated, could constitute the "power to
designate or elect," but would not be
capable of objective ascertainment.
The final rule retains the substance
of the revised second test. The Commission believes that in this instance,
the advantages of certainty in the application of the act outweigh the disadvantages of limiting the reach of
the act. Should experience in administering the act reveal shortcomings in
this approach, the definition can be
revised.

Accordingly, the final definition ries, agents, controlled entities or
makes only one change in-the revised other means:' This principle is subject
version of the second test. It expands to the provisions in subparagraphs (2)
the formulation "directors or trustees" through (8) of the rule.
to clarify that for unincorporated enti·
These subparagraphs clarify who
ties the definition will look to "individ- the beneficial owner is or is deemed to
uals exercising similar functions" in be in particular situations. The hold·
place of the directors. This language ings of spouses and minor children are
does not apply, however, to banks or by reason of section 801.1(c)(2) all at·
trust companies that designate the tributable to one another, so that if
trustees of trusts they administer. In any of them makes an acquisition, the
such cases, the definition of "hold," holdings of all of them are aggregated
§ 801.1<c), allocates the responsibility . for purposes of determining the total
for filing notification.
assets of the acquiring person and
what it will hold as a result of the ac·
SECTION 801:1(C) HOLD
quisition. See also section 803.2(0.).
Section 801.1(c) defines the term
With certain exceptions, a trust, in·
"hold," which is central to the struc- cluding a pension trust, is deemed
ture of the rules. If the commerce test under section 801.1(c)(3) to hold all
of section 7A(a)(1) and the size-of- assets and voting securities constitut·
person test of section 7A(a)(2) are met, ing the corpus of the trust; the trust
the act,applies to an acquistion if "as a (not the trustee) may thus become a
result of such acquisition, the acquir- reporting person. See the example in
iIig person would hold" 15 percent or
the rule. In the case of a reVocable
$15 million worth of the voting securi- trust, and in the Case of an irrevocable
ties or assets of the acquired person. trust in which the settlor O.e., he or
Section 7A(a)(3) (emphasis supplied). she
who creates the trust) retains a reThe treatment of an acquisition thus versionary interest in the corpus, secdepends upon what the acquiring tion 801.1<c)(4) makes the corpus of
person'will hold as a result of the ac- the trust the "holdings" of the settlor.
quisition. See sections 801.13 and In these situations the settlor, rather
801.15.
trust, would be required to
Section 801.1<c)(1) states the basic than the
with any obligations under the
rule that a person "holds" voting secu- comply
rities or assets if that person is the act.
Beneficiaries of all other types of
beneficial owner of such securities or trusts,
pension trusts and
assets. The rules do not contain a defi- commonincluding
trust funds or collective in·
nition of "beneficial ownership:' In- vestment
funds, are in section
stead, the existence of beneficial own- 801.1(c)(5) deemed
not to hold any
ership is to be determined in the con· assets or voting securities
constituting
text of particular cases with reference
the
corpus
of
such
trusts,
since the
to the person or persons that enjoy
the indicia of beneficial ownership, trusts are the holders:' A bank or
which include the right to obtain the trust company that administers one or
benefit of any increase in value or divi- more common trust funds Or collective
dends, the risk of loss of value, the investment funds is under section
right to vote the stock or to determine 801.1<c)(6) deemed the holder of the
who may vote the stock, the invest- assets and voting securities constitutment discretion (inclUding the power ing the corpus of each such fund, so
to dispose of the stock). It should be that those assets and voting securities
noted, however, that the concept of must all be aggregated with any other
"beneficial ownership" for purposes of assets or voting securities which the
section 801.1<c) overlaps with, but is bank or trust company may hold for
not identical to, the definition of bene- its own account, if either the bank or
ficial ownership promulgated by the one of its funds makes an acquisition.
SEC for purposes of section 13(d) of See the example following section
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 801.1<c)(6).
Section 801.1(c)(7) is designed to
("Exchange Act"), 15 U.S.C. 78m.
Thus, while a person may be a benefi- make< clear that assets and voting secu·
cial owner of securities for purposes of rities held for the benefit of separate
section 13(d) of that statute, it might accounts administered by an insurance
not be the beneficial owner of those company are holdings of the company:
secUrities for purposes of the pre· unlike a trust, the separate account is
merger notification rules,.. or vice not itself a holder.
Section 801.1<c)(8) states that in adversa.
Record ownership by itself is of no dition to its own holdings an entity
relevance in determining Whether a (including an ultimate parent entity)
person "hold,s" stock or assets under holds all assets and voting securities
the rules. See the example following held by entities which it controls die
section 801.1<c)(1). Beneficial OViller- rectly or indirectly. Moreover, a
ship may be effected directly (i.e., person holds all assets and votinrr sewhere the beneficial owner has legal curities held by the entities inclUded
title), or indirectly "through fiducia- within it O.e., held by the Ultimate
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parent entity and all entities which it
controls). See section 801.Ha).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO SECTION
·80l.l(C)

Original section 80l.0S(c) defined
the term "hold" in terms of the possession . of either direct or indirect
"ownership" or "control." Revised section 80l.Hc) deleted the reference to
"control" and defined the term "hold"
as "record or beneficial ownership."
Possible reporting requirements for
persons having mere record ownership
sparked a significant number of comments (e.g., 1062, 1070, 1071, 1090,
1108). The final rule reflects the rec·
ognition that record ownership by
itself is not meaningful for purposes of
aruilyzing the impact of an acquisition
on competition. Beneficial ownership
is a more reliable indicator of the
holder's power to· influence the management of the issuer. Record owner·
ship of the shares does not normally
indicate which person enjoys the attributes of beneficial ownership, in particular the right to vote or to desig.
- nate' who may vote the shares. Moreover, a variety of persons other than
the beneficial owner may be the
record owner of voting securities. (In
many cases, of course, record owner
and the beneficial owner will be the
same person.)
Under the final rule it makes no difference who. the record owner is. The
person or persons that have the benefits and .risks of ownership of securities or assets "hold" those securities or
assets, and persons that acquire beneficial ownership must report their "acquisition" if the criteria of the act are
satisfied.
. The holdings of spouses and their
minor children are aggregated under
§ 801.l<c)(2), so that natural persons
cannot escape reporting merely by
making separate purchases in the
names of other natural persons within
the immediate family. This limited aggr~gation rule, does not extend to
other "related" persons, such as brothers and sisters or parents (unless the
beneficial owner is a minor child). The
revised rule would have aggregated
the holdings of spouses with those of
their minor children, but not vice
versa, and was thus incomplete. A related rule, § 803.2(a), states that a
single Notification and Report Form
shall be filed on behalf of a natural
person, his or her spouse and minor
children, in ,the event that any of
them maKes a reportable acquisition.
- In general, under § 80l.l<c)(S) the
beneficiaries of a trust are deemed not
to hold any assets or voting securities
constituting the corpus of the trust,
because the specific assets attributable
to a specific beneficiary may be impossible to determine, and because the
beneficiary may have no control over

an acquisition (or disposition) of assets
by the trust. The one exception to this
general rule Is found in § SOl.1(c)(4),
When the settlor Is also a benefJclnry;
in tlrat case, the settlor Is deemed the
holder of the trust's assets.
Since a trust is an "entity" within
the meaning of § S01.1(a)(2), the trust
will also be a person. unless the trust
is controlled by another entity (other
than a. bank or trust company). Since
a trust does not issue voting securIties,
under the rules It can be controlled by
another entity only If the latter has a
contractual power, under the trust indenture, to designate the trustee or, If
there Is more than one, a majorIty of
the trustees. See §§ S01.1(a)(1) and
SOl.l<b)(2). For example, If a corpora·
tion appoints the trustees of an em·
ployee pension plan organized as a
trust, then the corporation would control the trust under § SOl.lCb)(2), and
the trust would not be a separate
"person" under the rules. On occasIons when a trust is a separate
person, the trust (normally through
the trustee) must IUe notl!Icatlon and
satisfY waiting period obllgatlons If it
makes a reportable acquisition. The
holdings of a trust are not aggregated
with those of any other entity for any
purpose, unless the trust is controlled
by or controls another entity. Thus,
for example, If a bank Is trustee of an
individual trust, the bank will normal·
ly file notification on behalf of the
trust whenever the trust makes a reportable . acquisition. If the bank
makes an acquisition for its own account, or for the account of another
Individual trust which it adminIsters,
the holdings of the individual trusts
are ·not aggregated, nor are they ago.
gregated with other holdings of the
bank.

Special rules are appllcable to
common trust funds and collective investment funds, as defined in 12 CFR
9.1S(8.) (referred to hereafter as "collective investment funds"), Under
§ SOl.lCc)(6), a bank or trust company
which adminIsters one or more collective Investment funds holds the assets
and voting securities constituting the
corpus of each such fund. Therefore,
the collective investment funds do not
themselves hold any assets or voting
securIties, and as a result they will not
themselves be subject to the act's requirements. Instead, the bank or trust
company which administers such
funds must comply with the act, if it
applles. In order to determine whether
a transaction is reportable, the bank
or trust company must aggregate all
assets and voting securIties held for its
own account with all assets and voting
securIties held by
coUectlve investment funds which it adminIsters. This
aggregation does not include assets
held In any other. kinds of trusts

an

which the bank may administer or for
which It may be trustee.
Because of the degree of control
which insurance companies typically
exercise over their general and separate accounts, all assets and voting securities held for the benefit of· any
general or any separate account adm1nlstered by such companies are.
under § SOl.1(c)(7), deemed holdings of
the insurance company. These accounts are treated in a manner similar
to that accorded to collective investment funds admInIstered by a bank or
trust company. Thus, all holdings of
all such accounts are aggregated
whenever the insurance company
makes any acquisition for the benefit
of any of those accounts.
Subparagraph Cc)(S) states a conclusIon which follows from the concept of
control. Since under § SOl.l(a) a
person Is defined as the collection of
entities directly or Indirectly under
the control of an ultimate parent
entity, It follows that the assets held
by each of the entities included within
a person are also held by the person.
Sim.1la.rly, each entity which is included within a person and controls another entity also holds any assets or
voting securities held by the controlled entity. Thus, whenever the
holdings of an entity must be determined, the holdings of that entity and
those of each entity it controls must
be aggregated.
At least one comment (1089) SUggested that the CommIssIon coordinate reporting requirements for certain types
ot persons or transactions with those
promulgated by the Securities and Exchange Commission under section
13(d) ot the Exchange Act. The SEC
has adopted rules which def'me "beneficial ownership" so-that a person having
either the power to vote or the power to
dIspose ot (i.e., Investment discretion
with respect to) voting securities would
be deemed the beneficial owner of such
securities. and would under section
13(d) have to report holdings of 5 percent or more ot the stock of any issuer
under SEC jurisdiction, and any
changes In such holdings. Those rules
became final on May 30, 1978. 43 FR
18484 <Apr. 28, 1978). The Commission's rules do not. however, adopt the
SEC's position, which equates benefi~
cial ownership with either voting powet
or Investment discretion standing
aJone. After assessing the compatibility
of the SEC's def'mition of "beneficial ownership" and the use of that
concept In these rules, the Commission
concluded that the legls1a.tive intent
underlYing each program and the goals
of each program were sufficiently distinct to support the different usages of
the term "beneficial ownership'"
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DELETIOU OF REVISED §§ 802.60 AND
802.61

Section 802.60 of the revised rules
exempted "an acquisition by an agent
on behalf of and at the specific direction of another person." Under that
rule, an agent included a broker or
dealer in securities, a trustee, or a fiduciary. The rule also stated that this
exemption did not extend to the persons on whose behalf the acquisition
was made.
Because the definition of "hold" in
§ 801.l<c)(l) has been modified to
delete record ownership, § 802.60 of
the revised .rules is superfluous and
has been deleted. Whenever any agent
makes an acquisition on behalf of another person (whether or not at the ..
specific direction of that other
person), the agent' does not become a
beneficial ovmer and thus incurs no
obligations under the act.
Section 802.61 of the revised rules
exempted "an acquisition in escrow by
an escrow agent pursuant to a written
eScrow agreement." That rule did not,
however, exempt an acquisition by any
person from an escrow agent, unless
the assets or voting securities reverted
to the original owner pursuant to the
escrow agreement. The original rules
contained
a
similar
provision
(§ 802.15).
Under the definition of "hold" in
the final rules, the rule is no longer
necessary, because an escrow agent
does not become the beneficial owner
of assets or voting securities held in
escrow. An acquisition in escrow must
be reported if beneficial ownership
changes hands as a result of the acqui·
sition; the same is true of an acquisition from an escrow agent.
SEcTION 801.I(d) AFFILIATE

The term "affiliate'~ appears in the
act only in section 7A(b)(3)(B), which.
states:
The amount or percentage of voting securities or assets of a person which are acqUired or held by another person shall be
determined by aggregating the amount or
percentage of such voting securities or
assets held or acquired by such other person
and each aff1l1ate therof.

Thus, the holdings of afiliates of the
acquiring person must be included in
that person's holdings for the purpose
of determining Whether the size-oftransaction test of section 7A(a)(3), as
well as the additional notification
thresholds defined in § 801.l<h), are
met with respect to a particular acqui·
sition. Section 801.l<d) defines an "affiliate" of a person as an entity con·
trolled directly or indirectly by the u1timate parent entity of that person.
The practical effect of the definition
of "affiliate" is that only holdings of
entities included within the acquiring
person, and no holdings of.entities not

inCluded within the acquiring person,
are counted in determining what that
person holds, and thus whether the
act applies to an acquisition.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.1(d)

The final definition of "affiliate"
.differs from the original and revised
definitions, both of Which designated
as affiliates certain persons or entities
not included within the acquiring
person and thus required aggregation
of their holding with those of the acquiring person.
Original § 801.05(d) defined one
person as an affiliate of another
person if either person held 5 percent
or more of the other person's outstanding voting securities or if one
person was an officer, director, or
partner of the other person. The definition was intended to identify entities
that although not closely enough
linked to be included within the acquiring person may nevertheless have
a substantial similarity of interest
with the acquiring person.
That definition attracted considerable critical comment. Several comments (e.g., 6, 15, 63, 88) argued that a
5 percent holding is too small a percentage to create any competitively
significant link between a person and
its "affiliate:' Some of the comments
suggested that a higher level of stock
ownership, such as 20 or 25 percent,
shou1d be required for the "affiliate"
relationship. Other comments (e.g., 49,
73, 78, 112) noted that since an acquiring person might not in fact control its
affiliates, it wou1d in many cases be
impossible for a person to compel dis·
closure of its affiliate's stockholdings.
Since the affiliate's stockholdings
cou1d determine whether the size-oftransaction test was satisfied, an acquiring person might not be able to
find out whether a reporting requirement existed, or to comply fully with
it, if it did.
A number of comments (e.g., 6, 63,
83, 88, 113) also criticized the concept
that an officer, director, or partner
cou1d be an affiliate. They argued that
since many companies have hundreds
of officers, directors, and partners, it
wou1d be extremely burdensome to require a reporting person to find out
What all of them held. Several comments (e.g., 7, 96, 105) argued that it
wou1d be unreasonable to aggregate
the holdings of mutual funds, investment companies, or other institutions
that are clients of the same investment adviser, either through the definition of' "affiliate" or through other
definitions. See the Statement of Basis
and Purpose to § 801.l<b). Finally, seve
eral comments (e.g., 49, 73, 78) suggested that the confidentiality surrounding . some acquisitIons likely
wou1d be breached if an acquiring
person had to contact its noncon·

trolled "affiliates" before the acqulsl·
tion in order to determine the aff11l·
ates' holdings in the company to be ac·
quired.
In response to these comments, reo
vised § 801.l<d) considerably altered
the definition of "affiliate:' In order
to decrease the reporting burden on
acquiring persons and to obtain information only on more meaningful affiliations, the percentage of stock own·
ership constituting affiliation was in·
creased from 5 to 25 percent. Furthermore, affiliation arising from one's
status as an officer, director, or partner of another person was deleted. In·
formation on these relationships.
while potentially relevant, was deemed
less essential and less useful than in·
formation on stockovmership. ThUS,
the concept' of "affiliation" was reo
stricted in the revised rules to the
holding of a stock interest of at least
25 but less than 50 percent (which is
defined as "control" and would result
in inclusion within the person). In ad·
dition, the revised rule specified that
holdings of voting securities of only
the u1timate parent entity of the reo
porting person or the affiliated person
were to be counted in determining affiliation.
The comments on the revised defini·
tion, although fewer than those on the
original rules, continued to object to
defining "affiliate" to include noncon·
trolled entities. The comments (e.g.,
1090, 1110) reiterated the contention
that a person may be neither aware of
nor able to compel disclosure of the
holdings of a noncontrolled affiliate.
Comment 1110 suggested that the
definition of affiliate be tied more
closely to the definition of "control,"
and that a corporation be considered
an affiliate of a person only if 50 per·
cent of its voting securities are owned
by such person.
The final rules, in contrast to both
of the earlier drafts, define "affiliate"
as an entity controlled by the ultimate
parent entity of a person. The concept
of affiliation arising from a less-than·
control relationship has been entirely
deleted. The final rules thus incorpo.
rate a suggestion made by several com·
ments (e.g., '18, 83, 112; 1110) that af·
filiation be defined no more broadly
than the concept of control.
The final rules make this change because of what appeared to be potential
administrative problems involved In any
definition of affiliation that Included
less-than-control relationships. Al·
though the Commission believes the.
act unmistakably affords it the power
to define the term to inclUde relation·
ships short of control, the Commission
considered it difficult to require disclo·
sures of holdings of noncontrolled en·
tities. Furthermore, in many cases, aggregation of these holdings also would
have resu1ted in the imposition of arc·
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porting requirement on a person
whose holdings were less significant
than those of its affiliate. For exam·
pIe, assume that A, a large corporation, acquires a 14-percent stock interest, valued at less than $15 million, in
_ company X. This acquisition is not reportable under the act and rules.
Assume that A also holds 25-percent
of company F. Under the revised rules,
F would have been an affiliate of A
and A an affiliate of F. If F then purchases I-percent of X, and the criteria
of section 7A (a)(1) and (a)(2) are met,
this acquisition would have been reportable under the revised rules, since
for purposes of section 7A(a)(3), F
would have aggregated its holdings of
X stock'with A's holdings of X stock.
Therefore, F, the I-percent shareholder of X, would have been required to
report on its business activities, but A,
the 14-percent shareholder of X,
would not have been required to
report, and no information would have
been received by the agencies on its
activities. Thus a great deal of relevant information would not have been
obtained.
Defining the term "affiliate" by reference to the concept of control solves
both of these problems. Since the only
entities whose'holdings are defined as
relevant to determining the size of the
transaction are· those controlled by
the reporting person, there should be
no difficulty in obtaining information
from such entities. In addition, the reporting'person is always certain to be
. the most relevant.person from" a competitive standpoint.
The Commission does not consider it
likely that many significant acquisi·
tions will escape a reporting obligation
because of the final definition of "affiliate." The 15-percent-or-$15 million
threshold of section 7A(a)(3) is low
enough that most inajor acquisitions
will be reported well before the acquisition of control, even though the
holdings of 25-percent-to-49-percent
subsidiaries are excluded. Item 6 of
the form was inserted, in part, so that
once a reporting obligation exists, significant holdings in other companies
by the reporting person, and significant holdings in the reporting person
by others, can be identified. The form
will reveal such holdings without affecting the basic concept of what
transactions are reportable. See the
Statement of Basis and Purpose to
item 6.
The firlaJ. definition of "affiliate" is
supported by the legislative history of
the act. A similar definition of "affiliate" was contained in the Housepassed bill. See the final text of H.R.
14580 at 122 Congressional Record
:8:8137 (daily ed. August 2, 1976). Although the definition was deleted from
the final version of the act, the Commission believes that this deletion was

33461

The terms defined in § 801.1(e) do
intended to permit the agencies to define the term by rule rather than to not appear in the act, which'contains
preclude any particular definition. no specIal provisIon for transactions
Note that since the term "person." having foreIgn aspects. The terms
which is closely connected with the appear in §§ 802.50 and 802.51, which
term "affiliate." was not defined, a stat- exempt certain acquisitions by foreign
utory definition of "affillnte" would persons and certain acquisitions of·
tnus have been impracticable. Further- voting securites of foreign issuers or
more, Senator Philip Hart, explnlnIng foreign assets. The terms "foreign
the deletion on the Senate floor, clear- person" and "foreign issuer" are also
ly suggested that Congress intended used in § 803.4, which provides that
the Commission to have mnxlmum dls- under certain circunistances another
cretion in defining the term. See 122 partY., to a transaction may file notiii- .
Congressional Record SI5417 (dally ed. cation on behalf of a foreign acquired
September 8, 1976).
person that refuses to file. The term
"U.s. issuer" is also used in item 9 of
SECrION sOI.I(e) tnnTED STATES PERSON.
the NotifIcation and Report Forni.
tnnTED STATES ISSUER, FOREIGN PERwhich requires the reporting person to
SON, FOREIGN ISSUER
lIst certain prior acquisitions of the
Section 801.He) defines four terms voting securities of U.s. issuers.
For purposes of the definition, a perrelevant to determining the appUcabll- son's
offices" refers to that
ity of several exemptions relating to single"principal
location which the person reforeign commerce or foreign parties. gards as the headquarters office of the
These exemptions turn partly on ultimate parent entity. This location
Whether certain persons or issuers nre mayor may not coincide with the loea- .
U.S. persons or issuers, or foreign per- tion of its principal operations.
In determlnlng whether a person
sons or issuers. Subparagraph (e)(l)(i)
defines a "U.S. person" as a person other than a natural person is a U.s.
(other than a natural person) the ulti- person (or a U.s. iSsuer). one will ordimate parent entity of which is incor- narlly have to consider only two countries-the place of its princIpal offices,
"porated in the United States. is orga- and
the place of its incorporation or
nized under the laws of the United organization. The def'mition uses the
states, or has Its principal offices in the concept "organized under the laws of
United States. Subparagraph (e)(l)(U) the United States" as well as "incorposimilarly defines a "U.S. issuer" as an rated in the United States" to encomissuer which fulfills any of the above pass partnerships. associations, trusts,
three criterIa. A natural person is de- and other unincorporated units•
fined as a "U.S. person" If he or she is
a citizen or resident of the United BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § SOI.l(e)
states.
The primary purposes of this definiNote that a person or issuer which tIon is to clarify the scope of the forfulfills any of the stated criteria is de- eign commerce exemptions of §§ 802.50
fined as a U.S. person or U.s. issuer. and 802.51 and the special filing proviThus, for example, a corporation in- sion of § 803.4. The definitions estabcorporated abroad which has its prin- lIsh objective criteria that can be
cipal offices in the United States is a easDy applied by reporting" persons
U.S. person (or issuer). A natural and by the agencies. These definitions
person who resIdes in the United include as "U.s." persons or issuers
States but is not a U.s. citizen is nev- those with significant ties to the
ertheless a ''U.s. person." The term United States; I.e.. incorporation (or
"United States" is defined in § 8- organization) or principal offices in
1.Hk) to include the several States, the United States.
These definitions appear for the first
the territories. possessions, and commonwealths of the United States, and time in the final rules. The original
the District of Columbia.
rules did not designate persons or issuConversely, a person other than a ers as "United States" or "foreign"; innatural person is defined in subpara- stead, the foreign commerce exempgraph (e)(2)(1) as a "forelgn person" If tion embodied in original § 802.35 was
its ultimate parent entity is not incor- premised on the absence of "substanporated in the United States, is not or- tial involvement" in United States
ganized under the laws of the United commerce, as evidenced by United
States, and does not have its principal States sales or assets. Although the reoffices within the United states. A for- vised rules did not use the terms '·U.s.
eign issuer is defined in subparagraph "person," "u.s. issuer," "foreign
(e)(2)(U) as an issuer which meets person," and "foreIgn issuer." they imnone of the three criterIa for a "U.s. plicitly adopted simDar criteria by reissuer." A natural person is defined as ferring to the domlclle of persons and
a "forelgn person" If he or she is nei- issuers. Revised §§ 802.50 and 802.51
ther a citizen nor a resident of the would have exempted certain acquisitions by persons domlclled outside the
United States.
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United states. Those rules, however,
did not define "domicile."
The comment of the Department of
State (1072) pointed out that the failure to define the concept of "domicile"
in the revised rules could have led to
confusion. The comment gave the example of. a corporation organized
under the laws of Delaware but having
its principal place of business in a foreign country. It inquired whether such
a corporation would be considered do·
miciled in the United States for the
purposes of §§ 802.50 and 802.51. The
comment expressed no preference between a place-of-business test or a
place-of·incorporation test, and spe··
cifically noted that the Commission
might choose to deny the foreign commerce exemptions if either the principal place of business or the place of incorporation were in the United States.
The final definition adopts this suggestion.
For natural persons, a similar alternative test was inserted to clarify an
ambiguity in the revised rules. Since
the terin "U.S. person" includes U.S.
citizens, wherever domiciled, it includes
some persons not "domiciled" in the
United States. Similarly, anyone, of
whatever citizenship, who resides in
the United States is also considered a
"U.S. person,"
SECTION 801.1(f)(1) VOTING SECURITIES

The Act ll-pplies to acquisitions of
"voting securities," "Voting securities"
is defined in section 7A(b)(3)(A), and
§ 801.1<f)(1) basically restates the statutory definition. "Voting securities"
are securities that at present or upon
conversion entitle the owner or holder
to vote for directors of any issuer or
for individuals exercising similar functions in a non-corporate entity.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF

§ 801.1(f)(1)
No definition of "voting securities"
appeared in the original rules. The reo
vised definition incorporated the statutory definition. The final definition
expands the statutory definition in
only one respect. The phrase "or of
any entity included within the same
person as the issuer" was inserted so
that if an entity issues securities
which, upon conversion, will enable
the holder to >Vote for directors of a
different entity within the same
person as the issuer, the issue is still
one of "voting securities," 'Without the
added phrase, such securities would
not be "voting securities" within the
meaning of section 7A(b)(3)(A) or
§ 801.1<f)(1). The added phrase assures
that such securities are treated on an
equal footing with all other convertibles
when
converted.
See
§ 801.30(a)(6).

DELETED DEFINITION OF "SECURITY"

Section 801.1<e) of the original and
revised rules defined the term "security." The definition listed the various
interests in businesses deemed to be
securities, as well as "in general, any
1nterest or instrument commonl~
known as a ·security,'" or the right to
purchase any such security.
The definition was deleted from the
rules for two reasons. First, the statute uses only the term "voting securities," which is defined both in section
7A(b)(3)(A) and in § 801.1(f)(1). "Voting
securities" is a unitary concept and as
such its components need not be defined separately. See § 801.1<f)(1).
Moreover, the term "security" has a
commonly understood meaning Which
poses no difficulty in the vast majority
of transactions. Inherent in the deleted definition was a recognition of
this commonly 1.mderstood meaning.
Thus, the deletion should effect no
substantive change.
SECTION 801.1(f)(2) CONVERTIBLE VOTING
SECURITY

Section § 801.1(f)(2) defines the term
"convertible voting security" as a
voting security that does not, at present, entitle its ovmer or holder to vote
for directors of any entity. The definition was added to the final rules to
emphasize the existence of a distinct
scheme for the treatment of convertible voting securities ("convertibles").
See §§ 801.12(b), 801.15(a)(2), 801.32,
and 802.31.
The distinction between convertibles
and other voting ~ecurities is important for two related reasons. First,
under the final rules the reporting and
waiting period requirements of the act
do not apply to convertibles until they
are exchanged for voting securities
presently entitled to vote. The acquisi·
tion of convertibles, unlike the acquisition of other voting securities, is
always exempt (§ 802.31), but a "conversion" is a potentially reportable acquisition (§ 802.32). The second reason
is a corollary of the first. For purposes
of the 15 percent-or-~115 million sizeof-transaction test of section 7A(a)(3),
convertibles are disregarded entirely
in computing the value or percentage
of voting securities to be held or acquired. Section 801.12(b) provides
tha~ for purposes of the 15 percent
test of section 7A(a)(3)(A), it is irrelevant whether the acquiring person or
others own convertible voting securities of the acquired person; these convertibles appear in neither the numerator nor the denominator of that percentage.
,Similarly,
under
§ 801.15(a)(2), the value of convertible
voting securities is ignored for pur·
poses of the $15 million test of section
7A(a)(3)(B). The only time, in fact,
that convertibles are "counted" is as
assets on a person's last regularly pre-

pared balance sheet, for purposes of
the size-of-person test of section
7A(a)(2). See § 801.11<c)(2).
BACKGROUND INFORMATIOU TO

801.1(f)(2)
Section7A(b)(3)(A) of the Act provides:
The term "voting securities" means any
securIties which at present or upon conversion entitle the ovmer or holder therof to
vote for the election of directors of tho
issuer or, with respect to unincorporated 1t;.
suers.:persons exercising similar functions.
(Emphasis suppIled.)

The only reference to convertible se·
curities in the legislative history of
the act was made by Chairman
Rodino from the House floor. He
stated:
The House bill covered acquisitions Of
assets and "voting securltles"-any debt or
equity instrument entitling the holder to
elect directors of a corporation. Nonvoting
securities were completely exemnt from the
House-passed bill. However, nonvotinr: securities that can be converted into voting securities were covered "upon conversion," and
compIlanc!e with the bill's nottrlcatlon and
waiting requirements would thus have been
required prior to conversion. In contrast,
the Senate bill covered • • • nonvoting but
convertible securities • • •• Tho compromise
bill completely exempts acquisitions of nonvoting, nonconvertlble debt or equity securities. Further, the compromise b1ll' covers
nonvoting but convertible securities Upon
acquisition, not conversion.
122 Congo Rec. H10294 (dally cd. Sept. 16,
1978).

Neither section 7A(b)(3)(A) nor any
other section of the act states when
notification with respect to convertible
securities is to take place. The lerrisla·
tive history provides very little auidance. The Commission, however, inter·
prets the departure from the House·
passed bill (to which the final rules
largely return) as an effort by Congress to provide rulema1~ing flexibility
in lieu of mandating that acquisitions
of convertibles must be covered.
Section 7A(c)(2), the subsection of
the act that exempts acquisitions of
nonvoting securities, reinforces this
position. Since it does not specifically
exempt convertibles as nonvoting securities, it implicitly leaves the Commission free to determine whether to
cover acquisitions of convertibles.
Moreover, the language of the act
permits coverage at either the time of
acquisition or the time of conversion: .
Either event is an "acquisitilW-" potentially required by the act to lie preceded by reporting and a waiting period.
Indeed, nothing in the act prohibits
coverage at both junctures. However,
the Commission determined in the
final rules that reporting at the time
of conversion is most appropriate, and
that reporting before conversion obviates the necessity of also reporting
before acquisition.
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From an antitrust standpoint, reporting at conversion is more useful. It
is true that before conversion, convertible voting securities may -confer upon
their holder the power to influence,
either directly or indirectly, the management of the issuer. But the conver- .
sion price attached to convertibles ·may
make conversion economically unattractive. -And the measurement of the
potenti3.I voting power conferred by
convertibles is highly speculative,
since conversions by other holders may
dilute the potential voting power of
the person holding the convertibles.
So although a substantial holding of
convertible voting securities may give
the holder some power to influence
management, this power is far less significant than the ability actually to
vote the securities. At conversion a
more accurate picture of voting power
in the hands of the owner or holder of
those securities can be calculated.
In addition, convertible voting securities commonly change hands several
times before conversion. By interposing the notification and waiting period
requirements of the act only before
conversion, the Commission minimizes
'the intrusion of the act into the capital markets.
Accordingly, § 802.31 of the final
rules exempts all acquisitions of convertible voting securities, and § 801.32
explicitly designates conversions as acquisitions potentially subject to the
act. The exclusion of convertibles
from the 15 percent-or-$15 million
size-of-transaction test of section
7A(a)(3), mentioned above, is consistent with;the decision to disregard convertibles prior to conversion, except
for purposes of section 7A(a)C2).
The revised rules had introduced the
opposite approach to convertibles.
Convertible voting securities were not
differentiated from other voting securities, and their acquisition was reportable if the criteria of section
7A(a) were met. Percentages were calculated by means of a formula reflecting "partial dilution"-that is, only
convertibles" held or acquired by the
- acquiring person were regarded as already converted. For example, when
determining the percentage of voting
securities of an issuer held, the holder
was
obliged
under
revised
§ 801.12(b)(l)(i) to include within its
holdings only those convertibles which
were "convertible upon the occurrence
of an event certain to occur within 5
years or convertible at the option of
the holder." The denominator of that
fractional computation was to reflect
the number of votes presently entitled
to be cast plus "the votes represented
by conversion of voting securities of
the issuer which are included in the
numerator by reason or(the foregoing
formula)." This procedure assessed
the maximum voting power that the
0

o

o

0
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acquiring person could achIe\'e within act, but compliance may be required
a reasonable perIod of time by means prior to conversion or exercise.
of conversions by dIsregardlng the
impact of convertibles of the Issuer
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO SECTION
held by all others. In addition, revised
801.1(F)(3)
§ 802.31 exempted the subsequent conThe original rules did not address
version of convertibles.
The comments to the 'revised rules convertibles or the concept of "converdid not object to covering convertibles sion." Revised section 801.1(f)(2), deat time of acquisition, but did object to fined "conversion" but employed cirthe formula for computing the per- cular language. It stated essentially
centage of voting securIties that con- that conversion was the canversion.
vertIble voting securIties represented. without the payment of additional
Several (e.g., 1026, 1070, 1090, 1102, consideration, of securities not pres110S, 1115) perceIved unfalrness In not ently entItled to vote into voting securequiring full dllutIon In the percent- rities entitling the ovmer or holder to
age computations. One comment (1070) vote.
The requirement that the convermaintained that the language of the
act mandated such treatment; for sion be effected without additional
elaboratIon of that argument, see the consideration was essential in the reStatement of Basis and Purpose to vised rules to distInquish convertible
§ SOI.12Cb). By ignoring allconvertJbles securities, which are "voting securiuntil exchanged for voting securities ties," from options and warrants.
presently entitled to vote, the final which are not. Under those rules, conrules eliminate this dispute and employ vertibles would have been reportable
the most useful means of estimating at acquisition and exempt at convervoting power for purposes of an anti- sIon. while options and warrants would
have been exempt at acquisition but
trust evaluatIon.
potentiallY repoortable when exerSECTION 801.1(P)(3) CONVEnSIOH
cIsed. See the Statement of Basis and
Purpose
to section 801.1(f)C2).
The reporting and wnltIng perIod reAs stated above, the final rules treat
quirements of the act apply to acquisiconvertibles in exactly the same way
tIons of "voting securIties." The deflnl- as
and warrants. The def"mitions of· voting securltles, section tIonoptions
of "conversion" is present only to
7A(b)C3)(A)
and
section complete
the scheme of the act, which
801.1(f).1(f)(1), provide generally that uses the term
In section 7ACb)(3)(A).
a voting securIty is one that at present
The final deflnltion's emphasis on
or upon conversion entitles the owner the exchange process addresses an
or holder to vote for directors of an Issue raised by two comments <1070.
issuer.
1090). Some Issues of preferred stock
Section S01.1(f)(3) defines "com'er- entitle the owner or holder to vote for
sion" as the exchange, without the dIrectors after the Issuer has failed to
payment of additional consideratIon, pay dividends for a specified period of
of voting securIties not p'resently enti- time. At acqulsltIon, such preferred
tled to vote for voting securIties entl- stock does not entitle its holder to
tllng the owner or holder to vote for vote: thus, the acquisition is not an acdirectors of any Issuer. Transfer costs, quisition of voting securities and is not
fees, and payments made to complete reportable. Since the accrual of voting
fractional shares are not considered rights to such preferred stock is an
"additional consideration" In this con- automatic process and does not repretext. The deflnltion emphasizes that sent an exchange. thIs event is not a.
"conversion" represents an exchange conversion. and again. is not reportaof "voting securities," as defined In ble. Therefore, since preferred'stock
section 801.1(f)(1), /Or "voting securi- which entitles its owner or holder to
ties" and that an exchange, as opposed vote upon default is not canperted
to automatic maturation of Inchoate within the mennlng of the rules when
-rights, must take place to effect con- such voting rights accrue, is is a.
version. For example, if preferred "voting security" only when presently
shares become entitled to vote because entitled to vote-that is. only when
dividends have been omitted, that oc- the Issuer is already in default. Acquisicurrence Is not a coverslon and the act tions of thIs kind of preferred stock
does not apply.
accordingly are subject to the reportAs a practical matter, although the Ing and wnltIng requirements of the
definition of conversion means that act only if made during a period when
convertible bonds and the like are voting rights have attached. On the
voting securIties, and that therefore othe hand, the acqulsltIon of voting
reporting could be required prIor to preferred stock is treated like any
their acquisition, section 802.31 of the other acquisition of voting securities
rules exempts all acquisitions of con- and is potentlally reportable. If voting
vertible voting securIties from the re- preferred may be converted into (exquirements of the act. Thus, converti- changed for) voting common stock.
bles, like options and warrants,cnn be this conversion is also subject to the
acquired wIthout complyIng with the requirements of the act if the criteria
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of section 7A(a) are met. (Note, howev- ing on the circumstances, it might char- which any consideration other than or
er, that if the exchange does not in- acterize as tender offers.
in addition to cash is offered to the
crease the holder's percentage of the
The definition in original section holder of the voting securities to be
voting securities of the issuer. it may 80l.05(i) was modeled after the SEC's acquired.
be exempt. See section 7A(c)(10).)
description of a conventional tender
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
The definition requires that voting offer. The SEC criticized this defini§ SOl.l<g)(3)
seCUrities be exchanged for voting se- tion in its comment on the original
curities to make clear. that the aquisi- rules (125), noting that there did not
This definition is the logical contion of voting securities for cash or appear to be any reason to limit the verse of the definItion of cash tender
tender
offer
provisions
of
the
preequivalent securities is not a converoffer.
sion, and that cash and such securities merger 'notification rules to convenSECTION 80l.l(h) NOTIFICATION
therefore are not voting securities sub- tional tender offers. AccordinglY, the
SEC comment suggested adoption of
THRESHOLD
ject to the act.
the definition which appeared in the
Section
SOl.l<h)
defines the term
SECTION 80l.l(g)(1) TENDER OFFER
revised rules. In its comment on the
"notification
threshold."
The term
Section 801.l<g)(l) defines the term revised rules (lOSS), the SEC support- does not appear in the act. In the rules
ed
the
revised
definition,
which
was
"tender offer," which appears in severretained without change in the final the term identlfles the levels of stock
al places in the act and rules. The defi- rules.
ownership that may not be attained or
.
nition is important chiefly because the
surpassed by a person without first
by
referring
to
Section
801.l<g)(I),
act and rules treat tender offers differfiling notification and observinrr a
ently from other acquisitions in one section 14 of the Exchange Act, in- waiting period. The most important
vokes
section
14(e)
of
that
act,
which,
important respect. A request for addiapplication of the term is in § 802.21,
tional information and documentary as interpreted by the SEC, embraces the exemption rule governing stoclt
all
tender
offers
without
regard
to
the
material under section 7A(e) and seccontained in section 14(d). purchase above the IS-percent or $15
tion 803.20 normally extends the wait- limitations
Exchange
Act
Release No. 34-12676 million level prescribed in the act.
ing period when directed to either (Aug. 2, 1976), 42
To understand the term one must
FR at 33005 (Aug. 6,
party to an acquisition; however, for 1976). The Commission
begin with the language of section
specificallY
tender offers the waiting period is ex- adopts this broader meaning of the '7A(a)(3), the size-of·transactIon test,
tended only when the request is di- term
"tender offer."
Notification and a waiting period are
rected to acquiring persons. In addirequired if section '7A(a) (1) and (2)
tion, other special treatment, summa- SECTION 80l.l(g)(2) CASH TENDER OFFER are satisfied, and if:
rized in the Statement of Basis and
Section SOl.l<g)(2) defines the term
(3) as a. result of such acquisition, the acPurpose to section SOl.1(g)(2), applies
"cash tender offer." The act provides quiring person would hold [15·percent or
to cash tender offers.
.
for cash tender offers, the initial $15 million of the stock or assets of tho acThe definition of "tender offer" in- that
waiting period is 15 rather than 30 quired person]. (Emphasis supplied.)
corporates the meaning of the term in days
(section '7A(b)(1)(B», and may be The rules interpret this language to
section 14 of the Securities Exchange
only for 10, rather than 20, include every acquisition after which
Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. 7Sn. Neither the extended
days after the response to a request the
person would hold more
Exchange Act nor the rules and regu- for
information or documen- thanacquiring
IS-percent
or $15 mlllion of the
lations issued under that act by the taryadditional
material is received (section
SEC define the term "tender offer," 7A(e)(2». These statutory .proVlSlons stock of the acquired person, rather
and the meaning of the term is instead are explicated in section S03.10(b), and "than onlY those acquisitions Which inifound in case law and administrative references to the term also occur in tially raise the acquiring person's
precedent.
other rules, e.g., section SOl.30(b). The holdings to the IS-percent or $15 m11~
definition states that a cash tender lion level. See § 801.13(a). Therefore,
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO SECTION
offer is a tender offer in which cash is every stock acquistion above the 1580l.l(g)(1)
the onlY consideration offered to the percent or $15 million level becomes a
In its regulatory programs, the SEC holders of the voting securities sought potentially reportable transaction-reportable if section '7 (a)(1) and (a)(2)
has considered, but explicitly de· to be acquired.
also are satisfied, and if no exemption
clined, defining the term "tender
offer." In August 1976, the SEC issued
BACKGROUND INFORr.!ATION TO SECTION
applies. Section 802.21 exempts all acproposed rUles and schedules to imple80l.l(g)(2)
quisitions above the IS-percent or $15
ment sections 14(d) and 14(e) of the
This definition merely states the million level except those attaininrr
Exchange Act relating to tender plain meaning of the act. It appeared specified "notification thresholds,"
offers. Exchange Act Re1ease No. 34- in the original rules as section provided that certain timing and other
12676 (August 2, 1976), 41 FR at 33004 . SOl.05(g) and in the revised rules as conditions are satisfied. These levels
(Aug. 6, 1976). The SEC stated that section S10.l<h), and attracted no com- of ownership, before which an additional notification and waiting period
the dynamic nature of tender offers ments.
cautioned it to remain flexible in dewill be required, are defined in this
SECTION 80l.l(g)(3) NONCASH TENDER
termining which types of transactions
rule as 15 percent of the stock of the
OFFER
fall within the term. It specifically
e.cquired company, if valued at more
noted that its position did not limit . Section SOl.l<g)(3) defines the term than $15 mlllion; 25 percent of the
the term to "so-called conventional "noncash tender offer." This term ap- stock; and 50 percent of the stock.
tender offers whereby an offer is pub- pears for the first time in section (The IS-percent or $15 mlllion level
lished by a person requesting that all S02.23 of the final rules, an exemption contained in the act is inserted as the
or a portion of a class of a company's rule which modifies the length of the first notification threshold to facllisecurities be deposited during a fixed waiting period when a cash tender tate the operation of § S02.21.> Section
period of time so that (the offeror) offer is amended into a noncash S01.12 governs the calculation of all
may purchase such securities * * * tender offer, or vice versa. The defini- . percentages. For further explanation
subject to specified conditionS." Id. tion provides that a noncash tender of the role of notification thresholds,
The release mentioned other types of offer is any tender offer that is not a. see the Statement of Basis and Purbids and solicitations, Which, depend- cash tender offer-that is, one in pose to § S02.21.
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Notification thresholds and the ex- may arise at dlf!erent points with reemption conferred 1,)y § 802.21 apply spect to dlf!erent companies. The ISonly to ~uisitions of-voting securi- percent (when applicable) and 2S·per-ties. Any acquisition of assets that sat- cent thresholds give the enforcement
isfies the three tests 'of section 'lA(a) 'agencies adequate opportunities to
-and is not exempted by the act and -assess the ability of a signl(lcant mirules is reportable. In particular. any nority shareholder to influence or
-acquisition as a result of which the ac- direct management.
quiring person would hold 15 percent
The second threshold, which did not
or $15 million of the acquired person's appear hithe revised rules. was insertassets is reportable. -even though the ed because for larger companies, stock
reporting Person may have previously valued at $15 mllllon may represent
filed notification with respect to an ac- .substantially less than IS percent of
quistion - of -assets from the same the total number of outstanding
person.- However. note that under shares. A holding that posed no anti§ 801.13(b) assets cease to be assets of trust concern at such a low percentage
the acquired person after 180 dayS.
level may pose concern well before
-- The other occurrences of the term reaching the 2S percent threshold.
The final 50 percent threshold Is apare relatively minor and relate to the
same
purposes.
For
example. propriate because that level represents
§ 802.23(a) is a provision similar to veto power, if not actual control, and
-§ 802.21 in connection with tender because section 7A(c)C3) e."empts acoffers. Section 803.7 uses the term in quisitions prior to which the acquiring
explaining the impact' of that rule person already held at least 50 percent
upon § 802:21. Several rules relating to of the shares.
the application of section 7A(a)(3) also
The term "notifIcation threshold"
refer to § 80LlCh)(l) in order to assure first appeared in the revised rules as
consistency between the rules and the § 802.21(a), but has been transferred to
act. See. e.g.• §§ 801.14.801.21.
§ 801.1, inwhich other terms are deilned. The dollar amount in subparaBACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.Uh) graph (h)C~) has been corrected to an
Under § 801.13(a) every licquisition amount exceeding $IS mllllon, to conas a result -of which the acquiring. form with section 7A(a)C3)(B). The
'Person would hold more than IS per- reference in the revised rules to
cent or $IS million of the voting secu- § 802.64 were necessary to accommorities of the acquired person becomes a date institutional investors that first
reportable acquisition if the tests of filed notlilcatlon not at IS percent or
section 7A(a) (1) and (2) are satisfied. $15 .million, but at the higher llmlts in
The Commission has determined. how- that rule. However, § 802.21 has been
ever. that to interpose the notification reworded so that dlf!erent notlilcatlon
and waiting period requirements thresholds for institutional investors
before every acquistion above the IS- are no longer required. Note that instipercent -or $IS million level would tutional investors, like other persons,
entail a burden on reporting persons are subject to the 2S percent and 50
and the enforcement agen..cles not jus- percent thresholds.
tified by the additional information it
SECrION 801.1(1)(1) SOLELY FOR nn:
would provlde. See the Statement of
PUlU'OSE OF INVESTloIENT
Basis and Purpose to § 802.21. The
The phrase "solely for the purpose
definition of "notification threshold"
identifies the points at which report- of investment.. occurs In two statutory
ing subsequent to the IS-percent or exemptions, section 7(A)Cc) (9) and
(11). and in two exemption rules,
$IS million level will be required.
The number of notification thresh- §§ 802.9 and 802.64. The deflnltlon proolds-four-was chosen because it vides that so long as a person does not
serves the enforcement interests of intend to participate in the formulathe agencies without excessively tion of the basic business decisions of
taxing their administrative resources an issuer, that person holds or acor burdening reporting persons. The quires the issuer's voting securities
particular' percentage levels were se- "solely for the purpose of investlected as notification thresholds be- ment."
cause they are appropriate levels for
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
the agencies to review the significance
§ 801.1(1)(1)
of holdings of voting' securities. SUbparagraph (h)(l). the criterion of secThe purpose of this de!lnltlon Is to
tion 7A(a)(3). was selected by Congress limit the availability of the exempas the first appropriate leveL The tions contained in section 7A(c) (9)
second and third notification thresh- and (11) of the act and §§ 802.9 and
olds are appropriate because the act 802.64 of the rules to situations in
- applies 'to-the acquisition of the stock which the acqulrlng person or the
of companies ranging from quite large holder has no intention of participatto quite -small, and from widely to ing in the management of the issuer.
closelY held corporations. Thus, work- For further information. see the
ing control or significant influence Statements of Basis and Purpose to

§§ 802.9 and 802.64. Although, the definition has been reworded to conform
with the language of the act, its substance is unchanged from revised
§ 801.1(1). Original § 802.85(c) had excluded control holdings from the concept, but the original rules did not
otherwise define the term.
In the FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the TeVised rules. 42 FR
at 39047 CAug. 1, 1977), comments were
invited on the suggestion that this
de!lnltfon be further llmlted by requiring that stock purchased for investment purposes not be voted. The comments (e.g., 1020. 1050, 1051, 1058,
1067, 1070, 1090, 1101" 1103, 1110,
1111) were unanimously negative, arguing that voting for directors, without more, was not inconsistent with investment purpose. The Commission
has decided not to Incorporate this .
llmltation into the final definition.
Therefore, merely voting the stock
wDl not be considered evidence of an
Intent Inconsistent with investment
pupose. However. certain types of conduct could be so viewed. These include
but are not llmlted to: (1) Nominating
a candidate for the board of directors
of the Issuer; (2) proposing corporate
action requlrlng shareholder approval;
(3) soliciting proxies; (4) having a controlling shareholder, director, officer
or employee simultaneously serving as
an of!1cer or director of the Issuer; (S)
being a competitor of the Issuer; or (6)
doing any of the foregoing with respect to any entity directly or mdirectly controlling the Issuer. The facts and
cJrcumstances of each case will be'
eValuated whenever any of these actions have been taken by a person
claiming that voting securities are
held or acquired solely for the purpose
of investment and thus not subject to
the act's requirements. In appropriate
circumstances the Commission may investigate to determine whether an enforcement action under .section 7A(g)
Is warranted.
Comment 1059 suggested that section 7ACc)(9) refers only to acquisitions, but not holdings. for investment
purposes, and therefore this rule
should not refer to holdings. But section 7A(c)(9) does refer to holdings: it
provides that an acquisition "solely for
the'l>urpose of investment" is exempt
only if, as a result of the acquistion.
the amount of stock "acquired er
held" does not exceed 10 percent of
the Issuer's outstanding shares (emphasis supplied). Furthermore. the
reference to "holding" in the rule is
necessary because of the possibility of
multiple acquisitions below either the
10 percent llmltation of section
7A(c)(9) or the IS percent and $25 million level of § 802.64(b)(S). In such situations, the question' arises whether
previously acquired stock is "held"and thus must be aggregated with a
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subsequent acquisition. Such questions
'are answered by § 801.15, and it is
therefore necessary to have a concept
of holding as well as acquiring "sorely
for the purpose of investment."
If a person makes an exempt acquisition "solely for the purpose of investment" and later decides to participate
in the management of the issuer, this
change in intent does not require
filing with respect to the exempt purchase, because the act applies only at
the time of an acquisition. However,
the change would require the person
to file notification prior to any further
acquisitions, whether or not' exceeding
the 10 percent limitation in 'section
7A(c)(9), if the criteria of section
7A(a) are met and the acquisition is
not otherwise exempt.
.
SECTION 801.1(i)(2) INVESTMENT ASSETS
This definition defines "investment
assets" to mean cash on hand or deposited in financial inStitutions,
money market instruments (generally,
commercial paper), and Goverment
bonds. The term is used in connection
with the foreign commerce exemptions (§§ 802.50, 802.51), in connection
with filing on behalf of foreign persons refusing to file notification
(§ 803.4), and in determining the total
assets of a natural person (§ 801.11(d».
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
§ 801.1(i)(2)
The use of the term "investment
assets" is explained in the Statement
of Basis and Purpose to each of the
rules in which it appears. In general,
these types of assets are believed to
lack competitive significance.
This definition appears for the first
time in the final rules: It replaces the
term "assets held solely for investment purposes" which was used in
§§ 802.50 and 802.51 of the revised
rules, and an equivalent provision in
original § 802.35.
SEC~ION §.Ol.l(j) ENGAGED IN _
MANUFACTURING
Section 801.1(j) defines the phrase
"engaged in manufacturing." The definition is relevant only to the size-ofperson test of section 7A(a)(2): The
size-of-person test can be satisfied in
three ways, and two of the three-section 7A(a)(2) (A) and (B)-use the
phJ;8Se "engaged in manufacturing."
Under the definition, a person is
"engaged in manufacturing" if it produces and derives more than $1 million in aggregate annual sales or revenues from products within industries
2000-3999, as coded in the 1972 edition
of the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, published by the Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget. Since the
definition applies to "persons," all the
activities of the person, as defined in

RULES AND REGULATIONS

.§ 801.1<a)(1), must be considered. The

,definition specifies that the person
must produce and derive the revenues
from manufactured products, so that
merely reselling manufactured products does not·satisfy the definition.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.1(j)
The size-of-person test of section
7A(a)(2) has three branches:"'If the acquiring person has annual net sales or
total assets of $100 million or more,
then section 7A(a)(2)(A) provides that,
if the acquired person is engaged in
manufacturing, the test is satisfied if
the acquired person has annual net
sales or total assets of $10 million or
more. If the acquired person is not engaged in manufacturing, then seCtion
7A(a)(2)(B) provides that the test will
be satisfied only if the acquired person
has total assets of $10 million or more.
For the third branch, it is irrelevant
Whether either the acquiring or the
acquired person is engaged in manufacturing. Section 801.11 explains how
to determine the annual net sales and
total assets of a person.
Note that the definition is narrower
than the standard for completing item
5 of the Form. That item requires a .
l,isting of all revenues derived from
manufacturing activities regardless of
whether those revenues exceed $1 million.
The definition refers to selected 4digit (SIC code) industries because
those classifications are commonly accepted as a basis for distinguishing
manufacturing activities from nonmanufacturing activities. The original
definition, § 801.05(h), did not provide
for a threshold dollar amount of
annual sales or revenues below which
persons would not be deemed to be
"engaged in manufactm;ing." The $1
million threshold amount was inserted
in the revised rules in response to several comments (e.g., 15, 63, 115, 120) in
order. to distinguish de minimis from
significant manufacturing operations.
The final rules retain'the revised definition"
SECTION 801.1(k) UNITED STATES
Section 801.1(k) defines the term
"United States" to include each of the
States, along with the territories, POSsessions and commonwealths of the
United States, and the District of Columbia.
One of the two important applications of the term "United States" in
the rules is to the foreign commerce
exemptions, §§ 802.50 through 802.52,
and the related definitions, in
§-801.1<e). References in § 801.1<e) to
the location of a person's or an issuer's
principal offices or the residence of a
natural person, and references in
§§ 802.50 and 802.51 to the location of
assets and to "sales in or into the

United States" are all affected by this
definition of the term "United States."
The other important application of
the term "United States" appears in
§ 803.2(c)(1), which provides that responses to items 5, 7, 8, 9 and the Appendix to the Notification and Report
Form shall be supplied only with respect to operations conducted within
the United States. In addition, the
term appears in § 801.l<a)(2), which
states that "the United States, any of
the States thereof, or any political
subdivision or agency of either • • ...
are not themselves included in the
term "entity."
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.1(k)
Original § 801.05(1) made no references to "possessions," and neither the
original nor the revised definition referred to the several States. The reference to the several States in § 801,l<k)
was inserted into the final rules so
that an entity "incorporated in the
United States" or "organized under
the laws of any of the United States"
(see § 801.1<e» would inclUde entities
organized or incorporated under tho
laws of the several States.
Comment 1104 asserted that tho
Bureau of the Census collects data
only from the continental United
States and thus suggested that reference to the commonwealths, territories and possessions of the United
States should be deleted from the
rules. This suggestion was not adopted, for two reasons. First, Census data
is collected from Puerto Rico, the
Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, and
the Virgin Islands, and statutory authority permits collection of data by
the Bureau of the Census from "such
other possessions and areas" over
which the United States exercises jurisdiction, control, or sovereignty." 13
U.S.C. 191<a) (1976). Second, for purposes of the foreign commerce exemptions, it would be inappropriate to
regard these territories and possessions as being outside the United
States.
Mox:eover, while the term "State" in
section 7A(c)(4) is not defined in the
rules, it is intended that transfers to
or from any of the governments of the
commonwealths, territories or possessions of the United States, or any political subdivisions thereof, are exempt
under that subsection, which exempts
"transfers to or from • • • a State or
political subdivision thereof."
SECTION' SOl.l(l) COMMERCE
Section 801.1(1) defines the term
"commerce" to have the same meaning as in section 1 of the Clayton Act,
15 U.S.C. 12, or 4 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 44.
Section 7A(a)(1) contains the "commerce test" of the act. An acquisition
which satisfies the size-of-person and
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-size;of-transaction tests of section 7A
(a)(2) and (a)(S) is subject to the act
only if
the acquiring person. or the person whose
voting securities or assets are belng aquIred.
is engaged in commerce 01: in any activity
affecting commerce· • -.

Section 801.S interprets this test for
all acquisitions exceptthose in connection with the formation of joint ven·
ture or other corporations. to which
§ 801.40(d) applies. The term "commerce" does not appear elsewhere in
the act or rules.

etc., meaning, respectively, SUbsections
(a)(1), (d)(2)(B), (h), etc., of the act.
Because of required FEDERAL REGISTER terminology, 1 CFR 21.10, 21.11,
the word "sectlon" Is used In the rules
to refer to sections of the rules (not to
sections' or subsections of the nct, ns
the revised rules did). This usage departs from the language of the act
itself, which used the term "sectlon"
to mean section 7A.
SECTION a01.2 ACQUIRnlG ArID ACQUIRED

PERSONS
Section 801.2 identifies the acqulrlng
and acquired persons to a transaction
for purposes of the act and rules. To
apply the slze-of-person test of section
7)\(a)(2) and the slze-of-transactlon
test of section 7A(a)(3), (fne m.ust first
identify the acquiring and acquired
persons.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.1m
- - "Commerce" was not defined in the
original rules. The final rules define
the term in the same way as the l"~
vised rules did, except that the word
-"and" appearing between the statutory citations was changed to "or." The
sECTIoN-a01.2(a)-ACQUIRnm PERSons
change makes clear that "commerce"
includes definitions and interpretaSection 801.2(a) defines an "acquirtions of that term under either stat- Ing"
person as any person that will
ute.
hold voting securities or assets as a
One comment (1059) implied that result
acquisition. "Person" Is
some confusion resulted from having definedofInan
§ 801.Ha)(1}. "Hold" Is de, "two definitions" of the term "com- fined
in § 801.Hc}, and, in general,
merce" in the rules and suggested means beneficial ownership. The rule
that, since section 7A is part of the also mentions several ways in which a
Clayton Act, that statute's definition person may acquire beneflclnl owner_ should be adopted. The Commission ship, but these are supplied principally
has declined to adopt this suggestion. for emphasis since each Is embodied in.
Congress intended that either the the definition of "hold."
Clayton Act or the Federal Trade
An acqulrlng person may hold assets
Commission Act, as well as the Sher- or voting securIties either directly, or
man Act, could be used to challenged indirectly through controlled entities
mergers or acquisitions. See section or other means. Thus, if agents, bro7A(f).- It is thus appropriate that a kers, or other entities (whether or not
transaction which satisfies. the com- controlled) are acquiring on behalf of
merce test of the act under either defi- a person, they will not "hold" within
nition of the term "commerce" should the meanIng of § 80l.1(c)(!} and need
be reportable.
not file notification wIth respect to acAnother comment (1086) suggested quisitions made in that capacity. Only
that the term "commerce" should be the beneficial owner will hold the
limited by a $1 million threshold simi- voting securities and becomes the aclar to the provision of § 801.1(j). The quiring person.
comment stated no reason for this sugThe example illustrates the unique
gestion, and it was not adopted. While case of a corporation wIth two 50 perdollar thresholds appear in section 7A cent shareholders. When such a corpo(a)(2) and (a)(S), none appears in sec- ration makes an acquisition, under the
tion 7A(a)(1); had Congress believed a rules there are two acquiring persons.
threshold to be desirable, it could have
added one. Moreover, a threshold . BACKGROUND INFORMATIon TO § 801.2(a)
would probably be unworkable: it is . No counterpart to any paragraph oC
not clear, for example, how one might § 801.2 appeared In the original rules.
determine whether a person was enSince the act repeatedly refers to acgaged in an activity affecting 1 million quiring and acquired persons, the re:
dollars' worth of commerce.
vised rules added § 801.2 to e""laln the
terms. The final rule makes several
SECTION SOI.I(m) THE ACT ,changes to revised § 801.2(0.). For exThis paragraph explains that refer- ample, the revised rule Identified an
ences to "the act," which appear acquiring person as one which "Is acthroughout the rules, mean section quiring voting securities or assets."
201 flf thE} Hart-Scott-Rodino Anti- The size-of-transaction test of section
trust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. 7A(a)(S), however, Is couched in terms
L. 94-4S5, 90 Stat. lS90, and codified at of the amount of voting securities or
15' U.S.C.-18A. References to subsec- assets that "as a result of such acquisitions of the act appearing in the rules tion, the acquiring person would hold"
are denoted "section 7A(a)(l)," "sec- (emphasis supplied). Thus, the statute
tion '1A(d)(2)(Blt' "section 7A(h)," focuses on holding as a result of an nc-

qulsltion rather than on the act of acquIrIng. This focus is reflected in the
language of final § 801.2(a), which describes an acquIring person as one
"which, as a result of an acquisition,
will hold voting securities or
assets • • ....
The revised rule also identified persons as acqulrlng persons even if holding through "brokers or other entities
acting on behali of and at the specific
direction of such person." The reIerence to brokers was deleted a}.together.
because brokers, whether or not acting
at the specific direction of a principal.
typically do not acquire beneficial
ownership of voting securities. There. fore, under the final rules the principal, and not the broker. v;ould become
the holder. and hence the acquiring
person. Since this result Is embodied
in the deflnltIon of "hold," the quoted
phrase was deleted as superfluous.
The re..' ised rule had restricted acqulring persons to those acquiring
assets other than cash. The final rule
omits this exclusion from § 801.2 ea)
and (b) because new § 801.21(a) makes
-clear that cash Is not considered an
asSet when acquired.
No comments addressed any portion
of revised § 801.2.
SECTION a01.2(b)-ACQUIRED PERSONS

Section 801.2(b}, read together with
§ 801.12 (a) and (b), defines "acquired"
person. For all but one purpose. the
acquired person is the person within

which the entity whose voting securities or assets are being acquired is included. The most important consequence of this definItion arises iIi connection with acquisitions of voting securities from third-party holders. If
voting securities are acquired from a
holder not included within the same
person as the Issuer, then the acquired
person Is not the seller of the securities, but instead is the person within
which the Issuer Is included. The
latter person, rather than the transferor of the shares, must file notification. Example 1 to the paragraph illustrates this point. Since the term
"hold·' generally means beneficial
o\vnershlp, see § 801.1(c), agents and
other intermediaries are to be disregarded in determining whether a.
transferor Is a third-party holder.
The general rule stated in § 801.2(b)
Is subject to oxIe exception: Wheneva:
the percentage of voting securities to
be held or acquired is calculated, the
issuer of those voting securities will be
deemed the acquired person. Thus, if a
person will acquire shares of a subsidiary oC a. corporation, the percentage
test of section 7A(a)(3)(A} will be applied to the subsidiary, not to the
entire "person" within which the subsldJary Is included. See the Statement
oC Basis and Purpose to § 801.12 (a)
and (b).
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Example 2 to paragraph (b) illus·
trates the special case of the acquisition of a corporation with two 50 percent shareholders. Under the rule
there will be two acquired persons in
this situation.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.2(b)
Antitrust analysis requires that the
acquired person be the person within
which the issuer of voting securities is
included, rather tnan the person
transferring the shares, when the two
are different. The relationship established by the acquisition, which will be
the source of any competitive consequences, wilLbe between the acquiring
person and the issuer. Accordingly,
the rule places the reporting obligation upon the person within which the
issuer is included, and places no obli·
gation upon the third-party transferor.
Revised § 801.30(80) had specifically
made this point. The original rules did
not address the subject.
The exclusion of cash as an asset
when acquired, which appeared in the
revised rule, has been deleted from ~he
final rule because § 801.21(80) precludes
considering cash as an asset for purposes CJf the 15-percent or $15-million
test of section 7A(a)(3) throughout
the rules.
SECTION 801.2(C)-ACQUIRED AND
ACQUIRING PERSONS
Section 801.2(c) makes clear that a
person may be both an acquiring and
an acquired person in the same transaction. The example to paragraph (c)
illustrates such a situation. When it
arises, the parties to the acquisition
must complete portions of the Notification and Report Form separately as
acquiring and acquired persons. See
§ 803.2. A person need not complete
two entire forms on such occasions; all
that is necessary is to identify clearly
the separate responses to the appro-priate items.
Paragraphs (c) and (e) of the rule
overlap. See the Statement of Basis
and Purpose to § 801.2(e), below. Since
under paragraph (e) the acquisitions
are analyzed separately whenever
voting securities are to be acquired
from an acquiring person, one or both
of the two acquisitions may not be reportable. For example, if an acquiring
person is to acquire assets valued in
excess of $15 mil.lion, the acquisition is
reportable. However, if the acquiring
person is to pay for the assets with
cash plus its own stock valued at less
than $15 million (and less than 15 percent of the total shares outstandiD.g),
the acquisitions would be analyzed
separately. The person transferring
the assets would then be an acquiring
person, but the criteria of section
7A(a)(3) would not be satisfied as to.
its acquisition of the stock, and it

would not be reportable. See also
§ 801.21(80).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.2(c)
Section 801.2(c) provides that persons may be both acquiring and acquired persons in the same transaction, because, as the example illustrates, each person may fit both descriptions. If so, the Notification and
Report Form must be completed by
each person in each capacity in order
for the agencies to accurately evaluate
the impact of the transaction upon
competition. For the reasons why the
form must be coml?leted differently
for acquiring and acquired persons, see
the Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§ 803.2. A person also may be both an
acquiring and an acquired person in a
transaction described by § 801.2(e).
However, under that paragraph, whenever more than one separately reportable -acquisition results, separate No·
tification and Report Forms must be
filed.
SECTION 801.2(d)-MERGERS AND
CONSOLIDATIONS
This paragraph of the rule provides
that mergers, consolidations, and
other acquisitions combining all or
part of the business of two or more
parties are acquisitions within the
.meaning of the act. Each party to the
acquisition is .both an acquiring and
acquired person, and if the acquisition
is subject to the act, each will be required to file notification in both capacities in accordance with § 803.2(b).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.2(d)
The legislative history of the act
permits no doubt that Congress intended the act to apply to mergers and
other forms of business consolidations.
For example, title'II of the Hart-ScottRodino Antitrust Improvements Act of
1976 is entitled "Premerger Notification." See also, e.g., the remarks of
Chairman Rodino, 122 Congo Rec.
H10293-94 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1976).
However, the language of the act employs only the term "acquisition."
Paragraph (d) of this rule simply
makes clear that mergers and other
business consolidations are "acquisitions" within the meaning of the act.
This paragraph of § 801.2 specifies
that both parties to a merger or consolidation are, for purposes of the act
and rules, both acquiring and acquired
persons. In the typical merger in
which all the activities of both persons
are combined, designating each party
-as an acquiring person would provide
sufficient information for the agencies, since under § 803.2 an acquiring
person completes the Notification and
Report Form with respect to all its activities. But since the act contemplates
an acquiring and an acquired person
for each transaction, the rule instead

designates each party as both an acquiring and an acquired person. The
dual designation does not involve multiple submissions of data, because for
this type of transaction the reports
filed by each person as an acquiring
- and an acquired person will be Identical, and only one need be submitted.
See § 803.2(b)(1)(iv).
The- dual designation also proves
useful for those mergers and consolidations in which less than all of the Issuers inclUded within one of the persons are to be merged or consolidated.
Under § 803.2(b) that person, when reporting as an acquired person, will
complete the Notification and Report
Form with reference only to the entities to be involved in the merger or
consolidation.
One comment (112) suggested tha~
the rule provide objective criteria for
designating the acquiring and acquired
parties to a merger. For example, it
suggested that unless the parties
agreed otherwise, the person with the
greater total assets could be designated the acquiring person. The Commission rejected this suggestion becauso
this procedure would not assure submission of all necessary information.
SECTION 801.2(e)-ACQUISITIONS OF
VOTING SECURITIES FROU AN ACQUIRINGPERSON
Section 801.2(e) states that whenever voting securities will be acquired
from an acquiring person in connection with an acqUisition. that acquisition is to be separately analyzed under
the act and rules. To some extent
paragraph (e) overlaps paragraph (c)
of this rule. If, for example, a seller of
assets (an acquired person) receives
the voting securities of the acquiring
person as consideration, both paragraphs (c) and (e) are applicable.
Under paragraph (c), each person is
both an acquiring and an acquired
person, and, if the criteria of section
7A(a) are satisfied, each acquisition is
reportable. See the discussion and example in the Statement of Basis, o.nd
Purpose to § 801.2(c).
The focus of paragraph (e) is somewhat different. If a shareholder of an
acquired person will acquire votinrr securities from the acquiring person (or
any issuer included within that
person) in connection with an acquisition, only paragraph (e) would apply,
because the shareholder is not an acquired person within the meaning of
the rule. For example, in a non·cash
tender offer, the acquired person is
the issuer whose shares are to be acquired. Under paragraph (e), if any
shareholder of the acquired person
will be acquiring voting securities from
the acquiring person, that acquisition
is to be tested separately under the act
and rules. If the shareholder would
hold 15 percent or $15 million of the
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voting securities or the issuer, and the 7A(a)(1) sets no such llmlts. Rather
criteria of section 7A (a)(!) and (a)(2) than exclude transactions on jurisdicare also satiSfied, the acquisition by tional grounds, the rules exempt certhe shareholder would be reportable. tain transactions that, because of their
See also § 801.31. The example to para- size, are of lesser competitive concern.
graph (e) illustrates the analogous sit-, See § 802.20.
uation in connection with a merger.
When an acquisition is separat~ly re- SECTION 801.4 SECOlIDARY ACQUISITIONS
portable, separate Notification and
Whenever as a result of an acquisiReport FormsJl1ust be sUbmitt'ed with tion (a "primary" acquisition) a person
respect to it. will obtain control of an Issuer, as a
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.2(e) result of the same acquisition the acquiring person will also hold any
This paragraph was added to the voting securities held by that L."5uer.
final rule to clarify that acquisitions See § 801.1(c)(8). If the Issuer to be acof the type described, like.other acqui- quired holds voting securltles o! other
sitions, are subject to the act. The Issuers that it does not control, the
Statement of Basis and Purpose to rule terms acquisitions of those voting
§ 801.31 explains the rationale for cov- securities "secondary acquisitions" and
erage, and for separate coverage, of provides that they are separately slibsuch acquisitions.
ject to the act and rules.
Making the primary and secondary
SECTION 801.3 ACTIVITIES IN OR
acquisitions separately subject to the
AFFECTING COMMERCE
act and rules has three eUects. First,
Section 7A(a)(1) is the first of the the three t~ts of whether the act apthree tests that must be satisfied plies, section 7A(a) (1)-(3), are applied
before the act applies to an acquisi- separately to each acquisition. Thus,
tion. If either the acquiring or the ac- for example, if the Issuer o! the stock
quired person is erigaged in commerce to be acquired in the secondary acquior in any activity affecting commerce, sition does not meet the slze-o!-person
the test is satisfied. This rule inter- t~t o! section 7A(a)(2), tIJ~ secondary
prets the test by providing that if the acquisition would not be subject to the
activities of any entity included within requirements o! the act even though
the acquiring or acquired persons are the primary acquisition might be.
in or affect commerce, then that Second, as set forth In parasraph (b)
person is so -engaged, and the com- of the rule, the exemptions contained
merce test of section 7A(a)(!) is met. in the act and rules are also applied
The term "commerce" is defined in separately. Subparasraph (b)(!) specifies that even if the primary acquisi§ 801.1(1).
tion is exempt, the secondary acquisiBACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.3
tion may be reportable. Conversely,
The final rule is unchanged from _subparagraph (b)(2) makes clear that
the revised rule arid is substantially if the primary acquisition is reportathe same as § 801.15 of the original ble, the secondary acquisition neVertheless may be exempt. Third, since
rules.
'
Some coinments (e.g., 87, 112; 1102) the secondary acquisition, if reportasuggested that -the commerce test ble, is separate from the primary acshould be less inclusive when foreign quisition, separate Notlflcation and
transactions are involved. These com- Report Forms must be submltt~ with
ments have not been adopted, because respect to it. Three examples illustrate
.
restricted coverage of foreign transac- the rule.'
Note that secondary acquisitions intions is accomplished by specific exemption rules, §§ 802.50-802.53. Simi- clude, in addition to the noncontrolllarly rejected was the suggestion in jog holdings of the issuer to be accomment 1115 that the rule specifical- quired in the primary acquisition, any
ly refer to United -States commerce. noncontroUlng holdings o! entitles
Since the term "commerce" is defined controlled by such an Issuer. See
in § 801.1(1), there is no need to § 801.1(c)(8). The rule does not apply
modify its use in this rule. Further- to acquisitions o! voting securities o!
more, such a limitation would poten- entities controlled by the Issuer actially cause confusion. The definition quired in the primary acquisition. All
adopts the meaning of _the term con- such voting securities are acquired as
tained in the two statutes most rele- part of the primary acquisition. See
vant to merger enforcement, the FTC §§ 801.1 (am), (b), and (c)(8). Nor docs
Act and the Clayton Act. Those acts the rule apply if the acquiring person
apply to both the domestic and for- will not control or already controls the
eign commerce of the United States.
Issuer to be acquired in the primary
Finally, . comment 1086 suggested acquisition;
secondary acquisitions
that a minimum dollar test be impose-d occur only when, as a result o! the priin determining whether activities are mary acquisition, the acquiring person
in or affect commerce. Again, the obtains controL Finally, note that the
Coinniission declined to so limit the acquiring person must aggregate all its
act's jurisdictional coverage. Section preexisting holdings, if any, with the

voting-securities to be acquired in a secondary acquisition. in determining
whether the act or an exemption applies.
In the case of a merger or consolida- .tion, each party will make secondary
acquisitions of any noncontrolling
stock holdings held by the other party
prior to the merger or consolidation.
Since § 801.2(d) designates each party
to the acquisition as both 3Jl acquiring
and acquired person. in its capacity as
acqulrlng person each party will make
secondary acquisitions of the non-controUlng stock holdings of the issuer to
be acquired.
The walting period with respect to
secondary acquisitions begins upon receipt of noWIcation from only the acqulrlng person. See § 801.30 and the
Statement of Basis and Purpose to
that rule.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.4
An acquisition may violate the antitrust laws even though it is effected as
a secondary acquisition. The rule
merely clarifies that such acquisitions
within the ambit of the act and insures that the agencies review the
competitive.consequences of such acquisitions prior.to consumation.
The rule appeared in the revisedrules. The f"mal version has been rewritten for clarity but reflects no substantive change. The terminology of
the revised rule, "indirect -acquisitions," has been changed to-.secondary
acquisitions in order to avoid confusion arising from the use of the former
term elseWhere in the rules. "Indirect
acquisition" refers to an acquisition
made through a controlled entity, an
agent. or another means resulting in.
acquisition of beneficial ownership.
See § 801.lCc).
Only one comment (1090) - was receIved on the rule. It recommended
that § 801.30 should be expanded to include acquisitions described by this
rule, and that secondary acquisitions
resulting from mergers should be specifically covered by the rule. The first
proposal was adopted. No change wasnecessary to adopt the second suggestion, since § 80l.2(d) provides that
mergers and consolidations are acquisitions within the meaning of the act.
Therefore, since primary acquisitions
include mergers, secondary acquisitions resulting from mergers fall
within the rule.

are

SECTION 801.10 VALUE OF VOTING
SECUlUTIES AND ASSETS TO BE ACQUIRED
Section 801.10 governs the valuation
o! voting securities and assets to be acquired. The third criterion for coverage under the act, the size-of-transactlon of test section 7ACa)(3), provides
in general that-as a result of the acquisition, the acquiring person must hold
either 15 percent or $15 million of the
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stock or assets of the acquired person.
Section 801.10 explains how to determine whether the $15 million test is
satisfied. (Section 801.12 explains how
to determine whetner the 15-percent
test is satisfied.) The rule does not
apply to the valuation of total assets
fore the section 7A(a)(2) size-of-person
test, which is governed by § 801.11.
Paragraph (a) of the rule treats the
valuation of voting securities; paragraph (b) treats the valuation of
assets. Both paragraphs employ the
term' "market price," "acquisition
price," and "fair market value," and
these terms are explained in paragraph (c).
Section 801.13 also pertains to valuation. It provides valuation rules for
voting securities and assets of tne acquired person that are already held by
the acquiring person prior to the acquisition at issue; for that reason,
§ 801.10 begins, "[e]xcept as provided
in § 801.13 • • •." Section ~01.13 also
utilizes, by reference, the terms defined in paragraph (c) of this rule.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.10
The words "to be acquired," which
were not in the revised rule, were inserted into the title and first sentence
of the rule to distinquish the rule even
more clearly from § 801.11, relating to
total assets as suggested by comment
89. With the new title, subparagraph
(b)(l) of the revised rule, which was a
remindeMo consult § 801.11 to determine the total assets of a person, was
deleted as unnecessary.
SECTION 801.10(a)-vOTING SECURITIES
Paragraph (a) prescribes the method
of valuing voting securities to be acquired. In brief, the value is the
higher of the market price or acquisition price. If neither market nor acquisition price can be ascertained, the fair
market value is used. The procedures
for determining "market price," "acquisition price,'" and "fair market
value" are set forth in paragraph (c).
The rule utilizes market quotations
only from a..:-!'national securities exchange" or "interdealer quotation
system of a national securities association registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission." "National securities exchange" means any
securities exchange registered with
the SEC under section 6 of the Securities Exchange Act of.1934, 15 U.S.C.
78f, and thus includes the regional
stock exchanges. The only interdealer
quotation systeItl currently registered·
with the SEC is the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation (NASDAQ) service.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
§ 801.10(0.)
Section 801.10(0.) defines the $15
millio~ test of sectio!:! 7A(a.)(3)(B) to

mean the greater of the acquisition fair market value, then the acquisition
and market prices. If the acquisition price becomes the value of the assets
price exceeds the market price, desig- because that is the value to the parnating the acquisition price as the ties. If the fair market value is greater,
value is appropriate because the value it, rather than the acquisition price,
of the acquisition to the parties is . becomes the value.
Original § 801.20(b) specified that
greater. Market value reflects present
supply and demand for a stock. A the value would be the highest of the
major acquISition, such as a tender fair market value, book value, and acoffer, may change that equilibrium quisition price. The comments on
more quickly than the market can re- paragraph (a) of the original rUle were
flect it, thus making market value a for the most part equally directed to
less appropriate test of the. value of paragraph. (b)-that is, the required
the transaction to the parties. On the determination of fair market value
other hand, it" the market price ex- was said to be unnecessary and trouceeds the acquisition price, the market blesome when the acquisition price
price must be employed as the value had been determined. However, the refor purposes of the .act. The rule in- vised rule retained the requirement
vokes the procedure for determining for assets, deleting only the reference
fair market value only as a last resort, to book value as irrelevant and unlikewhen neither market nor acqu,isition ly to exceed the greater of the other
two values. See comment 77. Although
price is available.
The precedessor of the rule, original several comments (1059, 1102, 1108)
§ 801.20, had provided that the value continued to call for the elimination
was the market price, or, if none, the of fair market value, the final rule rehigher of the acquisition price and fair tains it. In many cases, the acquisition
market value. A number of comments price of assets may not be known at
(e.g., .15, 48, 63, 71, 120) cQmplained the time of filing. Note that the rethat no board of directors would ever vised and final rules modify the proceassign a fair m~ket 'value different dure for determining fair market
from the acquisition price, and that value, making it significantly more
the requiFed determination of fair flexible. See the Statement of Basis
market value would prove expensive and Purpose to § 801.10(c)(3).
and troublesome. The comments recSEcTION 801.10(C)
ommended that the acquisition price
be determinative, and the fair market
Paragraph (c) defines the terms
value reserved for occasions when the "market price," "acquisition price"
securities have no ascertainable dollar and "fair market value" used in this
value. The revised rule reflects this rule and § 801.13.
recommendation, and no comments on
SECTION 801.10(C)(1)-MARKET PRlCE
this aspect of the revised rule were received.
.
Subparagraph
(c)(l)
provides
instructions for determining the
SECTION 801.10(b)-ASSETS
market price separately for transacParagraph (b) prescribes the method tions subject to § 801.30 and for other
of valuing assets to be acquired. The transactions. Section 801.30, in generrule provides that the value is the fair al, applies to acquisitions on stocl~ ex·
market value of the assets, or, if the changes and other transactions not in·
acquisition price is determined and is volving agteement between the acquir·
greater than the fair market value, ing and acquired persons. See the
the acquisition price. The" procedures Statement of Basis and Purpose to
for determining fair market value, that rule.
which are set forth in paragraph (c),
For transactions subject to § 801.30,
therefore must be applied in connec- clause (i) provides that the market
tion with every acquisition of assets. If price is the lowest closing quotation or
I the reporting person has designated
bid price within the 45 calendar days
the acquisition price as the value of preceding either the receipt of the
the assets, the agencies will treat this notice by the acquired person required
designation as a representation by the by §a03.5(a), or, if the act does not
filing person that the fair market apply to the transaction, the consum·
value has been determined to be equal mation of the acquisition. For other
to or less than the acquisition price. transactions, clause (ii) provides that
Again, the term "acquisition price" is the market price is the lowest closing
defined in paragraph (c).
quotation or bid price within the 45 or
'fewer calendar days preceding the con·
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
summation of the acquisition, but not
§ 801.10(b)
. extending back prior to the daY before
The valuation of assets is analogous execution of any contract, agreement
to that. of votirig securities, except in principle or letter of intent to
that for assets no market price gener- merge or acquire. Clause Oii) specifies
ally exists, and the fair market value that if the security was not traded
substitutes for it. If the parties assign within the time period set forth, the
an acquisition price greater than the last preceding trade or bid shOUld be
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uSed, notwithstanding the time limitations of clause (li). Clause (iii) also
provides that if quotations are available in more than one market, the
person filing notification may select
any such quotation.A
.
Both clauses CD and (li) give the parties the benefit of a decline in market
price by providing that the value is
the lowest price within time periods
not only prior to filing notification but?
also prior to ~onsummating the acquisUion. For example; assume that, in an
acquisition in which the '15-percent
test pf section'1A(a)(3)(A) is not satisfied, the parties have filed notification
because the market price exceeded $15
million, even though the acquisition
price is less than $15 million. If the
.market price falls during tfie waiting
period, the rule would assign a new
value and the $15 million test would
no longer be satisfied. Therefore, the
act would no longer apply. and the
parties would be free to consummate
the acquisition, even though· notification had already b~en filed. (Note that
a change in market price can have no
effect upon whether the 15-percent
test of section 7ACa)C3)(A) is satisfied,
because the percentage of stock or
assets does not depend· on market
price. See § 801.12. In addition. it the
IS-percent test had been satisfied, the
decline in market price may make the
acquisition exempt under § 802.20.)
.
~.nally, the rule also allows parties
to determine with assurance that the
apt does not apply. If on a given day
- the market price results in a value of
less than $15 million for an acquisi.
tion, that price mayor may not be the
lowest price for the following 45.day
period. But so long as the acquisition
is consmi:unated within 45 days following that date, under the rule the value
of the acquisition can be no greater.
and thus will be less than $15 million,
and the parties need not file notifica·
tion or observe a waiting period.
BACKGROUNIt INFORMATION TO

time period prior to either receipt of
the notice preceding notification
under § 803.5Ca), or the date of consummation. Second, it provides that
the market price is the lowest prIce
within the 45·day period preceding
consummation, so that a market price
indicating that the transaction need
not be .reported assures the parties of
their ability to consummate for that
length of time.
Since the rule speclfies the lowest
price within the 45-dn.y period. the
parties need not aitree to perform the
valuation as of any particular date.
Antagonistic parties therefore cannot
select dates that lead to inconsistent
conclusions about whether the acquisition is reportable. And the lowest price
gives the parties the benefit of a decline in the market price. as discussed
above.
The time period was lengthened to
45 days in order to provide adequate
time for plannIng while still reflecting
a reasonably current value. Comment
1115 noted that the few days afiorded
by the revised rule may have been insufficient. However. the 45-day period
may not extend back to any days prior
to the day before execution of a contract, agreement in principle. or letter
of intent to acquire. since the parties
presumably entered into their agreement on the basis of market prices
prevailing at that time.
The subparagraph distinguishes between transactions subject to § 801.30
and those that are not, because. for
the former there typically will be no
objective reference point for the time
period until the acquisition is consummated or the notice preceding notlfication is received by the acquiring
person. By contrast, for consensual
Cnon-§ 801.30) transactions. the date of
execution of the contract, agreement
in principle or letter of intent marks
the reference date.
The SEC's comment (1058) SUgg'ested the inclusion, in clauses (i) and cm.
of bid prices on interdealer quotation
systems, and the treatment In clause
(iii) of situations in which the stock
has not been traded.

§ 801.10(c)(1) .
The previous versions .of the rule,
original § 801.20 and revised § 801.10.
would have directed selection of' a
market price within a specified
number of days before filing notification. Two comments (1026,1108) noted
SECTION 801.10CC)C2)-ACQUISlTION
that this procedure did not permit a
PRICE
. firm determination that an acquisition
was not reportable-since no notificaSubparagraph Cc)(2). "acquisition
tion was contemplated, the time price," specifies that the acquisition
period for selecting the market price price
includes the value of all considercould not be identified, and conseation
for the voting securities or assets
quently the parties were presumably
imperiled by the risk that a rise in to be acquired. This means. for exnm·
market. prices would render the acqui- pIe. that cash. voting securities. nonsition reportable shortly before the voting securities, tangible and Intangiplanned consummation date. In order 'ble assets and assumption of liabilities.
to cure this· problem, the final rule if consideration for an acqulsltion.
makes two changes. First, it provides must all be valued in computing the
for selecting the market price within a acquisition price.

BACKGROUND L-.FORMAnON TO

§ 801.10Cc)C2)

Determination of the acquistion
prIce is part. of the procedure for implementing the $15 million test of section 7ACa)C3)(B). Section 801.l0(cl(2)
states that the acquisition price is the
value of all the consideration for the
acquisition.
The original rules contained no
counterpart to suoparagraph Cc)C2>.
Instead. original § 801.20Cc) provided
that if securities were to be furnished
as consideration for an acquisition.
they were to be valued according to
this rule. That provision was deleted
from the revised rule as superfluous,
since the recipient of securities furnished as consideration must use this
rule to value them. The lmal rule provides instructions for determining the
value of voting securities to be acquired by any person. and the revised
and !inal rules effect no change by the
deletion. Comment 1090 requested reinstatement of such language and the
su(mestion accordingly was rejected as
unnecessary. The lmal provision is
Identical to the revised provision
except for minor editorial revisions.
Comment 115 suggested that the
value of installment contracts be discounted to reflect the present worth
of the payments. This SUggestion was
rejected. The value of an installment
contract Is the . .t alue of the total payments of principal to be made under
the contrac~but e.-.:cluding interest.
SECTION SOl.10CC)(3}-FAIR l'.IARKE:r
VALUE

Subparagraph Cc)C3) provides that
the fair market value Shall be determined in good faith by the board of directors of the ultimate parent entity
included within the acquiring"person.
or. if the ultimate parent entity is unincorporated. by officials exercising
simIlar functions. The board or officials may delegate the actual process
of making that determination, but in
any case remain responsible for it. The
determination can be performed at
any time. but must reflect the fair
market value as or any day withiIi 60
calendar days prior to either filing not1!Ication or consummating the acquisition. If the 60-day period expires
before IDing or closing, the parties
would no longer be entitled to rely on
the value pre1.1ously determined, and
if In doubt. about whether to close
without filing notification. the aciluiring person would be obliged to make a
new determination. Item 2(d)(i) on the
form. however. which requests the approximate value of assets to be acquired. would not alone require a determ1na.t:lon if the parties were otherwise certain that the act applied. The
example illustrates these points.
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sary to" state that in some circumstances the determination of fair
market value may require a good faith
The rule provides that the acquiring estimate. Note that the instructions to
person makes the determiI1ation, so the notification and report form exthat the parties to the acquisition can plicitly PElrmit estimates and provide
resolve with certainty whether the act that the sources of the estimates must
applies. If the acquiring and acquired- be indicated.
person each made determinations, or
Two other comments (92, 115) sugif the rule required the two sides to gested that acquisitions of patents and
agree on a fair market value, the rule other forms of intangible property
could lead to inconsistent conclusions could not be readily asSigned a fair
about whether filing notification and market value, and that the rule should
observing the waiting period was re- specifically permit valuing such assets
quired.
"
at zero. This proposal was rejected, for
The- rule provides that the determi- the same reason that the rule insists
nation of fair market value must re- upon comparison 9f the acquisition
flect the value as of any day within 60 price to the fair market value: That
days prior to either filing notification the acquisition price alone may be difor consummating the acquisition for ficult to determine at the time of
the same reasons discussed in connec- filing notification. In such cases there
tion with market price-in brief, to may be no alternative but to deterpermit the parties to determine with mine the fair maz:ket value of the incertainty whether or _not they must tangible property.
comply with the act prior to an acquiThe final rule modifies the last sensition. The 60-day limitation is intend- tence of the revised rule, as noted eared to allow enough time for a determi- lier, to reflect determinations of fair
nation but still assure that the fair market value which establish that nomarket value assigned is reasonably tification is not required, and to
current.
expand the 15-day period to 60 days.
The final rule on fair market value
exhibits' significant changes from both
SECTION 801.11 ANNUAL NET SALES AND
the original and revised rules.
TOTAL ASSETS
Original § 801.20 did not have a sepaSection 801.11 explains how to comrate paragraph instructing how to -determine the fair market value, but had pute -the annual net sales and total
equivalent language within para- assets of a person. The terms "annual
graphs (a) and (b) pertaining to securi- net sales" aIid "total assets" occur prities and assets, respectively. The origi- marily in the size-of-person test of secnal rule arguably did not permit the - tion 7A(a)(2). In general, either the acboard of directors to delegate the de- quiring or the acquired person must
termination, and was criticized by nu- have annual net sales or total assets of
merous comments (e.g., 38, 48, 58, 74, at least $100 million, while the other
77, 98, 112, 115, 120). Imposing the re- must have annual net sales or total
sponsibility upon the board of direc- assets of at least $10 million before
tors, the comments stated, would re- the act applies; but see section
quire a costly and time-consuming in- 7A(a)(2)(B) (for acquired persons not
dependent appraisal, and the value de- "engaged in manufacturing," a term
termined by management ought to defined in § 801.Hj), only total assets
suffice. Although the original rule did satisfy the test).
_Section 801.12(d)(2) of the rules also
not seek to preclude such an appraisal,
the revised rule explicitly permitted provide that the total assets of a
the board to delegate the determina- person serve as the denominator in detion. The final rule substitutes the termining the percentage of assets to
word "function" for "responsibility" to be held or acquired; thus the rule also
make clear that the board of directors contributes to determining whether
cannot disavow the determination if the third test for application of the
compliance with the act and rules is act, the size-of-transaction test of secdrawn into question. One comment on tion 7A(a)(3),-js satisfied. In addition,
the revised rule (l06~) suggested that the terms "annual net sales" and
the board of directors of the ultimate ,"total assets" appear elsewhere in the
parent entity should be allowed to del- rules, most notably in § 801.40, which
egate the determination to a subsidi- contains its own size-of-person test apary, and the final rule clarifies that plicable to the formation of a joint
this is permitted by replacing the word venture or other corporation, and
. "person" in the revised rule by § 802.20, which exempts certain small
acquisitions.
"entity."
Two commentS (29, 104) suggested
Since the chief purpose of the rule is
that an accurate determination of fair to determine whether the act applies,
market value may be impossible until persons need not use the rule to comafter the acquisition closes, and that pute precise figures for annual net
the rule should permit an estimate. sales or total assets if they are certain
This suggestion was not explicitly that the act either does or does not
adopted because it seemed unneces- apply. None of the items on the notifiBACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§ 801.10(c)(3)

4

cation and report form requires a
statement of the annual net sales or
total assets of either party, and Item
3(a), Which requests the percentage of
assets to be held or acquired, may be
answered by estimating the total
assets figure for the denominator of
the percentage. See the statement of
basis and purpose to item 3(a). Section
801.11 prescribes a met~od by whleh
persons that are unsure whether thfl
size-of-person test of section 7A(a)(2)
or the percentage-of-assets test of section 7A(a)(3) is satisfied can resolve
definitively whether the act applies.
Except for § 801.40, the rule does not
explicitly refel" to other rules, but an
understanding of the definition of
"person,!' J 801.Ha)(l), is essential to
applying the rule correctly. The rule
presupposes identification. of the
"person" the annual net sales and
total assets of which are to be determined.
The rule consists of four paragraphs.
Paragraph (a) expresses the general
principle that all sales and assets of
the person are included, whether foreign or domestic. Paragraph (d) constitutes a limited exception to this principle for natural persons. Paragraph (b)
sets forth the general rule that the
annual nets sales and total assets shall
be as stated on the person's finnncial
statements, with two provisos that
may modify the figures on such statements. Paragraph (c) specifies exnctly
which statements are to be consulted.
SECTION 80l.11(a)

Paragraph (a) states that the annual
net sales and total assets of a person
include all net sales and all assets.
whether foreign or domestic.. except as
provided in paragraph (d), which excludes certain assets of natural persons.
By including both foreign and do·
mestic sales and assets, paragraph '(a)
makes clear that foreign assets, opere
ations ol"subsidiaries may not be dlsre·
garded for. purposes of the slze·ofperson test of section 7A(a)(2) or the
percentage-of-assets test of section
7A(a)(3)(A) even though foreian operations may affect the applicablllty of
certain exemptions under §§ 802.50802.52.
The term "net sales" has its common
meaning, that is, sales less (or exclu.
sive of) returns, discounts, excise
taxes, and the like. See § 80l.1l<b) and
its Statement of Basis and Purpose.
The costs of production or materials
may not be deducted. Persons that do
not have "sales" should use net receipts, revenues, or other comparable
figures.
Of course, the sales and assets of a
"person" include the sales and assets
of all of its component entities. See
§ 801.1(a)(p.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§801.11(a)
Original §801.25 corresponds to this
rule, and paragraph (c) of,the original
rule corresponds most nearly to paragraph (a) of the final rule. The comments to original paragraph (c) addressed matters that appear in other
paragraphs of the final rule.
Revised §801.11 set the rule into its
current format, and the final version
of paragraph (a) retains the revised
version With only two changes. It in-'
serts the word "net" before "sales," to
clarify that deductions normally made
from gross sales under the person's accounting procedures, e.g., returns, discounts, etc., are permitted. The term
"sales" does- not, however, mean net
income after costs of goods sold, as
one comment (1088) suggested. Congress manifestly intended the act to
r.each acquisitions by large firms, and
while sales are a useful meaSurement
of size for this purpose, profitability is
not.
The final rule also inserts the word
"held," to incorPorate all' of the concepts of-pwnership that the definition
of that term imports. See §801.l<c).
SECTION SOl.l1(b)

Paragraph (b) - provides that the
annual net sales and total assets of a
person shaiI be as stated on the financial statements specified in paragraph
(c), with a number of exceptions' and
provisos.
First, the paragraph states that the
total assets of a joint venture or other
COrPoration at the time of its formation are nof determined under this
rule, but shall be determined in accordance with § 801.40(c).
Second, subparagraph (b)(l) requires that the annual net sales and
total- assets of the person reflect. the
annual net. sales and total assets of
eveiy entity included within the
persori. If the financial statements of
the ultimate parent entity do not reflect consolidation of the net sales and
total assets of all the entities inclUded
within the person, the annual net
sales and total assets must be recomputed to include the nonduplicative
annual net sales and nonduplicative
total assets of each such unconsolidated entity. The term "noliduplicative"
makes clear that the consolidation
may not consist simply of adding the
sales and asSets of unconsolidated entities, since, for. exampl~, the parent
COrPoration's interest in an unconsolidated entity have have been carried as
an asset on the parent cOrPoration's
books; therefore, to add the assets of
the Unconsolidated entity without subtracting the asset already reflected
would be to count the same assets
twice. The example following subparagraph (b)(2) illustrates this point.

Next, subparagraph (b)(2) requires
that the financial statements (and any
restatements necessary to comply with
the previous subparagraph) must, in·
sofar as possible, be prepared in accordance with the accounting princl·
pIes normally used by the person. The
financial statements must be of a. date
not more than 15-months prior to
filing notification or consummating
the acquisition.
Note that neither the financial
statements required by this rule, nor
the restatements directed by para·
graph (b), must necessarlly be submitted as such in response to the NotWcation and Report Form. Item 4 of the
form explains in detail which documents must be submitted.
BACKGROUND INFORMATIOn TO

§801.11(b)
Paragraph (b) creates the framework for determlnlng the annual net
sales and total assets of a person.
Since annual net sales and total assets
are accounting concepts, the rule logically employs financial statements to
derive figures for these terms. The
rule requires modifying the figures
shown on the statements only to the
extent necessary to conform to the
pattern of the act and rules.
The total assets of a joint venture or
other corPoration at the time of its
formation are determined under
§ 801.40 instead of this rule.
Since the annual net sales and total
assets must reflect the entire person,
the financial statements must reflect
consolidation of the sales and assets of
each entity included within the
person. Comment 89 asserts that
under the original rules, consolidation
of the total assets of controlled entities may unfairly inflate a. person's
size for purposes of the section
'1A(a)(2) slze-Of-person test, because it
attributed to the person all of the
assets of an entity that could be "controlled" with only a minority interest.
The revised and final rules in most
cases will not cause the same result,
since the definition of control insures
that the person holds at least 50 percent of the controlled entity's stock.
On occasions when control arises from
contractual power to designate a. majority of the board of directors, consolidation is justified for the same reasons underlying the existence of control in such situations-basically, the
similarity of interest for purposes of
antitrust analysis. See the Statement
of Basis and Purpose to § 801.1(b).
. Likewise, subparagraph (b)(I) requires that the recomputation of
annual net sales and total assets result
in nonduplicative figures so that the
recomputation does not unfairly inflate a. person's size. Two comments
<15, 29) suggested that the rule define
"nonduplicative," but the revised and

final rule retain the term without additional explanation, as adequately descrlp1!ve of the result sought. The
term was extended to net sales as well
as total assets in response to comment
29.
Paragraph (b) of original § 801.25
would have required a different restatement of the financial statements:
if a. material change in net sales or
total assets had occurred after the
date of the statement. which could
reasonably have been e.'CPected to increase the annual net sales or total
assets to the levels of section '1A(a)(2),
the rule required either preparation of
a. new statement or compliance with
the act as though the test of section
'1A(a)(2) had been satisfied. Revised
subparagraph (b)(2) preserved a similar provision and encompassed dispositions as well as acquisitions since the
last statement. However, no consistent, easily admlnistrable way could be
found to require restatement of
annual net sales when a business had
been acquired or disposed of after the
beglnnlng of the flscal year. The rmal
rule abandons the approach as not
worth the added complexity.
Subparagraph (b)(2) requires the financial statements and any restatements to be prepared insofar as possible in accordance.with the accounting
principles normally used by the reporting person, so that novel procedures are not adopted in order to circumvent the act. Original § 801.25(a)
would have required certified financial
statements prepared in accordance
with Regulation S-X of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. A number
of comments (e.g., 15. 59. 63, '18. 83. 93,
120) criticized this provision as unnecessary and burdensome to privately
held companies and foreign firms,
which are not subject to regulations
by the SEC and thus may not have
certified financial statements prepared
in accordance with Regulation s-x.
Therefore. the revised rule called only
for financial .statements prepared in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Comment 1090.
however. noted that generally accepted accounting principles would stnl be
incompatible with several other provisions in the rule: for example, generally accepted accounting principles may
not permit consolidation of some majority·owned entities and would not
permit restatement of annual net sales
for businesses acquired' during the
fiscal year. Accordingly, the comment
suggested deleting the words "generally accepted," and the final rule adopts
the suggestion. For similar reasons,
the final rule requires use of the accounting principles normally used only
insofar as possible.
The 15-month limitation insures
that the stat!IDlents reflect annual net
sales during the most recent fiscal
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year. The original rule would have
permitted statements prepared only
within 1 year, rather than 15 months,
of the date of filing notification. A.
number of comments (e.g., 29, 63, 78,
83, 88, 93, 115, 120) attacked the limitation as inadequate to allow preparation of the statement after the close of
the fiscal year, and the revised and
final rules provide for 15 months.
The final rule modifies the 15month restriction so that statements
within 15 months of consummating
the acquisition, as well as filing notification, qualify. In that way, parties to
an acquisition can resolve whether
they satisfy the size-of-person test of
section 7A(a)(2) even if not required to
file notification. The change also
allows persons to secure the benefit of
a decrease in annual net sales or total
assets. If during the waiting period a
new regularly prepared financial statement appears and reveals that the act
no longer applies, the parties need not
comply with the act.
'1 SECTION 801.11(C)
The two subparagraphs of paragraph (c) specify exactly which figures
on the financial statements are the
. annual net sales and total assets of the
person. Since paragraph (c) is subjec1:.t:
to the provisions of paragraph (b), the
annual statement must consolidate
the net sales and total assets of all entities included within the person, use
the accounting principles normally
used by the person, and be prepared as
of a date within 15 months of the date
of filing or consummation.
Subparagraph (c)(1) provides that
the annual net sales of a person shall
be as stated on the last regularly prepared annual statement of income and
expense of the person. See the Statement of Basis and PurPose to paragraph (b) of this rule, above.
Subparagraph (c)(2) specifies that
the total assets of the person shall be
as stated on the last regularly prepared balance sheet of the person.
"Assets" means assets disregarding liabilities but less depreciation if the accounting principles normally used by
the person so provide. "Regularly prepared," as used in both subparagr8.phs,
means that the statement was prepared both at the time a statement
would normally be prepared and in
the normal fashion that such a statement would be prepared. Internal balance sheets prepared for management
and not audited or disseminated to the
public may satisfy this standard.
If no statements of income and expense or balance sheets are regularly
prepared, statem~nts must be prepared if necessary to determine
whether the act applies.
An example illustrates the paragraph.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
§ 801.11(c)
Paragraph (c) had no equivalent in
the original or revised rules. Each of
the earlier versions provided that the
annual net sales and total assets of a
person should be as stated on the financial statements of the person. The
earlier rules would also have required
restatement of the annual net sales
and total assets to reflect certain
changes occurring since the beginning
of the fiscal year; see the Statement of
Basis and PurPose to paragraph (b).
The final rule abandoned that ap- ~
proach and instead inserted paragraph
(c).
S~CTION 801.11(d)
Paragraph (d) relates to the determination of total assets for natural persons. The total assets for a "person" of
which the ultimate parent entity is a
natural person are, under paragraph
(b) of this rule, as stated on a balance
sheet which consolidates all the entities which the natural person controls,
directly or indirectly. See also
§ 801.l<a)(1), (b). However, paragraph
(d) permits a natural person to omit
from such a .balance sheet all assets
except "investment assets" (a term defined in § 801.1(1)(2) to mean, in substance, cash and equivalents, and Government bonds), voting securities and
other income-producing' property.
Thus, a natural person compiling such
a balance sheet could omit the value
of assets such as a personal residence,
-automobile and other personal (nonincome-producing) property.
The phrasing of the rule plakes clear
that all voting securities are regarded
as income-producing property. Similarly,
"income-producing
property"
means any property held for investment or for the production of income,
whether or not actually' producing
income.
The "annual net sales" of a natural
person will be the annual net sales of
all entities (including partnerships) he
or she controls, plus any annual net
sales from proprietorships. Of course,
a natural person may not have compiled a balance sheet, regularly prepared or otherwise, reflecting all such
entities. As discussed above in connection with paragraph (n), the annual
net sales and total ~sets of a "person"
need be determined according to the
rule only if the person is in doubt
about whether compliance with the
act is necessary.
Since paragraph (a) of the rule ineludes all assets "held," and because
the definition of "hold" provides that
the holdings of spouses and minor
children are treated as though held in
common (see § 801.1<c)(2», a natural
person's balance sheet, to comply vlith
the rule, must reflect all investment
assets, voting securities and other

income-providing property held by the
spouse or minor children of a natural
person, or by the parents if the person
is a minor child.
BACKGROUND INFORMATIon TO
§ 801.11(d)
The assets excluded by this po.ragraph are generally irrelevant to any
antitrust concerns that may arise from
an acquisition, and thus theIr exclusion for purposes of determining
Whether the act applies is approprIate.
In general, the rules treat natural
persons, corporations, and other entities alike. This rule adheres to tho.t
principle by aggregating all entitles,
however unrelated in their business
activities, that are under the common
control of the ultimate parent antity
(whether a corporatIon or natural
person) and by consolidating the
annual net sales and total assets of all
.such entities.
Original § 801.25(d) would have excluded all assets' of a natural person
other than partnership assets. Comment 63 criticized the provIsion,
noting that Congress must have Intended the act to cover acquIsitions by
natural persons, but that excludlna all
assets of natural persons effectively
exempted such acquIsitions, since section 7A(a)(2) would never be satisfIed.
Revised § 801.11(d) was quite similar
to the final rule. Comment 1090 criticized the inclusion of all income-producing assets, arguing that only those
related to control of a trade or business were relevant to antitrust considerations. However, that criterIon
seemed difficult for the agencies to administer and the parties to apply. Furthermore, it could result in artificIal
understatement of the size of natural
persons by comparison with corporate
persons or others, for which the crIterion would not apply. Accordingly, the
final rule retains as the test "incomeproducing" property. The final rule
also clarifies the test by specifically including in the total assets all investment assets and voting securities.
SECTION 801.12 CALCULATING PERCENTAGE
OF VOTING SECURITIES on ASSETS
Section 801.12 prescribes the method
of calculating the percentage of voting
securities or assets to be held or acquired. 'Whenever the act or rUles
refer to a percentage, the percentage
must be determined by applying thls
rule.
In general terms, the rule provIdes
that the percentage of voting seeurI·
ties is the percentage of the total votes
for directors of the issuer which the
acquiring person will be entitled to
cast after the acquisitIon. The percent. age of assets is the ratio of the book'
value of the assets to be held as a
result of the acquiSition to the total
assets of the person (not the entity)
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from which acquired. However, these ing shares, clause (b}(l)CU) speclfles
general statements are subject to cer- that the larger number should be used
tain modifications -and exceptions con- in the denominator. Otherwise, su~
tained in the rule. .
.
paragraph (b)(2) directs that treasury
In many instances calculation of the shares and authorIzed but unissued
precise percentage of assets or voting shares should not be Included for pursecurities to be held or acquired may poses of determlnlng the number'of
be unneceSSary. For example, any ac- votes presently entitled to be cast. FIquisition" as a result of which the ac- ·nally, for purposes of determlnlng the
quiring person will hold assets of the number of outstanding voting securI·
acquired person valued (under ties of an issuer, subparagraph (b}(3)
§§ 801.13 and 801.10) at more than $15 permits a person to rely on the most
million will satisfy the size-of-transac- recent Information set forth In fillngs
. tion test without regard to the per- with the SEC, If any, unless the
centage held or acquired. Conversely, person knows or has reason to belleve
§ 802.20 will exempt any acquisition of that that Information Is inaccurate.
assets for which the corresponding
Two examples following § 801.12(b)
figure is less than $10 million, without illustrate application of the percentregard to the percentage of assets to age formula.
be held or acquired. For voting securiBACKGROUND INFORMATIOn ON VOTING
ties, the situation is simi.lll.r,· except
SECURITIES
that the exemptions under §§ 802.20
and 802.21 may require calculation of
Applying the percentage test to the
percentages.
issuer whose voting securities are
being acquired sparked considerable
SECTION 801.12 (a), (b}-vOTING
controversy In the comments. The
SECURITIES
controversy ultlnlately arises, howev·
Paragraph (a) provides that when- er, from the fact that the act itself::.
ever the act and rules refer to the per- uses the term "person" In at least two
ce!1tage of voting securities of the ac- different senses. The act phrases each
quired person, the issuer whose voting of the three tests that must be satissecurities are being acquired shall be fied before the act applles to an acquideemed the acquired person for that sition-the commerce test of section
purpose. Therefore, the percentage of 7A(a)(1), the slze-of-person test of secvoting securities is calculated with ref- tion 7A(a)(2), and the slze-of-transnc·
erence only to the voting securities of tlon test of section 7A(a)C3)-In terms
the issuer to be held or acquired, in of "person." For purposes of the sIzethe manner prescribed' by paragraph of-person test of section 7ACa)(2), the
(b). Since the term "person" normally relevant "person" milst be the entire
refers to all entities under common corporate structure, rather than just
control, see § 801.l<a)(1}, the use of the company or subsidiary which is
the issuer rather than the person as making the acquisition. If the slze-ofthe denominator of the percentage person test depended upon the sIze of
cil.lculation represents a departure the paxticular corporation making an
from the usage of the term "person" acquisition, rather than the overall
elsewhere in the rules. For this reason, corporat.e 'structure, the act would
the definition of "person" begins, become easily susceptible of evasion.
"Except as provicfed in paragraphs (a) Accordingly,
§ 801.1(a)(1)
defines
and (b) of § 801.12 • • .....The example "person," In general, as the entire corfollowing § 801.12(a} illustrates this porate structure, and § 801.11 applles
point.
the sIze-of·person test to that
Paragraph (b) prescribes a formula "person." Likewise § 801.3 approprlare.
for computing an exact percentage. ly applles the commerce test of section
The numerator is the number of votes 7A(:J,)C1) to the same, overall "person."
for directors that voting securities
However, the 15·percent test of secpresently entitle the holder to cast, or, tion 7A(a}C3}CA) poses a problem. As
as a restilt of the acquisition, will enti- the FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompa·
tle the acquiring person to cast. This nying the revised rules explained:
instruction requires application of the
For example, suppose the trnnsnctlon In·
definition of "hold" 'contained in
§ 801.1(c}, and § 801.13, . which tells volves the purchnse by a 1nrl:e corporation
of
a subsldlary of nnother large corporation.
which voting securities are to be held The
definition of "person" as the enUre cor·
"as a result of" an acquisition, before porate structure would dlctate that the sellthe correct number of votes can be as- Ing corporation's enUre corporate structure
certained. Votes that the holder may be considered the "acquIred per'"..on" for
cast because of proxies obtained from purposes of the $100 million or $10 million
other persons are not included in the size criteria. But If the sclllng corporation
nnd Its subsldlary each Issue their own
numerator.
then a speclflc number of the subsidThe denominator of the computa- stock,
shares cannot con\·enIenUy be extion is the total number of votes for . iary's
pressed as a percentage of either the shares
directors that all outstanding shares of the parent, or the combined shares of the
are entitled to cast. If the acquisition parent nnd Its subsidIary .corporations. The
will increase the number of outstand- problem Is not as acute When the acquIsItion

Is of assets railier than voting securitIes.
since assets could be \-alued without refer-

ence to the corPorate forms.

(42 PR at 39042 CAug.I. 19'17).)

The revised rules addressed this
problem by Introducing the term
"entity" to mean the component parts
of a "person." See § 801.1(a)(2}. For
purposes of the sIze-of-transaction test
of section 7A(a)C3), the revised rules
desIgnated as the "acquired person"
the entity aather than the person)
whose voting securities or assets were
being acquired. The original rules had
accomplIshed the same result, without
using the term "entity," by means of a
more complex deflnltion of "person."
That scheme, In essence, dermed the
term "person" differently for the different tests for coverage.
The comments criticized original
§ 801.30(a) and revised § 801.12Ca), the
predecessors of the final rule. In general, tIle comments argued that different definitions of the single term
"person" were impermissible. Some of
the comments (e.g., 63, 89; 1042, 1050,
1091) complained that the scheme "expanded" the coverage of the act_
Others (e.g., 120; 1042, 1050, 1059.
1091) disagreed that the different contexts required different meanings for
the term "person." They noted that
Congress used the term "issuer" in
section 7A{c)C3), (c)C9) and (c)(10) and
therefore Infez:red that Congress, by
falling to sue the term "issuer" in section 7A(a)C3}, did not Intend the agencies to substitute the word "issuer" for
"person" In that context_ Still others
C82; 1042} noted that the rule'could be
clrcumvented by first collapsing a su~
sidlary Into the parent corporation,
and that therefore the rule made coverage under the act turn upon the
form of corporate organization.
The Commission did not agree with
these comments. Unless Congress intended the 15·percent test of section
7ACa)C3)(A) to reach acquisitionS not
meeting the $15 million test of section
7A(a)(3)CB). the former provision
would not appear 'In the act. Section
7ACd) of the act assigns the ComniissIon the power to define the terms of
the act and to prescribe rules to-implement the act. The use of the term
"issuer" elsewhere In the act does not
preclude its use In any definition or
rule. The argument In the comments
thus reduces to lnslstlng that the term
"person" ought to carry the same
meaning In all lnstaiices. But since
"person" must mean a collection of entities for purposes of the section
7A(a)(2) sIze-of-person test.· demands
for consistency were not constructive
to the extent that they failed to suggest a way to apply the 15-percent test
of section 7ACa)C3)(A) when shares of one corporation of a multicorporate
person are to be acquired.
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Of the other comments, one <l091)
dismissed the problem as one for the
agencies to solve. Two comments
<lOS9, 1070) conceded that application
of the percentage test on any basis
other than the issuer was inconvenient.
Comment 1042, however, suggested
that the agencies should treat the
shares of a subsidiary as assets of the
parent corporation and calculate a
percentage on that basis. This proposal was rejected. First, it is inconsistent
with the statutory scheme-restated in
§ 801.21Cb)-which deals separately
with assets and voting securities. In
addition, the proposal proves unworkable for third-party transactions
since even though the seller is not the
relevant person for purposes of an
antitrust analysis, the proposal would
calculate the percentage with reference to that person.
As the FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules noted, 42
FR at 39042 (August 1, 1977), the
agencies also considered another set of
definitions. It would have defined the
acquiring person ,to be the entire corporate structure, while defining the
acquired person to be the entity whose
voting securities (or assets) were being
acquired, and all entities it controlled.
Although this would have cured the
inconsistency discussed above, it would
have introduced -another inconsistency-differing definitions for acquiring
and acquired persons. It also would
have permitted large corporations to
evade the size-of-person test of section
7A(a)(2) by conducting transactions
through small subsidiaries. As indicated in the FEDERAL REGISTER notice, this
alternative was rejected.
Accordingly, the Commission retained the substance of the revised
rule. The final version of paragraph
(a) reflects only editorial differences
from the revised rule.
The final version of paragraph (b)
simplifies the revised rule, because the
percentage formUla no longer need accommodate convertible voting securities. The final rules makes convertible
securities reportable, if at all, upon
conversion, whereas the revised rules
would have made the acquisition of
convertible voting securities a potentially reportable event. This change in
approach is discussed in the Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§ 801.1Cf)(2). Under the revised rules,
conversions would not have prompted
additional reports to the agencies.
Therefore, the formula in paragraph
(b) had to assess the voting power potentially represented by convertibles
whenever acquired (or held). On the
other hand, since under the final rules
conversions must be preceded by filing
notification and waiting, the agencies
will be able to assess the competitive
impact of the conversion. Therefore,

the voting formula in paragraph (b)
can disregard the voting power potentially represented by unconverted convertibles.
A number of comments (e.g., 1026,
1070, 1090, .1102, IllS) criticized revised § 801.12(b) because it computed
its percentages assuming conversion of
only the convertibles held by the acquiring person, rather than all outstanding convertibles. Most of these
comments no longer apply to the final
rule, because the final rule does not
assume conversion of any voting securities. However, one comment (1070)
argued that section 7A(b)(3)(A), the
definition of voting securities contained in the act, requires that the
rule compute percentages assuming
full dilution, that is, conversion of all
outstanding convertible voting secQrities.
The Commission does not agree. Section 7A(b)(3)(A) provides:
The term "voting securities" means any
securities which at present or upon conversion entitle the o'l'mer or holder thereof to

"':~e/~~, ~~h~:;:;e~~ ~fU:~~%~r~~dt~~
suers, persons exercising similar functions.

Comment 1070 argued that this language compelled that all convertible
securities be considered voting securities for all purposes, and therefore be
treated as converted for purposes of
percentage calculations. However, this
interpretation ignores the function of
the definition. Subsection (b)(3)(A) of
the act simply empowers the Commission to bring convertible voting securities within its ambit, a matter which,
but for the words "or upon conversion," might not be free from doubt.
The Commi...c:sion does not interpret
the language of the definition to require that the agencies treat convertible voting securities in any particular
fashion, as the Statement of Basis and
Purpose to § 801.1(f)(2) explains in
detail.
Paragraph (b) expresses the percentage formula in terms of the number of
votes to be cast, rather than the
number of shares, in order to accommodate (to the extent possible) multiple classes of voting securities or other
voting arrangements differing from a
single class of voting stock that elects
the entire board of directors.
.
The formula includes only votes that
voting securities entitle the holder to
cast, and therefore excludes votes cast
by proxies. Example 2 to paragraph
(b) makes this point.
- Subparagraph (b)(2) excludes authorized but tinissued voting securities
and treasury shares from the percentage formula simply to confirm that
such shares are not "outstanding."
The final rule adds new subparagraph (b)(3) in response to comment
1089. Persons applying the percentage
test can rely upon the total number of

outstanding voting securities shown in
the most recent filing with the SEC, if
any, unless they know or have reason
to believe that information to be inaccurate. This language is patterned
after SEC rule 13d-l(d), 17 CFR
240.13d-101(d), 43 FR 18484 at 18496
(April 28, 1978).
SECTION 801.12 (c), (d)-ASSETS
Section 801.12(c) provides that
whenever the act and rules refer to
the percentage of assets of the acquired person, the "acquired person"
is the person whose assets are being
acquired. This treatment differs from
that accorded voting securities in paragraph (a), which specifies that the
issuer whose voting securities are to be
acquired is the "acquired person." Instead, when the percentage test is applied to assets, the denominator of 'the
percentage fraction will be calculated
with reference to entire "person."
Paragraph (d), which specifies the
exact ratio which composes the percentage, confirms this treatment. Sub·
'paragraph (d1<2) provides that the denominator for the percentage ratio Is
the total assets, determined in accord·
ance with § 801.11, of the acquired
person. The numerator of the fraction
is the book value of the assets to be acquired as shown on the books of the
acquired person. The assets to be acquired do not include any previouslyacquired
assets
Identified
by
§ 80l.13(b)(2); only the assets subject
to the current,acqulsition, identified in
§ 801.13(b)(l), need be considered for
the percentage-of-assets test of section
7A(a)(3)(A).
BACKGROUND IIiFORrJATION ON ASSETS
The final rule made two important
changes in the application of the percentage test of section 7A(a)(3)(A) to
assets.
The first change is the shift from
"entity" to "person" in paragraph (0).
Under both original section 801.30(b)
and revised section 801.12(c), the
entity from which the assets were to
be acquired would have been the "acquired person" for purposes of the
percentage test. The earlier versions,
in effect, took the same position that
the final rules take as to voting securities. The comments criticized the earlier versions; in general, the comments
discussed above in connection with
voting securities were equally directed.
to the assets provisions of the rules,
Their arguments generally urged that
the "acquired person" for purposes of
the percentage test should be the
entire person from which the assets
are acquired, rather than the speclfio
entity from which acquired, because
the section 7A(a)(2) size-or-person test
and the section 7A(a)(3) size-or-transaction test ought both to employ n
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consistent meaning of "acquired
person."
The final rule adopts the position
proposed by the comments as to
assets, even though it rejects the comments as to voting secUrities. The
chief reason for the difference is that
no practical problem prevents the
rules from employing the larger
-"person" in applying the percentage
test to assets, as it does for voting securities. The book value of assets, no
matter from which entity within the
person acquired, can be compared to
the total assets of the person. By contrast, the impossibility of expressing
the shares of a subsidiary as any percentage of the voting securities of the
parent corporation prevented the rules
from comparing voting securities to
any entity or combination of entities
other than the issuer.
.
Thus, the final- rule achieves as
much consistency between the terms
governing each of the three tests of
section 7A(a) as is possible.
The second important change effected by the final rule is in the numerator of the percentage fraction. Revised
§ 801.12(d)(l) would have valued the
assets to be acquired at the value assigned by § 801.10(b) for .purposes of
the $15 million" test. The final rule
SUbstitutes the book value of the
assets on the books of the acquired
person. Several comments (e.g., 1040,
1090) noted that the numerator revalued the asSets to be acquired, in order
to reflect current values, but that the
denominator reflected total assets at
book value, which is typically lower
than current value. The comments
maintained that the resulting percentage would be exaggerated, and indeed,
could exceed 100 percent. To cUre this
anomalY, sUQparagraph (d)(l) of the
final rule provides that the book value
of the assets on the books of the ac-"
quired person is to be the numerator.
Although book value may understate
the actual value of the assets, the resulting ratio is likely to be reasonably
accurate.
Comment 1115 questioned whether
intangible assets such as patents and
goodwill are to be valued and included
in the percentage-of-assets calculation.
Since the final rule makes no distinction between types of assets, these
assets, like any others, are to be included at book value in the percentage
calculation.
For purposes of the percentage-ofassets test of section 7A(a)(3)(A), the
numerator does not include any assets
.of the acquired person previously acquired by the acquiring person. Section 801.13(b)(2) includes the value of
such assets under certain circumstances for purposes of the $15 million
test of section 7A(a)(3)(B). The Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§ 801.13(b)(2) explains why such assets

are excluded from the percentnge·ofassets test.
SEcrION 801.13 VOTmG SECURITIES on
ASSETS TO BE HELD AS A RESULT OF ACQUISITION

Section 801.13 interprets the statutory phrase, "as a result of." Notlfica-

tion and a wn.iting perIod are required

if section 7A(a)(l) and (2) are satisfied,
and If "as c£ result 01 such acquisition,

the acquiring person would hold <15
percent or $15 million of the stock or
assets of the acquired person.)" Section 7A(a)(3) (emphasis added). This
rule identifIes which voting securities
and assets will be considered to be
held "as a result of" an acquisition.
The rule also provides instructions for
valuing the voting securities and assets
identified by the rule.
Several other provisions·of the rules
are indispensable in applying § 801.13.
Chief among these is § 801.15, which
excepts from this rule certain acqulsI·
tlons of assets and voting securities
. which were exempt from the requirements of the act at the time of their
acquisition (or would have been had
the act and rules been in eUect). Although this rule would provide that
some such assets and voting securIties
are held as a result of an acquisItion,
§ 801.15 constitutes an exception to
this rule and may provide that some of
them are not so held.
In addition, the definition of "hold:'
§ 801.Hc), is Important, since voting securities or assets must first be "held"
before they may be held as a result of
an acquisition. And the valuation provisions of the rule invoke the valuation procedures set forth in § 80l.10(c).
Paragraph (a) of the rule treats
voting securities, and paragraph (b) of
the rule addresses assets.
SECTION 801.13(a)

VOTmG SECUlUTIES

The first sentence of § 801.13(a)(1)
states the entire substance of the rule
regarding voting securIties: All voting
securIties of the issuer that will be
held by the acquiring person after the
acquisition are voting securIties held
as a result of the acquisition. Section
801.15, though, constitutes an exception to this rule for certain voting securities exempt when acqulrcd, as described above. See that rule and its
Statement of Basis and Purpose.
The rule has two Important consequences. First, the number of transactions or the length of time between acquisitions becomes Irrelevant in determlnlng whether the act applies. The
acquiring person after the acquisition
either will or will not hold, cumulatively, 15 percent or $15 million of the
issuer's outstanding voting securIties.
Second, the rule means that every
acquisition after which the acquiring
person will hold more than 15 percent
or $15 million of the voting 'securIties
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of the acquired is one in which the 15

percent or $15 million test of section
7A(a)(3) is satisfied. Therefore, every "
acquls1t1on after which the acquiring
person would hold 15 percent or $15
mllllon of the acquired person's voting
securities-rather than only those
which lnltlally raise the acquiring person's holdings to that level-becomes a
reportable acquls1tion If the two other
tests of section 7A (a)(1) and (2) are
satisfIed. Therefore, large holdings of
voting securities that antedate the effective date of the act and rules must
be reported before being increased.
Note, however, that § 802.21 exempts
acqulsltlons above the 15 percent or
$15 million level for 5 years after an
lnltial notification except for those
meeting or exceeding specified notification thresholds.
ThIs rule also presenoes the value to
be assigned to voting securities held as
a result of an acquisition. Subparagraph (a)(1) provides that the value of
the voting securities is the sum of the
value of the voting securities to be acquired, determined in accordance with
§ 801.10, and the value of the voting
securIties held prior to the acquisition.
determined in accordance with subparagraph (a)(2).
Subparagraph (a)(2) of the rule provides that. for securities traded on a
national securities exchange or quoted
on an inter-dealer quotation system.
the value is the market price calculated in accordance with § 801.10(c)(!);
for other securities, the value is thefair market value determined in accordance with § 801.10(c)(3). The practical effect of the subparagraph is to
require revaluation of the previously
held securities to reflect current value.
Of course, revaluation may affect
whether the act applies. A pre-existing
holding acquired for less than $15 million may become worth more than $15
million, thus rendering any further
purchases reportable.
The examples illustrate the rule.
and cross-reference §§ 801.20 and
801.15.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§801.13(a)
Acquls1t1ons raising the holdings of
the acquiring person to meet or exceed
the 15 percent or $15 million level of
section 7A(a)(3) self-evidently meet
the standard of that subsection of the
act. The only aspect of the rule addressed by the comments was the construction of "as a. result of" that permits the agencies to require notification and a. waiting period in connection with acquls1tions subsequent to
the one reaching the 15 percent or $15
million level of section 7A(a)(3). Original § 801.50 first contained this interpretation, which several comments
(e.g., 11, '13, 84; 1059) challenged. The
comments characterized it as an at-
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tempt to achieve retroactive coverage of section 7A(a)(3)(A). The value of first sale of assets. Therefore, the perof partial acquisitions or to accumu- the previously acquired assets in such centages computed for each asset aclate "dossiers" on major companies by cases shall be the value determined in quisition would not be comparable to
means of repetitive reports. (The origi- accordance with § 801.10 as of the time one another and could not be added
together. And if the denomInator Is
nal rules would have required report- of their acquisition.
Since subparagraph (b)(2) does not held constant at the total assets level
ing and waiting at every 5 percent interval above the 15 percent or $15 mil- apply for purposes of the 15-percent of the acquired person at the time of
lion level; § 802.21 of the revised and test of section '7A(a)(3)(A), only the the first acquisition, then a substnntlnl
final rules lessens the burden of repet- assets to be acquired in an acquisition disparity from the actual percentnee
itive reports considerably.) Other com- need be considered in computing the could arise. Second, acquisitions of
figure.
See
also assets which satisfy the 15-percent
ments simply noted that the construc- percentage
tion "could have gone the other way" § 801.12(d)(1).
test of section 7A(a)(3)(A), but which
Subparagraph (b)(2) also has no do not satisfy the. $15-mfllion test of
(63) or implicitly supported the interpretation (78, 96). However, to adopt effect upon the size-of-person test of section 7A(a)(3)(B), wfll frequently be
the opposite position would be to section 7A(a)(2). The total assets of all exempt in any event, because § 802.20
assert that large securities holdings persons remain, under § 801.11(c)(2), - exempts such acquisitions valued at
(short of controD may be increased as stated on the last regularly pre- $10 million or less. Although two comwithout limit if only the 15 percent or pared balance sheet of the person, re- ments (63, 83) questioned the omission
$15 million level could be surpassed gardless of subsequent acquisitions or of the percentage test from original
before the act and -rules take effect. dispositions not reflected on the bal- § 801.35, the predecessor of final
But the Commission believes that it is ancesheet.
§ 801.13(b)(2), the final rule refrains
unreasonable to construe the act in a . The example at the end of the rule from introducing such complexity nnd
manner which would leave the en- illustrates the operation of subpara- problematical calculation in order to
forcement agencies powerless to detect graph (b)(2).
secure reports for asset acquisitions
and investigate such holdings. The act
valued at more than $10 mfllion but
BACKGROUND INFORl.iATION TO
manifests an intention that the agennot exceeding $15 mfllion.
§
801.13(b)
cies should be informed of large secuSimflarly, the value of the earHer acrities holdings whenever an acquisiSection 801.13(b)(!) merely states quired assets Is not used to adjust the
tion takes place:and the rule is faith- the obvious in declaring that assets to total assets of either the acquirinrr or
ful to that intention.
be acquired in an acquisition will be the acquired person for purposes of
The revised rule cast the rule into its held as a result of that acquisition.
the size-of-person test of section
present form, and the final rule reThe criteria for application of sub- 7A(a)(2). If the figures shown on the
tains the revised rule save for editorial paragraph (b)(2) can be more easily balance sheets were adjusted in ordor
changes and the reference to new under$tood with reference to its basic to reflect earlier acquisitions or dispo§ 801.15.
purpose. Subparagraph (b)(2), by in- sitions of assets, the adjustment would
cluding-assets acquired within the pre- affect whether compliance with tho
SECTIon 8oi.13(B)-ASSETS
ceding 180 days, prevents persons from act was required only when It chanf)'ed
. Section 801.13(b)(1) provides that all evading the $15 million test of section the total assets of one party to exceed
assets to be acquired in an acquisition 7A(a)(3)(B) by dividing an acquisition or fall short of either the $10 mlllion
will be assets held as a result of the ac- into two or more smaller acquisitions, or $100 million figure in section
Although
revised
quisition. It also provides that the each valued at less than $15 million. 7A(a)(2). value of such assets shall be deter- Subparagraph (b)(2) would still allow § 801.13(b)(2) had attempted to mateo
such a scheme to succeed, so long as such adjustments, the final rule jettimined in accordance with § 801.10.
Subparagraph (b)(2) provides that, the agreement to make each of the sons the scheme as niore complex than
under certain circumstances, assets smaller acquisitions was executed at the result warrants.
The final rule also reflects, in anpreviously acquired by the same ac- least 180 days after the consummation
quiring person will be considered of the previous one. Note, however, other context, the Ilmfted purpose of
assets to be held as a result of the ac- that if the parties agreed· to execute a the provision. The original and revised
quisition, for purposes of the $15 mil- series of formal contracts more than - rules declared assets of the acquired
lion test of section 7A(a)(3)(B) only. 180 days apart, the transactions !night person to be assets held as a result of
PrevIously acquired assets will be be viewed as one, depending upon any acquisition by the acqulrinf)'
person within the following 180 daysassets held as a result of a subsequent when beneficial ownership passes.
Each aspect of subparagraph (b)(2) that is, for purposes of subsequent acacquisItion if:
The subsequent acquisition is also of relates to this purpose. The 180-day quisitions of either voting securities or
period, for example, is sufficiently assets. The final rule includes tho preassets of the same acquired person;
The assets were acquired within 180 long to discourage the type of evasion viously acquiring assets only when the
days of the execution of the contract, described. In addition, after a period subsequent acquisition is also of
agreement in principle, or letter of of time assets cease to be attributable assets. See clause (1). The change conintent to make the subsequent acquisi- to the person from which acquired and fines subparagraph (b)(2) more closely
become assets of the acquiring person. to its principal purpose of preventing
tion;
The acquIring person still holds the The length of the period did not at- evasion, but also embodies another
principle. A prior acquisItion of stock,
tract any comment.
assets previously acquired; and
The subparagraph's application is because of the Influence the shareSection 801.15 does not dictate othliInited to the $15 million test of sec- holder may exert upon management,
erwIse.
If the criteria are met, the acquiring tion 7A(a)(3)(B) for two reasons. First, -may contribute to the subsequent sale
and acquired persons must treat the attempting to incorporate the previ- of assets. Therefore, am~regating the
earlier acquired assets as though they ously acquired assets into the percent- dollar amounts of the two acquisitions
had not been previously acquired but age test would pose practical prob- (which the phrase, "aggregate total
were to be acquired as part of the sub- lexns. Section 801.12(d) provides that amount of voting securities and
sequent acquisition. This treatment the denominator of the percentage is assets" in section 7A(a)(3) and § 801.14
applies only for purposes of the $15 the total assets of the acquired person, will do) is appropriate. However, once
million test of section 7A(a)(3)(B) and but the denominator could shift assets are sold, they confer no continunot for purposes of the 15-percent test during -th~ 180 days, reflecting the ing ability to particIpate In the affairs
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The rule applies both to current and
to past exempt acquisitions. For current acquisitions. the rule permits the
acquiring person, in deciding whether
the slze-of-transaction test of section
7A(a)(3) is satisfied, to disregard assets
BACKGROUND INFORMATIon 70 § 801.14
or voting securities that are exempt
This
rule
interPrets
section under the listed provisions of the act
7A(a)(3)(B) and states the plain mean- and rules. Thus. if the. acquiring
ing of that provisIon. OrIginal § 801.40 person is acquiring a mixture of
attracted little comment, and revised exempt and nonexempt assets and
§ 801.15 attracted no comment. The voting securities In a single acquisifinal rule is unchanged In substance tion. only the nonexempt assets and
and reflects only clarifying editorIal voting securities need be considered in
changes and the renumbering of other determining whether the test of secrules. The examples have been revised. tion 7A(a)(3) is satisfied. Example No.
1 to the rule illustrates this point. Of
SECTIon 801.15 AGGREGATIOn OF VOTING course, If only exempt assets or voting
SECURITIES Alm ASSETS THE ACQUISIsecurIties are being acquired. the acTIon OF WHICH WAS EXEMPT
quisItion is exempt and need not be reregardless of whether the parSection 801.15 Interprets the slze-of- ported
exemption is listed in the rule_
transaction test of section 7A(a)(3). ticular
The
rule
entitles the acquiring
That test will be satis!led whenever as person to also
disregard certain past
a result of an acquisition. the acquir- exempt acquisitions. although applyIng person will hold 15 percent or $15
the rule becomes more complicatmillion of the assets or voting securi- Ing
ed In such situations_ First. if the curties of the acquired person. This rule rent acquIsition is exempt under any
explains whether assets and voting se- provision of the act or rules. whether
curIties acquired In transactions or not listed In this rule, this rule does
exempt under the act or rules will be not apply. second, the acquiring
deemed held as a result of an acquisi- person must verify that under § 801.13
tion. ..
the assets or voting securities previThis rule applies only when the ac- ously acquired would be deemed held
quiring person is simultaneously ac- as a result of the current transaction.
quiring both exempt and nonexempt As a practical matter. this will fail to
assets or voting securIties of the same be true In only three instances: when
acquired person. or is acquiring nonex- the acqulrlng person has disposed of
empt assets or voting securitIes after the assets or voting securities in the
prevIously acquiring exempt assets or interim; when the earlier acquisitiou
voting securities of the same acquired was of assets, and the subsequent ac·
person. Because Its application is nar- quisItion is to be of voting securities
rowly limlted to situations comblnlng (§ 801.13(b)(2»; and when both theexempt and nonexempt acquisitions. earlier and current acquisitions are of
the rule should apply to relatively few assets of the acquired person, but the
transactiOns.
earlier acquIsition took place more
In general. § 801.13 specl!ies whIch than 180 dayS prior to the execution
assets and voting securities are of the contract, agreement in principle
deemed held as a result of an acquisi- or letter of Intent 'with respect to the
SECTION 801.14 AGGREGATE TOTAL tion. This rule constitutes an excep- current acquIsition of assets. In the
AMOUNT OF VOTING SECURITIES AND
tIon to § 801.13. declarIng that not- last-mentioned case the assets are no
ASSETS
wIthstanding § 801.13 certain assets longer deemed those of the acquired
Section. 801.14 explains the phrase and voting securIties acquired In person. and thus they cannot be rele"aggregate total amount of voting se- exempt transactions will not be held vant for purposes of section 7A(a)(3).
•
curities and assets" which appears in as a result of an acquisItion. For this See § 801.13(b)(2).
If under § 801.13 the acquiring
the size-of"transaction test of section reason, reference to § 801.15 appears at
person would hold the earlier-acquired
7A(a)(3)(B). That test is satisfied if. as the begInnIng of § 801.13.
Since § 801.15 determines whIch assets or voting securities as a result of
a result of an acquisition. the acquiring person will hold an aggregate total assets and voting securIties count· the current acquIsition, and ii the earamount of voting securities and assets toward satisfying the slze-of-transac- lier acquisItion was exempt under one
in excess of $15 million. The rule pro- tion test of section 7A(a)(3). It neces· of the listed provisions of the act or
vides that the· ' "aggregate total· sarily will affect the application of the rules, this rule allows the acquL.-Ing
amount" is the sum of the values of rules determing the value of the person to disregard those assets or
the voting securities and assets to be voting securIties or assets to be held or voting securities for purposes of the
held as a result of an acquisition. as acquired (§ 801.10). the percentage of size-of-transactIon test of section
assets or voting securIties to be held or 7ACa)(3). Example No.2 to the rule ildetermined under the rules.
To apply the rule. add the values of acquired (§ 801.12), and the aggregate lustrates this point.
Additionally. if the earlier acquisithe voting securities and assets to be total amount of voting securities and
held as a result of an acquisition. assets to be acquired (§ 801.14). The tion occurred before the act and rules
Paragraph (a.) of the rule specifies rule is not relevant to the slze-of- went Into effect. the rule still permits
that the value of voting securities to person test of section 7A(a)(2), or to the assets or voting securities acquired
be held -as a result of ail acquisition is the rule implementing that test, earlier to be disregarded ii. had the
act and rules been In effect. the acquito be deterinined in accordance with §801.11.

of the acquired person. and so prior
acquisitions of assets need not be considered for purposes of subsequent ac·
quisitions -of stock. Accordingly. the
final version of subparagraph (b)(2)
does not label previously acquired
assets to be assets held as a result of a
subsequent acquisition of stock (and
therefore § 801.14 does not compel aggregation of the stock and asset values
for purposes of the $15 million test in
such cases). .
The final rule makes several other
changes in the revised rule. The reference to new .§ 801.15 is added. since
that rule constitutes an exception and
provides that certain assets are not
held as a result of- an acquisition. even
though § 801.13 might declare otherwise. See comment 15. The reference
to § 801.l<h)(l) was inserted to assure
consistency between rules and statute.
Section 801.l<h)(l) is the first "notifi·
cation threshold" and simply restates
the test of section 7A(a)(3) for use in
§ 802.21. and elsewhere; for more information. see §§ 801.l<h) and 802.21. The
final rule measures the 180-day period
back from the date of execution of the
contract. agreement in principle or
letter of intent. rather than tlie date
of filing of notification as was provided in the revised rule. This change
was made in order to clarify that the
aggregation of the previous and current asset acquisitions may determine
whether notification is required.
rather than presuppose notification
and measure the 180-day period from
the date of its filing. as did the revised·
rule. And the final rule requires that
the earlier acquired assets must still
be held by the acquiring person at the
time of the execution of the agreement. .since disposing of the assets
would seemingly eliminate any cumulative anticompetitive effect flowing
from the. earlier ~et acquisition.

§ 801.13(a). andparagraph (b) provides
that the value of assets to be held as a
result of an acquisition is to be determined in :iccordance with § 80l.13(b).
Two examples illustrate the rule.
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sition would have been exempt under ("numerical limitations"), if acquisi- course of busines$ are exempt under
a listed provision. Example No. 3 to tions under those sections are to be section 7A(c)(1) and § 802.1, which inthe rule illustrates this case.
not held under the rule. In terprets the statutory exemption.
In each of the last two instances. if § 802.50(a)(2), there is the qualitative Since section 7A(c)(l) is listed in
the earlier acquisition was exempt (or limitation that the assets must be lo- § 801.15, such acquisitions are not
would have been exempt, had the act cated outside the United States, and counted toward maldng later acquisiand rules been in effect) under a provi- the numerical limitation that the sales tions reportable. Because of the
sion of the act or rules not mentioned in or into the United States attributa- nature of goods and realty, and bein this rule, the acquiring person ble to the assets in the acquired per- cause of the limitations inherent in
cannot disregard the earlier acquisi- son's most recent fiscal year must not the concept "ordinary course of busition for purposes of applying the size- meet or exceed $10 million. In ness," it is unlikely that these acquisIof-transaction test to the current ac- § 802.50(b), there is the qualitative lim- tions will be relevant to subsequent acquisition. For example, voting securi- itation that the issuer be foreign, and quisitions.
ties exempt when acquired under sec- two numerical limitations are exIf acquisitions were exempt from retion 7A(c)(10) will be deemed held as a pressed in subparagraphs (b)(1) and porting under section 711. (c)(5) or
result of any sUbsequent acquisitions (b)(2) of that rule. In § 802.5l<b), there (c)(6), then the underlying transaction
of voting securities or assets of the is the qualitative limitation that the is exempt from the antitrust laws. If
issuer be foreign, and the numerical that is true, no enforcement purpose
same issuer.
Section 801.15(b) is applied similarly, limitations in subparagraphs (b)U) can be served by counting the acquisIbut represents a slightly different ap- and (b)(2). In § 802.64, there are the tIon toward making later acquisitions
proach. Earlier acquisitions which qualitative limitations of 'subpara- reportable, and accordingly § 801.15
when acquired were exempt under one graphs (b)(1)-(3), and the numerical lists those exemptions.
Insection 7A (c)(7) and (c)(8), Conof the listed provisions will not be held limitations of subparagraphs (b)(4)
as a result of a subsequent transaction and (b)(5).
gress has determined that certain
Section 801.15(c) is similar to para- transactions which require aeency ap"unless the limitations contained insection 7A(c)(9) or those sections do graph (b) of the rule. Voting securities proval need not be subject to the full
not apply. or as a result of the acquisi- that were exempt when acquired requirements of the act, even though
tion would be exceeded, in which case under section 7A(c)(11)(A) will not be they are not exempt from the antithe assets or voting securities so ac- held unless additional voting securities trust laws generally. Thus acquIsitions
quired will be held as a result 'of the of the same !§suer have been or are exempt from reporting under sections
7A (c)(7) or (c)(8) or under § 802.8 are
acquisition * * *." This means, in the being acquited.
case of section 7A(c)(9), that if the 10not relevant for purposes of SUbseBACKGROUND
INFORMATION
TO
§
801.15
percent limitation contained -in that
quent acquisitions.
exemption will not be exceeded by the
Acquisitions of voting securiUes
This rule had no couterpart in the
aggregate of the prior exempt acquisi- originai or revised rules, although a solely for the purpose of investment
tions and the current acquisition, the number of comments (for example, are exempt under sectIon 7A(c)(O) if
voting securities previously acquired 1059, 1070, 1089, 1099, 1100) suggested the acquiring person's holdings as a
and to be acquired under the exemp- similar concepts. .
re,,!ult of these acquIsitions do not
tion will not be held as a result of the
Under this rule, assets and voting se- exceed 10 percent of the outstanding
acquisition. If the aggregate of the curities acquired under certain exemp- 'voting securities of the Issuer. Section
prior and current acquisitions would tion provisions of the act and rules 801.15(b) provIdes that. as long as the
exceed the 10-percent figure,. all of the may be disregarded for purposes of investment purpose limitatIon continholdings are considered "held." Like- the size-of-transaction test of section ues to be satisfIed and the 10 percent
wise, the limitation contained in sec- 7A(a)(3). Each of the provisions was limitation has not been or will not be
tion 7A(c)(9) that the acquisition be selected1 in gElnera:I, because the ratio- exceeded, these acquisItions nre not
solely for investment purposes must nale for the exemption indictates that counted for purposes of other or subapply to the current acquisition; if it . counting the acquisition toward sequent transactions, since the ratiodoes not, both the voting securities making subsequent acquisitions repor- nale for the sectIon 7A(c)(O) exemppreviously acquired under section table would not serve enforcement in- tion continues to apply. They are
7A(c)(9), and the voting securities to . terests. By contrast, the exemptions counted, however, in determinIng
be acquired (which would not be provisions of the act and rules omitted whether a person holds 10 percent or
exempt under section 7A(c)(9» will be from § 801.15 were omitted either be- more of the outstanding shares of the
held as a result of the acquisition. Ex- cause the opposite 'conclusion was issuer.
ample No. 4 to the rule illustrates reached, or because whether the assets
Similarly, acquisitions of assets by
§ 801.15(b).
or voting securities are held makes no certain types of acquIring persons in
The principal consequence of finding difference in such situations. The the ordinary course of busIness,
that voting securities exempt when ac- listed provisions will be treated first, exempt under section 7A(c)(1l)(B), are
quired under section 7A(c)(9) are not . followed by the omitted provisions. not held by the acquIring person for
held is that the acquiring person may For convenience, each will be dis- purposes of subsequent transactIons,
acquire voting securities of other issu- cussed in the content of a prior acqui- The
aggregation
provIsions
of
ers included within the same acquired sition exempt under the exemption § 801.13(b)(2) are not applied to such
person. or assets of the same acquired provision in question, followed by a assets because the opportunities for
person. without having the section subsequent acquisition, although the evasIon of the act seem minimal. How7A(c)(9) securities count toward the rule makes clear that it is equally ap- ever, voting securities acquired by the
aggergate total amount of voting secu- plicable to acquisitions occurring prior same types of persons pursuant to a
rities and assets of the acquired person to the effective date of the act and plan of reorganization under the bankthat, if exceeding $15 million, would rules that would have been exempt ruptcy laws or pursuant to a plan of
make the subsequent acquisition re- and to simultaneous acquisitions.
dissolution, while exempt under secportable.
tion 7A(c)(11)(A), are held (under
EXEMPTION PROVISIONS LISTED IN
The exemption rules listed in para§ 801.15(c» when additional votine se§801.15
graph (b) contain parallel limitations
curities of the same Issuer have been
that must continue to apply ("qualitaCertain acquisitions of goods or or are being acquired in a transaction
tive limitations"), or not be exceeded realty transferred in the ordinary which is not Itself exempt. The means
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tion, and thus whether a subsequent
acquisition is exempt.
Assets and voting securities acquired
or control the issuer after the acquisiby creditors and insurers in the orditio~
Convertible voting securities are nary course of business under the exnever deemed held for purposes of sec- emption in § 802.63 are not counted for
tion 7A(a)(3) or/' the' notification purposes of subsequent acquisitIons of
thresholds of § 801.1<h). See the State- assets or voting securities of the S3Dle
ment of Basis aild PurpoSe to acquired persons. An acquisition
exempt under § 802.63 Is not likely to
§ Bol.1<D(2).
The several exemptions relating to become a predicate for the acquiring
foreign commerce are handled in two person's attempting to gain control of
different ways., For purposes of the acquired person. On the other
hand, a creditor or insurer may mnke
making later acquisitions reportable,
acquisitions exempt under certain of unrelated investments in the acquired
those provisionsilever result in the ac- person with which it would be inapquiring person's holding the assets or propriate to aggregate assets or voting
voting securities acquired; acquisitions securities acquired under the exemp_ exempt under others may under cer- tion.
Acquisitions by institutional investain circumstances. In the former category are acquisitions by United States - tors that satisfy the various llmitapersons of assets located abroad that tions of § 802.64 do not result in the
generate no sales in or into the United acquiring per$on's holding the voting
States (§ 802.50(a)(1»; acquisitions by securities of the Issuer. So long as
foreign persons of assets located those llmitatlons continue to apply or
abroad, regardless of whether sales in are not exceeded, the rationale for the
or into- the United states are generat- exemption continues to apply. If the
ed by such assets (§ 802.51<a»; acquisi- limitatIons are exceeded or do not
tions by. or from a foreign government- apply, then all voting securities of the
controlled- entity of assets located in acquired person of which the acquirthe same rountry as the foreign gov- ing person is bene!iclnl owner or Is
ernment, or of voting secqrities issued deemed the holder (sec § 801.l(c» are
by an entity organized under the laws held by the acquiring person for purof the same country (§ 802.52); and poses of additional acquiSItions.
Finally, acquisItions subject to an
certain foreign banking transactions
subject to the approval of the Federal order of the Commission or any FederReserve System (§ 802.53). The consid- al court, and thereby exempt under
erations of jurisdiction and comity §802.'10, do not result in the acquirlng
which underlie the exemptions them- person holding those assets or votinC
selves also suggest that assets and securities for purposes of additional
voting securities acquired pursuant to acquisitions, since presumably the su_these exemptions 'should not be count- pervision of the Commission or court
ensures that all competitive considered for purposes o{later acquisitions.
On the other hand, .certain of 'the ations have been or will be carefully
foreign commerce exemptions depend weighed.
f9r their applicability upon the fact
that the impact of an acquisition upon ExEr.n>n:oN PnOVXSlOUS NOT LIsn:D nl
§801.15
United States foreign commerce is limited. Accordingly, assets or voting seUnder § 801.15, previoUs acquIsItions
curities acquired pursuant to these ex- exempt under sections '1A (c)(2), (c)(3),
emptions also are not counted for pur- (.c)(4), and (c)(10) are held for purposes of subsequent acquisitions, so poses of the size-of.transactlon tests of
long as the limitations stated in the section '1A(a)(3) and the notIfIcation
exemption rules will not be exceeded. thresholds of § 801.1(h), since these
Sections 802.50(a)(2), 802.50(b) and statutory exemptions are not lIsted in
802.51<b) fall into tl$ category, and § 801.15. Acquisitions of non-voting seunder § 801.15(b) acquisitions exempt curities or other obligations exempt
under these sections are only counted under section '1A(c)(2) are irrelevant
toward testing the limitations con- for purposes of making 1n.ter acquJsltained in those sections. Example 4 to tions reportable, because the act apthe rule illustrates § 801.15(b) with re- plies only to acquisItions of voting sespect to § 802.50(a)(2).- Similar proce- curities. Thus it makes no difference
dures apply to §§ 802.50(b) and that technically they are "held," bea02.51(b), both of which relate to· ac- cause they do not affect either the
quisitions of voting securities of for- dollar or percentage computations apeign issuers. The foreign issuer's hold- plicable to voting securities (§§ 801.10,
ings of U.s. assets and the annual net 801.12, 801.13, 801.14), and because
sales and total assets of any U.S. issuer these securities or other obligations
whose stock is held by the foreign are deemed not to be assets of the acissuer must be examined in order to quired person (§ 801.21>. While voting
determine whether the acquiring securities acquired under a section
person holds the voting securities it '1A(c)(3) exemption are deemed held
acquired in a previous exempt transac- for purposes of later acquisitions of
of acquisition does not affect the abili-

ty of the acquiring person to influence

the same person's securities the later
acquIsitions are themselves exempt if
prior to that transaction the acquiring
person holds at least 50 percent of the
outstanding voting securities of the acquired person. So long as the later acquisitions are exempt. it is not significant whether the voting securities acquired under the sectidn 7A(c)(3) exemption' are held. Furthermore. if
some voting securities are disposed of;
so thD.t acquisitions subsequent to the
one exempt under section 7A(c)(3) are
not exempt under section 7A(c)(3), the
voting securities acquired under the
section 7A(c)(3) exemption must be
deemed held so that the later acquisition becomes reportable.
Acquisitions exempt under section
'1A(c)(4) because they involve transfers
to or from a Federal agency or from a
State or political subdivision are
deemed held for purposes of later acquisItions. If the later acquisition involves the transfer of assets of, or
voting securities issued by, a Government agency, it will also be exempt.
On the other hand, if a Government
agency were to make an exempt transfer of voting securities of a non-governmentalissuer, and if the acquiring
pen;on were later to purchase additional voting securities of the same
Issue, all the holdings of that issuer's
voting securities by the acquiring
person must be aggregated by the acquiring person to determine its holdings. ThIs aggregation is appropriate
because the fact that voting securities
were acquired from a governmental
entity does not affect the P05S1ole use
of such securities by the acquiring
person to influence or control the
Issuer.
Voting securities acqiIlred in a transaction exempt under section 7A(c){10)
and § 802.10 must be counted for purposes of all later acquisitions. While
the acquIsItion of voting securities by
means of stock dividends or stock
splits Is exempt. these securities are
not qualitatively different from any
other voting securities of the acquired
person, and thus the acquiring p~rson
Is deemed to hold them for purposes
of subsequent acquIsItions. In addition, a contrary conclusion would
mean that a stock dividend or stock
split actuallY would reduce the acquiring person's percentage holdings as
measured under the rules.
With respect to exemption provisions in the rules, under § 801.15 certain exempt acquisitions of assets or
voting securities will result in the acquIring person's holding such assets or
voting securities for purposes of later
acqulsltions_ The exemptions in this
category are §§ 802.20, 802.21, 802.23.
802.30, 802.40, 802.41, 802.51 (c) and
(d), 802.60 and 802.71.
Acquisitions which are exempted by
§ 802.20 are those which, while techni-
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cally within the requirements of the
act, generally seem too small to merit
detailed pretransaction antitrust scru.tiny. These acquisitions, like those
which are too small to satisfy the reporting criteria of the act, may
become more significant if similar acquisitions follow. Likewise, those acquisitions of voting securities exempt
under § 802.21 because notification
previously has been filed may not increase the holqings of the acquiring
person significantly enough to warrant an additional filing. But the holdingS which result from these exempt
acquisitions must be aggregated with
all voting securities of the acquired
person held by the acquiring person in
order to give an accurate picture of
the latter's ability to influence or control the issuer.
Voting securities acquired under the
procedures outlined in § 802.23 are indistinguishable from the issuer's
voting securities acquired in any other
manner. The same is true of voting securities acciuired by means of an intraperson transaction exempt under
§ 802.30. Thus the holdings resulting
from each of these exemptions are
counted for purposes of determining
Whether later acquisitions are reportable.
Acquisitions of- voting securities in
the process of forming a joint venture
.or other corporation may be reportable under § 801.40. When the transaction forming the joint venture or
other corporation is complete, the
shareholders of the joint venture or
other corporation obviously continue
to hold the shares of that corporation.
That is true whether or not the acquisitions are exempt under § 802.40 because the corporation being formed is
a nonprofit entity within the meaning
of the sections of the Internal Revenue Code cited in § 802.40. Similarly,
while the new corporation by reason
of § 802.41 never has to report its acquisitions of assets in the transaction
forming that corporation, the assets
are held by the new corporation after
formation and must be counted for
purposes of any subsequent acquisitions by or from the corporation.
An acquisition by a foreign person of
less than $10 million of assets located
In the United States (other than investment assets) is exempt under
§ 802.51<c), but those assets are held
by the acquiring person as a result of
the acquisition. Thus, an additional
asset acquisition by the acquiring
person, if falling within the aggregation provisions of § 801.13(b)(2), will be
exempt only if the aggregate value of
the U.S. assets (other than investment
assets) acquired in both the earlier
and the later acquisitions is less than
$10 million.
Section 802.51<d) exempts transactions in which both the acquiring and

the acquired persons are foreign, if
the combined annual sales of the two
persons in or into the United States
are less than $110 million and if the
two persons' combined total assets located in the United States (other than
iIivestment assets) are less than $110
million. Both assets and voting securities acquired under this exemption are
held for purposes of future acquisitions (subject, in the' case of the
assets, to the aggregation provisions of
§ 801.13(b)(2», since the cumulative
impact of the transactions on foreign
commerce determines the availability
of the exemption.
Securities underwriters Which are
exempt under § 802.60 from reporting
certain acquisitions of voting securities
nevertheless hold those voting securities as a result of their acquisition and
continue to hold such securities for
purposes of any subsequent acquisitions.
Finally, when an acquisition is the
result of a gift, intestate succession,
testamentary disposition or transfer
by a settlor to an irrevocable trust, the
transaction is exempt under § 802.71
because the recipient typically does
not cause the transaction to occur and
is thus unlikely to use the transaction
to further an anticompetitive purpose.
After the transaction is complete,
however, the recipient's ability to use
the voting securities or assets acquired
under this exemption is·indistinguishable from that of other acquiring persons, and thus that person is deemed
to hold what was acquired under the
exemption.
DELETION OF REVISED § 801.20
Revised § 801.20 stated that any particular acquisition, even if part of a sequence of transactions that will eventually exceed the threshold levels of
section 7A(a)(3), was not subject to
the requirements of the'act unless as a
result of the particular acquisition the
acquiring person's holdings would
meet or exceed a threshold level of
section 7A(a)C3). Original § 801.45 was
a similar provision.
The final rules omit revised § 801.20
as unnecessary. The 'proposed rule
merely restated a conclusion that followed from § 801.13-that any particular transaction was subject to the requirements of the act only if, as a
result of that transaction, the holdings of the acquiring person satisfied
the size-of-transaction test of section
7ACa)(3).
SECTION 801.20 ACQUISITIONS
SUBSEQUENT TO EXCEEDING THRESHOLD
When a person has previously made
an acquisition of assets or voting securities, this rule clarifies the acquiring
person's obligation to file notification
and comply with the waiting period requirements with respect to a later ac-

quisition of the assets or voting securities of the same acquired person. The
rule states that such notification and
complian~ is required:
(a) Even though the earIter acquIsItion or acquisitions may have been reportable;
(b) Even though the prior acqulsi.
tions may have resulted in the acquIring person's meeting or exceeding a
notification threshold (as defined in
§ 801.1<h» prior to the effective date
of the act or the rules; and
(c) Even though a notification
threshold may previously have been
met or exceeded by reason of increases
in market values or events other than
acquisitions.
The basic principle underlying the
act and incorporated in the rules is
that' every acquisition as a result of
which the acquiring person's holdings
meet or exceed the statutory notification threshold of section 7A(a)C3) and
§ 801.1<h)(1) gives rise to an obligation
to file notification and comply with
the waiting period requirements. See
the Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§ 801.13. Section 802.21 substantially
modifies this basic principle for acquisitions of voting securities -when notification has previously been filed with
respect to a transaction involving the
same parties, and for that reason
§ 802.21 is specifically mentioned in
the beginning portion of this rule•
This basic principle is also subject to
the commerce test of section 7A(a)(1)
and the slze-of-person test of section
7A(a)(2), to each of the exemptions
contained in section 7ACc)(l) through
section 7ACc)(11), and to each of the
exemptions in part 802 of the rules. In
other words, if the statutory criteria
are not met, or if the later acquisition
is exempt under either the act or the
rules, § 801.20 does not create a reporting obligation.
When a notification threshold is met
or exceeded by reason of an event
other than an acquisition, no filing or
waiting period obItgations arise at that
time. Thus, for example, if a person
acquired voting securities worth less
than $15 million, and the market price
of those securities thereafter rose
above $15 mimon, that increase in
market price would not by itself create
a reporting obligation, because the
price increase is not an acquisition
within the meaning of section 7A(a).
Similarly, if a person acquired less
than 15 percent of the shares of an
issuer, and thereafter the issuer purchased enough of its ovm stock so that
the originally purchased shares constituted more than 15 percent of the
shares then outstanding, no notification would be required, because the increase in percentage holdings did not
result from an acquisition by the
person whose holdings met or exceeded a· notific'ation threshold. However.
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in either of these situations, if the ac·
quiring person thereafter purchased
any additional shares, notification
would be required with respect to that
subsequent transaction. See example
No.2 to this rule.
This rule merely clarifies the oper, ation of other rules (notably § 801.13)
and does not change the results obtained by application of those rules.
,

BACKGROUND INFoRMATION 7"0 § 801.20
Original § 801.50 and revised § 801.21
were similar to the tmal rule. A
number of comments relating to the
original version are discussed in the
Statement 'of Basis and Purpose to
§ 801.13. and there were no comments
on the revised rule.
SECTION 801.21 SECURITIES AND CASH
NOT CONSIDERED ASSETS WHEN ACQUIRED

eluded within the person from which
acquired. The person transferring the
securities does not transfer "assets"
and become an acquired, person: instead, under § 801.2(b) the acquired
person is the person within whIch the
issuer is included. See exnmple No. 1
to § 801.2(b).
BACKGROmm INFORMATION TO § 801.21
This rule appears for the first time
in the final rules. It was added in
order to avoid situations in which a literal reading of the term "assets" could
result in the imposition of meaningless
reporting and waiting period requirements upon transferors of cash or securities of unrelated issuers. Cash gen·
erally lacks competitive significance,
and so treating it as an asset would
not further the purposes of the act.
Nor would filings by thIrd·party holders of voting securities advance the
purposes of the act, since only the relationshIp between the acquiring
person and the issuer is lIkc1Y to have
competitive consequences. In such
cases § B01.2(b) appropriately rests the
obligation to comply with the act upon
the person within whIch the issuer
whose voting securities nrc to be acquired is included.

Section 801.21 clarifies that neither
- cash nor securities of an issuer unrelated to the person from which acquired are to be considered "assets') of
that person for purposes of the 15 percent or $15 million test of section
7A(a)(3). The rule thus excludes a possible literal interpretation of the term
"assets" which could have made an acquisition of cash or securities reportable as an aCquisition of the "assets" of SECrIon 801.30 TErmER OFFERS AIm ACthe person from which acquired.
QUISITIONS OF VOTING S£CURInES
The heading of the rule states that
FROM'.rHIRD P.ARTIES
it applies to the size-of-transaction
test of section 7A(a)(3), the notificaSection B01.30 applies to certain enution threshold that restates that test merated types of transactions that
(§ 801.1(h)(l», and the rules imple- may be initiated bY~ the acquiring
menting the test (§§ 801.12(d)(l) and person without the agreement of the
801.13(b». Paragraph (a) directs that acquired person. For these acquisicash is not to be considered an asset of tions, the waiting perIod begins upon
the person from which it is received. receipt of only the acquiring person's
, Paragraph (b) provides that securities, Notification and Report Form, rather
whether voting or nonvoting, are not than both the acquiring and acquired
to be viewed as assets of third-party persons' forms. T~e rule ensures that
holders. Three examples illustrate the a hostile or indlUerent issuer cannot
prevent the beginning of the waiting
rule.
.
Note that even though the cash and period by failing to file notification.
securities are not assets for 'purposes
Paragraph (a) specifies the seven
.. of section 7A(a)(3) when acquired. types of acquisitions to whIch the rule
after acquisition they must be reflect- applies. These are acquisitions on a naed on the.acquiring person's next reg- tional securities exchange or through
ularly prepared balance sheet as assets an inter-dealer quotation system regisfor purposeS of the size-of-person test tered with the SEC; certain acquisIof section 7A(a)(2).
"
tions by offerees of noncash tender
This rule also affects § 801.2, which offers described in § 801.31: tender
identifies acquiring and acquired per- offers,
whIch
are
defined in
sons for purposes of the act and rules. § 801.lCg)(1); secondary acquisitions,
. Section 801.2lCa) makes clear that if which are descrIbed in § B01.4; nIl accash is the only consideration for the . quisltions (other than mergers and
voting securities of an issuer, the ac- consolidations) in which voting securiquired person will not thereby acquire ties will be acquired from holders
any "assets' of the acquiring person other than the issuer or an entity inand therefore will not become both an cluded within the same person as the
acquiring' and acquired person within issuer; conversions, which are defined
the meaning of § 801.2(c). The acquir- in § B01.1(!)(3); and the exercIse or ap.
ing person, likewise, will not be trans- tions or warrants that were issued by
ferring any of its "assets" by paying the acquired person and that are subcash, aiid thus does not also become ject to a currently effective registraan acquired person. The saine result tion statement filed with the SEC. For
follows whenever an acquisition is of these
acquisitions,
subparagraph
securities issued by an entity not in- (b)(l) specifies that the waiting period

""

334.83
begins when notification is received
from the acquiring person. Subparagraph (b)(2) requires the acquired
person in such acquisitions to file notifIcation no later than 5 p.m. eastern
time on the fifteenth (or, in the case
of a cash tender offer, the tenth) day
thereafter. If the fifteenth (or. in the
case of a cash tender offer, the tenth)
day falls on a weekend or Federal holiday, the acquired person must file notification by 10 am. eastern time on
the next business day.
This rule does not affect the length
of the· waiting period. 'Section 803.10
governs the length of the period, and
also explains when receipt of a notification Is effective.
Three examples illustrate the rule.
BACKGROmm U'TOIP.IATION TO § 801.30
Except with respect to tender offers,
the original rules made no special provision for acquisitions of blocks of
stock from third parties unrelated to
the issuer or through securities exchanges or other open-market transactions.
That approach tracked the statutonlanguage describing the required waiting periods. The act provides for a SOday ",;aiting period that" commences
when notific:l.tion Is filed by both .the
acquiring and acquired persons. Tne
only exception relates to tender offers.
Section 7ACa) states in Part:

nno per-On sh:lll acqu1re •

• •

any voting

securities· •• or any other penron. unless
both persons (or In the case of a tender
orler,
the
acqujrlnz
person)
file
notification • • • and
the
waItln~
lXlrlod - • • hlls expired - •••
Section 7A(b)(l) likewise states in

part:
The v;n1t!n~ period required under
(§7AlCa) sh:lllCA)
Begin
on
the
date
of
rccclpt • • • or • •• the completed notification required under [§7AlCal • - • from
both parsoIl3, or, In ,the case of a tender
orler, the neQuIringpenron - - -_

This result was inadequate, however,
because absent special provision, thirdparty and op~:market acquisitions
(other than tender offers) would have
been subject to the same rules as twoparty acquisitions. As noted in several
comments (e.g.. 9, 19, 49, 63. 74. 78. 93.
96, 115), unless the beginning of the
waiting period is conditioned solely
upon filing by the acquiring person. an
apathetic or hostile Issuer could frustrate the trnnsaction merely by neg!ectinff to file notification. The waiting period thus might never begin to
run. The Commi.c:sion believes that
notwithstanding the language of section 7A(a) and (b)(l). these tYPe3 of
acquisitions are more closely analogous to tender offers than to twoparty consensual acquisitions.
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As Chairman Rodino stated on the
House floor, lengthy delays in the
waiting period for tender offers. '

of spurious "options." Note that aI- procedures to be followed regardlnrr
though these limitations exclude the notification and waitinrr period for
"put" and "call" options from subpar- such acquisitions, and provides for an
will give the target firm plenty of time to agraph (a)(7), acquisitions of stock re- optional escrow arrangement to faclll·
defeat the offer, by abolishing cumulative sulting from the exercise of such op- tate the underlying tender offers. The
voting, arranging a speedy defensive merger, tions typically would qualify under term "noncash tender offer" is defined
quickly incorporating In a state with an an- other subparagraphs of paragraph (a). in § 801.1<g)(3).
. tltakeover statute, or negotiating costly life·
Revised § 801.30 was substantially
When an acquisition is separately re·
time employment contracts for Incumbent similar to the final rule. Although in portable, separate Notification and
management. And the longer the waiting stating the coverage of the rule it Report Forms must be submitted with
period, the more the target's stock may be mentioned only tender offers and respect to it. Paragraph (a) of the rule
bid up In the market, making the offer more transactions described in § 801.30(aH5) provides that the waiting period-that
costly-and less successful.
of the final rule, its coverage would is, the separate waiting period with reo
<122 Congo Rec. HI0294 (daily ed. Sept. 16, have been similar to that of the final spect of the acquisition by the offeree,
1976»
rule because the types of transactions distinct from the waitinrr period with
Although the Williams Act does not identified in the final version of para- respect to the tender offer-berrins
apply, these same basic concerns"-in- graph (a) overlap to a considerable when the offeree files notification. See
eluding delay, avoidance; and detri- extent. For example, acquisitions §§ 801.30 and 803.10(0.)(1). Paragraph
mental impact on the capital market- made on a securities exchange are usu- (b) requires the person within which
all exist with respect to third-party ac- ally acquisitions from third parties. the issuer of the shares to be acquired
quisitions other than tender offers. The final version of paragraph (a) was by the offeree is included to. file notifi·
See generally, 122 Congo Rec. S15417. expanded merely to clarify the scope cation within 15 days thereafter. Note
that the shares to be acquired by the
(daily ed. Sept. 8, 1976); id. at H10293- of the rule.
.
94 (daily ed. Sept. 16, 1976).
Paragraph (a) of the revised rule, offeree need not necessarily be those
The final rule extends to analogous which identified the acquired person, of the tender offeror. Paragraph (c)
types of transactions the treatment ac- was deleted from the final rule. Since provides that a request for additional
corded tender offers. In each type of § 801.2(b) identifies the acquired information will extend the waiting
acquisition listed in paragraph (a), person, repetition of the point is un- period in accordance "lith § 803.20(c).
treatment under the standard two- necessary. The effect, however, re- Finally, paragraph (d)' creates a spe·
'party rules could delay or preclude the mains the same: The acquired person cial escrow mechanism that can be
acquisition. Therefore, in each case is that collection of entities within used if the tender offeror would other·
the waiting period begins when notifi- which the issuer of the voting securi- wise be unable to acquire the shares
cation is filed by the acquiring person. ties to be acquired is included. The tendered by the offeree, because the
Th$! difficulties in applying the seller of the securities-if it is not also waiting period with respect to the ofnormal two·party rules are particular- the acquired person-has no obligation feree's acquisition of the voting securily pronounced in the case of those ac- to file notification. See also ties furnished by the offeror has not
expired. The rule permits the voting
quisitions that are part of other acqui- § 801.21<b).
sitions, such as acquisitions of an acThe, statutory authority for compel- securities destined for the offeree to
quiring person's stock by offerees in a ling the acquired person in a tender be placed into escrow for the benefit
tender offer (§ 801.31) and secondary offer to file notification lies in the last of the offeree, so that the tender ofacquisitions (§ 801.4). In these in- sentence of section 7A(a). Comment feror may accept the tendered shares
stances, even if the acquired person 1075 complained that for the acquired and complete the tender 'offer as soon
chooses to file notification, it may well person to file notification within the as the waiting period with respect to
be hard·pressed to do so quickly. time limits prescribed by subpara- the tender offer expires, even if the
Often the acquired person is unaware graph (b)(2) could be burdensome, be- . waiting period with respect to the ac·
of the acquisition until the acquiring cause the acquired person would be quisition by the offeree has not experson is ready to file notification. In preoccupied with evaluating the fair- pired. The escrow agreement may be
these situations-unlike negotiated ac- ness of the tender offer or with other structured in any way determined by
quisitions-the acquired person usual- aspects of the acquisition. However, the parties, and may provide for the
ly will not have begun to prepare its the act mandates that the agencies transfer, of alternative consideration
form or have undertaken a 'prelimi- review the acquisition during the wait- to the offeree in the event that either
nary analysis of the legality of the ac- ing period. Much of the information agency secures an injunction against
quisition. As comment 1090 suggested, necessary·for a review of the acquisi- the offeree's acquisition of shares
delay by acquired persons in these re- tion is in the hands of the issuer. The from the offeror. The only limitation
lated acquisitions could easily impede length of time afforded the acquired on the escrow agreement provided by
the main acquisitions, often with se- person by the rille is the maximum the rule is that the shares placed in
verly detrimental effects. .
that will still permit the agencies to escrow cannot be voted by anyone
during the pendency of the escrow,
In subparagraph (a)(5), mergers and perform their duties.
An example illustrates the rule.
consolidations are excluded from the
treatment afforded by the rule be- SECTION
801.31 ACQUISITIONS
OF
BAPKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.31
cause even though acquisitions are
VOTING SECURITIES BY OFFEREES IN
made from third·party holders, such
TENDER OFFERS
This rule, which had no counterprtrt
transactions are typically consensual.
This,rule applies only to those non- in either the original or revised rules,
Therefore, the rationale for the rule, cash tender offers in which the stock- was added in order to 'clarify that ac·
the danger that an issuer will seek to holders of the issuer whose shares are quisitions of votiflg securities by offer·
frustrate the transaction, does not sought to be acquired vJill receive. ees of tender offers may be separately
apply.
- voting securities from the offeror as reportable, to detail the procedural as·
In subparagraph (a)(7), the two limi- full or partial consideration for their pects of such acquisitions, and to elimtations placed upon the types of op- shares. Section 801.2(e) provides that inate, by means of the escrow provi.
tions that qualify for treatment under such acquisitions are separately sub- sion of paragraph (d), the risk that
the rule seek to prevent improper use ject to the requirements of the act and tender offers could be delayed or frus·
of the rule by means of characterizing rules if the criteria of section 7A(a) trated by complications arising in con·
consensual acquisitions as the exercise are satisfied. Section 801.31 details the nection with such acqUisitions.
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As with any'other acquisition, an acquisition described by this rule is subject to the requirements of the act
whenever the criteria of the act are
satisfied and no exemption applies. It
is separately subject to the act because
the potential antitrust problems posed
by the acquisition differ from those
posed by the underlyng tender offer.
The antitrust analysis of the tender
offer will focus upon the relationship
of the tender offeror -and issuer whose
shares are sought to be acquired. The
analysis of the offeree's acquisition, by
contrast, will typically focus upon the
relationship between the offeree-the
acquiring person-and the issuer of
the, shares that the offeree will acquire from the tender offeror. Since
different parties are inVDlved, separate
application of the act is necessary:
Acquisitions 'descnoed by the rule
are
,specifically
mentioned
in
§ 801.30(a)(2} as qualifying for that
section's special treatment. As with
other acquisitions falling under that
rule, the waiting period commences
when notification is filed by the acquiring person, in this case the offeree
of the tender offer. The acquired
person, the issuer of the securities to
be acquired by the offeree, must file
notification within 15 days thereafter.
Section 801.30 treatment for these acquisitions facilitates completion of the
.tender offer. It will be particularly im-.
portant if the voting securities furnished by the offeror are not issued by
the offeror, in which case the issuer
may regard its rIling requirement with
indifference or hostility. For further
explanation of the rationale for
§ 801.30 treatment, see the Statement
of Basis and Purpose to that rule.
The escrow arrangement permitted
by paragraph (d) of the rule is designed to permit noncash tender offers
to be consummated before the expiration of any waiting periods imposed on
the acquisitions of voting securities
being offered as consideration. Without this provision, consummation of
the tender offer could be delayed, and
conflict with the Williams Act could
result.
The' escrow provision prohibits any
person from voting any shares placed
in escrow during the pendency of the
escrow. Because voting presents the
risk of- anticompetitive activity, the
Commission determined that this indicium of beneficial ownership should
not pass to the offeree prior to the expiration of the waiting period.

ed by notification and observance of
the waiting perIod. Note that com'ersions are among the transactions for
which the waiting period commences
upon receipt of the acquiring person's
Notification and Report Form. See
§ 801.30(:1)(6).
The term J'converslon" Js cfefined In
§ 801.1(f)(3}.
An example illustrates the rule.
.BACKGROUND INFORlJAnOIi TO G 801.32
A conversJon of convertible voting
securIties into securIties presently able
to vote for directors Involves an cxchange In which the holder acquires
voting seCurIties and surrenders convertibles as consideration for that acquisitIon. See § 801.1(!)(3}. The fact
that one type of voting securities Js exchanged for another does not alter the
fact that the"exchange Involves an acquisition of voting securitIes.
Therefore, the purpose of this rule Js
merely to clarify the CommLc:sIon's interpretation of the act: the rule does
not create any obligation which would
not exist In Its absence.
Several of the fInal rules Implement
the treatment of convertible voting securities. This rule Insures that persons
acquiring voting securities by means of
conversions first flle-notiflcatlon and
observe a waiting period, l! the criteria
of section '1A(a) are met. Section
802.31 exempts acquJsltlons of convertible voting securIties. For a complete
explanation of the manner In which
the rules treat convertible voting securities, see the statement of Basis and
Purpose to § 801.1(!)(2): see also
§§ 801.1(f)(3) and 802.31.
SECTION 801.40 FORttATION OF Jon;r
VENTURE OR 0l'HER CORPORATIons

Section 801.40 announces the criteria by which to identify those joint
ventures or other corporations the formation of which, because of the acquisition of voting securities of the new
entity by Its parents, will trigger the
requirements of the act. The rule
specifies which such transactions must
be reported. It also enables acqulrlng
persons reporting such acquisitions to
complete properly Item 5(d) of the
form, which relates exclusively to such
transactions.
The phrase "joint venture or other
corporation" means that the formatIon of any corporation, whether or
not denominated a joint venture by
the p~tles, Js potentially subject. to
the reporting and waiting perIod requirements
of the act. (This rule apSECTION 801.32 CONVERSION AND
plies to the formation of all corporaACQUISITION
tIons except those formed In connecSection 801.32 declares that a con- tion with mergers and consolldatlons,
version is an acquisition within the. which are treated under § 801.2(d).)
meaning of the act. Therefore, if the Since the formation of a. new corporacriteria of section 7A(a) are satisfied, tion all of the voting securities of
the acquisition of 'voting securities by which will be held by one person will
means of a conversion must be preced- be an Intraperson transaction exempt

from the requirements of the act
under § 802.30, as a practical matter
only the formation of corporations the
voting securities of which will be held
by two or more persons is potentially
subject to the act. And since the rule
applies only to the formation of corporations, the formation of entities other
than corporations Js by virtue of this
rule, not brought within the coverage
of the act and need not be preceded by
compliance with the act's requirements.
As with any other acqulsition, the
requirements of the act need be observed only If the criteria of section
'1A(a) are met. Paragraph (a) Identifies
the acqulrlng and acquired persons in
such a transaction. Paragraphs (b), (c),
and (d) of the rule explaln the application of the criteria of section 7A(a) to
such acqulsltIons, and an example illustrates their applicatIon.
Paragraph (a) of the rule provides
that the persons contnouting to the
formation of a joint venture or other
corporation are acqulrlng persons.
Since they will acquire and hold
voting securities o!"the new entity, the
rule parallels § 801.2(a). Even though
the ne".. entity may also acquire assets
or voting securities from the contnoutors, notwithstanding § 80L2(c) the
contributors are deemed acquiring persons only, and the new entity is an acquired person only. Under § 802.41,
however. the joint venture or other
corporation need not file notification
In connection with Its own formation.
The criteria of paragraph (b) constitute the 'Size-of-person t&'"t of section
7A(a)(2) in connectIon with the formation of a new corporation. An acquirIng person Js subject to the requirements of the act if It has annual net
sales or total assets of $100 million or
more, If at least one other contnoutor
has annunl net sales or total assets of
$10 million or more. and if the joint
venture or other corporation will have
$10 million or more In total assets. If,
on the other hand.. the new corporation will be of $100 million size. Its formation Js reportable If two or more of
Its shareholders are of $10 million size
or larger. In the latter case, each contributor of $10 million size is required
to flle notllication and wait. For acqulrlng persons, § 80Lll governs calculation of annual net sales and total
assets: for the new corporation,
§ 801.40(c) determines the total assets
for purposes of this rule.
Paragraph (b) also makes clear that
the act applies 'Only if· the size-oftransaction test of section 7A(a)(3) is
satJsfied. In the context ot the formation of a joint venture or other corpa,ration, the test will be satisfied as to a
particular acqulrlng person If, as a
result or the transaction forming the
corporation, the acquiring person
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would hold 15 percent or $15 million
of the new corporation's stock.
Under § 801.40(c), the total assets of
a joint venture or other corporation at
the time of its formation will be
deemed to include (1) all assets that,
as of the time of formation, the par-'
ents have agreed to transfer or for
which agreements have been obtained
for the new entity to acquire at any
time, and (2) all credit or other obligations that, as of the time of formation,
the parents have agreed to extend or
guarantee at any time. Paragraph (c)
supplants '§ 801.11, the rule that normally governs the calculation of total
assets, only at the time of its formation, for purposes of paragraph (b) of
this rule. If the joint venture or other
corporation after its formation acquires or is acquired by another entity,
its total assets and annual net sales at
that time would be determined under
§ 801.11.
Paragraph (d) interprets the commerce test of section 7A(a)(1) for
transactions forming a joint venture
or other corporation. It provides that
the test is satisfied either if the activities of any acquir1D.g person are in or
affect commerce, or if the person
filing notification should reasonably
believe that the new entity will be engaged in activities in or affecting commerce.
Two additional rules complete the
treatment of the formation of joint,
venture or other corporations: Section
802.40 exempts acquisitions of voting
securities in connection with the formation of certain tax-exempt, nonprofit corporations, and § 802.41
exempts the new corporation from
filing notification in connection with
its own formation.
BACKGROUND INFORlltATION TO § 801.40
The earlier versions of the rules,
which Were drafted in terms of joint
ventures rather than joint venture or
other corporations, generated a substantial number of comments during
both the first and second comment periods. Many comments insisted that
Congress had not intended the act to
apply to joint ventures and therefore
that including them within the ambit
of the rules was improper. (See, e.g.,
16, 47, 57, 59, 62, 83, 84; 1018, 1019,
1025, 1030, 1046, 1060, 1068, 1069, 1070,
1075, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1096, 1,097.)
These arguments were based on inferences drawn from legislative history
and other sources outside title II of
the Antitrust Improvements Act, as
well as from the specific language of
section 7A. Specifically, the comments
noted that title II omitted mention of
joint ventures (16, 83, 84), and con·
trasted the explicit references to joint
ventures in title I of the Antitrust Improvements Act, the Antitrust Civil
Process Act amendments, 15 U.S.C.

1311 (57, 67). One, comment (92) also
suggested that, since Congress had
eliminated from an earlier draft a
clause giving the Commission the
power to expand the scope of the act's
coverage, coverage should not be "expanded" by rule to embrace joint ventures. Comment 47 argued that since,
in contrast to a merger, there is no
problem "unscrambling" the assets of
a joint venture if after its formation it
is found to be anticompetitive, preconsummation review is less imperative.
Finally, one comment (59) objected to
coverage because the Commission's existing premerger notification program
does not reach joint ventures.
The Commission finds, however,
that nothing in the act's legislative
history indicates that Congress did not
intend for the act to reach acquisitions
of voting securities in connection with
the formation of new corporations. To
the contrary, the language of the act
indicates that, except for the qualifications of section 7A(a) and the exemptions in section 7A(c), Congress intended that the act reach all acquisitions of voting securities-regardless
of the types of transactions in which
they occur. The comments that objected to joint venture coverage were focused on the formation of the new
entity rather than on the acquisition
of its voting securities. 'Since under
the act the former is irrelevant and
coverage of the latter is beyond dOUbt,
these comments were rejected.
The formation of new corporations
in connection with mergers or consolidations is excluded from the rule,
since the character and likely competitive consequences of such transactions
are dissimilar to those treated under
this rule.

that because of the frequency with
which they are used, the reporting
and waiting period requirements
would impose substantial hardships on
the venturers.
The Commission thus sought more
information abollt joint ventures. The
FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules invited comments
detailing the types and forms of organizations of joint ventures that would
have been reportable under the revised rules (42 FR at 39044 (Aug. 1,
1977).
This invitation attracted 52 comments. These comments revealed that
in the industries in Which joint business arrangements are most commonly
formed to effect day-to-day operations-the oil, gas, and other extractive industries (e.g., 1018, 1019, 1022,
1024,1025,1033,1034,1046,1056,1060,
1069,1075,1081,1084,1087,1088,1096,
1097, 1107); the construction industry
(e.g., 1015, 1047, 10'17, 1092, 1112, 1113,
1114); the real estate investment and
development and shopping center development industries.(e.g., 1064, 1065,
1070, 1079, 1085); the motion picture
industry (e.g., 1066); and financing
transactions (e.g., 1071, 1089) very few
of those arrangements typically are incorporated. They also suggested that
although the venturers are sometimes
competitors, the ventures usually do
not engage in marketing and are primarily risk~sharing devices. As a general rule, in these day-to-day joint ventures the participants provide a pro
rata share of the expenses and tal:e in
kind from the output of the venture.
They frequently are formed for a
single, specific purpose (e.g., bidding
on a lease or project, making a movie,
or completing a specific project) and
often are dissolved when that purpose
"JOINT VENTURE OR OTHER
has been accomplished or abandoned.
CORPORATION"
The comments also expressed concern
It became apparent after the first that the coverage of "joint ventures"
comment period that there is no com- under the revised rules was ambigumonly understood and generally ac- ous.
The approach to joint ventures
cepted definition of "joint venture."
The comments suggested that thou- adopted in the final rules meets these
sands of common business arrange- concerns. Section 801.40 applies to
ments in different industries could be "joint venture or other corporations."
construed as joint ventures. These When a new corporation is formed. it
business arrangements range from co- typically issues its stock to those conproduction ventures in the motion pic- tributing capital. The language of the
ture industry (e.g., 67, 78, 116) to joint rule makes clear that the formation of
bidding, exploration and drilling in any corporation, regardless of what
the oil' and gas industry (e.g., 3, 5, 8, the parties call it, potentially gives rise
16, 24, 34, 46, 72) to real estate devel- to a reportable acquisition of voting
opment and shopping center construc- securities by every shareholder. This
tion projects (e.g., 10, 60, 81, 83). It approach obviates the need' to decide
was clear from the comments that whether an entity should be termed a
there was no consensus Whether any, joint venture, because the concept of
some, or all of these arrangements "corporation" is unambiguous. Morewere "joint ventures" and thus wheth- over, it emphasizes that it is not the
er their formation would have been a formation of the corporation upon
reportable event under those rules. which the act (and similarly. the
The comments insisted that these rules) focuses, but rather the acquisicommon joint arrangements are un- tion of a corporation's voting securilikely to violate the antitrust laws, and ties.
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7A(a)(3) before the acqulrlng person
need repo.rt. If the particular acquiring person as a result of the acquisition forming the new corporation will
The term ''voting securities" means any not hold either 15 percent or $15 mu·
securities' which •• • entitle the owner or lion of the voting securities of the new
holder thereof to vote for the election of di- . corporation, it need not report.
rectors of the issuer or. with respect to unThis approach to coverage in fInal
incorporated issuers, persons exercising sIm§ 801.40(b) differs in two respects from
ilar functions. (~phasis supplled.)
that taken in the orIginal rules. Flrst,
However, the Commission has in- the size criteria were stated as exempstructed its staff to monitor the for- tions in orlglnal § 802.30, rather than
mation of joint business arrangements as coverage crIterIa in original § 801.55.
. of all types and forms and to deter- Second, the orIginal rules addressed
inine, after a year of operation, wheth- only the sItuation in whIch parents of
er the rules provide appropriate cover- $100 million and $10 million sizes were
age. The fact that persons contribut- involved as acquiring persons, regarding to the formation of a noncorporate less of the size of the new entity. The
joint venture are- not required to revised rules transferred the size critereport and wait prior to the transac- ria to § 801.40 and expanded them to
tion should not, of course, be con- include two parents of $10 million size
strued as a Commission statement· contributing to the formation of a
that such transactions are free from $100 million joint venture. As comment 95 observed, the latter sItuation
antitrust concerns. See section 7A(i).
reflects section 7A(a)(2)(C), whIch Is
SIZE-oF-l'ERSON AND SIZE-oFapplicable to all other types of acquIsI·
TRANSACTION TEs:rs
tions.
The rule adapts acquisitions in conComment 16 suggested that a joint
nection with the formation of joint venture should be exempt from the
ventures, which alway involve at least notification and waiting perIod rethree parties, to the basic "two-party quirements unless all of the acquiring
framework of the act by separately persons have net sales on total assets
pairing each parent with the joint ven- of $100 million or more. This sum~es
ture' or other corporation, and then tion was rejected. Clearly section
testing the pair against a modified ver- 7A(a)(2) authorizes the CommJssJon to
sion of the size-of-person test of sec- go further than that. If the acquired
tioll 7A(a)(2), and the size-of-transac- person (the new entity) has net sales
tion test of section 7A(a)(3). Thus with . or total assets of $100 mlllJon or more,
respect Irrst to the size-of-person test, an acquiring person may be of $10 muif the joint venture or other corpora- lion size and, If the sIze-of-transaction
tion is of $10 million size (determin~d tests are met, It will be subject to the
under paragraph (e) of the rule), a act. Ano~her comment (63) suggested
parent of $100 million size may be re- that If the formatIon transaction Is required to report. If the new entity will portable, all the contrIbutors should
have $100 million or more in total be required to report. ThIs comment
assets, an acquiring person with was also rejected, since, as discussed
\ annual net sales or total assets of $10 above, paragraph (b) Is closely modmillion may be required to report. e1ed after those combinations of ac·
This aspect of § 801.40(b) is drawn di- quirIng and acquired persons that satrectly from section 7A(a)(2).
isfy the size-of-person test of section
In each of these cases, however, 7A(a)(2).
paragraph (1)) of the rule imposes an
Comment 57 suggested that, since
additional requirement not present in section 7A(a)(1) Is stated in the pressection 7A(a)(2:>-the participation of ent tense, coverage of joint ventures at
another person of $10 million size formation Is improper. First, it argued,
forming the corporation. See § 801.40 securities cannot be acquired from a
(b)(1)CIiD, (b)(2)(iiD. Thus, a parent of person not yet in existence, and
$100 million size contributing to the second, the act should not apply
formation of a corporation of $10 mil- unless the acquired person satisfies
lion size need only report and wait If a the size-of-person test at the time of
second contributbr is of $10 million . ,acquisition. The Commission Is unpersize. This additional pontributor may suaded by these arguments. Section
not itself be required to report. If nei- 7A(d)(l) grants the CommIssion the
ther it nor the joint venture or other power to define the terms of the act,
corporation· are of $100 million size, and the rules define "person" to inwhen paired they will not satisfy the clude a joint venture or other corporatest of § 80L40(b) (because they would tion not yet formed. Section
not satisfy the test of section 801.1(a)(2) defines "entity" to include
§ 7A(a)(2».
.
"any joint venture or other corporaLikewise, each pair, compQsed of an tion whIch has not been formed but
\acquiring person and the acquired the acquisition of the voting securities
person (new entity), must satisfy the in which, if already formed, would resize-or-transaction test of section quire notification under the act. and
'There is evidence that Congress intended coverage of acquisitions by or
of noncorporate entities. Section
7A(b)(3)(A) states:
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And, under

§ 801.1(a)(1) a "person" Is composed of

entitles. Thus, since a. joint venture
not yet formed may be a "entity," it
also may be a "person." Somewhat
simllarly, § 801.40(c) adapts the size-ofperson test to the formaton of a. joint
venture or other corporation. notwithstanding the fact that the corporation,
by one view, does not have total assets
at the time of formation. The Commission believes thIs treatment is reasonable and permIssible for the reasons
previously stated.
TOTAL AsSETS OF JOINT VENTtJP.E OR

OTHER CORPORArION
Paragraph (e) of the rule provides
that the assets of the new entity will
include (1) all assets that the parents
have agreed to transfer or for which
agreements have been obtained for
the new entity to acquire at any time,
and (2) all.-credIt or other obligations
that the parents have agreed to
extend or guarantee at any time. The
paragraph focuses upon the agreement at the time of formation; however, the new entity's assets are not limited to those contributed at formation.
Thus, If the contributors agree to
form a joint venture or other corporation and agree to conttibute assets
each year for a specified number of
years, the total assets of the new
entity for the size-of-person and percentage-of-assets tests will be the total
of all contributions over the several
years. See the example to the rule.
ThIs approach to total assets is followed because, at least at formatIon,~
the timing of the contnoution of
assets to a new entity is totany within
the control or the contnoutors. The
CommJssJon considers it reasonable to
rely on agreements entered into by
those contnoutors for purposes of calculating the entity's size.
The emphasis of the original rule
was different. Original § 801.55(d) provided that assets of a joint venture included an assets intended to be con-'
trIbuted to the venture within 1 year
or formatIon. Numerous comments
(e.g., 25, 26, 74, 84, 92) objected that
reliance on the parents' intentions
made the act's coverage turn on a.
purely subjective determination and
therefore was unworkable. Comment
95 suggested-and the. Commission
agreed-that the assets of the joint
venture need not be restricted to those
contributed during the f"trst year; instead, it urged that all assets that the
contributors intended to commit
during the life of the new entity
should be tallied. The revised rule
thus looked to those assets and loans
that the venturers (or any other persons) had agreed to contn1Jute or
guarantee at any time. It was adopted
in the final rule with only minorrevi-
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sions for clarity and conformity with
other language of the rule.
COIlThIERCE TEST
Paragraph (d) provides that the
commerce test of section ·7A(a)(l) is
satisfied, for purposes of this rule, if
the activities of any acquiring person
are in or affect commerce,. or if the
filing person should reasonably believe
that the activities of the joint venture
or other corporation will be in or affecting commerce. Section 7A(a)(1)
states that the act applies if "the acquiring person, or the person whose
voting securities or assets are beng acquired, is engaged in commerce or in
any activity affecting commerce" .. "."
[Emphasis supplied.] Since the word
"or" is disjuncative, the test is satisfied if only the acquiring person is en- ,
gaged in commerce or an activity affecting commerce, within the meaning
of that term in § 801.1(1).
Moreover, it is appropriate to find
the commerce test satisfied, if the
joint-venture or other corporation to
be created will engage in commerce.
Under the definition of "entity," the
joint venture or other corporation
qualifies as a "person," as discussed
above. And since the joint venture or
other corporation merely by its formation may exert an effect on commerce
it is appropriate to consider its future
activities in or affecting commerce for
purposes of the commerce test at the
time of its formation.
Original § 801.55(c) would have provided that a joint venture would be
deemed engaged in commerce or an acotivity affecting commerce if the persons contributing to its formation intended that it be so engaged within 1
year of formation. Revised § 801.40(d)
eliminated the l-year limitation, and
instead focused upon whether "the
agreement among the' contributors,
rather than the contributors themselves, contemplated that the activities
of the joint venture would be in or affecting commerce. The formulation in
the final rule, the reasonable belief of,
the person filing notifiction, both establishes an objective standard and
unambiguously calls for its application
by the particular person filing notification.
SECTION 801.90 TRANSACTIONS OR
DEVICES FOR AVOIDANCE
Section 801.90 prohibits transactions
or devices entered into or employed
for the purpose of avoiding the obligation to comply with the notification
and waiting period requirements of
the act. It provides that whenever the
parties to an acquisition appear to
have structured their transaction in
order to avoid the requirements of the
act, the Commission will apply the act
and the rules to the substance rather
than to the form of the transaction.

The rule serves as a warning that the
enforcement agencies may seek civil
penalties or equitable relief under section 7A(g) whenever it appears. that
the act's reporting and waiting period
requirements apply and have not been
observed.
For purposes of determining whether transactions or devices for avoidance have been employed, of obvious
relevance will be the existence of reasons other than avoidance for the
manner in which a particular transaction is consummated. Each situation,
therefore, will be considered on its
own merits.
Two examples illustrate the rule.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 801.90
Because of" the broad variety of
transactions subject to the act and the
unavoidable complexity of the act and
rules, persons may be able to structure
acquisitions to avoid the act and rules
in ways not specifically contemplated
by the act and rules. Even if a complex
rule or set of rules could be constructed to prohibit such maneuvers, a general prohibition is preferable. Any
transaction or sequence of transactions that appear to have been devised
in order to avoid reporting obligations
will be disregarded, and the substance
of the underlying transaction will detemine whether the act applies.
This rule appears for the first time
in the final rules.
PART 802 OF THE RULES
SECTION 802.1 ACQUISITION OF GOODS
OR REALTY IN THE ORDINARY COURSE
OF BUSINESS
Section 802.1 interprets and expands
the exemption contained in section
7A(c)(1) which exempts "acquisition of
goods or realty transferred in the ordi·
nary course of business."
. Paragraph (a) of the rule extends
the section 7A(c)(l) exemption to acquisitions of voting securities, when
the issuer's assets consist solely of
realty and other assets incidental to
the ownership of realty. In such cases,
acquisition of the voting securities of
the realty corporation will be viewed
as acquisition of the realty. This treatment does not mean that every acquisition of either real estate or the stock
of real estate corporations is automatically entitled to exemption under section 7A(c)(l). The rule means only
that if an acquisition' of realty would
be exempt under section 7A(c)(l), the
exemption will not be lost simply because the realty purchase is accomplished by making a stock acquisition,
so long as the issuer meets the limitations set forth"in the rule.
Paragraph (b) of the rule provides
that an acquisition shall not be
exempt under section 7A(c)(1) if, 'as a
result of the acquisition, the acquiring

person will hold all or substantially all
of the assets of an entity (or of an operating division of an entity). None of
the goods or realty to be acquired may
be considered "transferred in the ordinary course of business" if such a situation will arise. The only exceptions
are entities described in paraeraph (a)
of the rule. All of the assets of such an
entity-i.e., the realty and related
assets-may be acquired in the ordinary course of business, and such an
acquisition may be exempt under soction 7A(c)(l). Likewise, all of the
voting securities of such a corporation
may be so acquired, since under paragraph (a) such an acquisition will be
treated as an acqUisition of realty.
BACKGROUND Il'iFORMATION TO § 802.1
This rule appears for the first time
in the final rules.
Paragraph (a) appears because the
Commission determined that the applicability of this exemption shOUld
not depend upon the form of the acquisition. At least from an antitrust
standpoint, whether real estate is ac·
quired directly or by acquiring voting
securities would seem to make no dif·
ference. Comments 83 and 1070 recommended a provision resembling para·
graph (a).
Paragraph (b) excludes from the
concept of ordinary course of business
acquisitions of all or substantially all
of the assets of an entity. A person
which transfers all or substantiallY all
of its assets normally does not do so in
the ordinary course of business. Furthermore, the Commission has deter·
mined that Congress did not intend to
exempt such acquisitions under section 7A(c)(1). See, e.g., 122 Coneressional Record S15417 (daily edition,
September 8, "1976) (remar1"..s of Senator Hart).
. SECTION 802.6 FEDERAL AGENOY
AFPROVAL
Section 7A(c)(6) exempts from the
requirements of the act and rules.....
• • • transactions specifically exempted
from the antitrust laws by Federal statl.1te if
approved by a Federal agency, if copies of
all information and documentary mnterlal
filed with such agency nre contempornneously filed with the Fecferal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney Genernl:

And section 7A(c)(S) exempts• • • transactioru; which require ngeney npproval under section 4 of the Bank Holding
Company Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1843), sec.tion 403 or 408(e) of the National Houalng
Act (12 U.S.C. 1726 and 17300.), or section 5
of the Home Ovmers' Loan Act of 1933 (12
U.S.C. 1464). if copies of all informntlon and
documentary material filed with any such
agency are contemporaneously filed with
the Federal Trade Commission and the Assistant Attorney General at least 30 days
prior to consummation of the proposed
transaction.
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Section S02.6 identifies, for purposes tlon to apply In such cases, even
or-sections 7A (c)(6)-and (c)(S), what is though the prior submission of the
included in the term "information and documents prevents contemporaneous
documentary material." It provides filing and, consequently, no docuthat a person availing itself of these ments are filed.
exemptions must "file one copy of all
For the same reason, If the initial
documents, application" forms, and all submissIons commencing proceedings
other written submissions of any type that may lead to such agency approval
whatsoever filed -with another agency . were made before the effective date of
in connection with the acquisition. Al- the rules, the filing "of supplemental
ternativelY, the filing person may submissIons Is not required, regardless
submit one copy of an index describing of when such submissIons are made.
all such "information and documen- Such supplemental submissions would
tary material," provided that the not be useful In the revIew process.
index is accompanied by a certification How.ever, new original filings wIth
that any information or documents in- other agencIes occurring mter the efdexed but not provided will be sup- 'fectIve date of the rules must of
plied within 10 calendar days of a re- course be contemporaneously rued
quest by the Commission, Assistant with the Federal Trade CommissIon
Attorney General, or a delegated offi- and Assistant Attorney General In
cial of either. The Federal Trade Com- order to gain exemption under section
mission has delegated its power to 7A(c)C6).
make such requests to the Director
Deputy Directors and Associate DirecSEcTION 802.8 CERTAIN SUPERVISORY
ACQUISITIONS
tor for Premerger Notification of the
Bureau of.competition, without power
Section
7ACc)(8)
of the act specIflcal·
of redelegation. All materials ("informatiOD:'and documentary material" or ly exempts a llmlted class ot acquIsindices thero!) must be submitted to tions subject by statute to the approve
the offices of the agencies designated al of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board ("FHLBB or the Federal Savin § 803.10(c).
Section 802.53, which invokes the ings and Loan Insurance Corporation
procedure set" forth in this section re- ("FSLIC") from the requirements of
,gardi:Og the index, is thus likewise sub- the act, provIded that copies of the In·
formation and documentary material
j~ct to the same provisions regarding
submission of· the index, requests for rued wIth the FHLBB or FSLIC are
the underlying documents, and delega- also contemporaneously rued with the
. tion of the power to make such re- CommissIon and the Assistant Attor·
quests by the Federal Trade Commis- ney General at least 30 days prior to
consummation of the transaction. This
sion.
rule completely exempts certain emer·
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § lS02.6
gency acquisItions of falling savings
and
loan associations (known as superUnder original § S02.75, a person
that elected to file an index of infor- visory acquisitions) from any filing remation. and documentary~materialin quirement If the agency whose approvlieu .of copies of all such filings was re- al is required finds that approval of
quired merely to certify that copies of the transactIon Is necessary to prevent
such materials would be provided to the probable faIlure of one of the inthe agencies' upon request. The final stitutions Involved.
This specIalized exemption has relrule adds the requirement that the
filing person be prepared to_ submit evance only to a.llmlt.ed class of transactions-acquisitions and mergers of
the"materials with 10 days.
One comment (15) questioned savings and loan associations whIch by
whether the "contemporaneous filing" statut.e require the approval of the
requirement to the act and rule ap- FHLBB. There are several types of
plied to transactions for which agency such transactions. The FHLBB has
approval had been sought, but not for- the statutory power under section 5 of
many conferred, prior to the effective the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933,
date of the rules. The comment sug- 12 U.S.C. 1464,~to approve or disap"gested that the rule be amended to prove a. merger, consolidation, or purmake clear that the "contemporane- chase of the assets of a Federal savous filing" provision does not apply to ings and loan assocIation. In Its capacdocuments submitted to agencies ity as operating head of the FSLIC, It
before the effective date of the rules. also has the power under section 403
. An amendment of this sort does not of the National Housing Act, 12 U.s.C•
appear necessary. ~e Commission in- 1726, to approve or disapprove mergers
terprets the requirement of "contem- of savings and loan associations inporaneous" submissions to mean that" sured by the FSLIC. In the same camaterial filed with another agency pacity, the FHLBB exercises a similar
prior to the effective date of the rules power:, under section 408(e) of the Naneed not be submitted to the Commis- tional Housing Act, 12 U.S.C.1730a(e)..
sion and AssiStant Attorney General. to approve or disapprove .the acquisiThe Commission construes the exemp- tIon of control by a. savings and loan
U

)

holding company.of a savings and loan
association.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § S02.8
This exemption was suggested by
the FHLBB In its comment (1) on the
original rules. The exemption. for supervisory acquisItions-those In which
the FBLBB or the FSLIC approves
(and orten arranges) acquIsItion of a
falling savings and loan association in
order to save it from imminent failure-Is based on the need for extremely speedy action In such cases. The 30day waiting period provided In section
7A(c)(8) might be too long, because
the savings and loan associatiQ..n might
fall before the period expires. resultIng In the payment of savings account
insurance claims by the FSLIC and
the depletion of the corporation's in- "
surance reserves. This failure could
have an adverse effect on other lmanclal instItutions and on the confidence
of savers In such Institutions.
Further. the exemption from the
waiting period requirement reflects a
judgment that, as the FHLBB suf'gested. supervisory acquIsItions are not
likely to violate the antitrust laws
since the disappearing association is
always a failing institution.
An exemption for supervisory mergers and acquisItions is also consistent
with other exlstInglaw and practice in
the area of regulation of financial institutions. For example, in bank mergers subject to section 18Cc) of the Federal DeposIt Insurance Company Act,
12 U.S.C. 1828(c) (exempt from reportIng under this Act by reason of
7A(c)(7», the Attorney General ordinarily has thirty days to review the
competitive impact of a proposed
transaction, but this period may be
dispensed with If Immediate action is
necessary to prevent the probable failure of one of the Institutions. 12
U.s.C. 1828(c)(4).
For these reasons the Commission
aciepted the suggestion of the FHLBB
and exempted supervisory transactions under the relevant statutory previsIons from reporting and observing
any waiting period at all.
SECTION 802.9 ACQUISITIONS SOLELY
FOR THE PURl:"OSE OF INVESn!E:N'r

This rule Interprets the exemption
contained In section 7ACc)C9) of the
act. The rule provides that if an acquisItion is made solely for the purpose of
Investment, as defined In § 801.1(1)C1),
the acquIrIng person need not observe
the reporting and waiting period requirements of the act, regardless of
the dollar value of voting securities
held or acquired. so long as its holdIngs as a result or the acquIsItion will
not exceed 10 percent of the issuer's
voting securities. The act llmlts the exemption to acquIsItions of voting securities.
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If as a result of an acquisition the
acquiring person's holdings would
exceed 10 percent of the voting securities of the issuer, investment intent is
no longer -relevant, and the section
7A(c)(9) exemption can' no longer
apply. ,
Section 801.12 governs the calculation of percentages for this provision,
as for all other provisions of the Act
and rules.
.

appear necessary to monitor compliance with section 7A(c)(9) more closely.
For further information, see the
definition of "solely for investment
purpose," § 801.1(1)(1), and its Statement of Basis and Purpose.
SECTION 802.10 STOCK DiVIDENDS AND
SPLITS
Section 7A(c)(10) exempts

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.9
The rule merely interprets the exemption conferred by section 7A(c)(9).
The FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules stated:

Acquisitions of voting securities, if, as a
result of such acquisition, the voting securities acquired do not increase, directly or indirectly, the acquiring person's per centum
share of outstanding voting securities of the
issuer * * *.

Because of the difficulty in establishing
criteria for determining when voting securities are held "solely for the purpose of in-, vestment," the Commission also invites comment on the desirability of exempting from
the reporting requirments all acquisitions of
voting securities which do not result in the
acquiring person holding more than 10 percent of the outstanding voting securities of
the issuer regardless of the acquiring person's intent.
42 FR at 39047 (Aug. 1, 1977).

This exemption was designed to
apply to two common types of stock
acquisitions: Those resulting from
stock splits and pro rata stock dividends. Section 802.10 makes this explicit.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.10
Neither of the two types of acquisitions exempted by the rule increases
the holder's ability to influence management decisions vis-a-vis other
shareholders, even though, under certain circumstances, these acquisitions
may increase the market value of that
person's stock holdings.
Original § 802.90 exempted only the
two types of aquisitions exempted by
the final rule. In response to comment
63, revised § 802.10 also exempted acquisitions of voting securities "pursuant to an issue of new shares offered
proportionately to all shareholders."
The revised rule generated no comments. However, this provision was deleted from the final rule because it appeared to exceed the criterion of section 7A(c)(10). The fact that a new
issue of voting securities is offered
proportionally to all shareholders does
not insure that the offer will be accepted (or accepted proportionally) by
shareholders. Thus, acquisitions
which result from such an offering
may increase the acquiring person's
share of the outstanding voting securities of the issuer. Accordingly, the
Commission determined to eliminate
that portion of the revised exemption.
SECTION 802.20' MINIMUM DOLLAR VALUE
This rule exempts certain acquisitions as a result of which the acquiring person would hold 15 percent or
more of the voting securities or 15 percent or more of the assets of .the acquired person, but the aggregate total
amount of voting securities and assets
so held will be $15 million or less (i.e.,
the 15-percent test of section
7A(a)(3)(A) will be satisfied, but the
$15 million test of section 7A(a)(3)(B)
will not). The rule exempts acquisitions as a result of which the acquiring, person would not hold either (a)

A number of comments (e.g., 1053;
1059, 1070, 1077, 1110, 1111) endorsed
the suggestion that investment intent
should be disregarded and that all acquisitions beloVl the 10 percent level
should be exempt. The Commission
declined to folloVl this course for two
reasons. First, the language of section
7A(c)(9) clearly makes the acquiring
person's intentions a relevant, consideration. Second, such an exemption
would, when large corporations are involved, eliminate the $15 million reporting
threshold
of
section
7A(a)(3)(B), contrary to congressional
intent.
Original § 802.85 would have required an acquiring person to file a
short statement at the time of purchase in order to qualify for the section 7A(c)(9) exemption. The statement was to contain the names of the
acquiring person and the issuer, the
percentage of _the latter's voting securities held before and after the acquisition, and a declaration that the
voting securities would be held solely
for the purpose of investment. A
number of comments (e.g., 63, 89, 105,
112, 115, 120) questioned the Commission's legal authority to require such a
statement. The revised rules did not
contain any similar filing requirement,
and none has been inclUded in the
final rules. The principal result of requiring such statements would have
been to disclose holdings of less than
10 percent of the shares of an issuer,
and in general holdings of 5 percent or
more will be disclosed in any event by
the filing of a schedule 13D with the
SEC. The Commission believes that it
hall the authority to insert such a requirement at a later date, should it

an

assets of the acquired person valued at
more than $10 million, or (b) voting securities conferring control of an issuer
which, together with all entities that
it controls, has annual net sales or
total assets of $10 million or more.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.20
The purpose of this rule is to eliminate reporting and waiting period requirements with respect to certain relatively small acquisitions that are
clearly reportable under the act. For
example, if a $100 million person were
to make an acquisition of assets from a
$10 million person, the transfer of as
little as 15 percent of the assets of
that person, worth as little as $1.5 mUlion, would be subject to a reporting
requirement. Further, because percentage holdings of voting securities
are calculated with reference only to
the issuer (see § 801.12(a», potentially
some even smaller acquisitions of
voting securities may, by reason of section 7A(a)(3)(A), be reportable. For example, if the same $100 million.Person
were to acquire 15 percent of the
voting securities of an entity included
within the $10 million acquired
person, that transaction would be reportable but for this rule, regardless
of the size of the entity.
It is clear from the language of the
act that Congress did not intend to
limit the coverage of the ac~ to larce
acquisitions; instead, the nct expressly
applies to transactions between larco
parties, including some relatively
small acquisitions.
Nevertheless, the Commission believes that certain relatively small
transactions (frequently involving
only a portion of the stock or assets of
the acquired person) that might be reportable under the act are sufficiently
unlikely to have a significant antlcompetitive impact that imposition of the
act's requirements would not represent an appropriate use of public resources. These transactions are
exempted by § 802.20. As with any
other exemption rule, of course, either
agency may challenge an acquisition
under a substantive antitrust law, notwithstanding exemption from section
'lA. See section 7Am. .
Original § 802.40 and the revised and
final versions of § 802.20 all exempt
asset acquisitions as a result of which
the acquiring person "Jill not hold
assets of the acquired person valt1ed at
more than $10 million.
The original version also would have
exempted acquisitions as a result of
which the acquiring person would not
hold voting securities of the acquired
person valued at more than $10 million, sO'long as the transaction did not
confer control of any issuer. Several
comments (e.g., 45, 81, 120) pointed
out that, as long as that provision
placed no limitation on the size of the
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issuer, reporting requirements might
,still extend to transactions which conferred control of issuers of de minimis
size. In response, the revised rule
exempted all acquisitions of votingsecurities valued at less than $10 million
which did not confer control of an
issuer with annual net sales or total
assets of $10 million or more. Acquisitions of voting securities valued at
more than $10 million were not
exempt under the revised rule. regardless of whether such acquistions conferred control of an issuer.
In the final rule, the exemption does
not depend on the value of the voting'
securities, although the rule does not
apply (as neither of the earlier versions applied) to an _acquisition as a
result of which the acquiring person
will hold voting' securities of the acquired person valued at more than $15
million. (If such voting securities are
valued at more than $15 million. section 7A(a)(3)(B) is satisfied, lind
§802.20 is inapplicable.) If such voting
securities are valued at $15 million or
less, the final rule exempts the acquisition unless it will confer control of
an issuer which (together with any entities which that issuer controls) has
annual net sales or total'assets of $10
million or more.
.
In addition. while the revised version
of §802.20 did not apply to the formation of joint ventures (see comment
1059), the final version treats acquisitions in connection with the formation
of joint venture or other corporations
in the same way that it does all other
acquisitions. In light of the changes in
§ 801.40 which result in similar treatment for joint venture and other corporations, the distinction 'in revised
§ 802.20 no longer seemed appropriate.
Under the final rule. -a person which.
in a transaction forming any corporation, acquires sufficient voting securities of the newly formed corporation
to require reporting under the act may
take advantage of the .exemption in
§802.20 if, it applies. Thus if three or
more (but fewer than seven) persons.
each having-$100 million or more in
assets, or sales, form
joint venture
corporation and
acquire
equal
amounts of its stock, and if the assets
of that corporation, as measured by
§801.40(c), are $10 million or more.
this rule would apply. Section 801.40
would require each acquiring person to
report its acquisition of voting securities of the newly formed corporation.
because each person would hold more
than 15 percent of the shares of an
entity.with total assets of $10 million
or more. (If there were ,seven or more
persons acquiring equal shares no one
person would hold as much as i5 percent.) However, under § 802.20. if none
of the acquiring persons would be acquiring voting securities valued in
excess of $15 million and since none of

a.

the acquiring persons would obtain
control of an issuer of $10 mllllon size.
each person's acquisition would be
exempt under § 802.20. If any one
person were acquiring voting securItIes
valued in excess of $15 mllllon, or if
any one (or two, if there were only
two) of the acquiring persons were obtaining control of this Issuer, each
such person's acquisition would not be
exempt under § 802.20, although the
acquisitions of the other persons
might be. See the Statement of Basis
and Purpose to § 801.40.
One comment on the original rule
(95) pointed out that the rule would
permit acquisition of 25 percent or the
stock of a $40 mllllon company or 15
percent of a $66 mllllon company.
That is not technically correct, since
the amount of stock that may be pur·
chased without reporting is deter·
mined by the value of the stock acquired, not by the size of the compa·
ny, although the value or the stock
may be related to the value of the
company's assets. (If it is assumed
that the aggregate value of n. company's outstanding shares is equal to its
total assets. then the fInal rule could
permit acquisition of as much as 37.5
percent of a $40 mllllon company. or
22.7 percent of a $66 mllllon company.
or 49.9 percent of a $30 mllllon company; any greater percentage would in
each case result in a holding of stock
valued in excess of $15 mllllon. and
the exemption would not apply.) That
comment Questioned the wisdom of
exempting such transactions without n.
detailed study of their frequency and
effect. The Commission did not believe
it appropriate to impose reporting ob,
ligations 'and to expend scarce lawen·
forcement resources on relatively
small stock acquisitions. since the
benefit to the public is less likely to be
as significant in these situations.
While the thrust of this comment may
have been that the exemption had
been extended to inappropriately large
transactions. it did not suggest an alternative means of distinguishing relatively small acquisitions from those
that may have a more substantial
impact upon a slgnlCicant amount or
commerce. After the effective date of
these rules, the Commission starr will
continue to monitor mergers and acquisitions brought to their attention
by nrembers of the public. reports in
the trade press and other sources. If it
appears from this experience that the
balance between administrative cost
and the benefits of emorcement
should be shifted because the exemptions in § 802.20 are unduly broad, the
Commission wlll consider narrowing
them.
Comment 1042 suggested that
§ 802.20 should exempt all transaction
involving l~ than $15 mllllon worth
of stock or assets. in order to ellmlnate

the "anomaly" of reaching very small
transactions. The Commission believes
that, if Congress had intended such a
result, the act could easily have been
'Worded so as to achieve it. The fact
that the act contains an alternative
percentage test in section 7A(a)(3)(A)
and dollar test in section 7A(a)(3)(B) ,
indicates a clear congressional intention to reach at least some acquisitions
that satisCiy only the percentage test.
Adoption of this suggestion thus
seems inappropriate.
.
Comment 1061 'suggested that if a
person containlng an institutional investor holds a noncontrolling stock interest in another person, the former
should be permitted to purchase up to
$10 mllllon of the assets of the latter
without reporting. The rationale underlying the comment apparently was
that a small acqu!s:ition of assets does
not gain additional significance by
reason of the acquiring person's holding of the seller's voting securities for
investment. Section 801.15Cb) of the
flnal rules adopts a similar procedure.
but extends it to all acquisitions of
voting securities exempt under section
'lA(c)(9) oJ § 802.64. so long as the limitatio~ of those respective exemptions
are not exceeded.
Finally, comment 1075 suggested increasing the $10 mllllon coverage
threshold in the rule for capital-intensive industries. on the theory that small acquisitions in such industpes
are less likely to have an impact on
competition than in less capital~inten
sive industries. The comment did not,
however. propose a means of implementing this suggestion, and the CommIssIon regards it as unworkable. It is
also unclear whether the premise underlying the suggestion is necessarily
correct, and the comment offered no
factual support for it. The difficulty of
generalizlng about the impact. of mergers and acquisitions upon competition
suggests the inadvisability of eliminating reporting requirements as a result
of sImDar ,generalizations about
whether an industry is "capital-intensive."
SECTION
802.21 ACQUISITIONS
OF
VOTING SECtllUTES NOT MEETING OR EXCEEDI?iG
GREATER
NOTIFICATION
nmESROLD

In general. if a person has previously
complIed with the act, § 802.21
exempts for a period of 5 years additional acquisitions of the voting securi- .
tIes of the same acquired person, so
long as the acquiring person's holdings
do not meet or exceed the next l:!.igher
"notification threshold." The rule also
replaces § 802.22 of the revised rules
and permits the acquiring person, if its
holdings decrease below the level for
which it originally filed notification.
to meet or exceed that level again
wIthin 5 years without filing notifica-
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tion. The rule does not exempt any ac- more of the outstanding voting securiquisitions of assets.
ties of an issuer, further acquisitions
'Under the act, every acquisition are exempt under section 7A(c)(3).
Note that under § 803.7, the earlier
after which the acquiring person
would hold more than 15 percent or notification entitles the reporting
$15 million of the stock of the ac- person to 'meet or exceed only those
quired person is potentially reporta- notification thresholds with respect to
ble. Section 801.13 interprets the which the earlier notification was
phrase "as a result of" in section filed, and that were actually achieved
7A(a)(3), the size-of-transaction test within a period of 1 year. After 1 year
for application of the act. Under the notification expires, and though
§ 801.13, every acquisition after which the' person may use this rule to raise
the acquiring person would hold more . its holdings to just under the next
than 15 percent or $15 million of the greatest threshold, it may not meet or
stock of the acquired person satisfies exceed a higher threshold without
this criterion, rather than only acqui- again filing notification. See the examsitions that first raise the acquiring ple to § 803.7.
Example No.5 to the rule illustrates
person's holdings to the 15 percent or
$15 million level. See the statement of the other feature of the rule: That if
for some reason the acquiring person
basis and purpose to that rule.
Section - 802.21,
in
substance, reduces its holdings belpw a threshold
exempts all acquisitions above the 15 for which it filed notification and
percent or $15 million level except waited, it can (within 5 years of the
those meeting or· exceeding notifica- expiration of the waiting period) cross
tion thresholds or those occurring the same notification threshold again
more than 5 years after the earlier no- without filing and waiting. Of course,
after recrossing the threshold, it may
tification.
The rule conditions the exemption . acquire additional shares so long as it
upon three requirements, set forth in does not meet or exceed the next
paragraphs (a), (b), and (c~. First, the threshold.
Since acquisitions of assets are not
acquiring person (in the acquisition
for which the exemption is being con- exempted by the rule, any acquisition
sidered) must have filed notification of assets that-satisfies the three tests
with respect to an' earlier acquisition of sectiop 7A(a) and is not exempted
of the same issuer's stock, and all by the act or rules, is reportable. In
other persons required by the rules to particular, any acquisition as a result
file with respect to the earlier acquisi- of which the acquiring person would
tion must also have done so. Second, 'hold 15 percent or $15 million of the
the waiting period with respect to the assets of the acquired person is reporearlier acquisition must have expired table, even though the reporting
or been terminated, and the ,expiration person may have previously filed notior termination must have occurred fication with respect to an acquisition
within 5 years of the acquisition being of assets from the same person. Note,
considered for exemption. Finally, the however, that under § 801.13(b) assets
acquisition must not increase the hold- cease to be assets of the acquired
ings of the acquiring person to meet or person, and become assets of the acexceed a notification threshold greater quiring person, after 180 days.
than the greatest threshold surpassed ,BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.21
in the earlier acquisition.
The term "notification threshoid" is
The language of the act indicates
defined § 801.l<h). In brief, the four that Congress contemplated agency
thresholds are {l) the 15 percent or review of stock acquisitions not only at
$15 million level of section 7A(a)(3); the 15 percent or $15 million level, but
(2) 15 percent of the outstanding l!lso at additional, higher levels of
voting securities of the issuer, if ownership. Further review is desirable
valued at more than $15 inillion; (3) 25 because holdings that may be innocpercent of the outstanding voting se- uous at low levels may pose antitrust
curities of the issuer; and (4) 50 per- concerns at higher levels. Section
cent of the outstanding voting securi- 801.13 construes the phrase "as a
ties of the issuer. See also the state- result of" to fulfill this congressional
ment of .basis an,d purpose to purpose; see the statement of basis
§ 801.l<h)(1). Thus, as the example to and purpose to that rule.
§ 802.21 illustrate, after complying
However, this principle would not
with the act for an acquisition of 15 justify notification and a' waiting
percent of the stock of an issuer, the period prior to every acquisition above
acquiring person can increaSe its hold- the 15 percent or $15 million level.
ings to any amqunt below- 25 percent The delay and expense of repeated filof the stock within 5 years of the end ings would be extremely,buro.ensome
of the earlier waiting period without to reporting persons and would presagain filing notification' and waiting; ent too substantial an administrative
after acquiring 25 percent, up to 50 burden for the enforcement agencies.
percent within 5 years, and so ·on. Nor would such notifications serve any
Once a person holds 50 percent or enforcement purpose. Percentage
FE~ERAL

holdings varying by a few percentnee
points will in most cases have equivalent antitrust significance, and periodic review at the levels of the notification thresholds, or within the timing
constraints of § 802.21, shOUld be sufficient. The rule insures that the agencies learn of appreciable increases in
holdings by imposing the reporting requirements at the prescribed notification thresholds, and insures that the
agencies learn of changed circumstances by imposing the reporting roquirement in any event after 5 years.
Of course, in a particular case an acquisition exempted by the rule mo.y
prove to have antitrust sirrntficancc,
and the fact that the acquisition was
exempt under this (or any other) rule
does not preclude either agency from
challenging the acquisition. See section 7A(i).
The reasons why these precise o\'mership levels were selected as notification thresholds are detailed in the
statement of basis and purpose to
§ 801.l<h). The 5-year limitation is discussed in connection with parafftaph
(b) of this rule_
The final version of the rule reflects
important modifications both from revised § § 802.21 atld 802.22 and from related provisions in the original rules.
The definition of "notificntion
thresholds," which nppeared in the revised rules as § 802.21(a), has been
transferred to § 801.l<h) because the
term proves useful in other rules as
well.
Paragraph (a) of the rule is unchanged from revised § 802.2Hb)(I).
The Commission rejected suggestions
in the comments (e.g., 74, 77, 120) that
submissions under the existing FTC
premerger
notification
program
should satisfy the requirement of a
prior report, or that the requirement
should be eliminated. The existing
program's report form is not as comprehensive or detailed as the notification and report form, and the breadth
of the exemption conferred by the
rule warrants the more penetrating
initial inquiry.
•
Paragraph (b), however, sirrnificantly alters revised § 802.2Hb)(2). The
final rule inserts the requirement that
the waiting period for the earlier acquisition must havE) expired or been
terminated in order to insure that the
agencies have completed their review
of the competitive consequences of the
acquisition. In addition, by measuring
the time period from the date of expiration or termination of the waiting
period, rather than the date Qf filing
notification, the time period for exemption is a full 5 years.
Paragraph (b) of the final rule also
lengthens the lBO-day period contained in the revised rule into a 5-year
period during which subsequent acquisitions may qualify for the exemption.
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:Numerous comments had protested
the 180-day restriction,urging various·
ly 1 year <1053, 1090, 1091, 1101>, 2
years <1044, 1077, 10.90), 5 years (1059)
or its deletion altogether (1086). The
comments argued that changed busi·
ness activities of the parties would not
change the Government's enforcement intentions often enough to justi·
fy the burden of compli~ce ~h the
act at such brief intervals. The com·
ment of the Securities and Exchange
Commission {l058) had also expressed'
concern that 180 days from the date of
filing might not be long enough to
avoid conflict with proposed SEC rule
14d-6, which would require tender offerors to pay the tender.offer price for
all purchases within 40 days after the
close of the offer. The final rule sets
the time period at 5 years because, in
addition to the reasoris expressed by
the comments, the Bureau of the
Census undertakes its comprehensive
economic censuses every 5 years, so
that by the time the exemption ceases
to be 'available the agencies will have
new census data to compares with the
data submitted.
.
. Final § 802.2l(c) replacess revised
§ 802.22, which exempted acquisitions
recrossing notification thresholds, by
rewording revised § 802.21Cb)(3). Instead of prohibiting attainment of any
notification threshold., as did .the revised rule, the final version of para·
graph Cc) prohibits only reaching or
exceeding a greater notification
threshold ·than the highest one attained ill connection with the earlier
notification. Thus, any number of acquisitions raising or lowering holdings'
across a notification threshold earlier
attafued are fully exempt, and § 802.22
has been deleted. The comments on
§ 802.22, which almost exclusively recommended lengthening the time
...-period for the exemption <1059, 1077,
1086, 1090, 1091>, have been acknowl·
edged by combining the rule with the
·5·year period adopted for § 802.21.
The final version of § 802.21Cc) also
accomodates the insertion of § 803.7
.iilto the final rules. Its phrasing, "the
greatest notification threshold met or
exceeded in the earlier acquisition"
means the greatest threshold met or
exceeded within the 1-year period
- before the notification expires under
§ 803.7. See the example to that rule..
Original § 802.45 would have adopted
a different exemption -sllheme for acquisitions subsequent to compliance'
with,the act. It would have allowed incremental increases of 5 percent of an
issuer's voting securities, without time
limit, above the holdings reflected by
the original notification, provided that
the incremen,tal acquisition would not
confer control of the issuer. C"Control" in the original rules was defined
to mean control in fact, regardless of
the percentage held.) Several com-

ments on the revised rule (1044, 1059,
1077. 1090) recommended adoption of
both schemes: Permitting acquisitions
up to thresholds within a time perIod.
as the final rule does, and incremental
acquisitions of a de mInImis percentage above the last notifIcation filed.,
without time limit. Comment 1059, for
example, argued that the two exemptions served different needs, but that
both were desirable. The final rules do
not provide for a de mInImIs exemption without time limit, partly because
of the lengthening of the time perIod
for the exemption to 5 years. De minImis incremental acquisitions that cro..~
a notification threshold are thought
to warrant examination for the reasons underlying the notificatIon
thresholds. while those occurring
more than 5 years after the waiting
period from the previous filing do not
merit exemption because the businesses of the acquiring and acquired persons, the market or the product may
have changed.
The original rules also contained a
provision, § 802.50. allowing a "short
report" In place of the notification
and report form for acquisitions between the same parties within 1 year
of filing notification with respect to
the earlier acquisItion. The flnal rules
omit. this procedure since § 802.21 embodies a more comprehensive exemption.
Finally, the rules adopt no exemption for multiple acquisitions of assets
by the same acquIring person from the
same acquired person. Since one group
of assets does not necessarIly bear any
relation to another, the competitive
slgniflcance of each acquisItion of
assets Is unique and must be evaluated
on Its own merIts. Comment 63 supported this view. In any event, the
problem Is much less acute since,
while voting securities potentlalIy
remain voting securities of the acquired person indefinitely, acquired
assets become assets of the acquIring
after
180
days.
See
person
§ 801.13Cb)C2),
SECl'ION 802.23

AMENDED OR m:NEWED

TENDER OFFERS

, Section 802.23 modifIes the notlfication and waiting period requirements
of the act under certain circumstances
when a 'tender offeror amends or
renews a tender offer with respect to
which it previously filed notification.
Except In three situations, the rule
fully exempts amended or renewed
tender offers from any notification or
waiting perIod requirement under the
act. The rule does not affect reporting
and waiting period obligations with respect to the orlglna1 offer. If none of
the three exceptions applies, the acquiring person Is free to amend or
renew its tender offer, and to consummate the acquisition, for up to one

year after the expiration of the waiting period., In accordance with the provisIons of section 803.7.
The rule applies only when the
amended or renewed tender offer
seeks to acquire voting securities of
the. same Issuer as did the original
tender offer. An amended tender offer
is one that 2Jters only the terms of the
offer; a renewed tender offer is one
that reopens the time period for offerees to tender their stock. An offer may
be both amended and renewed.
In order for the rule to apply. the.
tender offeror must have med notification with respect to the original
offer. The rule applies Whether or not
the acquired person has med notification. since under section 801.30Cb)C2)
the acquired person need not me until
fifteen Cor, In the case of cash tender
offers. 10) days after filing by the acquIring person.
Paragraphs (a), Cb), and Cc) describe
the three instances In which the rule
grants only a partial exemptioD.c- First,
under para~ph Cal. If the number of
voting securities the offeror seeks to
acquire pursuant to an amended offer
will meet or exceed a greater notification threshold than earlier reported.,
the. offeror must complete and me a
new NotifIcation and Report Form,
and a new waiting period will commence. The acquired person, however,
is required to file only once. If the acquired person already med notification In response to the offeror's first
filing, its obligation Is discharged
(unless it receIves a request 'for additional information under section 7ACe)
and section 803.20). If the acquired
person has not yet moo notification
by the time of The second notification
by the offeror, the acquired person
must nevertheless me no later than
the time it .becomes due In respose to
the fIrst notification. The term ''notification threshold" is defined In section 801.1Ch). See also section 802.21_
Second, under paragaph (b). if a
non-casb tender offer Is amended to
become a. cash tender offer, the offeror must me a copy of the amended
offer with the e¢orcement agencies,
In the manner prescibed In section
803.10Ce). The waiting period will
expire 15 days after that filing. or 30
days after the original- filing, whichever is earlier. Since the expiration
date is determined by section
803.l0Cb), it is subject to extension by
requests to the acquIring person for
additional information or documentary material under section 7ACe) and
section 803.2.lYor by court order under
sectIon 7ACg)(2) and to early termination under section 7ACb)C2) and section
803.11. When a non-cash tender offer
Is amended to become a cash tender
offer, the acquired person's obligations
are not affected. It must me no later
. than the time determined by the
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tender offeror's first notification, and
.remains subject to a second request,
although the waiting period is not
thereby extended.
Third, if a cash tender offer is
amended to become a non-cash tender
offer, the offeror again must file a
copy of the amended offer with the
enforcement agencies in the mannerl
specified by section 803.10(c). The
waiting period will expire 15 days after
that filing, or 30 days after the original filing, whichever is later. Again,
the obligation of the acquired person
to file notification is unaffected and is
determined by the date of the original
notification, and both parties remain .
subject to second requests.
In each pf the latter two instances,
the rule may be applicable even
though the waiting period begun by
the original offer has expired or been
terminated.
If a waiting period is to be extended
by a r-equest for additional information or documentary material under
section 7A(e) and section 803.20, the
length of the extension is determined
by the character of the tender offer at
the time the response is received-that
is, ten days if a cash tender offer, 20
days if a non-cash tender offer.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.23
The purpose of this rule is to minimize the reporting and waiting period
obligations for amended or renewed
tender offers, while still ensuring that
the agencies receive sufficient information and advance notice to fulfill
the purposes of the act.
If a tender offer is amended or renewed under circumstances other than
those described in the three paragraphs of the rule, the amendment or
the renewal is unlikely to have competitive consequences appreciably different from those of the original offer,
as to which notification has already
been filed. The agencies' decision
whether to challenge the acquisition
will probably not be affected by the .
amendment or renewal. Accordingly,
the rule exempts sU,ch amendments
and renewals altogether.
Amended and renewed offers described in paragraph (a), however,
present different concerns. Since a
higher notification threshold will be
met or exceeded, a new notification
and a new waiting period are required
just as they would be for sequential
acqUisitions under § 802.21. In such
cases, the increased holdings warrant
fresh scrutiny by the agencies. The acquiring person's Notification and
Report Form is necessary to inform
the agencies of the amended acquisition. However, the rule exempts the
acquired person from filing again since
its Form will contain adequately current information. If the amendment is
made before the acquired person has

'filed notification in response to the after its termination, Comments lOll6
original tender offer, it must still file and 1090 also criticized the l80·day
limit.
that notification.
Second, revised § 802.23(b) would not
If a non-cash tender offer is amended to become a cash tender offer, the have exempted the amended offer if it
acquiring person would be subject to a offered as consideration voting securi·
waiting period no longer than 15 days ties that had not been offered as con·
(before any extension), simply by sideration in the original offer. This
filing a new notification. Paragraph restriction was deleted because
(b) of the rule further relaxes the § 801.31 assures that the agencies w111
waiting period, by permitting it to learn of any significant holding result·
expire at the end of the original 30 ing from acquisition of voting securi·
day period if that is earlier. The earli- ties by offerees of the tender offer.
er expiration date is practicable be- Comment 1090 noted this point in sub·
cause the agencies, upon receipt of no- stance.
tification for the original non-cash
SECTION 802.30 INTRA'PERson
tender offer, would have haa 30 days
TRANSACTIONS
to decide whether to challenge the acqUisition, and because the change in
This rule provides generally that
the nature of the consideration should whenever the aCCluiring and acquired
not unduly complicate the agencies' persons are (or, when a wholly owned
review of the acquisition; The copy of subsidiary is being formed, w111 be) the
.the tender offer is needed to inform same person, the acquisition is exempt
the agencies of the amendment, while from the reporting and waiting period
the acquired person's re-filing would requirements of the act. Acquiring
be redundant and is eliminated.
persons are defined by § 801.2(a), and
When a cash tender offer is amend- for this purpose acquired persons are
ed to become a non-cash tender offer, identified by § 80l.2(b). Acquisitions of
the waiting period expires 15 days both assets and voting securities are
from the filing of the amended tender 'exempt under the rule. Note that for
offer, or 30 days from the original voting securities, the acquired person
filing, whichever is later, Again, since is the person within which the issuer
the agencies' review of the acquisition whose voting securities are to be ac·
should be completed within 30 days quired is included, and is not the
from the original filing, the rule af- person from which the voting securi·
fords the agencies adequate time. ties are to be acquired (unless they are
Again, the copy of the tender offer is the same). See example No. 1 to
needed to inform the agencies of the § 801.2(b).
amendment, but the acquired person
Thus, example No. 1 to this rule n·
is not required to file again.
lustrates that any transaction between
Note that for non-cash tender offers, ,entities included within the samEl
§ 801.31 facilitates the agencies' review person (save for an exception noted
by- ensuring that any significant hold- below) is exempt. Example No.2 illus·
ingS resulting from acquisitions of trates that the formation of a new
voting securities by offerees of the wholly ovmed subsidiary is exempt.
tender offer will be separately reporta- And example No. 4 illustrates that a
ble. '
corporation's repurchase of its own
By minimizing the notification and stock is exempt. Redemptions nnd re·
waiting period requi'rements, the rule tirements of shares are lil~ewise
minhnizes multiple reporting in the exempt. In each of these cases tho ac·
event that a tender offeror changes quiring and acquired persons nre tho
the terms of its offer in response to same.
competing offers by other prospective
The rule contains two exceptions.
purchasers.
First, the formation of a new corpora·
The rule first appeared as revised tion will not be exempt under tho rule
§ '802.23, which had several limitations if the voting securities of the new cor·
not present in the final rule.
poration will be held by more than ono
First, revised § 802.23(a) would have person. Example No. 5 to the rule n·
required the amended or renewed lustrates this exception. Second, the
tender offer to be consummated acquiring and acquired persons must
within 180 days of the filing, of the be included within the same person be·
earlier notification. This period has cause of holdings of voting securities.
been lengthened to the 1-year period The definition of control, § 80l.l<b),
of § 803.7. The change should resolve determines whether an entity is in·
the concern of the SEC expressed in eluded within a person. If an entity is
comment 1058. The SEC had feared included within tbe person under tho
that the 180-day period might not be other test of control, i.e.. because a
long enough for the tender offeror to contract permits the person to name a
comply with state laws delaying majority of the board of directors of
tender offerors, ~ and with proposed that entity, acquisition of the shares
SEC rule 14d-6, which would integrate of that entity is not exempt under this
with the tender offer certain pur- rule. Example No. 3 lllustrates this
chases of securities within 40 days point.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§802.30

- Section 7A(c)(3) exempts:
acquisitions of voting securities of an Issuer
at least 50 per centum of the voting securities of which are owned by the acquiring
person prior to such acquisition • • ••
This exemption expresses a Congres-

sional determination that such acquisitions are unlikely to raise questions
under the antitrust laws~ that were not
raised by acquisition of the 50- percent
interest. The rule extends the exemption to other situations to which the
same rationale applies: transfers of
assets between subsidiaries of the
same parent, formations of new
wholly owned subsidiaries, repur~ chases of stock by a corporation, and
the like.
~
The two exceptions to the rule deny
the exemption because this rationale
does not apply. The contracts underlying contractual control may be less
permanent than controlling ownership
interests. In addition, termination of a
contractual control relationship will
generally not give rise to a reporting
requirement, whereas· transfer of a
controlling block of stock will. Com-'
ment 1061 questioned withholding the
exemption for such situations, but the
final rule adheres to the position. The
formation of a joint venture or other
corporation having two or more shareholders is also excluded, because the
combination of two different persons
_is an event posing precisely the kinds
of antitrust concerns that the act directs the agencies to review.
The final version of the rule rephrases the previous versions, revised
§802.32 and original § 802.25. The revised rule used somewhat cumbersome
-language to exempt the formation of a
subsidiary, which is achieved explicitly
in the final rule. The final rule states
that the acquiring and acquired persons are or will be the same person because the new corporation may not yet
exist.
~
Since the reworded final rule
exempts repurchases and redemptions,
the final rules omit revised section
802.30 as superfluous.
Revised section 802.32 had excluded
the"formation of !!ll joint ventures, but
in response to comment 1070 the final
rule makes clear that joint ventures
involving the participation of only one
person are exempt under the rule. A
joint venture between subsidiaries of
~ the
same corporation would be
-exempt.
Comment 25 suggested that purchases of a corporation's shares should
be exempt not only if made by the corporation for its own account, but also
if made for the account of an employee's stock or pension plan. Under final
section 801.2(a), the acquiring person
is the person that as a result of. the acquisition will hold the voting securi~

. ties, and section 801.1(c) defines
"hold" to mean beneficIal ownership.
. Therefore, when the corporation acquires shares "for the account of" an
employees' stock or pension plan, the
acquisition would be exempt under
this rule if the corporation becomes
the beneficial owner, but would not be
exempt ~der this rule if, for example,
a pension trust became the benefIcial
owner. See section 801.1(c)(3). The
latter acquisition may, however, be
exempt under section 7A(c)(9) or
under section 802.64. Likewise, the
definition of "hold" answers the inquiry in comment 1058, because when
other persons act on behnl! of a corporation to repurchase its own stock, the
corporation becomes the bene!lcIal
owner and the acquisitions nre exempt
under this rule.
SECrION 802.31 ACQUISITION OF
CONVERTmLE VOTING SECURITIES

Section 802.31 exempts the acquisition of convertible voting securIties
. from the requirements of the act. The
term "convertible voting securIty" Is
defined in section 801.1(f)(2). Note
that section 801.32 speclfles that the
conversion of convertible voting securIties is a potentially reportable acquIsition.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO section
802.31
Revised section 802.31 exempted
from the requirements of the act the
conversion of convertible voting securities into voting' securIties presently
entitled to vote. Under the revised
rules. the reporting requirements
would have attached when the convertibles were acquired. Under the final
rules, however, the acquisition of
voting securities that results from the
conversion of convertibles Is the event
requiring the holder to report. The acquisition of convertible votIon securities is exempt. For a full explanation
of the rationale for the exemption, see
the Statement of Basis and Purpose to
section 801.1(f)(2); see also sections
801.1(f)(3) and 801.32.
SECrION 802.40 EXEMPX FORMATION OF
JOINT VEN'Xt1RE OR OntER CORFORATIONS

Section 802.40 exempts from the requirements of the act the acquisition
of voting securIties In connectlon with
the formation of a Joint venture or
other corporation if the newly-formed
entity will be not for profit within the
meaning of sections 501(c) (1)-(4), (in(15), (17)-<20) or (d) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO section
802.40
Section 802.40 exempts the formation of any corporation, whether or
not termed a joint venture, that will

33495
be not for profIt v.ithln the meaning
of any of the cited sections of the Internal Revenue Code ("Code"). The
types of organizations thereby
exempted include: Corporations created by act of Congress and acting as
Instrumentalltles of the United States.
section 501(c)(1) of the Code; holding
companies for otherwise tax-exempt
organizations, section 501 (c)(2); religious. charitable, scientific. literary. or
educational organizations that are not
substantlnlly dedicated to lobbying efforts, section 501(c)(3); civic leagues or employee
asssocIations.
section
501(c)(4); business leagues. chambers.
of commerce, real estate boards.
boards of trade. or professional football leagues. section 501(c)(6); recreation clubs, section 501(c)(7); fraternal
lodges that provide Insurance benefits
to members or their dependents. section 501(c)(8); employee beneficiary
associations, section 501(c)(9); domestic fraternal lodges that devote their
net earnings to relIgious, charitable.
scIentific, literary, educational and
fraternal purposes. section 501(c)(10);
certain local teachers' retirement fund
associations, section 501(c)(11); local
benevolent life associations or other
cooperative companies. if at least 85
percent of their income consists of
amounts colleCted from members to
meet losses and expenses. section
501(c)(12); cemeteries and burial societies operated solely for the benefit of
their members. section 501(c)(13}; certain credit unions, section 501(c)(14);
small mutual Insurance (other than
marine or life) companies or associations, section 501(c)(15); certain
trusts forming part of a plan providing
for.the payment of supplemental unemployment compensation' benefits,
section 501(c)(17); certain pension
trusts funded solely by employee contributions, section 501<c)(18); certain
organizations of war veterans. section
501(c)(19);
certain
organizations
formed as part of a qualified group
legal services plan or plans, section
501(c)(20); and certain religious and
apostolic organizations, section 501(d).
All these types -of organizations are
operated solely for the benefit of society of some segment thereof, or for
the benefIt of a specific membership.
They eIther are not. usually engaged in
commerce within the meaning of the
act and rules or are specifically prohibited from permitting any of their
net earnings to inure to thE! benefit of
any private shareholder or other individUal. In light of these characteristIcs, It was considered unlikely that
the formation of a joint venture or
other corporation of one of these var- .
Ieties would violate the antitrust laws.
and this exemption was thus provided.
The formation of some species of organizations exempt from income taxes
remains nonetheless subject to the re-
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quirements of the act and rules. Section 501(c)(5) of the Code exempts
"mabor, agricultural, or horticultural
organizations," and section 501(c)(16)provides that fanners' cooperatives organized to finance crop operations of
their members are tax-exempt even if
they have capital stock that is owned
by the associations or their members,
pay dividends, and accumulate and
maintain a reserve. Organizations taxexempt under these two sections of
the Code-unlike organizations taxexempt under the other cited sections
of the Code-often engage in activities
-that are in or significantly affect commerce. The tax-exempt status of these
organizations does not insure that a
combination of certain persons forming such "joint venture or other corporations" will be free from antitrust
concerns. In fact, the identity of the
persons contributing to the formation
of such organizations is essential to determining whether the activities of
the organizations so formed may be
exempt from the antitrust laws under
section 6 of the Clayton Act or under
the Capper-Volstead Act, '1 U.S.C. section 291. Since agricultural or hortiCUltural organizations and fanners'
cooPElratives may exist in the corporate form and may be organized to
produce and market goods or services,
the fact that they are tax-exempt is
not sufficient justification to exempt
their formation from the requirements
of the act and rules.
Revised § 802.40 exempted the formation of tax-exempt, nonprofit joint
ventures from the requirements of the
act. The FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules invited
comments identifying and discussing
other types of joint ventures or other
corporations that are unlikely to violate the antitrust laws and should thus
be exempted from the requirements 'Of
the act. It stated:
[TJhe Commission would like to know'in
greater detail the reasons that formation of
specific types of joint ventures might be unlikely to violate the antitrust laws, as many
of the comments have alleged. Given the
fact that some judgment concerning the
possible anticompetitive impact of a joint
venture must be made by the enforcement
agencies at the time of its formation, the
Commission specifically invites comments
concerning appropriate tests that would
prospectively distinguish ventures which
might raise possible anticompetitive consequences from those that are unlikely to do
so.
The Commission has difficulty with the
suggestions, made in a significant number of
comments received in response to the originally proposed rules, that narrow exemptions relating to specific types of joint ventures In particular industries would be ap·
propriate. The Commission invites specific
suggestions concerning principles of general
application to broad classes of joint ventures, regardless of the specific industry or
particular purpose of the venture, which
may serve to didtinguish those ventures

raising little likelihood of antitrust problems. The Commission is not inclined to
grant exemptions- absent clear indication
that they are warranted under the Act.
Comments which do not attempt to relate
suggested exemptions to the underlying
purposes of the act are not likely to be help·
ful to the Commission.
(42 FR at 39044 (Aug. I, 1977).)

Despite this instruction, numerous
comments persisted in urging industry-specific exemptions. See the Statement of Basis and Purpose to § 801.40.
The Commission does not believe that
the formation of a -particular type of
joint venture is less likely to be anticompetitive simply because it is commonly used in a particular industry.
Nothing revealed in the comments
eliminates this concern. Other comments suggested that "method of operation" exemptions be introduced
into the rules. These exemptions
would have extended to the formation
of joint ventures that would not
market products or services outside
the venture (e.g.• 102'1. 1059, 1068); to
joint ventures organized to perform a
single- contract or organized for a limited time period (e.g.• 1059, 1092, 1112,
1113); or to joint ventures "lith public
policy goals (1050).
These liIiilting conditions, however,
do not necessarily render the formation of such ventures unlikely to violate the antitrust laws. Ventures that
"Jill not market manufactured products (or real estate or services) other
than to their parents may in fact raise
numerous anticompetitive problems,
including market foreclosure and increased entry barriers. Such effects
are even more likely if the venturers
maintain a customer-supplier relationship prior to formation of the venture.
A great many probleIDS surround the
suggested "single purpose, limited duration" exemption. FITst. the distinction between a single project or single
contract and some larger undertaking
is necessarily artificial. A single contract. for example, could call for undertaking a project continuing over
many years, or the production of a
large number of unIts could be designated a single project. The "limited
duration" criterion also is inherently
vague and would introduce an unacceptable level of subjectivity into the
rule. Ie is not always clear whether a
new entity will be permanent or temporary, and what constitutes a limited
period of time. Any period of time
chosen to delineate such a "limited duration" would necessarily be arbitrary.
Moreover, the duration of a new entity
might be limited at formation but extended thereafter: No reporting requirement would have attached at formation under this proposal, and none
would have attached at extension.
This would have created a large and

improper loophole in the reportine
scheme.
Finally. public policy motivation,
evidenced perhaps by absence of profit
(as opposed to ta.",·exempt status), Js
not a satisfactory safeguard. The mere
absence of profit, particularly in 0. sit·
uation in which a joint venture or
other new corporation has a vertical
relationship with its parents, simply
may mean that the parents have elected to take their profits at a different
level of operations. Moreover, these
kinds of exemptions are unavailable in
connection with acquisitions involving
already existing corporations. Accordingly, the proposals in these comments
were rejected.
.
SECTION 802.41 JOINT V~TURE OR OTHER
CORPORATIONS AT TIME OF FonrMTloN
Section 802.41 exempts newly
formed joint venture or other corporations from filing notification in con·
nection with their o"m formation. The
exemption reaches only the transac·
tions involving formation and does not
extend to subsequent acquisitions by
or from the newly formed corporation.
BACKGROUND INronr.tATION TO § 802.41
Since it is the combination of the
persons that form the new entity (and
not the new entity standing alone)
that presents antitrust issues when a
new corporation is formed, the Notifl·
cation and Report Forms SUbmitted by
the parents of the new corporation
will provide the information necessary
to evaluate the competitive impact of
the combination. Any data relevant to
the intended' activities of the new
entity would appear on the parents'
forms. The new entity would have no
history and its report would provldo
no adcijtional detail with respect to
the consequences of its own formation.
Original § 801.55(b) and revised
§ 802.41 also provided that a newly
formed joint venture (the acquired
person in the formation transo.ction)
need not file notification with respect
to its formation. Final § 802.41 retains
this exemption. Tlie examples to the
rule were revised and enlarged in the
final version to make clear the distinction between formation transactions
and subsequent transactions, as to
which the new entity (or the person
within which it is included) would be
required to file notification. Whenever
a joint venture or other corporation
acquires assets or voting securities of
another person or sells its own assets
or stock-other than in connect.Jon
with its formation-and the criteria of
section '1A(a) are satisfied, it must
comply with the reporting and waiting
requirements of the act like any other
acquiring or acquired person.
No comments were received on this
rule.
')
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SECTION 802.50 ACQUISITIONS OF FOREIGU ASSETS OR OF VOTING SECURITIES
OF A FOREIGN ISSUER BY UNITED STATES
PERSOUS

This rule exempts 'certain acquisItions by United States persons of
assets located outside the United
States or of voting securities of a foreign issuer. It does not apply to acqui>. sitions by foreign persons, which are
treated in § 802.51. The terms "United
States person," "United States issuer,"
"foreign person" and "foreign issuer"
are defined in § 801.l<e).
Paragraph (a) of the rule governs
asset acquisitions. It exempts the acquisition of assets located outside the
United States to which no sales In or
into the United States are attributable. It also exempts the acquisition of
assets> located' outside the United
States to which less· than $10 million
of sales in or into the United States
were attributable during the acquired
person's most recent fiscal year. The
exemption of a foreign assets acquisition by a United States person thus
turns entirely upon the United States
sales, if any, attributable to the assets
to be held. It is of no consequence In
this context whether the acquired
person is a United States person or a.
foreign person.
The term "as a result of" the acquisition is used in the sense described in
§ a01.l3(b). In order to determine
whether this exemption is applicable,
therefore. the acquiring person must
aggregate nIl assets of the acquired
person it is acquiring in the present
transaction and has acquired in the
previous 180 calendar days. If nIl such
assets together had- $10 million or
more in sales attributable to them in
the most recent fiscal year, the exemption is not applicable, as indicated in
example No. 2 to the paragraph.
Paragraph (b) of the rule concerns
voting securities. It exempts acquisitions by United states persons of the
voting securities of a foreign issuer
unless that issuer (together with all
entities it controls) holds assets located in the United States (other than In·
vestment assets arid securities of another person) having an aggregate
book value of $10 million or more, or
made aggregate sales in or into the
United States of $10 million or more in
its most recent fiscal year. The term
"investment assets" is defmed in
§ 801.1(i)(2). The value of these types
of United States assets held by a foreign issuer does not count toward the
$10 million threshold above which the
exemption do~ not apply.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO

§ 802.50

This rule, like its companion rule,

§ 802.51, is intended to exempt several

classes of transactions having only a
limited nexus with United States com-

merce. The commerce crit.erlon of eec·
tion 'lA(a)(l) requires only thnt either
the acQulrlng or the ncqu!red person
be engaged in commerce or In any activity affecting commerce. The act
thus permits coverage of a great many
>transactions that have some or even
predominant foreign aspects. This
rule, like the other "foreign commerce" exemptions, js designed to
exempt some of these ncqulsltlonsthose with only a. minimal Impact on
United States commerce. The CommIs·
sion also recognizes that considerations of comity may be significant In
the area. of international business
transactions. With respect to some acquisitions whose principal Impact is
foreign, It is approprIate for the
agency> In Its discretion to exercise a
self-Imposed limitation and decline to
subject them to the net's requirements. The exemption from the notUlcation and waiting perIod obligations
does not, of course, Imply an exemption from the substantive antitrust
laws.
The rule iIxes the threshold of
impact on United States commerce at
$10 million largely because section
7A(a)(2) of the act uses that figure as
the mlnlmum size for a person In a reportable transaction. In each instance
when foreign assets or voting securities are being acquired .by a United
States person, the ne.xus with United
States commerce will be as great as
that statutory threshold.
The final rule is largely slmllar to revised § 802.50 but Incorporates some
changes. The flnaJ rules partially restructure the foreign commerce exemptions so that nIl ncqulslt10ns by
foreign persons are treated In § 802.51.
which In the revised rules had treated
only acquisItions by foreign persons
from other foreign persons. F.Inal
§ 802.50 applies only to acquisItions by
United States persons. The flnnl rules
thus differentiate between acquisitions by foreign persons and acquisItions by United States persons; the
former must have a more substantIal
link to United States commerce before
they are reportable. For further Information, see the Statement of Basis
and Purpose to § 802.51.
The final rule's reference to "Investment assets" as one of the types of
assets that may be excluded in countIng a. foreIgn issuer's holdings In the
United states pursWUlt to subparagraph (b)(l) represents a. c1a.rlficatlon
and limitatIon of the exclusIon In the
revised rule. That rule would have excluded "assests held solely for investment purposes" from this computation. The purpose of the e.'Cception remains unchanged: To exclude assets
that do not renect a. substantIal busI• ness presence In the United States and
genernUy have little competitive sIgnificance. However, the Commission

doe:> not believe that the term "assets
held solely for Investment purposes"
has any well-understood or admInistmble memJing. Therefore. as implied
In the FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules. the reference to ''assets held solely for investment purposes" has been deleted. See
42 FR at 39047 (Aug. 1. 1977). Instead,
fInal § 802.50(b)(1) instructs the acquiring person to exclude "investment
assets," which are defined In
§ 80l.l(1)(2). as well as voting or nonvoting securitIe:> of another person.
In addition. final § 802.50 refers to
"United States" persons and ''foreign''
issuers. The revised rule had referred
to issuers "domiciled outside the
United States_" As a re..'"U1t of the definitIons inserted In final section
80l.l(e) and the deletIon of the concept of domIcl1e, this reference was altered. See the statement of Basis and
Purpose to section 80l.l(e).
The original rules did not distinguish between acquisitions by foreign
persons and those by United States
persons. Original section 802.35, the
only foreIgn commerce exemption in
those rules, would have exempted acquisitions by any person of voting securities of an issuer not substantially
Involved In United States commerce or
of assets to which no sub..-ta.ntial involvement In United States commerce
was attributable. The revised rules refined this exemption to provide separate exemptions. with differing criteria, depending on the identity of the
acquiring and acquired persons. This is
essentinUy the pattern followed in the
f.lnal fule.
Several comments (e.g., 1059. 1063)
eA-pressed disagreement with the differing treatment accorded to foreign
persons and United States persons.
They argued that the special provisions for foreIgn persons might prejudice American firms abroad. since a
foreIgn firm might prefer to deal with
another foreign firm in order to avoid
a reporting requirement.. This differIne treatment, according to comment
1063, is also Inconsistent with the asserted principle that the antitrust laws
should be enforced without regard to
nationalIty. These comments suggested that a. unIform but higher threshold of Impact on United states commerce should be applicable to nIl foreIgn transactions. Comment 1063. for
example, suggested a $50 million or
even a. $100 million test instead of the
$10 million test in revised section
802.50.
These comments were rejected because it is not clear that transactions
below these higher thresholds are unlikely to violate the antitrust laws. and
because the considerations of comity
that also underlie this exemption were
lessened when a transaction has at
least a $10 million nexus with United
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States commerce. The differing treatment for acquisitions by United States
persons is also justified, since such acquisitions may be more likely to violate the antitrust laws.
Comment 1099 asserted that section
802.50(a)(1) was superfluous, because
assets to which no United States sales
were attributable would also qualify as
assets to which less than $10 million of
United States sales were attributable,
and thus would be exempt under
§ 802.50 (a) (2). However, the structure
of final § 801.15 clarifies the difference
in treatment. Under § 801.15(a)(2),
assets to which no United States sales
are attributable may be disregarded in
determining Whether subsequent acquisitions of assets from the same acquired person meet the $15 million
test of section 7A(a)(3)(B): Such assets
are not considered held by the acquiring person for that purpose. On the
other hand, since § 802.50(a)(2) is
listed in § 80l.l5(b) rather than
§ 801.15(a)(2), assets acquired in transactions exempt under § 802.50(a)(2)
are held for purposes of the $15 million tet of se.ctlon 7A(a)(3)(B), once
the $10 million United States sales
threshold is met. Thus, assets to
which some United States sales were
attributable must be aggregated with
any additional assets that the acquiring person within 180 days agrees to
acquire, for purposes of the $15 million test of section 7A(a)(3)(B), and
hence for determining whether the act
applies. See § 801.13(b)(2) and §801.15,
and the Statement of Basis and Purpose to those rules.
SECTION 802.51 ACQUISITIONS BY FOREIGN
PERSONS
This rule exempts certain acquisitions by foreign persons, a term defined in § 801.1<e). Paragraphs (a)
through <d) of the rule describe the
circumstances in which the exemption
applies.
Paragraphs (a) and (c) relate to asset
acquisitions. Paragraph (a) exempts
all acquisitions by foreign persons of
assets located outside the United
States. In contrast with the exemption
in § 802.50(a), which treats acquisitions
of foreign of foreign assets by United
States persons, this exemption does
not depend upon the United States
sales, if any, attributable to the foreign assets. Paragraph (c) exempts
assets. Paragraph (c) exempts acquisitions by foreign persons of less than
$10 million of assets (excluding investment assets) in the United States. The
term "investment assets" is defined in
§ 1801.(1)(2).
.
Paragraph (b) relates to voting securities acquisitions. It exempts acquisi·
tions by foreign persons of voting securities of foreign issuers, except in
two circumstances. If the acquisition
of the foreign issuer will give the ac-

quiring foreign person control either
of an issuer that holds assets (other
than investment assets) located in the
United States with an aggregate book
value of $10 million or more, or of a
United States issuer with annual net
sales or total assets of $10 million or
more, the acquisition is not exempt
under paragraph <b). Example 2 illustrates this paragraph.
Paragraph (d) applies to both voting
securities and asset acquisitions. It
exempts all transactions in which both
the acquiring and the acquired persons are foreign persons, unless either
their aggregate annual sales in or into
the United States, or their aggregate
total assets located in the United
States, total $110 million or more.
Note that paragraphs <a) through (d)
are to be read in the alternative, and
that an acquisition is exempt if any
one (or more) of these paragraphs is
satisfied. For example, if a foreign
person acquires $20 million of assets
located in the United States from another foreign person, the transaction
is not exempt under paragraph (c), but
it may still be exempt under paragraph (d), depending on the United
States sales and assets of the acquiring
and acquired persons.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.51
Like § 802.50, this rule exempts certain acquisitions by foreign persons
because of their minimal relationship
to United States commerce. See the
Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§802.50.
As explained in the Statement of
Basis and Purpose to § 802.50, this
treatment represents a change from
the revised rules, which distinguished
from all other foreign-commerce
transactions those acquisitions involving only foreign persons. All other
transactions with foreign aspects
could be exempted only under the
more limited exemption of revised
§ 802.50.
This change was made in the final
rules because the Commission believes
that an anticompetitive impact upon
United States commerce is less likely
to occur when a foreign person is acquiring foreign assets or voting securities, regardless of who the acquired
person is. Since the anticompetitive
impact, if any, results from the transfer of the stock or assets to the acquiring person, the identity of the acquiriIig person is of greater antitrust significance than the identity of the acquired person. In' addition, considerations of comity are more significant
whenever a foreign person is the acquiring person. Therefore, the final
rules distinguish acquisitions by foreign persons, which benefit from the
broader exemption of this rule, from
acquisitions by United States persons,
which may be exempt under § 802.50.

Paragraph (a) of the rule states that
the acquisition by a foreign person of
foreign assets is never reportable. Acquisitions by foreign persons of foreign assets generally have a less substantial,connection with United States
commerce, regardless of any United
States sales attributable to the assets,
and are therefore less likely to violate
the antitrust laws. Paragraph (c) provides that the acquisition by a foreign
person of less than $10 million of
United States assets is not reportable.
This threshold was adopted in part to
parallel the size-of-person tests in section 7A(a)(2) and the exemption in
§ 802.20(0.).
Paragraph (b) sets out criteria for
acquisitions of voting securities of foreign issuers roughly parallel to the exemption of voting securities acquisitions below a minimum dollar amount
in §802.20.
Paragraph (d) is SUbstantially identical to revised § 802.51Ca)(1) and thus
retains an aggregate sales or assets
test for acquisitions involving only foreign persons. The $110 million threshold was adopted to approximate the
criteria of section '1A(a)(2), which ptovide various combinations of total
assets or annual net sales requirements, each totaling $110 million. It
appears appropriate and consistent'
with congressional intent not to
exempt a transaction involving two
foreign persons with a United States
presence similar in size to the general
criteria of the act for all persons. Note
that unlike the section 7A(a)(2) test,
the test of §802.51Cd) can be met, e.a.,
by a foreign acquiring person with
United States sales of $60 million and
a foreign acquired person with such
sales of $50 million.
Like final §802.50, final §802.51 uses
the term "investment assets" for the
first time and· deletes the concept of
"domicile" found in the revised rules,
For the reasons for these cht'..nges, see
the Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§ 802.50.
Comment 1035 criticized the revised
rule for allegedly placing an inappropriate barrier in the path of a foreign
company contemplating a U.S. acquisition. The final 'rules reject this comment and retain a reporting and waiting period requirement in most cases
when a foreign person acquires the
stock of a U.S. issuer or assets located
in the United States. The transfer of
SUCh voting securities or assets, even
to a foreign person, is considered to be
of potential competitive significance.
When the transaction is otherwise reportable, there is no doubt of U.S. jurisdiction and the potential antitrust
concerns outweigh any considerations
of comity.
Comment 1099 argued that a greater
nexus to U.S. commerce should be requirea before acquisitions involving
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only foreign persons are subject to the
act. The comment cited cOl)Siderations
of comity and the greater interest, a
foreign country may have-in the trans·
action, and suggested that the reporting and waiting period obligations
might be reduced in situations when
only foreign' persons are involved.
Comment 1100 also cited comity as a
reason not to impose a waiting period
on "non-U.S. transactions" or on companies domiciled in countries with a
greater interest in the transaction. Although final § 802.51 provides several
exemptions for acquisitions involving.
only foreign persons, the Commission
did not choose to ,broaden these exemptions further. The reason is that
the Commission believes acquisitions
not exempt under §802.51 potentially
important
anticompetitive
have
impact upon U.S. commerce. The con·
siderations of comity cited in the com·
ments have been taken into account in
framing the exemption. Therefore, the
suggestion in comment 1099 that the
reporting and waiting period obligations be reduced for reportable transactions involving foreign perSons was
rejected.
. Comment 1100 noted that since the
$110 million threshold of §802.51(d)
involves aggregating the U.s. sales or
assets of both persons in the transac:.
tion. an acquisition by a foreign
person with no U.S. contacts of a foreign person with $110 million in U.s.
sales may be reportable. The comment
suggested that a minimum of $10 million in U.S. saleS or assets by both for- •
eign persons be required. since it
viewed as extremely unlikely the
chances that ~ violation of U.S. law
could result if the acquiring person
had no U.S. contacts. This suggestion
was rejected. The Commission does
not view it as unlikely that an antitrust violation can arise when a foreign person with no sales or assets in
the Umted States makes an acquisition of a person with substantial U.s.
assets or sales.
Similarly, comment 1116 argued that
all transactions 'involving only foreign
persons are unlikely to violate' the
antitrust laws and urged their exemption. This suggestion was rejected. In
the limited circumstances in which
such transactions are reportable, there
will always be a significant impact on
U.S. commerce in terms of assets,
sales, or both.
_ For a .discussion of the comments on
the differing treatment accorded to
foreign firms and U.S. firms, see the
Statement of Basis and Purposes to
§802.50.
§ 802.52 ACQUISITIONS BY OR FROM
FOREIGN GOVERNMENT!IL CORPORATIO!'S

This rule exempts certain acquisitions of assets or voting securities in
which a foreign governmental cOrPora-

tion is a participant. The acquisitions sons rather than cOrPorations (as sugexempted by the rule are those of ge..,.·ted hy comment 1072). for consistassets located within a. foreign s.tate, ency with the rest of the rules-.
or of voting securIties of an issuer or· Second, the revised rule would have
ganized under the laws of a. foreign exempted only acquisitions "solely" of
state, If the ultimate parent entity of assets located within the foreign state
either the acquiring person or the ac- or voting securities of a foreign issuer.
quired person Is controlled by the for- The final rule deletes the word
eign state, the government of that "solely," so that the exemption applies
state, or an agency thereof.
even if assets or voting securities locatSince foreign states, foreign govern- ed outside the foreign state in ques-'
ments, and agencies thereof (other tion. e.g., in the United States. are also
than COrPorations engaged in com- being acquired in a transaction. In
merce) are not "entitles" as defined in such a situation only the nonexempt
§801.l<a)(2), they therefore cannflt be portion of the transaction Is reporta"persons," nor can they be included ble. See § 803.2(c)(2). Last, the final
within "persons," under § 801.Ha)(D. rule substitutes the concept of "OrgaThe act does not apply to acquisitions nized under the laws" of a foreign
by or from foreign governments be- state for the undefined and potentialcause the act applies only to acquIsi· ly ambiguous term "domicile" used in
tions of assets or voting securities by' the revised rule. See the Statement of
or from persons. See section '7A(a). Basis and Purpose to § 801.l(e).
The act does apply to acquisitions of
Comments 1063 and 1072 recom.voting securities of noncontrolled mended-- that § 802.52(b) should
(third-party) issuers from foreign gov- exempt acqu1s:itions of voting securiernments, since the foreign state then ties when the issuer's principal place
would not be the acquired person; but of business, rather than its place of infor the same reason, in such cases this cOrPoration. Is the foreign state inrule would not apply. ThIs rule thus volved. The suggestion was rejected
concerns only acquisitions by corPora· because comity considerations, as well
tions engaged in commerce that are ul· as the potential act of State defense.
timately controlled by foreign govern- are strongest in the case of an issuer
ments, or acquisitions of the voting se- 'Incorporated in the relevant foreign
curities or assets of such corPorations. state.
An example illustrates the rule.
Comment 1063 argued that if foreign governmental COrPorations must
BACKGROUND INFoRMATION n> § 802.52
IDe notillcation with the agencies for
The transactions exempted' by this nonexempt acquisitions, American
rule are considered to be so directly in- firms may become handicapped in
volved with the acts of foreign states competing for business transactions
within their own borders as to merit involving foreign governmental corpoexemption. Since the interests of a rations. Citing comity and the desirsovereign are generally paramount ability of American firms participating
within its own borders, to require Do in such transactions, the comment
State-controlled COrPoration to IDe no. urged that foreign governmental cortification with respect to these trans- porations be exempted from filing no.
actions might violate principles of in- tification even when the acquisition
ternational comity. In addition, acquI· was not exempt. This recommendation
sitions or dispositions by corPorations was rejected. Sections 802.50 and
controlled by a foreign government of 802.51 exempt acquisitions in which
assets located within the foreign coun- the United States lacks a sub.::.-tantial
try are in many cases considered acts Interest in or nexus to the acquisition.
of State and may be substantively This rule exempts acqu1s:itions that
might give rise to particularly sensiimmune from U.S. antitrust law.
ThIs exemption appeared in substan- tive issues of comity. When neither ratially similar form in revised § 802.52; tionale applies and the acquisition is
it did not appear in the original rules. not exempt, the Interest- of the United
However, the final rule changes three States in comprehensive evaluation of
generally outweigh
provisions of the revised rule. First, the acqu1s:ition
the revised rule would have required the foreign state's Interest- in avoiding
the acquiring or acquired person to be the burden of flllng notification.
a COrPoration more than hal! of whose Moreover. adopting the suggestion
voting securities are held by a foreign would undercut the dlstlnction made
state before the exmptlon applied; the between governments. whether forfinal Me requires the ultimate parent eign or domestic, which are not subentity of either person to be controlled ject to the act, and governmental corby a foreign state. The change makes porations, which in general are subject
clear that the exemption Is equally ap- to the act. See § 801.1(a)(2) and its
plicable If the involvement of the gov· Statement of Basis and Purpose. Acernmental corporation Is effected cordingly. all persons, including forthrough subsidiaries. The change also eign governmental COrPorations. must
substitutes control for the "more than me notification with respect to nonexhalf" formulation and refers to per· empt acquisitions.

wm
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In the FEDERAL REGISTER notice ac- ments by national banks, must enter
companying the revised rules. the into an agreement with the Board,
Commission stated that it would con- under 12 U.S.C. 603, to restrict its opsider excluding from the exemption erations or conduct its business in
indirect acguisitions of assets located such manner or under such limitations
in the United States and indirect ac- as the Board may prescribe. This type
quisitions of voting securities of of cOrPoration is knovm as an "agreeUnited States issuers. 42 FR at 39045 ment" cOrPoration.
(August 1. 1977). The Department of
A national bank may also, under secState in its comment (1072) opposed tion 25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act,
narrowing the exemption, citing the 12 U.S.C. 611-631 (the "Edge Act"),
considerations supporting the exemp- invest in the stock of a United States
tion. and the likelihood that the agen- or foreign corporation (known as an
cies would learn of any acquisition of "Edge Act cOrPoration") chartered
interest to them from public sources. with the Board's approval to engage in
In view of this comment, the final rule foreign or international banking or
did not adopt the change proposed in other foreign financial operations. An
Edge Act cOrPoration may, with the
the FEDERAL REGISTER. '
Board's consent, acquire and hold
SECTION 802.53 CERTAIN FOREIGN
stock of foreign non-banking compaBANKING TRANSACTIONS
nies that do not transact any business
This rule exempts acquisitions that in the United States other than activirequire the consent or approval of the ties incidental to their international or
Board of Governors of the Federal Re- foreign business. 12 U.S.C. 615.
All of these types Of investments reo
serve System ("the Board") under section 25 or section 25(a) of the Federal quire the consent or approval of the
Reserve Act from the requirements of Board and are thus exempted by this
the act on the same basis as those rule. The Board, in granting or withtransactions listed in section 7A(c}(8). holding this consent, is empowered by
which require approval of the Board section 11 of the Clayton Act,' 15
under section 4 of the Bank Holding U.S.C. 21, to enforce section 7 of the
Clayton Act as it applies to stock acCompany Act.
The rule applies only to acquisitions quisitions by banks, banking associby national banks of securities of enti- ations and trust companies. The
ties engaged in foreign or internation- Board's policy is to refer to the Assistal banking. which according to the ap- ant Attorney General all applications
plicable statutes and Board regula- received pursuant to those provisions
tions transact, at most. only minimal that appear to present antitrust issues.
business in the United States. This.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.53
rule. like section 7A(c)(8). requires
that copies of all information and docThis rule had no counterPart in the
umentary material filed with the original or the revised rules. Several
Board be contemporaneously filed comments (e.g., 90, 91;-1071) suggested
with the antitrust agencies at least 30 that a new rule be inserted to exempt
days prior to consummation of the ac- these acquisitions. The major reason
quisition. One of the provisions of they are exempted in th,e final rules is
§ 802.6 is also made applicable to filto achieve similarity of treatment with
ingS under this rule: Instead of filing acquisitions subject to the approval of
with the antitrust agencies all docu- the Board under section 4(c)(13) of
ments filed with the Board. the re- the Bank _Holding Company Act of
porting persons may provide an index 1956, which are exempted under sec-.
describing all such material together tion 7A(c)(8). The standards apelicawith a certification that any such in- ble to those transactions-acquisitions
formation not provided will be pro- by bank holding companies of shares
vided within 10 calendar days of a re- of companies that do not do business
quest to do so.
in the United States except as an inciUnder section 25 of the Federal Re- dent to their foreign business-are
serve Act, 12 U.S.C. 601-604. a national substantially the same as those applibank may. with the Board's approval. cable to agreement and Edge Act corinvest directly in the"stock of a foreign porations. In each case, similar restricbank not engaged in any activity in tions limit the amount of U.S. business
the United States (except activities that may be conducted by a company
that, in the judgment of the Board. in which a national bank has an interare incidental to its international or est.
Accordingly, in each case the reforeign business). Under the same section, a national bank, With the Board's quirement of prior approval by the
approval. may also make indirect in- Board, along with the Board's working
vestments in foreign banks by acquir- relationship with the Assistant Attoring stock in a U.S. corporation princi- ney General, should, in conjunction
pally engaged in international or for- .with the requirement that the antieign banking, either directly or trust agencies receive copies of the
through foreign SUbsidiaries. Such a material filed with the Board (or incorporation, to be eligible for invest- dexes of such documents) 30 days in

advance of consummation. suffice to
identify any potential competitive
problems. The final rules thus take
the position that it would be inconsistent to require that investments made
pursuant to sections 25 or 25(a) of the
Federal Reserve Act fully comply with
the notification and waiting period requirements, while similar acquisitions
made pursuant to section 4(c)(13) of
the Bank Holding Company Act have
a qualified exemption.
Some of the transactions exempted
by this rule may also be exempt from
the act by virtue of § 802.50, which,
inter alia, exempts certain acquisitions
of voting securities of foreign issuers
by U.S. persons. But when Edge Act
and agreement corporations are U. S.
'persons, acquisitions of their stock by
a national bank will never be exempted by § 802.50.
Several comments (e.g.• 90. 91; 1071>
recommended that transactions requiring Board approval under either
the Bank Holding Company Act or the
Federal Reserve Act be completely
exempted from all reporting. inclUding
the section 7A(c)(8) requirement of
contemporaneous filing. They asserted
that these types of transactions are
not likely to violate the antitrust laws,
since the only companies in which an
interest may be acquired are those
with only incidental activities in the
United States. This approach was rejected. The Commission believes that
such transactions may present antitrust concerns. The Federal Reserve
-Board's comment (91) itself noted that
three applications for approval have in
the past been referred to the Assistant
Attorney General for review. The procedure provided in section 7A(c)(8)
should be adequate to identify any
other such transactions that may pose
competitive questions.
SECTION 802.60 ACQUISITIONS DY
SECURITIES UNDERWRITERS
This rule exempts acquistions of
voting securities if (1) the acquiring
person is acting as a securities underwriter. (2) the acquisition is made in
the ordinary course of the business of
the acquiring person, and (3) the acquisition is made in the process of underwriting. Because securities underwriters that purchase shares from issuers for resale to securities dealers or
the investing public become beneficial
o\'mers of those securities prior to
resale. and because such temporary
holdings may exceed the limitations of
§ 802.64(b)(5), many acquisitions made
'in the process of an underwriting are
subject to the act and, but for this exemption. would be reportable.
For the exemption to apply. the acquiring person must be functioning as
in underwriter with respect to the particular voting securities to be acquired.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.60

SECTION 802.63

CERTAm

TRA1~SACTIONS

BY CREDITORS Arm msURE:RS
This exemption'is appropriate be- .
cause a securities underwriter purThis rule exempts from the requIrechasing shares under the circum- ments of the act certain types of acstances stated in the rule typically . quisitions made by credItors and Insurdoes not retain those shares for any ers in the ordInary course of business.
period of time or use those shares to The rule should be read In conjunc• influence the management of the tion with section 7A(c)(1l), which
issuer. As long as all three limiting exempts "acquisitions, solely for the
conditions in the rule are satisfied at purpose of investment, by any bank,
the time of acquisition. the acquisition banking association. trust company,
is exempt, regardless of the length of investment company, or insurance
time the shares may subsequently be company, of (A) voting securIties purretained by the underwriter. However, suant to a plan or reorganization or
during the time that such. shares dissolution; or (B) assets In the ordlremain in the hands of the underwrit- nary course of Its business," and secei, they are "held" by the underwriter tion 7A(c)(1), which exempts "acquislfor purposes of § 80l.Hc). Thus if the tions of goods or realty transferred In
underwriter acquires any additional the ordInary course of business."
shares not in the process of underwritParagraph (a) of the rule exempts
ing, it must aggregate the shares to be several types of acquisitions by cred!acquired with any shares that are still tors: Acquisitions of collateral or reheld as a result of an acquisition that celvables, acquisitions In foreclosure or
was exempt under § 802.60, in order to upon default, acquisItions In connecdetermine Whether the subsequent tion with the establishment ot a lease
transaction is reportable.
financing and acquisitions In connecOriginal § 802.10(a) exempted acqul- tion wIth a bona fIde debt work-out.
sitions by brokers or dealer in securi- The rule provides that such acquIslties if the acq.uistioil was made in the tions are exempt only "l! made by a.
credItor In a bona fide credIt tra.nsacprocess of underwriting. Revised tion entered Into In the ordlnary
§ 802.62 extended the exemption to Course of the credItor's business." Any
any person (not. just a broker or transaction made with the primary
dealer) but added the requirements
ti ti
f
te din
dIt t th
that (1) the person be actina an un- mo va on 0 ex n g cre
0
e
.....,
debtor, as opposed to a transaction
derwriter and making the acquisition structured as a ilnanclng tra.nsactIon
for its own account, and (2) the acqul- for purpose of evading a. reporting resition be made in the normal course of quirement, may be considered "bona
business, solely for investment pur- fide."
poses, and in the process of an underParagraph (b) exempts acquisitions
writing. The final rule deletes the sep- by insurers pursuant to a condItion In
arate requirement that the acquisition an insurance contract relating to fidelbe made by the underwriter for its ity, surety or casualty obllgations. The
own account, since acquisitions by un· rule thus exempts acquisitions comderwriter in the process of underwrit- monly made In connection with an Ining normally satisfy that requirement. surer's normal insurance business. It
Moreover, if an acquisition were made does not exempt purchases of voting
for the· account of another person. securities or assets made by insurance
that person. rather- than the under- companies as Investors In securities
writer, would hold the securities and markets or elsewhere. Those transacwould thus be subject to reporting ob· tfons may, however, be e."empt unde
ligations. See § 80l.Hc).
section 7A(c)(9) and § 802.9, or under
Comment 1091 also suggested delet- § 802.64ing the requirement that an acquisition by an underwriter be made solely
BACKGROUND INFoRMATION TO § 802.63
for investment purposes. The com·
This rule· exempts certain routine
ment pointed out that such purchases transactions by credItors and Insurers
normally are not made "for invest- In the ordinary course of business.
ment," as that term. is generally un· They are typically not undertaken
derstood, but rather for resale. The with the Intention of influencing the
Commission iiI-eed with the com- affairs of the acquired person or even
ment's suggestion that if an under- necessarily with the Intention of
writer is "acting as a secuiities under- making an Investment. The acquiring
writer" when purchasing voting securi- person may not desire to retain the acties "in the process of underwriting," • quired property, such as assets or
the additional requirement that the stock acquired In default or forecloacquisition be solely for the purpose of sure situations, and the acquired
investment is unnecessary to insure assets or stock may frequently be disthat the underwriter's purchase will posed of as speed1Iy as possible. Many
not likely be used to influence the transactions covered by this rule occur
management of the issuer; This limit- by operation of law, such as acquIsIing requirement was therefore deleted tions by insurance companies of Infrom the final rule.
sured property upon payment of a.

as

claim under a casualty-loss insurance
contract. In general, these acquisitions
take place In cIrcumstances and for
reasons dIfferent from those underlyIng corporate mergers, acquisitions,
tender offers, and siiniIar transactions.
These transactions occur with great
frequency In the insurance. banking,
and finance industries. To interpose
the act.'s notlfIcatIon and waiting
perIod requirements before such acquisitions would severly impede the
normal and e--"sentIal procedures of
these Industries v.ithout achieving aIJy
significant gaIn·In antitrust enforcement.
The original rules did not contain
any exemption for creditors and insurers, During the first comment period.
however, the Commission specifically
solicIted comments on the proper interpretation of section 7A(c}(1l).
Statements were reque.:,1:ed on the
questions of "with what frequency,
and under what cIrcumstances, do
banks, banking assocIations, trust companies, Investment companies, and insurance companies acquire voting securities purimant to a. plan of reorganization or dissolution. or assets (as distinguished from securIties) in the
normal course of business," and "to
what extent the reporting and waiting
requirements of (the act) may impede
normal business practices by such
companies," 41 FR. at 55490 (December 20, 1976). Revised § 802.63 was
drafted In response to a large number
of comments from the banking and insurance communities explaining the
reasons for
exempting various
common types of transactions In their
industries.
For example, with respect to creditors' transactions, comment 90 described several customary bank f"mancIng transactions that the comment
considered not. competitively significant. The comment observed that
banks often engage in lease f"mancings,
condItional sales transactions, and
other arrangements In which they receive a. security Interest In property of
various types, Including voting securities. Transfers of property in foreclosure situations, Including transfers to
banks from their customers, are also
common banking transactions. In
credIt transactions, banks frequently
purchase from customers large quantities of accounts receivable, which may
well exceed $15 million in value or be
more than 15 percent of the custom.er's assets. The comment argued that
these and slmllar common bank financing transactions have no competitive signIficance since they do not
transfer to banking Institutions managerial control over signIficant competitive assets; Indeed, they may increase competition by assisting companles to raise needed capital. The comment suggested a broad exemption of
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all acquisitions of voting securites or
assets "by or from a bank or banking
association in the ordinary course of
its business."
Comment 97 suggested that acquisitions by financial institutions of
voting securities be exempt if they
arise from an event stipUlated in a
loan contract, such as a default. The
comment stated that such acquisitions
may be involuntary and thus may not
be accompanied by an intent to obtain
control. Moreover, banks are generally
prohibited by law from holding securities for their own interest and must
dispose of any they own within a specified time. Comment 102 also urged
the exemption of acquisitions of stock
or assets upon foreclosure. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in
its comment (56) also noted that section 7A(c)(11) appears to exempt relatively temporary acquisitions by banks
arising from the liquidation of a defaulted loan.
With respect to transactions by insurers, several comments (e.g., 73, 71;
83, 98, 110) recommended that various
types of transactions made in the
normal course of the business of insurance be exempted. Specifically, comment 77 urges that acquisitions of securites or assets by an insurer pursuant to its insurance claims or surety
operations be exempt. The comment
explained that after an insurance company issues a surety bond to quarantee
the performance of services by a building contractor, it may acquire some or
all of the contractor's assets if the
latter defaults. Alternatively, an insurance company often gains title, by operation of law, to the assets of an insured or a third party after it has paid
a claim relating to those assets-for
example, when a large quantity of
stock certificates are lost by an insured brokerage firm and the insurance company pays the loss. If any of
the certificates are- later found, they
become the insurer's property. The
comment also noted that insurance
companies, like banks and finance
companies, frequently acquire the
stock or assets of corporations pursuant to bankruptcy reorganizations,
foreclosures, and similar proceedings
relating to loan defaults, and urged
the exemption of such acquisitions.
These comments, like the comments
relating to creditors' transactions, all
noted that in the acquisitions for
which an exemption was proposed, the
acquiring person has no intention of
permanently acquiring any business
assets.
Revised § 802.63 thus exempted acquisitions by creditors in bona fide
credit transactions entered into in the
ordinary course of the creditor's business, of collateral, in foreclosure, or
upon default. It also exempted acquisitions by an insurer in the ordinary

course Of business, pursuant to a suretyship contract, or in the exercise of a
right of subrogation.
The final rule represents an expansion of the exemption granted in the
revised rule. Several comments on the
revised 'rule suggested that it would
not have exempted certain -types of
credit transactions that generally raise
no antitrust concern. First, since the
terms "creditor" and "credit transaction" were not defined, several comments (e.g., 1050, 1059, 1062) suggested
that it was not clear whether transactions such as lease financings, conditional sales contracts, factoring operations, and other hybrid credit arrangements, which might be interpreted as assets acquisitions, were exempt.
In a common type of lease financing,
several equity investors contribute
part of the cost of the leased equipment to a trustee (the owner trustee).
The owner trustee, usually a commercial bank, then borrows the rem..JI.ining
funds from other investors (usually
other institutional investors) and purchases the equipment, which is then
leased to the actual user. Often, a
second trust is established that takes a
security interest in the leased property
to protect the rights of the equity investors. The comment argued that
none of these various "acquisitions"
should be subject to the act. Any uncertainty on this point was removed in
the final rule, which now specifically
exempts transactions in connection
with a bona fide lease financing.
Comment 1073 also suggested that
the revised rule, which was limited to
acquisitions of collateral in foreclosure
or upon default, failed to exempt certain functionally similar transactions
in which no formal foreclosure or default takes place. The term "collateral," the comment stated, may be limited to the acquisition of a security interest.in tangible rather than intangible property, and the use of the words
"in a bona fide credit transaction"
might be interpreted as not including
acquisitions by a creditor made at
some time other than the commencement of a credit transaction or not
specifically identified with a particular
credit transaction. For example, in a
bona fide debt work-out, a transaction
whereby all or part of a debtor's obligations to one or mQre creditors are reorganized, the debtor's assets or votilig
securities, which may not technically
be termed collateral, may be conveyed
to a creditor. The comment argued
that the economic and business realities of such transactions are substantially identical to the foreclosure of a
pre-existing security interest and thus
should be treated similarly. The final
rule adopts this .suggestion and
exempts acquisitions of receivables in
credit transactions and acquisitions in

connection with bona fide debt worl~
outs.
Several comments (e.g., 1031, 1103)
also suggested that the exemption in
the revised rules for acquisitions by insurers was unclear. These comments
pointed out that the revised rule may
not have exempted certain acquisitions by insurers arising out of re-·
quirements in insurance contracts that
technically were considered neither
suretyship contracts nor acquisitions
pursuant to rights of subrogation.
Since the revised rule sought to
exempt all acquisitions by insurers in
the ordinary course of business occurring pursuant to conditions in contracts of insurance, the final rule
exempts acquisitions arIsing from conditions in fidelity, surety, and casualty
contracts.
Several comments (e.g., 1038, 1070,
1073) also maintained that the revised
rule did not adequately solve a number
of creditor's-rights problems arising
from public auction or bankrupcy
sales. They stated that application of
the statute to such transactions might
chill bidding by large companies and
hinder such sales generally, since
speed is often a critical factor in protecting creditors' interests. They
therefore suggested that sales undor
the supervision of a bankruptcy court
be exempt, and, more generally, that
sales by creditors and insurers of property obtained pursuant to foreclosure
or default.be exempt so that creditors
can obtain maximum value for foreclosed collateral. These recommendations were rejected. Purchases at
bankruptcy sales may pose antitrust
concerns, as may subsequent dispositions of property acquired pursuant to
a credit relationship. A bankrUptoy
court has no responsibility to consider
antitrust issues relating to dispositions
of the debtor's property. Any timing
problems resulting from the necessity
to observe the waiting period may bo
mitigated by requests for early termination of the waiting period under sections 7A(b)(2) and 803.11.
The final rule specifically exempts
acquisitions of receivables in connection with a bona fide credit transaction. Thus an assignment of accounts
receivable, with or without recourse, is
exempt. Such transactions are crucial
to the operation of consumer sales and
credit institutions and, although they
may occasionally meet the criteria of
section 7A(a) of the act, they do not
generally have antitrust Unplications.
But for this rule, such assignments of
receivables would not be exempt: although receivables are typically transferred in the ordinary course of business, they are neither goods nor
realty. Cf. section 7A(c)(1).
Furthermore, there is an explicit
reference in the legislative history of
the act to the fact that these acquisi-
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tions ought to be exempt. Explaining
the differences between the final bill
and the original' House and Senate
versions, Senator Philip Hart stated
on the floor of the Senate:

~

Section 7A(c)(2) exempts acquisitions of
bonds. mortgages. deeds of trusts, or other
obligations which are not voting securities
and section 7A(c)(1) exempts acquisitions or
goods or realty transferred in the ordinarY
course of business. It is the intention of the
managers that these provisions exempt consumer receivables and loans or other obligations, which are not voting securities. which
are tJ:aditional financing arrangements and
which normally are sold to banks or other
lmancing agencies and acquired in the
normal course of business.
122 Congo Rec. S15417 (dally ed.. Sept. 8,
1976~.-

SECTION 802.64 ACQUISITIONS OF VOTING
SECURITIES BY CERTAIN INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS

This rule provides a higher initial reporting threshold than that contained
in section 7A(a)(3) of the act for certain voting securities purchases made
by institutional investors. The rule
does not apply to acquisitions of
assets. Paragraph (a) of the rule lists
the types of entities, denominated institutional investors, which may be entitled to the rule's special treatment.
- Paragraph (b) exempts acquisitions of
voting securities by institutional investors whenever the conditions set forth
in subparagraphs (b)(l) through (b)(5)
are satisfied. Paragraph (c) sets forth
two exceptions to the exemption-situations when the exemption does not
apply even though paragraph (b)'s
conditions are met.
Paragraph (a) of the rule _contains
an exclusive list of fourteen types of
entities that can qualify for the rule's
special treatment. Subject to the exceptions contained in paragraph (c),
paragraph (b) exempts acquisitions of
voting securities made by institutional
investors as a result of which the acquiring person's holdings either would
not exceed 15 percent, or would not
exceed $25 million, of the issuer's
voting secunties, so long as four other
conditions are met. First, the acquisition must be made by an entity that is
one of the types of institUtional investors listed in paragraph (a) of the rule.
Second, the acquisition must be made
in the ordinatry course of the institutional investor's business. Third, the
acquisition must be made "solely for
the purpose of investment" as that
term is defined in § 801.1(i)(l). Finally,
as a result of the acquisition th~ acquiring person must not control the
issuer.
_
1f each of these conditions is met,
the rule effectively eliminates the initial statutory reporting threshold of
section 7A(a)(3) and § 80l.l<h)(l). The
rule allows an institutional investor to

acquire voting securIties without being
subject to the requirements of the Act
until Its holdings exceed both 15 percent and $25 mllllon. The acquisItion
that would first result In a. holding exceedlng both 15 percent and $25 mlllion In value Is reportable, and the
waiting perIod must be observed. Once
this initIal reporting threshold Is'
crossed, further acquisitions by Instltutional investors are treated exactly
like those of other acquiring persons.
Note that an Instltutlonalinvestor will
never have to make a. subsequent
report upon reaching the 15 percent
threshold of § 801.1Ch)(2), since that
threshold will be surpassed by the exemption provIded In this rule. Thus,
only the 25 percent threshold of
§ 801.1Ch)(3) and the 50 percent
threshold of § 801.1(h)(4) will apply.
In addition, since § 802.64(b)(5)
refers to the holdings of the acquiring
person, rather than the acquiring institutlonal Investor entity, the rule
does not permit each institutional investor within the same person to hold
15 percent and $25 mllllon worth of an
issuer'5o voting securIties before reporting. That limitation thus applies to
the aggregate holdings of all InstltutionalInvestor entItIes included within
the same person.
Paragraph (c) contains two limitations to the e.xemptlon granted by
paragraph (b). These exceptions apply
even though all of the conditions in
paragraph (b) are satis(Jed. If either of
these limiting conditions exists. the institutlonal investor's acquisItions are
not exempt under paragraph (b). and
the normal reporting thresholds of
sectIon 7A(a)(3) and § 801.1Ch) apply.
The first exception. § 802.64(c)(l).
provides that when the voting securities of an InstitutIonnI Investor are
being acquired, If the acquiring person
includes an institutIonal investor
entity of the same type as the Issuer
or an entIty controlled by the Issuer.
the exemptIon does not apply. For this
purpose, each of the numbered sulr
paragraphs in paragraph Ca) of the
rule is a "type." The second limitatIon,
§ 802.64(c)(2), withdraws the exemption granted in paragraph (b) whenever any voting securities of the Issuer
whose voting securities are to be acquired are already held by an entity
included within the acquiring person
that is not also an instItutional Investor.
BACKGROUND INFoIWATION TO § 802.64
By providing a higher initial reporting threshold for voting securities purchases by instItutIonal Investors, this
rule was designed to minimize the act's
impact upon these entitles' normal operatlons. The antlcompetltive potential of the transactions exempted by
the rule Is low, and acquisItions by instltutional Investors that may have

competitive signifIcance should be
reached by the notification threshold
of this rule or by one of the exceptions
of paragraph (c).
Paragraph (a) lists the types of entitlee entitled to the exemption. Acquisitions by any of the types of entitles
listed In paragraph Ca) of the rule are
likely to have a relatively insubstantfal effect on competition, assuming
that the conditions described in paragraph Cb) exist and that neither of the
exceptions In paragraph (c) apply.
Some of these investors, such as nonprofit entities, are constrained by law
or by their charters from participating
in the management of most business
corporatIons. Pension trusts. insurance
companIes and others are limited by
their fiduciary duty to the ultimate
benefIciaries of their investment. Entities such as broker-dealers and investment companies frequently engage in
acquisitions that may meet the criteria of the act. but they generally have
no interest in affecting the management of the companies whose stock
they buy. The rule thus attempts to
reduce the disruption of the securities
markets that could result from requiring them to report and observe a waiting period before such acquisitions.
The conditions in paragraph (b> are
intended to assure that the acquisitions exempted are in fact unlikely to
violate the antitrust laws. Subparagraphs (b)(l) and (b)C2) simply state
the basic criterion that the acquisition
of voting securities must be made in
the ordinary course of business by an
institutional investor. as dermed in
paragraph Cal. Subparagraph (b)(3>,
requiring that the purchase be made
"solely for the purpose of investment," as defined in § 80l.1m. excludes from the exemption any acqui5Itions made by lnstltutional investors
with the intent of influencing management. The reasoning behind this exemption does not apply to such investments. and therefore they are treated
like ordinary acquisitions. Similarly.
the exclusion of control actroisitions in
subparagraph (b)C4) is necesSary. since
If an lnstltutional investor gains control, it will invariably participate in
the management of the issuer. SUbparagraph Cb)(5). which states the special
slze-of-transaction test for such acquisitlons. Is designed to permit the majority of them to be exempt, while retalnlng the act's coverage for the very
largest ones. which may, because of
their size. have anticompetitive consequences.
The limitations contained in paragraph (c) are designed to impose. the
act's usunI reporting and waiting
period requirements on acquisitions
that seem to pose a greater potential
for anticompetitive impact even
though the criteria of paragraph Cb>
are satisfIed. Acquisitions described by
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subparagraph (c)(l) may indicate increasing concentration in an area of
commerce related to the ,business of
the 'type of institutional investor ac·
quired. And the limitation of subparagraph '(c)(2), which withdraws the exemption whenever any voting securities of the issuer are held by an entity
included within the acquiring person
that is not also an institutional investor, is present because the existence of
such holdings calls into question the
investment intent of the acquiring
person. In each case, the special treatment for institutional investors afforded by the rule is not extended.
The original rules did not address acquisitions by institutional investors.
Instead, the FEDERAL REGISTER notice
accompanying their publication contained a "Statement With Respect to
Certain Financial Transactions and Institutions" that specifically solicited
comments on the treatment to be accorded normal business transactions
by institutional investors (41 FR at
55490 (Dec. 20, 1976». The revised rule
resulted from these comments.
. The list in paragraph (a) of the 14
types of entities that can qualify for
the rule's special treatment is general- .
ly similar to the list in the revised
rule, with certain changes. Mutual
funds were deleted as superfluous in
light of the inclusion of registered investment companies'in (a)(6). The general inclusion of trusts was replaced by
a narrower reference to qualified employee pension or other benefit trusts
in (a)(lO), because there are many
types of trusts that may hold or acquire voting securities for purposes
other than investment, to which the
exemption would not be appropriate.
Added to the list of qualifying institutional investors were the following:
Savings banks, (a)(2); building and
loan companies, (a)(3); regulated small
,business and minority small business
investment companies, (a)(9); bank
holding companies, (a)(l1); subsidiaries of institutional investors that perform functions that the institutional
investors would ordinarily perform
themselves, (a)(12); and holding companies that essentially own only other
institutional investors, (a)(13). These
entities were added in response to numerous comments, because they have
similar characteristics to the other
types of entities entitled to the exemption.
, Comment 1070 suggested that real
estate investment trusts (REIT's) be
added. Since the holdings of REIT's
will typically be either real estate or
stock in realty holding companies,
Which may be exempt under § 802.1<a)
when purchased, institutional investor
status is not necessary to exempt their
acquisitions. Furthermore, to the
extent that REIT's may make shortterm investments in other types of

voting securities, the exemption in section 7A(c)(9) may often apply.
• Comment 1090 also suggested partnerships holding voting securities for
investment, investment advisers, and
insurance company separate accounts
as candidates for institutional investor
status. The ppecific inclusion of insurance company separate accounts is un·
necessary because subparagraph (a)(5)
defines insurance companies as institutional investors, and because under
§ 801.1<c)(7) insurance companies hold
all voting securities in their separate
accounts. Thus, insurance company
special accounts are in effect covered
by the exemption given the insurance
company. Partnerships holding voting
securities for investment and investment advisers were rejected because
no adequate reasons for affording institutional investor status to such entities were advanced, and because the
safeguards characterizing the entities
listed in § 802.64(a) do not appear to be
present. These two types of entities, of
course, may avail themselves of the
exemption
afforded by section
7A(c)(9) when appropriate.
•
Comment 1100 proposed that foreign entities of the types listed in
paragraph (a) should be expressly included as institutional investors for
purposes of Jhe rule. This suggestion
was not adopted. In certain cases, according foreign entities this treatment
would be inappropriate; for example,
foreign banks are not covered by the
Glass-Steagall Act, 12 U.S.C. 24, and
are therefore not prohibited from investing in common stock for their own
account. Although it is possible that
certain types of foreign entities will
qualify as institutional investors under
this rule's provisions, the comment did
not supply adequate justification for a
general provision on this point.
The final version of paragraph (b) is
unchanged in substance from revised
§ 802.64. The final version of subparagraph (c)(1), .however, is, somewhat
less restrictive than that contained in
the revised rule. The revised rule
would have withdrawn the exemption
whenever voting securities of any type
of institutional investor were to be acquired' by an institutional investor.
This change was made so that the rule
would be less disruptive of normal capital markets. The final rule modifies
revised § 802.64(c)(2), which would
have withheld the exemption if the acquiring institutional investor was controlled by an entity that was not an institutional investor. The Commission
considered that the revised rule's limitation was potentially too restrictive
of normal investment operations of institutional investors, which are com-'
monly controlled by other types of entities. The Commission will, for the
time being, rely upon the conditions
set forth in paragraph (b) of the rule

in order to prevent evasion of the act's
normal reporting requirements by entities controlling institutional investors.
CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVE PROPOSED

RULES

The revised rules contained two alternative reporting schemes for institutional investors, §§ 802.64 and
802.64a. Revised § 802.64 was essentially similar to the final rule. Section
802. 64a would have required an
annual report of acquisitions qualifying under the rule during the preceding year, but no waiting period. The
FEDERAL REGISTER notice accompanying the rules invited comments as to
which approach should be adopted. 42
FR at 39046 (August 1, 1977).
Neither exemption scheme is compelled by the statute. On the contrary,
section 7A(c)(9) indicates an apparent
congressional intent to subject institutional investors to the preacquisition
reporting and waiting period requirements of the act. Thus, the Commission has adopted revised §-802.64 and
has rejected the postacquisition reporting approach of revised § 802.64a.
Similarly rejected were those comments (e.g., 1020, 1043, 1050, 1054,
1067, 1083, 1089, 1110, 1111) that
either expressly or by implication proposed eliminating all reporting and
waiting requirements when the conditions of subparagraphs (b) (1)-(4) were
satisfied.
The adoption of the preacquisition
reporting scheme with its higher initial reporting threshold is also based
upon the Commission's belief that the
section 7A(c)(9) exemption may not in
fact be sufficient for the ordinary operations of institutional investors. The
holdings of institutional investors in
particular issuers may frequently
exceed 10 percent and $15 million,
thus making reportable numerous acquisitions that merit exemption be·
cause of the restrictions of paragraph
(b). However, the Commission believes
that on those presumably rare occasions when an institutional investor's
holdings exceed both 15 percent and
$25 milllon the potential for anticompetitive consequences is sufficientlY
great to warrant obtaining a preacquisition report and imposing a waiting
period. Except in instances in which
control of an issuer would change
hands (when subparagraph (b)(4)
would preclude the exemption), the
adoption of § 802.64a would have doprived the agencies of a primary enforcement tool encouraged by the
act2-the preliminary injunction. The
fact that antitrust problems can arise
well before holdings reach the 50-percent (control> level reinforced the selection of § 802.64 over § 802.64a.
The comments that expressed a
preference between the two np-
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proaches contained in the revised
rules were divided. Numerous reasons
were given for selecting one option or
the other. Nearly all the comments,
,regardless of ,which rule they preferred, 'however, were concerned with
the reporting burden and interference
with normal investment operations.
The Commission believes that the
changes between the revised and final
rule versions of § 802.64, together with
the significant amendment of the definition of "hold," see § 801.1<c), will
greatly reduce the impact of the act
upon institutional investors in both of
these areas of concern. "'SECTION 802.70 ACQUISITION SUBJECT
TO ORDER
This rule exempts two common
types of acquisitions from the require·
ments of the act. Paragraph (a)
exempts acquisitions of assets anli
voting securities from parties subject
to divestiture orders issued by the
Commission or, at the instigation of
the Coriunission or the Department of
Justice, by a Federal court. Paragraph
(b) exempts any acquisition in which
the' acquiring party is subject to an
order of the Commission or a Federal
court that requires Commission, Justice Department, or judicial approval
of the acquisition, and for which ape
proval has been obtained.
, BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.70
Because the information normally
obtained by the courts, the CommisJustice in
sion, or the,Department
these divestiture 'situations will be
much the same as that required-by the
NotifIcation' and Report form, the
Commission determined' that the imposition of the act's rl;!quirements was
unnecessary. These groups of acquisitions are by their nature already subject to careful antitrust scrutiny by
the agencies.
,
Comment 1026 suggested that the
rule also should exempt acquisitions
expressly i>ermitted by the terms of.
Commission or Federal court orders.
The Commission is unaware of any
order that, by its terms, permits the
acquisition ,'of specifically identified
assets or voting securities, and no example was cited.
A number of comments (e.g., 1026,
1027,1042,1053,1059,1063,1076,lQ77,
1100) requested reinstatement of the
business review/advisory opinion exemptions that appeared in § 802.05 (c)
and (d) of the original rules arid were
deleted from the revised-rules. The-deleted exemptions would have exempt,ed acquisitions approved by the Commission und~ its advisory opinion procedure, 16 CFR -1.1, or by the Antitrust DiVision under-its business
review procedure, 28 CFR 50.6. These
exemptions have not been restored in
the final rules. As the FEDERAL REGIS-

of'

notice accompanyJng publication
of the revised rules explained:

TER

[SJlnce the statute envisions that either
the Commission or the Antitrust Division
may investigate or seek to enjoin 11 proJected acquisition. both agencles must receIve
completed 'Notltlcatlon and Report Forms
from the parties to the trnnsacUon. Even If
one agency or the other were able to determine ahead of time that It would not in\'eg.
tlgate or challenge 11 particular trnnsacUon.
the CommissIon feels that the other agency
should be able to obtnin sufficlent informa·
tlon to permIt Its own informed judgment
on the possIble anticompetitive consequences of that trnnsnctlon.
(42 FR at 39045 (Aug. 1. 1977).)

Furthermore, the Commission 'has
never felt itself legally bound by business review letters issued by the Antitrust Division. Similarly, the Antitrust
Division has not believed that its ability to challenge an acquisition was restricted by a Commission advisory
opinion. Moreover, the exemptions
would be philosophically at odds with
section 7A(b)(2) of the act, In which
Congress required the agreement of
both agencies In order to grant early
termination of a. waiting period. .
A statement of enforcement Jntent
at the end of the waiting period was
suggested In comment 1077 as an alter'native to the business review/advisory
opinion exemption. Such a proposal
would transform the act from. a premerger notification program to a premerger clearance system. The Commission does not plan to effect such a
metamorphosis since it Is clear from
section 7A(f)(l) of the act that Congress permitted both the Commission
and 'the Antitrust Division to be free
to proceed against any acquIsitioh
even though no action was taken
within the waiting period.
SECTION 802.71 ACQUISmoNS BY GIFl',
SUCCESSION OR DEVISE, OR BY :OUU:VOCABLE TRUST
This rule exempts acquisitions resulting from gifts, Jntestate succession,
testamentary dispositions, and transfers into irrevocable trusts by settlors.
Acquisitions by trusts from persons
other than settlors are not exempted
by the rule. For such acquisitions the
trust is the acquiring person. and the
tests of section 7A(a) determJne
whether the act applies. See
§ 801.l<c)(3).
Note that transfers by'a settlor Jnto
a revocable trust, or Jnto any trust In
which a settlor retains a reversionary
Jnterest, also are not exempted by the
rule. However, such transfers are not
reportable because the rules disregard
the transfer. Under § 801.l<c)(4), the
settlor continues to hold the assets or
voting securities constituting the
corpus of such trusts.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 802.71
The acquisitions exempted by the
rule are typically involuntary and
without consideration. The Commission believes that the likelihood of an
antitrust violation resulting from such
an acquisition is significantly less than
from cases in which an acquiring
person actively seeks to purchase
assets or voting securities.
IIi response to comments 1071 and
1089, the rule exempts transfers into
Jnter vivos trusts.
PARr 803 OF THE RULES
SECTION 803.1 NOTIFICAl'ION AND
REFORT FORM

Paragraph (a) of this rule -provides
that the notification'required by the
act shall be the notification and report
Iorm, which Is an appendix to Part 803
of the rules. All persons required by
the act and the rules to file notification are directed to comply by completing and filing the notification and
report form (or a photostatic or other
equivalent reproduction of the form)
in accordance with the instructions on
the form and those contained in the
rules. ThIs portion of the rule also explains where copies of the form may
be obtained, either in person or by
mall. Paragraph (b) of the rule states
that any person filJng notification
may, in addltion to the submissions required by the rule. submit any other
information or documentary material
that it believes will be helpful to the
enforcement agencfes in assessing the
impact of the acquisition upon competition. II the parties attempt to anticipate the analysis of the enforcement
agencies or believe the information in
the form provides and Jncomplete picture, they may wish to augment their
submissIons in an efIort to clarify or
expand upon any required information
or to demonstrate that the transaction
would not violate the antitrust laws if
consummated.
BACKGROUND INFORUAnON 70 § 803.1
Scction 7A(d)(l) directs the Commission by rule to "require that the notification required (by the act) be in
such form and contain such documentmy material and information relevant to a proposed acquisition as is
nccessary and appropriate to enable
the Federal Trade Commission and
the Assistant Attorney General to determJne whether such acquisitions
may, l! consummated, violate the antitrust laws • • .... The Commission
fJnds that complete responses to each
of the items on the notification and
report Iorm, along with copies of the
documentary materials required to be
submitted with the form. are necessary and appropriate to enable the
Commission and the Assistant Attor-
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ney General to discharge their responsibilities under the act.
Paragraph (a) of the final rule appears essentially as it did in original
§ 803.05(0.) and revised §803.1<0.). Original §802.50 contained a reference to a
short form, which was to have been
filed when acquiring persons made ad·
ditional acquisitions of assets or voting
securities of the same acquired person
after filing a notification and report
form. Since the short form reporting
mechanism was eliminated from the
revised and final rules, the reference
to it was deleted. See the statement of
basis and purpose to §802.2l.
Paragraph (b) was added in the final
rules. Its purpose is to encourage persons filing notification to provide any
other information or materials' that
may be helpful to the enforcement
agencies in assessing the impact of a
reportable transaction upon competition.
.
The revised rule contained two paragraphs (§ 803.1 (b) and (c» that referred the the Commission's existing
reporting programs relating to certain
acquisitions in the grocery and dairy
industries. These programs require
submission of special reports 60 days
in advance of consummation of transactions to which they apply. The purpose of these paragraphs was to coordinate the timing requirements for
persons required to file both under the
act and rules and under either the grocery or the dairy acquisitions reporting program.
These provisions were eliminated
from the final rule. The Commission
has determined that it can accomplish
the same purpose by altering the reo
porting obligations contained in its
grocery and dairy acquisitions reporting programs. Because those programs
were promulgated under the Federal
Trade Commission Act, the anticipated changes do not appear in these
rules but will appear in amended
orders to be issued under the FTC Act.
When those orders are amended,
persons requireo to file notification
under the act which are to acquire
voting securities or assets of a person
engaged (in whole or in part) in wholesale or retail grocery distribution (SIC
Groups 514 and 541, respectively) will,
in addition to the notification required
by §803.1<0.), simultaneously file FTC
Forms 1859 A and B with Supplement,
completed in accordance with the
instructions contained on those forms
and in the Commission's amended
order. Persons required to file notification under the act which are to acquire voting securities or assets of a
person engaged (in whole or in part) in
the processing or distribution of Class
I milk products (SIC product classes
20262 and 20264) will, in addition to
the notification required by §803.1(0.),
simUltaneously file FTC Special

Report on Acquisitions and Mergers
by Corporations in the Fluid Milk
Products Industry, completed in ac·
cordance with the instructions thereon and the Commission's amended
order.
Because the requirement to file
either the grocery or the dairy reporting forms does not stem from these
rules, but from separate orders under
the FTC Act, that requirement does
-not constitute a request for additional
information within the meaning of
section 7A(e) or §803.20. As in the
past, the special" grocery and dairy reports will be filed only with the Commission.
SECTION 803.2 n.sTRUCTIONS FOR
NOTIFICATION AND REPORT F0Rn.!
Section 803.2 prescribes instructions
for completing the Notification and
Report Form. Some of its provisions
are not contained within the form
itself, and reference to § 803.2 is essen·
tial if the Form is to be completed cor·
rectly.
Paragraph (a) of the rule designates
which entities or natural persons may
file notification on behalf of the
"person" to which the language of the
act refers. Paragraphs (b) and (c) prescribe limited or separate responses
for certain items on the Notification
and Report Form JlIlder certain circumstances. Paragraph (d) defines the
term "dollar revenues" that appears
throughoqt the form.
SECTION 803.2(a)
Paragraph (a) of the rule specifies
which entities may file notification on
behalf of a "person" to Which the act
and rules apply. The first clause supplies the general rule: That the ultimate parent .entity included within
the person filing notification is responsible for filing the Notification
and Report Form. Although paragraph (a) permits the ulimate parent
entity to authorize another entity included within the same person to file
the form on its behalf, the responsibility for fully complying with the act
and rules nevertheless remains with
the ultimate parent entity. The authorization need not be formalized; all
that is necessary is that the entity actually' filing the .form submit a form
complying with tile act and rules.
A natural person who is the ultimate
parent entity of a person required to
file notification must do so just like
any other ultimate parent entity. Notification may be filed on behalf of a
natural person by a "legal representative." The term "legal representative"
contemplates an attorney in fact, a
legal guardian or custodian, or any
other equivalent person. Of courSe,
natural persons who control other entities may also authorize other entities

included within the "person" to file on
their behalf.
The proviso at the end of the paragraph directs that, notwithstanding
other provisions in the rules, a natural
person, spouse and minor children
shall file only one Notification and
Report Form reflecting the holdings
of all of them. The example to the
paragraph illustrates the proviso.
Section 803.4 also addresses the
filing of the form, and contains a spocial procedure for certain circum·
stances when foreign persons refuse to
file notification.
BACKGROUND INFORl'.1J)TION TO § 803.2(0.)
The general rule stated by paragraph (a), that the responsibility for
filing the Notification and Report
Form lies with the ultimate parent
entity inclUded within the person, is
appropriate because the ultimate
parent entity "controls" every other
entity included within the person. See
§801.1<0.)(1). The ultimate parent
entity therefore can direct the actions
of the other entities included within
the person. Permitting the Ultimate
parent entity to delegate the task of
.filing the form reflects the fact -that in
some instances the ult~ate parent
entity may not be in the best position
to gather the data necessary to complete the form.
The rule specifies that the preacquisition ultimate parent entity is to file
notification in order to forestall any
confusion if the ultimate parent entity
of one or more of the reporting per·
sons is to change as a result of the acquisition.
_
The provision permitting a legal representative of a natural person to file
notification on behalf of a natural
person simply attempts to ease the
mechanics of compliance in such casos.
The provision regarding the spouse
and minor children of a person is necessary because the definition of "hold"
in § 801.1(c)(2) attributes the holdings
of a natural person, spouse and minor
children to each other. In effect, each
is viewed as holding the combined
holdings of the group. Section 801.2,
therefore, would designate each
member of the group as an acquiring
or acquired person if any of them is.
Since multiple forms reflecting the
same holdings are unnecessary, the
rule provides that only one form
should be filed.
No equivalent to §803.2(0.) appeared
in the original rules. The final rule reflects only minor changes from revised
§803.2(a).
The revised rule provided that if a
person had two ultimate parent entities, both would be required to file.
This situation could have arisen only
when an entity controlled by two per·
sons, such as a corporation with two
50 percent shareholders or a two-
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person partnership, was party to a reportable acquisition. This provision
was deleted because the final -rules
now treat such an entity as being part
of two persons. rather than as one
person with two ultimate parent entities. See· the example to § 801.2Ca).
Under the final rules, each ultimate
parent entity is required to file notification as part of a "person" comprising itself, the entity of which control
. is shared, and any other entities it
may control Cbut not the other ultimate parent entity with which it
shares controD.
The proviso in the revised rule
stated that either the natural
personCs) or the trusteeCs) could file
the form in'such cases. This provision
- was deleted since § 8·01.lCc)C3). part of
the-definition of "hold," provides that
a trust generally "holds" securities
which it acquires. Therefore, the trust,
rather than its beneficiaries or its
trusteeCs), is the entity Cand "person")
to which the act applies..
. -

SECTION 803.2 (b)

Paragraphs (b) and (c) of the rule instruct persons completing ,the Notification and Report Form that for certain acquisitions the acquirini or acquired persons must submit limited or
separate responses to certain items on
the form. The items on .the form to
which the paragraphs apply include
those requiring the submission of revenue, geographic and other data. If the
form is not completed in accordance
with this rule, the enforcement agencies may be unable to determine
whether the transaction may violate
the antitrust laws, and may rej~ct the
form as .improperly filed under
§ 803.10Cc)C2) or may request additional information under section 7A(e) and
§ 803.20.
Clause'Cb)(1)(i) specifies that, in responding to items 5-9 and the appendix, acquiring persons must provide
data with respect to.all their activities.
Clause Cb)C1)Cii) provides that in an
acquisition of assets. the acquired
person must respond only with respect
to' the assets to be acquired. If the
assets to be acquired represent the
entire acquired person. then the acquired person's response will be the
same as it would have been without
the instruction; but if the assets to be
acquired represent only part of the acquired person, then that person must
restrict its responses to the assets to
be'acqwred..
.
'Clause (b)Cl)(iiD is analogous to
clause Ib)Ci)Cii) for acquisitions of
voting securities. For example, if only
one subsidiary of the icquired person
is being acquired, then the acquired
person should report on the activities
of only that subsidiary (and any entities controlled by that subsidiary).

Clause (b)(1)CM speclfles that persons that are both acquiring nnd acquired persons must respond sepnrotely in the manner that pnrograph (b)
directs, if such responses '\\ill be dillerent. This situation will occur, for exam})le, when less than all of the assets,
or voting. securities of a subsidiary, of
the- acquired person is to be acquired,
and the acquired person is to receive
stock or assets of the acquiring person
in return. The acquired person will
thus become an acquiring person as
well; see § 801.2(c). In such cases the
reporting perSon will submit data first
as an acquiring person with respcct to
all its activities, nnd sepnrotely as an
acquired person with respect only to
the assets or voting securities to be ac·
quIred. Separate reponses to the items,
clearly labeled, are sufficient, rather
than two entire Notlflentlon and
ReportFbrms.
.
Items 7-9 of the form require the
person filing notlflentlon first to
decide Whether it and other reporting
persons derive revenues in one or more
of the same four digit SIC code industries. Section 803.2(b)(I) dectntes that
in an asset acquisition, for example,
the acquired person. for purposes of
items 7-9 should regard ~lf as deriving only the dollar revenues attrlbuta·
ble to the assets to be acquIred. Subparagraph- (b)(2) of the rule requIres
the acquiring person, in the course of
completing items 7-9, to compare Its
dollar revenues to only those same
dollar revenues-that is, those attributable to the assets to be acquired.
Subparagraph (b)(2) does this by dI·
recting 'the acquJrlng person, for purposes of the comparisons in Items 7-9,
to regard the acquired person in the
manner speclfled by clauses (b)(1)(iI)
and (b)(I)(ill) of the previous subpnrograph.
Note that subparagraph (b)(l) also
applies to Items 7-9. Therefore, the acquired person, if It' is also nn acquJrlng
person, must under clause (b)(1)(lv)
answer items 7-9 separately in Its en·
pacity as an acquiring person (I.e.,
with respect to all its activities) as well
as with respect to the assets or voting
securities to be acquired, if the reo
sponses would be dillerent.
An example illustrates pnrogrnph
(b).

BACKGROUND INFORMATIon TO §

803.2

(b)

The responses to items 5-9 or the
Notlflcation and Report Form will provide much of the data that the agen·
cles will use to gauge the competitive
impact of the acquisition. Pnrogrnph
(b), by specifying lImIted or separate
responses. insures that the dnta supplied will enable the agencies to perform their initial review with reference to the speclflc Impact of the acquisition. Thus, dause (b)(1)(i) specl-

lies that acquiring. persons must provIde data on all their activities, beenuse all their activities will be under
common control with the stock or
assets to be acquired. The proposal in
comment 1027, which suggested that
the acquJrlng person should disclose
only activities matching or related to
activities of the acquired person, was
rejected. This approach is inappropriate since the purpose of the act is to
permit the agencies to do their own
analysis, rather than rely on the parties for that purpose.
Clauses (b)(1)(fi) and (b)(1)(iii),__restrictIng the data submitted by the acquIred person to the assets or voting
sccurities to be acquired, are essential
to.a meaningful eValuation of partial
acquisitions. Without the instruction,
the data relevant to the assets or
voting securites to be acquired would
be mingled with the data reflecting
assets or subsidiaries of the acquired
person not being acquired. CoIllIIient
1115 complained that this requirement
may be a hardship if the information
Is maintained by the filing' person on a
consolidated basis. The Commission
believes that regardless of any hardship, the information is indispensable,
and therefore meets the statutory
standard of scction 7A(d)(l) as "necessary and appropriate" to determine
whether the acquisition may violate
the 3J)titrust laws. In addition, thedata wlllin mnny cases have been segregated by the parties in the course of
negotiating or analyzing the acquisition.
For the same reasons that other acquiring persons must disclose all their .
activities acquired persons that are
also acquiring persons likewise must
do so. Such persons report separately
in each enpaclty because of the different focus of the antitrust analysis in
each instance: In one case, the acquiring person's acquisition of the acquired person's assets or subsidiary,
and in the other, the acquired person's
holdings or the acquiring person's
stock. Clause (b)(1)(lv) accomplishes
this result.
Comment 1059 suggested language
to clarify that the acquired person
must meet the criterion of section
7A(a)(3l-f.e., must satisfy the 15 Percent-or·SI5 mlllion slze-of-transaction
test-independently as an acquiring
person, before the more burdensome
responses as an acquiring person must
be provided. The comment cited the
example of a $20 mlllion asset sold
principally for cash. The comment"
suggested that inclusion of a minor
noncash asset, or a small amount of
voting securities, should not trigger
the acquired person's responsibility to
!fle as an acquJrlng person. The final
rules reach this result by means of
§ 801.2(e), which provides that in such
cases the acquisition of the stock or
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assets of the acquiring person is sepa- the various parts of item 5 of the clusion of interplant transfers. Several
rately subject to the act, i.e., is not form.
comments (15, 26, 74; 1102) questioned
Subparagraph (c)(2) confirms that this provision, suggested that it was
subject to the act and rules unless separately satisfying the criteria of sec- exempt acquisitions are totally exempt burdensome, or requested its deletion.
tion 7A(a), and § 801.21, which pro- from the requirements of the act and Interplant transfers were retained bevides that cash is not an asset when are not subject to disclosure on the cause their inclusion is essential if the
acquired. See the Statements of Basis fovm even if acquired along with non- data on the form are to be comparable
exempt assets or voting securities. The to the census of manufactures. One
and Purpose to §§ 801.2(e) and 802.21.
Subparagraph (b)(l) (the four provision attracted no comments and comment (74) was incorrect in assertclauses just discussed) appeared in the was retained in the final rules without ing that the census figures do not Include interplant transfers; see. e.g.. 1
original rules as the "Special Instruc- change.
U.S. Bureau of Census. Census of
tion" on page 2 of the Notification and
SECTION 803.2(d)
Manufactures. 1972, XXIX.
Report FOJ;Ill and attracted virtually
no comment. Its content was thought
. Paragraph (d) of the rule defines the
SECTION 803.3 STATEMENT OF REASONS
more appropriately embodied as a term "dollar revenues," which appears
FOR NONCOMPLIANCE
rule, and it appeared in the revised throughout the Notification and
rules as § 803.2(b). Final § 803.2(b)(l) Report Form. The term identifies
Section 803.3 requires that a comretains revised § 803.2(b) with only sty-- which goods and services are to be plete response must be supplied to
listie changes.
talj:en into account for purposes of the each item on the Notification and
Subparagraph (b)(2) was added to form and how they are to be valued. It Report Form, and to any request for
the final rule to cure the omission occurs in two principal contexts on the additional information under section
noted by comment 1070. Responses to form. First, item 5 requires persons . 7A(e) and § 803.20. Whenever a person
items on the form that require com- filing notification to disclose the filing notification is unable to supply a
parisons between the activities of the dollar revenues derived in various SIC- complete response to any item on the
. acquiring and acquired persons will, based categories. Second, responses to form, any part of an item or any poryield responses meaningful to the items 7-9 are conditioned upon more tion of a request for adpitional inforagencies' review only of the acquiring. than one reporting person's deriving mation, the person must submit a
statement of reasons for noncompliperson compares its activities to the dollar revenues in the same industry.
FQr
manufacturing
operations, _ ance. Such a statement must indicate
specific assets or voting securities
about which the acquired person re- dollar revenues are value of ship- why the person is unable to supply a
ments; for nonmanufacturing oper- complete response; what information
ports.
ations, dollar revenues are other ap- is required for a complete response;
SECTION 803.2(C)
propriate measures of receipts, includ- who, if anyone. has the required inforParagraph (c) provides two addition- ing, for example, insurance premiums mation; and what efforts were made to
al instructions for completing items 5, and sales commissions. The definition obtain that information. A separate
7,8, 9, and the appendix to the form. specifies the treatment of returns, statement must be provided for ench
Subparagraph (c)(1) provides that allowances, and the like. Dollar rev- item, part of an item, or portion of a
request that is not fully answered.
information shall be supplied only enues include interplant transfers.
Under section 7A(b)(l)(A). the wnltwith respect to operations conducted BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.2(d)
ing period begins when the reportinc
within the United States. See
The definition was devised in order persons submit completed notification
§ 80l.l(k).
Subparagraph (c)(2) provides that to permit comparison between the and report forms, or. if any responses
data need not be supplied with respect data supplied in item 5 on the form are not complete, the forms to the
to assets or voting securities to be ac- and the data compiled by the U.S. extent completed together with statequired, the acquisition of which is Bureau of the Census in its economic ments of the reasons for such noncomexempt from the reporting and wait- censuses. The Census Bureau denomi- pliance. Section 7A(e)(2) contains a
ing-period requirements of the act nates its figures "value of shipments" similar provision with respect to requests for additional information. Secunder any provision of the act or for manufacturing operations, and tion
7A(g)(2) states that if a person
"value of sales" for.nonmanufacturing
rules.
operations. The term "dollar rev- fails substantially to comply with
BACKGROUND I:rlFORMATION TO § 803.2(c) enues" was selected because "value of either of these requirements. a U.S.
Subparagraph (c)(1) is necessary to shipments" and "value of sales" are es- district court may o'rder complianco
sentially equivalent, and "dollar rev- -and (with one exception) is required to
assure that the responses are as nearly enues" embraces both censUs terms.
extend the waiting period until there
as possible comparable to the data
The definition of "dollar revenues" has been SUbstantial compliance. The
published by the U.S. Bureau of the in the original rules appeared on page only exception is that when the issuer
Census in its Economic Censuses. It 1 of the Notification and Report in a tender offer has failed substanappeared on the· instruction page of Form. It was transferred into tially. to comply. the court may ordor
the Notification and Report Form in § 803.2(d) of' the revised rules along' compliance but may not extend tho
the original rules (and still appears with other instructions to the -Notifi- .waiting period. See section 7A(g)(2).
there) and was added to § 803.2(c) of cation and Report Form; as part of a
A complete response. within the
the revised rules. The final rules consolidation of most of the substan- meaning of the act and rules. Is ono
retain the provision unchanged save tive instructions into the rules. The re- that supplies all requested informafor adjusting the item numbers- on the vised definition contained only stylis- tion. Anything less than a complete retic changes, except that the last sen- sponse potentially is not substanUal
- '- form.
The only comment to address the' tence of the original definition, requir- compliance. The rule does not define
provision (1053) suggested that a ing an explanation of the dollar rev- substantial compliance. and the agendollar reyenue threshold of $1 million enues in certain two-digit SIC major cies contemplate resolving whether a
in an SIC category should be satisfied groups, was transferred into items 5(a) person has SUbstantially complied on a
before data must be supplied concern- and 5(c). The final definition is identi- case-by-case basis. The provisions of
ing that SIC c~tegory. The suggestion -cal to the revised definition.
§ 803.3 are designed to focus on the inwas rejected for the reasons stated in
The only aspect of the definition formation necessary to determine
'the Statement of Basis and Purpose to _ which attracted
comment was the inwhether the filing person actually
,
.
o

0
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cannot supply the required informa·
'tion or documents, or whether the
failure is based,pn a. mere unwilling·
ness to comply or n1Isunderstanding of
what is required by a particular item.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.3
The legislative history supports the
focus of the rule. Senator Hart indicated:

complete response cannot be supplIed,
for instance, If necessary information
is in the hands of a. person that refuses to make It available to the flUng
person. That It will be costly or burdensome to obtain requested informa·
tion will not necessarily excuse a failure to comply substantiallY; nor does
the fact that another person has the
requested information, standing alone,
. excuse a filing person from seeking
The submission of (the statement of rea- and submitting the information. The
sons for noncompliance) is clearly not a substitute, for compliance with the notification . acceptablllty of reasons for noncomplIobligation. The explanation will, however, ance will be determined on a case-byserve two salutary purposes. First, it will case basis.
Several comments (103, 115: 1108)
tend to reduce the disagreement between
the agencies and the persons subject to the disputed the Commission's basic au·
Act since the antitrust authorities will be in- thority to promulgate a rule specifyformed of the reasons underlying noncom- ing what should be included in the
pliance. Second, the explanation will be
useful in any civil penalty proceeding that statement of reasons for noncomplIance. However, section 7ACd) clearly
may be brought under subsection (g)(l).
gives the Commission such power.
122 Congo Rec. S15417 (daily ed. Sept. 8"
Other comments suggested that the
1976).
rule was too inflexible (1076) or mIsBy specifying in advance the type of leading (1059) because the statute reinformation that must be included in quires substantial rather than absothe statement, the rules attempt to lute complIance. These comments
minimize such "disagreement between were rejected. The information necesthe agencies and the persons subject sary to complete the form is the type
to,the act." In most cases, a controver· that a filing person normally can prosy over the adequacy of a response to vide from Its records, and complete
an item on the form or a request for complIance is necessary for the agen·
additional information should be re- cies to perform the review envisioned
solvable by reference to the statement by the act. Thus, It is the CommIsof reasons for noncompliance. Vague, sion's position that anything less than
uninformative reasons for noncompli- complete complIance potentially is not
ance could necessitate requests for ad- substantial compliance. Another comdition8.I information or documentary ment (1086) suggested that persons
material pursuant to section 7A(e) and should be permitted to decide which
§ 803.20, or an action in district court items on the form are relevant or lITelunder section 7A(g)(2).
evant to the acquisition and to answer
The ~riginal .rule would have re- only those Items they deem relevant
quired- a somewhat more detailed at the risk of a request for additional
statement of reasons for noncompli- information. This approach is inapprOance. Original § 803.25(b) required that priate; all Items on the form were dewhenever "less than a complete re- signed to evoke the information most
sponse has been supplied," the filing relevant to an antitrust analysis.
person must" indicate what additional- Therefore, an incomplete response to
work would be required to furnish the any Item on the form dlmlnishes the
complete response; and Whether a ablllty of the enforcement agencies to
complete response was being prepared, make a well-informed eValuation of
and if so, when it would be submitted. . the acquisition. A decision on the part
See original § a03.25(b) (4), (5).
of a filing person that an Item is meleThe original rule was refined and _vant does not relIeve that person of
amended. Revised § 803.3 made clear the oblIgation to provIde a complete
that statements of reasons for non- response to the Item.
compliance ~ust indicate why the
SECl'ION 803.4 FOREIGN PERSONS
filing person cannot submit,. rather
REFUSmG xo FILE NorIFICATIOr1'
than merely has not submitted, a complete response to any item on -the
In certain situations In which a forform. The revised rule also specified eign acquired person refuses to file the
that the rule applies to requests for notification required by the act and
additional information. The final rule the rules, this rule permits any other
added the requirement that a state· party to the transaction to file notln"ment of reasons for noncompliance cation on behalf of the foreign person.
must describe all efforts -made to This provision is set forth In para·
obtain the required information from graph Co.) of the rule; paragraphs Cb),
another person that has it.
(c), and (d) establish the procedurnl
These revisions were made, in part, framework for this special type of noto emphasize that the situations in tification. The term "foreign person"
which a person will be deemed is defined in §801.1Ce)(2)(l).
"unable" to supply a complete reUnder paragraph Co.), the rule apsponse will be construed narrowly. A plies only to transactions to which

33509
§ 801.30 does not apply-that is, to consensual two-party acquisitions. In addition, the rule applies only if the foreign person is an acquired person. Finally, the rule applies only if no assets
located in the United States Cother
than investment assets) and no voting
securIties of United States issuers are
to be acquired. Ii any assets located in
the United States or voting securities
of United States issuers are to be acquired indirectly-that is, because
they are held by the issuer to be acquired-the rule is inapplIcable. The
term "investment assets" is defined in
§ 801.1(1)(2). The rule thus applies
princIpally to. acquisitions by United
States persons that fail to gain exemption under § 802.50.
Paragraph Cb) req~es that the
person flUng on behalf of the foreign
person must state in the affidavit required under § 803.5(b) that the foreign person has refused to file notificntion,~d must explain all efforts it
has made to obtain that person's complIance. Paragraph Ce) provides that
the substitute flUng must contain all
information and documentary material required of the foreign person that
is reasonably available to the person
actually flUng. For example, information located abroad in the possession
of the foreIgn person that the person
refuses to disclose may not be reasonably available. Ii some Information or
documentary'materIal is not available,
the person filing on behalf of the foreign person must so Indicate, but need
not supply a formal statement of reasons for noncomplIance as provided iii
§803.3.
According to paragraph Cd). however, even when this substitute filing
procedure is used, the foreign person
remains the "person filing notification" for the purposes of the Act and
the rules. Therefore, the foreign
person still may be issued a request for
additional Information under section
7ACe) and § 803.20, and the waiting
period will be extended until twenty
days after that person has responded.
Section 803.4 does not permit substitute responses to a request for additIonalInformatIon under section 7ACe)
and § 803.20. Ii a foreign acquired
person refuses to respond to a second
request, it is possible that the waiting
perIod will continue indermitely.
(Note, however. that despite the pendency of a second request, the agencies .
retain the power to terminate the
waiting period sua sponte pursuant to'
§803.11Cc). See the example to
§ 803.20Cc).)

BACKGRotnm lNFOlWATION TO § 803.4
The purpose of this rule is to permit
the consummation of certain consensual two-party transactions when a
foreign acquIrf;ld person refuses to file
notification. Under the limited circum-
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stances described in the rule, another
party to the acquisition may file on
behalf of the foreign person so that
the waiting period can begin, as section 7A(b)(1) requires, upon receipt of
notification from both the acquiring
and acquired persons. (The problem
does not arise for transactions covered
by § 801.30, because that rule conditions the start of the waiting period on
receipt of only the acquiring person's
completed Form.)
If either agency requires additional
information or finds that some information not supplied on the form is
needed for its analysis, a foreign'
person will not be able to thwart the
agency's investigation by refusing to
respond to a request for additional information. Paragraph (d) of the rule
makes clear that the "person required
to file notification," to which a request for additional information may
be addressed, remains the foreign
person. If the foreign person does not
respond to the second request,~ the'
waiting period will not expire and the
person may be subjected to a suit for
compliance under section 7A(g) after
failing to respond within a reasonable
time. See § 803.21. In this situation,
since the foreign person will in many
cases have exclusive access to the additionalinformation or documentarY
material requested, it is inappropriate
to permit another party to the transaction to respond.
This rule does not permit another
party to transaction to file on behalf
~ of a foreign' acquiring person under
any circumstances. Furthermore, for
similar reasons, the rule applies only
to acquisitions of foreign assets and of
voting securities of a foreign issuer.
This rule had no counterpart in the
original or the revised rules. It was inserted in the final rules partly in response to comments (e.g., 1059, 1063)
, that argued that noncompliance by
foreign persons may prevent U.S. companies from consummating certain
kinds of transactions. The rule also responds in part to comment 87, which
recommended an ad hoc exemption
rule to permit the consummation of
transactions in Which a foreign acquired person refuses to file notification. For discussion of that specific
suggestion, see the Statement of Basis
and Purpose on the "ad hoc exemption" issue, below.
SECTION 803.5 AFFIDAVITS REQUIRED
.
"
Section 803.5 requires that affidavits
attesting that certain pre-notification
obligations have been fulfilled must
accompany each Notification and
Report Form. It thus governs when
notification may be filed.
Paragraph (a) provides that before
notification may be filed in connection
with acquisitions described in § 801.30,
the acquired person must receive from

the facts. Those instances are transactions of the types described in § 801.30,
which do not necessarily involve aareement between the acquiring and acquired persons. The information set'
forth in clauses (a)(1)(i)-(vi) of the
rule will provide the issuer with certain information necessary to complete its Form as an acquired person.
The requirement that the acqulrincr
person attest that the information has
been received (not merely that it has
been sent) is intended to make certain
that"a delay in delivery will not reduce
the time available to the acquired
person to prepare and file its notification or the time within which the enforcement agencies must completo
their review. The rule specifies that
the information may be transmitted to
the 9ffices of the acquired person by
wire primarilY in order to accommodate foreign transactions.
Several comments (e.g., 19, 73, 74, 78,
93) suggested that original § 803.15 was
inadequate in that open market or
other acqUisitions of voting securlties
from third-party holders (other than
tender offers) were not addressed by
the rule and were improperly inclUded
with consensual acquisition in paragraph (b). Revised § 803.4 added SUbparagraph (a)(!> to accommodate such
acquisitions. .
Revised § 803.4 also would have provided for service of the information by
any means permitted under rUle 4(d)
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. That provision would have permitted service to individuals or places
other than the acquired person's prin·
cipal executive offices, and "conse·
quently might have introduced a
degree of uncertainty and delay into
the timing of the waiting period. Ac·
cordingly, the reference to the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure was deleted,
and final § 803.5(0.)(1) specifies tho
permissible means of transmitting tho
information.
The final version also refers to
§ 803.30 transactionS instead Of refer·
ring to "tender offers and other acqui·
sitions of voting securities from third
parties." This change simply reflects
the rephrasing and clarificntion of
§ 803.30. See the Statement of Basis
and Purpose to that rule.
BACKGRO~ INFORMATION TO § 803.5
Two considerations motivate the in·
By requiring that certain affidavits clusion of subparagraph (0.)(2) and
accompany the Notification and paragraph (b), which require Do good
Report Form, § 803.5 accomplishes two faith intention to make the acquisipurposes. First, it ensures that the ac- tion, public announcement of tender
quired person is informed of its obliga-- offers, and execution of a contract,
tion to file notification when the ac- agreement in principle or letter of
quired person may not otherwise be intent. First, those pro'vislons ensure
aware of that duty. Second, it governs that the parties intend to consummate
the acquisition, and are not using noti·
when persons may file notification.
Subparagraph (0.)(1) accomplishes fication as a means of testing the
the first purpose of the rule, that of agencies' enforcement intentions. Be·
informing the acquired person of its cause of the time and resource con·
obligation to file notification in in- straints upon the agency staffs, the
stances when it might not be aware of agencies could not tolerate review of

the acquiring person certain information relevant to the acquisition. In addition, in the case of a tender offer,
the intention to make the offer must
have been publicly announced. Paragraph (b) provides that in all other acquisitions notification may be filed
after a contract; agreement in principle or letter of intent to merge or acquire has been executed.
Subparagraphs (a)(1) specifies the
information that, in all acquisitions to
which § 801.30 applies, the issuer of
the voting securities must receive from
the acquiring person. The information
must be delivered to the issuer by certified or registered mail, by wire or byhand to its principal executive offices.
Subparagraph (a)(2) provides that
the acquiring person must attest that
it has a good faith intention to make
the acquisition and, in the case of
tender offers, that the intention to
make the offer has been publicly announced. - The public announcement
may be effected by a press release announcing the acquiring person's intention to make the offer, by a filing
under a state statute that has the
effect of publicly announcing the acquiring person's intention to make the
offer, or by actually publishing and
commencing the offer. (In the latter
case, of course, the tender offer could
not be consummated until the waiting
period expires or is terminated.)
Paragraph (b) of the rule provides
that for all transactions to which
§ 80~.30 'does not apply-typically
transactions which the parties have
"negotiated ~ directly with each other-'
notification must be accomplished by
an affidavit stating that a contract,
agreement in principle, or letter of
intent to merge or acquire has been
executed. Thus, the parties may file
notification at any time after one of
those types of documents has been executed.
The rule requires that the affidavits
be attached to the front of the notification. A, Notification and Report
Form submitted without the affidavits
required by this rule is a deficient
filing and will not begin the running
of
the
waiting
period.
See
§ 803.10(c)(2).
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transactions. Second. the
requirement assures that the forms
will ~ contain sufficiently definitive information about the transaction to
permit accurate analysis.
The original rule, § S03.15, would
have required that in tender offers,
the offeror must attest ~ that the
tender offer had been "published, sent
or given" to the security holders of
the issuer of the voting securities to be
acquired. The SEC, in its :comment
(125) on the 'original rule, supported
this provision. The comment ~ urged
that pre-comniencement notification
not be required. A pre-commencement
notification, requirement, it' said,
would have "(tipped) the balance of
regulation in favor of the subject com·
pany and undermined the extreme
care takenby COngress in enacting the
Williams 'act to balance the interest of
both the bidder and the subject com·
pany, while providing full. and fair disclosure to investors and others." See
also the Statement of Basis and Purpose to §S03.30.
However, several comments (e.g., 12,
63, 93, 96) objected to this provision.
Since some State statutes require persons intending to make certain types
of tender offers to file notice of their
intentions significantly in advance of
making the offers, the waiting period
required by the act would not begin to
run until lifter the waiting period required'by State law. Therefore, these
comments requested that notification
be permitted before commencement of
the tender offer.
Revised §S03.4 eliminated the requirement that the tender offer be
"published, sent or given'~ to security
holders of the acquiredissurer before
notification could be filed. It substituted the requirements that the offeror
state its good faith intention to make
the acquisition, and that the tender
offer must have been publicly an·
nounced.
Since filings under most State statutes· of the type referred to by the
comments have the effect of making
public the acquiring person's intention
to make.the offer, the revised (and
final) rule permits notification prior to
commencement of the tender offer
when such a filing has been made.' In
permitting such notifications,' the'
~ commission, as it stated in the FEDERAL
REGISTER notice accompanying the revised rules,.42 FR at 39046-47 (August
I, 1977), takes no position about
whether any State statute requiring
-3.ny type of filing by the acquiring
person in a tender offer is preempted
by Federal statute or regulations, or
.may be otherwise unlawful. The Commission specifically does not endorse
or oppose the principle of reqUIred dis·
closure of"planned tender offers which
'
underlies such statutes.
~hypothetical
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The SEC suggest-cd in 'Its second be certified and specifies who may
comment <105S) that in view or·the un- perfom that certf!ication. With recertainties surrounding tender offers spect to notf!ication. paragraph Cal
(including the possible effects or State provides that any general partner in a
statutes. the increasing incidence or partnershIp or any officer or director
competing tender offers and posslblity or a corporation may do so. When a reof litigation In connection with tender porUng person has neither officers. dioffers), the affidavit required in para- rectors nor partners. the certification
graph (a) should reflect only a good may be provided by any individual exfaith intent to make an offer, rather ercising functions slmllar to those of
than the intent to make an acquisi- no officer, director or general partner.tion. The final rule retains the word A natural person filing notification, or
"acquIsltlon," although as the com- his or her legal representative. must
ment noted developments subsequent certify a flUng by or on behalf of such
to the attestation' ma~' thwart the person. Paragraph (b) requires that additender offer.
Another comment (1102) suggested tional information or documentary
that public announcement or the materinl submitted pursuant to a retender offer should not be necessary quest under section 7A(e) and § S03.20
when there is no legal requirement or must be accompanied by a certificapublication. However, the purposes or tion in the format appearing at the
the requirement support retalnlng It end of the notf!iention and report
even when public announcement is not form, completed in accordance with
paragraph Cal of this rule by the
otherwise compelied.
.Original §S03.15(b) and revised person or individual to whom the re§ S03.4(b) would have allowed notifica- -quest was directed.
~
,
Paragraph (c) requires that the indition only when a contract or agreement in principle had been executed. vIdual who certf!ies the form or a re- ~
Several comments· (e.g., 15, 93; 1040) sponse to a request for additioIiaI inhowever, urged that the execution or a formation must possess actual authoriletter of intent represented a sum- ty to provide such certification on
clently definite transaction to satisfy behalf,or the person filing notification
the agencies' concerns, and so the or responding to such request.
letter of Intent Was added to !lnnl
The certf!ication consists of a sworn
§S03.5(b).
statement appearing at the end of the
Several comments (e.g., lOll, 1090) Notl!Jcation and Report Form, whicli
objected to the requirement still pres- rends as foliows:
ent in paragraph (b) that a written
ThIs NotWcaUon and Report Form. toagreement must be executed berore gether '01oith any and all appendlces and atnotification can be !iled. Comment tachments thereto, was prepared and assem1011 suggested that since some acqui- bled under my supenisfon In accordance
sitions involve no written agreement v.ith instructions Issued by the Federal
prior to clos~, the- rules should Trade CommIs3!on. Subject to the recognipermit notification regarding acquisi- tion that. where so Indlcated. reasonable estimates have been made because books and
tions not reduced to writing, provided records
do not provide the required data.
that they are consummated within 180 the tnrormaUon
Is. to the best or InY.-knowldays after the explrntlon of the wait- edge. true. correct. and complete In according period. Simllarly, comment 1019 ance with the statute and rules.
urged that the afildavit mandated by
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.6
Parllgraph (b) is Improper since agreements to merge or otherwise acquire
The purpose of the certification revoting securities or assets of another quirement is twofold. First, the certificompany often are not reduce to writ- catIon places upon the individual who
Ing for some time after they are made. signs it the responsibility for deterIt suggested that the waiting period mining that. to the best of that indishould be permitted to commence and vidUal's knowledge. the information
expire before finalization of the terms provided is true, correct. and complete
of the acquisition, rather than after in accordance with the act and the
the terms have been embodied in a rules. Second, the certification is inwrItten agreement. Not withstanding tended to estop the person on whose
the comments, the agencies believe behalf the report is filed from later
that oral agreements to engage in sig- denying the completeness or accuracy
nificant acquisitions are unusunl. In of the information provided on the
view of the Important purposes served form. in the event that either enforceby the requirement, the suggestions ment agency seeks to introduce any
made by these two comments have such information into evidence in any
been rejected. .
proceeding. It is also possible that
crlmlnnl prosecutions of certifying inSEcrION 803.6 CERTIFICATION
dividuals might be appropriate if. for
This rule states that the notification example. data has been knowingly falsf!ied. The certl!Jcation language is
~ required by the act and the response
to a request for additlonnllnformatlon simllar to that which has been used
under section 7A(e) and §803.20 must for a number or years on the reporting
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forms under the Commission's existing on the form are not available. Subject
to these exceptions, the rules require
premerger notification program.
The certification requirement aIr full and complete-compliance, and the
peared in original § 803.20 and in re- certification at the end of the form atvised § 803.5 in substantiallY the same tests that this requirement has been
form as the final rule, except that the satisfied by providing information
listing of who may provide certifica- that is accurate and complete to the
tion is somewhat expanded from that best of the knowledge of the individuappearing in the original rule. Para- al who signs the form on behalf of the
graph (b) of the final rule was inserted filing person.
to insure that responses to requests
SECTION 803.7 EXPIRATION OF
for additional information and docuNOTIFICATION
mentary material are also certified, for
the same reasons applying to the iniSection 803.7 provides that notificatial notification.
tion with respect to and acquisition exSeveral comments in response to the pires 1 year after the related waiting
original rules discussed the certifica- period expires. Once notification extion requirement. One (15) suggested pires, the situation is just as though
deletion of the word "actual" from the notification had not been filed, and
phrase "actual authority" in subpara- the parties must report and wait
graph (b) of the rule, but provided no .before any acquisition subject to the
reason or explanation. The term - act may be consummated.
"actual authority" is meant to insure
For acquisitions of assets, therefore,
that the certifying individual possesses the rule means that the acquisition
the authority to certify. In other must be consummated within 1 year
words, an individual may not perform following the expiration of the waiting
a certification unless he or she has period.
.
been authorized to do so by the person
For acquisitions of voting securities,
on whose behalf the report is filed. the rule works - in tandem with
See §§ 801.1(30)(1), 803.2(30).
§ 802.21. After an .earlier acquisition
Another comment (28) objected to with respect to which notification was
the certification requirement for an filed, § 802.21 exempts, under certain
acquired firm, suggesting that this conditions, acquisitions of voting secumight constitute a warranty of some rities not meeting or exceeding the
kind to the acquiring company. The next greater notification threshold
comment did not explain why that· than that attained in connection with
result might occur, but in any case no the earlier notification. After notificasuch result is intended by the Commis- tion expires, no notification threshold
sion.
.
greater than the highest one met or
Two comments (74, 88) suggested exceeded within 1 year after expirathat the certification requirement was tion of the waiting periOd may be
unreasonable. The former suggested -crossed without again filing notificathat the. certification attest merely tion, even if notification has been filed
"that a good faith effort to produce regarding a. higher threshold. The
and deliver the information specified term "notification threshold" is dehas been made," That comment also fined in § 801.l<h).
suggested "a modified certification
An example illustrates the rule. For
format where certain categories of in- more information, see the statements
formation or styles of presentation are .of basis and purposes to §§ 801.l<h)
practically, but not absolutely, beyond and 802.21.
the ability of the reporting person,"
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.7
Comment 88 suggested that a "substantially accurate" standard be subThis rule serves two purposes. First,
stituted for the "true, correct and it limits the acquiring person to a reacomplete" language in the certifica- sonable period of time-1 year from
tion: The Commission believes that the expira.tion of the waiting periodeach of these suggestions is inappro- duriIig which to consummate the acpriate.
quisition described in the notification.
Section 7A(g)(2) requires substan- If the acquisition is to be consummattial, rather than complete, compliance ed after that time, the possibility of
with the notification requirement and changed circumstances warrants a
with any request for additional infor- fresh review by the enforcement agenmation. It is the function of the rules cies.
to define full compliance and to speciSecond, the rule"minimizes the likefy the content of the statement of rea- lihood that filings under the act will
sons for noncompliance to be supplied be used as a means of testing the agenwhenever the act and the rules are not cies' enforcement intentions "lith refully complied with. See section spect to acquisitions that the report7A(b)(1)(A)(ii), (e)(2)(B), § 803.3. The ing persons have no present intention
instructions on the Notification and to make. In this context the rule supReport Form permit the use of "best plements § 803.5(30)(2), which requires
estimates" when books and records that acquiring persons submit an affithat provide accurate answers to items davit with the form stating a good
o

faith intention to make the acquisition.
This rule appears for the first time
in the final rules.
SECTION 803.10 RUNNING OF TIME
Persons required by the act to file
notification of an acqusition must
thereafter wait 30 days (or, for !l. cnsh
tender offer, 15 days) before consummating the transaction. This rule explains the procedures for determining
precisely when this Waiting period
begins and ends.
Under § 803.10(0.), the waiting period
begins on the date of receipt of the notification and report form, or, if the
form is not cpmpleted, upon receipt of
the form to the extent completed and
a. statement or statements of reasons
for noncompliance in accordance with
§ 803.3. Under subparagraph (0.)(1), .the
waiting period for acquisitions to
which § 801.30 applies begins when the
acquiring person's form is received by
both agencies. Subparagraph (0.)(2)
provides that for all other acquisitions, the waiting period begins when
notification is received from all persons required to file.
Paragraph (b) of the rule describes
how to determine the expiration date
of the waiting period. Unless extended
by .a request for additional informo.tion under section 7A(e) and § 803.20
or' by district court under section
7A(g)(2) or terminated under § 803.11,
the waiting period ends at 11:50 p.m.
eastern time on the 30th (or, for cnsh
tender offers, the 15th) calendar day
following the beginning of the waiting
period. If extended by a request for
additional information or documentary material, the waiting period expires 20 days (or in the case of a cash
tender offer 10 days) after the receipt
of such information or documentary
material by the requesting agency. Not
every request for additional information extends the waiting period; those
directed to the acquired person in a
tender offer do not, under section
7A(a)(2) and § 803.20(c). The paragraph also indicates that § 802.23, the
exemption rule relating to amended or
renewed tender offers, may provide
that the waiting period ends on a different date.
If a request for additional informo.tion is issued early in the waiting
period and is answered promptly, the
20- or 10·day extension could run simultaneouslY with the original waiting period. Subparagraph (b)(2)(ii)
provides, however, that unless terminated pursuant to § 803.11, the waiting
period cannot expire earlier than it
would have expired if no request had
been issued. See example No. 1 to the
rule.
In the event that requests for additional information are directed to
more than one person, the waiting
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period is extended untU 20 days after
the receipt by the requesting agency
or" the information requested from all
, such persons. Example No. 2 to the
rule illuStrates this point.
Subparagraph (c)(1) specifies that
the date of receipt of notificatIon, .for
purposes 'of determining when the
waiting period begins, is the date on
which delivery is effected by hand or
by certified or registered mail during
normal business hours to the offices
designated in the rule. If delivery is effected after 5 pm. eastern time (that
is, after the close of normal busineSs
hours) or on any day other than a. reguIar business day (such as a. Saturday,
Sunday, or Federal" holiday) the date
of receipt is considered to be the next
reguIar business cfuy. If delivery to
both agencies is not effected on the
same date, the later date is deemed
the date of receipt.
Under subparagraph (c)C2), a. notification and report form, or a response
,'to a request for additional Informa.'tion, that does not comply with the
rules is insufficient to begin the run, Ding of time. In particuIar, if any item
of the form is not fully completed, or
any information or documentary ma·
terial is not completely, supplied, a.
statement of reasons for noncompliance conforming to § 803.3 must be
submitted. . Likewise, the affidavitcs)
required by § 803.5 must accompany
the acquiring person's notification. If
a deficient filing is receIved, the Commissionor the Assistant Attorney
General will promptly notify the
,person of the deficiencies so that the
person can rectify' them. However,
time will not begin to run until the de·
ficiencies, are cured.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION :to § 803.10
Section 7A(b)Cl) provides that the
waiting period "shall begin on the date
of receipt by the Federal Trade Com·
mission and the Assistant Attorney
General" of the completed notification, or the notification to the extent
completed and a statement of reasons
for noncompliance in accordance with
§ 803.3. Section 7ACe)(2) provides that
this waiting period may be extended
by a. request for additional informa.tion or documentary material for 20
(or, in the case of cash tender offers,
10) days after the appropriate agency
receives all requested data. Under section. 7A(b)(l)CA), the waiting period
begins upon receipt of notification
from both the acquiring and acquired
persons, or, in a tender offer, from the
{LCquiring person only.
.
Original § 803.10 matched the statutory scheme: Only for tender offers
wouId the waiting period have begun
upon receipt of the acquiriIl&" person's
notification. Consequently, for all
other acquisitions not involving a twoparty agreement, in which the issuer

may be Indlfierent or hostile, the
original rules would have permitted
such an Issuer to prevent the waiting
period' from starting, and the transac·
tlon from taking place, by not flllng.
As explained In the statement of basis
and purpose to § 801.30, with regard to
beglnnlng the waiting period the f1na.l
rules treat all nonconsensuaI acquIsI·
tlons slniIIarly to the treatment af·
forded tender offers by the act. FInal
§ 803.10Ca)(1) thus makes clear that
for all acquisitions to which § 801.30
applies, the waiting perIod begins as
soon as the acquiring person files noti·
fication. The acquired person In such
transactions must .fUe notification no
later than the 15th day (or, In the case
of cash tender offers, the 10th day)
after the date of receipt of the acqulr·
ing
person's
notification.
See
§ 801.30Cb)(2).
A request for additional Information
Issued to the acqulrIng or a~ulred
person -before the waiting period expired automatically extends the waiting period, except for requests directed to acquired persons In tender
offers. See section 7A(e)(2) and
§ 803.20(c)(2). Under those sections
and subparagraph (b)(2) or this rule,
whenever the waiting period lor
tender oUers is extended It expires on
the 20th day (or In the case of a cash
tender offer, on the 10th day) lollowIng the receipt from the offeror or all
additional informatIon requested. A
request for additional Information In
connection with all other types or acquisitions extends the waiting perIod
for 20 days following the receipt of additional Information from all persons
required to submit It.
Comment 1086 suggested that If a
request tor additional Information Is
made to the issuer whose stock is
being acquired from a. third party, the
waiting period should be extended
only tor 20 days from the date the request Is Issued. However, the com.ment's concern that such an acquired
person could' Indeflnltely extend the
waiting period by not responding to
the request has been addressed by the
addition of § 803.21 to the finnl rules.
See the statement or basIs and purpose to that rule.
Numerous technical changes were
made from the revised rule. The time
of receIpt after which delivery would
be deemed effected on the following
day was changed .from 3 to 5 pm. to
reflect the close of normal business
hours. The time or day when the waitIng period expires was changed from 5
to 11:59 pm. ThIs change provIdes the
agencies with the full 30 (or 15) days
within which to review the acquisition
and reflects the statutory Intent tha~
parties walt the full 30 or 15 days
before consummating.
A technical change urged In com·
ment 1059 was rejected. That com·

ment suggested tha~ the date of receipt of mailed forms and additional
information at the mailrooms of the
agencIes rather than at the premerger
notlflcation offices, be deemed the
"date or receipt." The comment expressed concern that reporting persons should not be subject to the uncertainty of guessing how long delivery from the maflroomS to the speci- ,
fled offices would take and shouId not
bear the risk of delays over which
they have no controL While it is true
that requlrIng receIpt at the offices
that will undertake the review couId
subject the reporting person to some
delay, this procedure will permit the
agencies to review the submissions for
the lull waiting periods. Moreover,
guesswork as to the date of receipt is
e1Im1nD.ted If delivery is effected by
man with return receipt request~ or
by hand. A reporting person that
chooses not to employ one of these
means of delivery retains the risk of
delay.
Subparagraph (c)(2) of the rule provIdes that unless the notificatIon and
report form Is submitted In compliance with the ruIes It is not "recIeved," and the waIting period therelore does not begin. SImilarly, the rule
provIdes that whenever a response to a.
request for additional Information
does not comply with the rules. it too
is not "received." In the latter instance, the waiting period remains in
effect until the deficiencY is cured and
for 20 days (in the case of cash tender
offers, 10 days) thereafter.
The rule is Intended to deal with instances of procedural noncompliance
wch as, for example, when the form
or a response to a request for additionallnformation has not been certified;
when one or more of the affidavits required by § 803.5 are mIssIng; when a
required statement 01 reasons for noncompliance (see § 803.3) is mIssIng or
Incomplete; or when the data submitted does not reflect the operations of
the correct portions of the reporting
person's business as required by
§ 803.2. In these or other Instances of
procedural noncompliance the CommIssIon will promptly notify the reporting person so that the problem(s)
can be corrected.
ThIs provIsIon generally will not be
applicable when an items on the fomi
or questions In a request for additional
Information have been properly answered or a complete statement of reasons for noncompliance explains any
incomplete responses. In these situations any question of whether there
bas been substantial compliance with
the nct and the rules will be resolved
by a dIstrict court as provided in section 7A(g)(2).
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SECTION 803.11 - TERMINATION OF
WAITllm PERIOD

Section 803.11 implements section
7A(b)(2) of the act. It sets forth the
conditions and procedures under
which the waiting period for an acquisition may be terminated prior to its
normal expiration. Generally, the.
Commission and the Assistant Attorney General will terminate a waiting
period only if termination has been requested in writing by one of the persons filing notification.
Paragraph (a) of the rule sets forth
the conditions which must exist before
a request for termination of a waiting
period will be considered. First, all persons required by the act and the rules
to file notification must have done so.
Second, it must have been determined
that no request for additional information will be made, or if any such requests have been made, the responses
must have been received. Third, both
the Commission and the Assistant Attorney General must have agreed that
no further action (e.g., request for additional information, suit under section 7A(g), or action challenging the
acquisition) is to be taken during the
waiting period.
Paragraph (b) of the rule automatically denies any request for termination which is pending at the time a request for additional information is
issued to any person, Whether the request for termination accompanied
the filing of notification or was submitted afterwards. In such a situation,
no formal notice of denial will normally be given.
Paragraph (c) provides that a waiting period may be terminated either
upon the written request (filed with
the offices designated in § 803.10(c» of
any person that has filed notification,
or sua sponte by the agencies~without
regard to the conditions contained in
paragraph (a). The sua sponte termination provision makes it unnecessary
to resubmit a request which was
denied by operation of paragraph (b).
Once a request has been made, it Will
be treated as continuing. In addition,
this provision gives the Commission
and the Assistant Attorney General
the power, in appropriate circumstances, to terminate a waiting period
even though a request for additional
information remains unanswered.
Section 803.11(c) makes termination
effective upon notice by telephone to
any requesting person, states that
written confirmation of termination
will be sent to all parties that filed notification, and restates the requirement of section 7A(b)(2) that notice of
termination must be published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER.
The Federal Trade CoDunlssion has
delegated the power to terminate the
waiting period under section 7A(b)(2)
and this rule to the Director and

Deputy Directors of the Bureau of
Competition, without power of redelegation.
- BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.11
Section 7A(b)(2) provides:
The Federal Trade Commission and the
Assistant Attorney General may. in individ·
ual cases, terminate the waiting period • • •
and allow any person to proceed with any
acquisition subject to the (the act>, and
promptly shall cause to be published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER a notice that neither intends to take any action-within such period
with respect to such acquisition.

Paragraph (a) of the rule announces
the conditions the agencies will require before a request for early termination Will be granted.
Two comments from the same organization (120; 1059) took issue with the
provision in paragraph (c) of the rule
that notice of all terminations shall be
published in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
The comments argued that Section
7A(b)(2) authorizes publication of a;
notice of termination only when the
termination occurs within "the initial
• .. • 30-day waiting period." The comments contended that publication of
notice that a "supplemental waiting
period" (emphasis in comment 120)
has been terminated is not authorized
by section 7A(b)(2) and would violate
the confidentiality quararitees of section 7A(h).
This argument was rejected. Section
'lA(b)(2) does not merely "authorize"
publication of notices of termination.
The language of the statute is mandatory and imposes an obligation on the
Commission and the Assistant Attorney General to publish notice of all
such terminations in: the FEDERAL REa.
ISTER. There is no basis for distinguishing between notices terminating
waiting periods of ordinary length and
those terminating waiting periods that
have been extended by requests for
additional information. Rather than
contemplating an original waiting
period followed by a "supplemental"
waiting period, section 7A(b)(1)(B) creates only one waiting period that may
be extended by a request for additional information or by a court order
under section 7A(g)(2). Since there is
.only one waiting period, which mayor
may not be extended, section 7A(b)(2)
requires that all notices of termination
be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER,
regardless of when during that waiting
period the termination occurs.
In addition, to· the extent that any
of the contents of published termination notices constitute "information •
• • filed • • • pursuant to (the act)"
within the meaning of section 7A(h),
the Commission concludes that section
7A(b)(2) makes a necessary exception
to section 7A(h>.
.
Comment 1075 suggested that before
termination is considered, it should be

requested by the acquired person, especially in third·party (§ 801.30) transactions, or by both parties. The Commission recognizes that in hostile takeovers, the interests of the acquiring
and acquired personsl are divergent.
But those conflicting interests alone
would not appear to justify a rule
which would give an advantage to an
acquired company resisting the takeover. If the acquisition may be anticompetitive, a request for early termination is unlikelY to be granted no
matter which party or how many parties request it. If it does not appear anticompetitive, the CommissIon has no
basis upon which to require that requests come from one party or the
other, or that they be unanimous.
Thus the suggestion was not adopted.
The rule retains the flexIblllty to
terminate a waiting period sua sponte
chiefly because § 803.20Cc)C2) automatically extends the waiting period
when a request for additional information Is issued. The Commission and
. the Assistant Attorney General may
occasionally be able to reach the determination set forth in subparagraph
(a)(3) of this rule even though not all
requested information has been provided by all the parties. In such instances"the waIting period may nevertheless be terminated. See also tho
statements of basis and purpose to
§§ 803.4 and 803.21.
SECTION 803.20 REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR DOCUMENTAR'1
MATERIAL

Section 7ACe) of the act permits the
Commission and the Assistant Attorney General, before the expiration of
the waiting period, to require one submission of additional information or
documentary material from each
person filing notification with respect
to an acquisition. Section 803.20 details the procedures by which the
agencies request additional Information and persons filing notificntion
comply with them. Paragraph Ca) Identifies the persons and individUals subject to such requests; paragraph Cb)
describes who may make the request,
how the request is to be communicated, and when the request is effective:
paragraph (c) details the impact of
such requests on the waiting period:
and paragraph (d) provides that all
such requests must be clearlY Identified and should be distinguished from
requests for clarification or ampllfication of responses.
Any person required to file notification may be required to respond to one
request for additional information or
documents, and more than one party
to an acquisition may be required to
do so. Furthermore, the act and rule
specifically provide that such requests
may, be made of one or more entities
within a filing person or of one or
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mote officers, directOrs, partners, For cash tender offers. 0. request for
- agents, or employees of the filing additional information Or documenllerson. Thus requests for additional tary material extends the waiting
information or documentary material period for 10 days after receipt of the
'are not-limited to the ultimate parent requested information from the acentity (the entity responsible for filing quiring person. For all other ncquIslnotification under § 803.2(a», or to an tions, the waiting perlod.Is e."Ctended
'entity authorized to file on its behalf. automatically for 20 days from receipt
Although either agency may issue a 'of the requested· information from all
request for - additional information, persons to which a request was nd-SUbparagraph (b)(l) provides that dressed. except the acquired person in
such a request may not be issued by a tender offer. See of § 803.10 and the
,both agencies to the same person or to example to § 803.20(c)(2).
Subparagraphs (d)(l) and (d)C2) emt any entity or indiVidual within that
- person. The rule provides that the phasize the dlfference between reCoinmission and Assistant Attorney quests for additional information
General may delegate the authority to under section, 7A(e) and requests 'for
make requests for 'additional informa- clarlfication or ampll!Icatlon of 0. response to an Item on the form. All retion.
Pursuant to subparagraph (b)(2), a quests for additIonal information or
-written request for additioIial informa- documentary material must be Identition is effective when received by the fied as such, regardless of 'the mnnner
llltimate parent entity of the person to in which they are communicated.
_which the request is directed (or the However, the agencies may make
entity filil]g on its behalf). If the re- other inqulrles not so Identlfied. These
- quest is communicated in person or by are not to be considered requests for
telephone, it is effective when commu- additional information, and they do
nicated, provided that a written confir- not extent the waiting period.
The Federal Trade Commlsslon has
mation is mailed within the 30-day
waiting period to the ultimate parent delegat~d the power to make requests
. entity (or the entity filing on Its for additional information or doenbehalf). A request made to a natural 'mentary materlal under section 7A(e)
person will be sent to the reporting and this rule to the Director, the
person to which the individual is relat- Deputy Directors, and the .Associate
ed; see § 803:20(b)(3). Such a request is Director for Premerger Notl!lcatlon of
effective as to the individual when it is the Bureau of Competition, without
effective as to.the reporting person to power or redelegatlon.
which he or she is related. In additIon,
BACKGROUND lNFolWATION TO § 803.20
a written copy of the request will be
delivered to the individual by hand. or
Comment 63 questioned whether the
by registered or certified mail.
act permits the delegation or authoriClause (b)(2)(ii) alSo requires that ty to make requests for additional in·
the filing person identify an individual formation. The comments suggested
'who will be available during normal that section 7ACe)(2), which provides
business hours throughout the waiting that "the Federal Trade Commlssfon
period. at a telephone number sup- or the .Assistant Attorney General, in
plied in item' 10 of the fonn, to re- Its or his discretion, may ext~nd the
spond to inquiries concerning notlfica- 30-day waiting period." contemplates
. tion. Telephoned. requests for addi- that the discretion of the CommIsslon
tional information will be made to or .Assistant Attorney General must be
that· individual; written confirmation exercised before the consummation of
_ will be mailed to the ultimate parent a merger or acquisition may be postentity of the filing person.
poned by a second request. The ComSubparagraph (c)(l) provides that, mission's view Is that section 7ACe)(2)
-with one exception, the waiting period should be read consistently wIth estab_for an acquisition will remain in effect lIshed agency polIcy. The CommIsslon,
until all additional' information re- under the authority provided by rear-,
quested has been submitted. even If ganlzatlon plan No.4 of 1961, may del·
the waiting, period would have expired eiate certain of Its functions to 0. dlvIbut for the request. The sole exception slon or the Commlsslon, an individual
is that a request directed to the person CommissIoner, an administrative law
whose voting securities are sought to judge, or an employee or employee
be acquired in a tender offer, or to any board. Pursuant to that authority, the
officer, director, partner, agent, or em- Commission has delegated to (among
ployee of such a person, will not others) the Director, Deputy DIrec·
extend the waiting period. The target tors, and Assistant Directors of· the
of the- tender offer must still respond Bureau or Competition1lm.Ited nuthor·to the- request within a reasonable Ity to lnItlate investigations. Since retime. under § 803.21, and may be sub- quests for additional information or
ject .to an enforcement proceeding -documentary material may be com·
.under·section·7A(g).pared to the lnItiatlon of investigaSubparagraph (c)(2) makes exten- tIons, decisions to Issue such requests
sion of the waiting period automatic. are s1mllarly delegable.

I

Paragraph (c) extends the waiting
period for all requests except those directed to acquired persons in tender
offers. Requests dlrected to acquired
persons in other transactions lIsted in
§ 801.30 thus extend. the waiting
period. For a dlscussion of the possIoility that such acquired persons can
thereby stall the consummation of a
transaction, see the statement of basis
and purpose to § 803.21.
Comments 120 and 1059 argued that
the rule's automatic extension of the
waiting period Is inconsistent with the
provlslon of section 7ACe)(2) that, If a
request for additional information is
made, the Commisslon or Assistant At..,
tomey General may, "in Its or his own
dlscretion." extend the lnItIal waiting
period for unot more than" 20 days (or
10) daJ,'S in the case of a cash tender
offer). These comments interpret this
language to require an individuallzed.
dlscretiQnnry judgment in every case
ns to whether and for how long the
waiting period should be extended.
The Commlssion rejected this suggestion and does not interpret the act in
U1ls mnnner. It belleves that this approach might seriously interfere with
the agencies review of all relevant information and thus with the.purposesof the act. In many cases, jf;will be impossible to predict, before the information Is submitted, what materials will
be supplIed in response and how long
It wlll take to review them. Since any
further extension requires an order of
a dlstrfct court" the waiting period
must be automatically extended for a
full 20 (or 10 days. If the review is
completed in less time, the extended
waiting period may be terminated
early under sretlon 7A(b)(2) and
§803.11_
Comment 37 argued that the act
does not permit extension of the waitIng period while a request for additional information Is outstanding. It
argued that a request made late in the
waiting period should have to be "reasonable" enough to be capable of areIij)Onse within the original waiting
period. ThIs suggestion was rejected,
since It 'Would effectively prevent the
agencies from maklng meaningful
second requests late in the waiting
period-a result not contemplated by
the statute. Furthermore, the notion
that requests for additiOnal information must be answerable within the
mlnlmum statutory waiting period is
inconsistent with the language of section 7AC3l(2), which contemplates extension of that period.
Numerous comments (c.g. 59, 77, 112115, 120; 1059) expressed concern that
mIsunderstandlngs could occur if requests for addItIonallnformatIon were
Issued orally. It should be noted that
the rule provides that requests- made
in person or by telephone are effective
only If a written confirmation is subse-
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sufficient incentive to assure that nei- and what it must contain, It permits
ther congressional interest is frus- the staff, in its discretion, to render
either a formal or an informal retrated..
A second purpose of the rule is to fa- sponse to any request, however mnde,
cilitate investigations'of tender offers. or to decline to render any advice.
Paragraph (b) permits the CommisIn all other types of acquisitions, if
the acquired person fails to respond to sion staff, in its discretion, to refer to
the request, then the waiting period the Commission any request for interwill remain in effect indefinitely, pretation, however made. Paragraph
blocking the acquisition (unless the (c) specifies that when formal interagencies terminate the waiting period pretations are given by either the
under § 803.11, despite the pendency Commission staff or the Commission
of the request). But since the act pro- itself they must be given with the convides that 1'0r tender offers the wait- CUITence of the Assistant Attorney
ing period will not be extended, an-ac- General or his or her desifmee. '
Paragraph (d) states that either tho
quired person, by failing to respond to
a second request, could prevent the Commission or the Assistant Attorney
agencies from obtaining the informa- General may rescind any formal inter·
tion necessary to review the acquisi- pretation previously given; in that
tion before it took place. Again, the event, the party that originally recongressional purpose would be frus- quested the interpretation must be notified of the rescission in writing.
trated.
Under paragraph (e), the CommisTherefore, the rule creates an affirmative obligation to submit request- sion will publish in the FEDERAL REGISed information within a reasonable TER a summary of formal interpretatime. A filing person's failure to tions given by the Commission (but
comply with this obligation could sub- not those given by the staff) and any
ject that person to civil penalties . rescissions of formal Commission inunder section 7A(g)(1) or equitable terpretations.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO §803.21
relief under section 7A(g)(2). What
BAcKGROUIm INFORMATION TO § 803.30
This hew rule is designed primarily constitutes a reasonable time must be
to prevent an acquired person in a judged on a case-by-case basis, considThis rule serves several purposes.
First, it authorizes the Commission
transaction subject to § 801.30 from ering all the facts and circumstances.
frustrating the acquisition. Without
Comments 1090 and 1108 recom- staff to give both formal and informal
this provision, an uncooperative ac- mended that the treatment, accorded interpretations of the act and the
quired person could delay the expira- by the act to tender offers be followed, rules. It thus recognizes' that persons
tion of the waiting period indefinitely although 1090 mentioned the institu- who are or may be subject to tho act
by not responding to a request for ad. tion of a rule like §'803.21 as an alter- may frequently require information
ditional information.
native. Another suggestion offered by and advice concerning their obligaThe act addresses this problem only comment 1086 is discussed in the tions, and that the staff should rein the context of tender offers. Sec- statement of. basis and p~ose to' spond to their needs for the program
tion 7A(e)(2) provides that the waiting § 803.10. All of these suggestIOns were to function. Requests for advice may
period~ cannot be extended by a re- . rejecte~ since the Commission believes be made orally by phone or in person,
quest for additional information to an that ~his rule represents the m~st ap- or they may be made in vJriting. The
acquired person in a tender offer. proprIate balance of the competmg in- same variety of responses is available
to the staff, so that straightforward
Rather than extend this treatment to terests.
Note that und 7r § 803.11(c) ~he en- problems can be handled expeditiousall other §801.30 transactions, the
Commission opted to impose a general for~7ment ~genCleS may tern:u:tate, a ly, while more difficult questions are
obligation on all recipients to respond waltmg perIod sua sponte, desPlt: the given more deliberate consideration.
within a reasonable time to requests pendenc~ of a request for additIOnal
Second, the rule permits the staff,
for additional information. This deci- informatIOn. See the example to within its sole discretion, to refer
sion resulted from a balancing of con- § ~03.20(C)(2). This course of !;Lction novel or complex (or any other) quesflicting interests. To imitate the statu- nught be chosen, for example, if the tions to the Commission, thereby
tory treatment of tender offers <i.e., to agencies dete~~ f~om o~hersour~es giving the Commission the opportunipermit the waiting period to expire that the acqwsltlOn 15 unlikel! to VIO- ty to render formal interpretations in
before the requesting agency receives late the antitrust laws, and if it has response. The rule does not, however,
the additional information from the become apP?Xent that the acquired give any person the right to obtain an
acquired person) would frustrate the person is delaying its response in an interpretation directly from the Comcongressional intent of assuring that attempt to forestall consummation of mission or to "appeal" a staff interprethe enforcement agencies have ade- the acquisition.
tation to the Commission. Nor dOllS It
quate information to analyze the SECTION 803.30 F,ORMAL AND ,INFORMAL obligate the Commission to give its in(or to take any action
transaction. Although there was also a
INTERPRETATIONS OF REQUIREI>IENTS terpretation
whatsoever) in response to any recongressional concern that persons be
'UNDER THE ACT AND THE RULES
quest.
able to conclude other nonconsensual
A final purpose of §803.30 is to give
This rule creates a mechanism for
transactions despite the recalcitrance
of the acquired person, the act does requesting and giving both f;ormal the Assistant Attorney General a role
not provide treatment' for such trans- (written) and informal (ora!) interPre- in the issuance of formal interpretaactions sinlilar to that ,regarding tations of requirements under the act tions. The reason for participation by
tender offers. The Commission deter- and rules. Paragraph (a) authorizes the Assistant Attorney General is'that
mined that imposing a specific duty on the Commission staff, to consider re- under section 7A(d) ,the rules themacquired persons to comply with re- quests for formal or informal interpre- selves must be promulgated by the
quests for additional information tations, and explains how a request for Commission with conCUITence of the
within a reasonable time would create a formal interpretation shall be made Assistant Attorney General.

quently mailed during the waiting
period.
Comment 25 suggested tI1at "clarification" and "amplification" be defined; otherwise, if a person construed
a request for additional information as
a "clarification" or "amplification" it
could violate the act if it then consummated a transaction without additional waiting. This ambiguity disappears
in light of paragraph (d), which requires specific identification 'of requests for additional information and
documentary material.
SECTION 803.21 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SHALL BE SUPPLIED WITHIN REASONABLE TIME
Section 803.21 requires persons receiving requests for additional information or documentary material to
supply the informl1tion and documentary material (or, if the request is not
fully complied with, a statement of
reasons for noncompliance in accordance with § 803.3) within a reasonable
time. See section 7A (b)(1)(A) and (e),
and §803.30.
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, Neither the Commission nor the As- process than ever before, (2) the rules
sistant Attorney General is bound by are experimental and complex and
either the iormal or the informal in- only time can tell whether their scope
terpretations of the staff under this was properly framed. and (3) the prorule. However, it is-envisioned that the vision that amendments be made by
Commission or the Assistant Attorney rule with the particJpation of both
General would. prior to taking any agencies Is cumbersome and may make
action contrary to a position embodied change difficult to achieve. The
in a formal int.erpretation of the staff, "sunset" provision, the C(lmment defirst withdraw that opinion and give clared, would oblige the agencJes to exnotice of that rescission to the party amine the rules after a reasonable
thl!--t origina.lly requested the interpre- period of tlme and make Whatever
tation.
changes appear necessary.
The purpose of the FEDERAL REGISThe Commission, though rejecting
TER suInmary described in paragraph _the mechanism proposed by this sug(e) of the rule is to inform the public gestion, agrees with certain of Its unof the enforcement agencies' position derlying premises. The aetunl eA-perlon 'complex or novel issues referred by ence of operating the premerger notithe staff, so that these interpretations fication program will unquestionable
may 1lSSist compliance with the act suggest changes in the rules and form
and the rules. All formal interpreta- that cannot be anticJpated prior to the
tions . will be available for public in- effective date. The agencJes intend to
spection and copying in the Public respond to questions or unexpected
Reference Branch of the Commission difficulties with the rules by means of
(Room 130 of the main Federal Trade formal and Informal interpretations
Commission Building in Washington, under § 803.30 when npproprInte, nod
D.C.).
by amendment to the rules when nec- Revised § 803.3Q. was more limited essary. However, the ndoptlon of a
than.the final rule, providing only for "sunset" provision would introduce
formal interpretations, and only by the possibillty of a lapse in coverage.
the Commission with the concurrence If the rules are to expire at some
of the AssiStant Attorney General.
stated time, ll. renewed program would
have to be promulgated by rule in adSECTION .803.90 SEPARABILITY
vance of that tlme to insure thnt no
Section 803.90 states that if any pro- such lapse occurs. The rulemaklng
vision of the rules or form is held in- scheme of section '1A(d) requires that
valid. or the application of the rules or both agencies agree on a new set of
form to any person or circumstances is rules, and If no agreement Is achieVed
held invalid. to the extent possibl~ n~i for some reason, they will be fneed
.ther .other provisions nor application with an intolerable problem. In the
of the -provision in question to other Commission's vIew, the possibillty that
persons ·or circumstances shall be af- the program could thus be suspended
fected. The reporting and waiting because no rules implement it-a situperiod obligations "are to remain in ation directly opposed to the intent of
effect to-the full extent not specifical- the statute, which C(lntains no
"sunset" provision and contemplates a
ly invalidated.
permanent program-Is unaeceptable.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO § 803.90
Furthermore, section '1A(j) requires
Section 803.90 appears for the first that the Commission, with the C(lncurrence of the Assistant Attorney Gentime in the final rules.
eral, annually prepare a report to ConOTHER COMMENTS
gress on the operation of the act, including an assessment of the eUects of
SUNSET RULE
the act and of the effects, purpose,
Comment 1049 proposed the adop- and need for the rules, and any recomtion of a "sunset" provision, providing mendations for revisIon of the act.
for the expiration of the rules 4 years This annual procedure C(lmpels the Pefrom the day they become effective. riodic review of the workings of the
Comments 1059 and 1063 endorsed' rules _and of any necessary chnoges.
this suggestion. The final rules, how- Thus, the PrimarY objective of a
ever; do not adopt this proposal, and "sunset" rule is aehieved by section
thus, like the original and the revised 7A(j). It is also aehieved in the rulerules, do not contain a "sunset" or making section of the Adminlstrative
. automatic expiration provision.
Procedure Act, pursuant to which the
Comment 1049 made three argu- rules are promulgated. Any interested
-ments for the inclusion of the person has the right to petition for
"sunset" provision. The comment con- the issuance, amendment, or repeal of
tended that mandatory periodic review a rule. 5 U.s.C. 553(e). Anyone who beof the rules by thean1;itrust agencies lieves a rule is unworkable, unfair. or
is desirable because: (1) The rules rep- unduly burdensome may petition for
resent a new type of undertaking for its amendment or repeal, and anyone
the agencies and make antitrust en- who believes a new rule should be
forcement more of a "regulatory" added can petition for its addition. Ru-

lemaking petitions afford an opportunity for consideration of any suggestion or review of any rule~
One additional comment (1100),
whlle not literally endorsing a
"sunset" provision. recommended that
the rules should provide for public
review and discussion of the program
after the first 2 years and regular
review thereafter. The Commission
does not find it necessary to adopt
such a rule. Informal and formal interpretations, annual reports to Congress,
and petitions under section 553 of the
Administrative Procedure Act should
insure adequate publIc participation.
EFFrenOE D.~7E OF FINAL RULES

At least two comments (1032, 10'10)
suggested that the Commission provide a period longer than 30 days between the publIcation of the final
rules in the FEDERAL REGISTER and
their effective dare. ThIrty days is the
minImum tlme allowable under the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.s.C.
553(d), except in special circumstances. Comment 1032 suggested that
the Commission allow a longer period,
of unspecified duration. in' order to
afIord other Federal agencJes adequate tlme to C(lnform their regulations to the final rules, as necessary.
Comment 10'10 proposed a period of at
least 90 days so that affected s..ogments
of the business community could
digest the final rules and institute appropriate compliance programs. The
comment stated that the complexity
of the act and the rules would necessitate more than 30 days, especially for
finnncJal institutions with wide-ranging investment activities.
Although the CommisSion did not
adopt; these suggestions. the result
these comments desire has nevertheless been achieved. On February 14,
19'18, the Commission tentatively- approved and made public the final version of the rules and form. Interested
business and government entities were
thus made aware of the final rules several months before the effective_ date
and have had adequate time to make
the appropriate preparations.. ~It is
therefore unnecessary to provide an
effective date later than 30 days after
publication.
.
RETURN OF YATERIALS stnmrrrED

Several comments (e.g., '10, 120; 1050.
1059) suggested that the rules should
provide that. all documents and information submitted under the premerger notifIcation program be returned after a decision has been made
not to challenge an acquisition, or
after the completion of any proceedings opposing the acquisition. Another
C(lmment (1023) proposed that the
agencJes adopt a polley of prompt
return, though it did not specifically
SUggest mldlng a rule for this purpose.
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, The .commentS made ,several argu- necessaril~ delay the completion of
ments supporting, the prompt return such acquisitions. They suggested that
of the data. submitted. For example, no further filing be required under the
comment 1050 declared that since the act and rules for transactions previlegislation was intended solely to allow ously reported under tbe existing prothe agencies to determine whether or gnun.
,
not to challenge an ,acquisition prior
The Commission did not adopt tp.is
to im completi~n, no statutorY purpose suggestion, choosing to place all trans'.'lould be served by retaining the mate- actions on the same footing under the
rial after this determination has been act. The Commission has already admade. Comment 1023 stressed the dressed this issue in the statement of
"highly sensitive and ~onfidential basis and purpose to the transitional
nature of the data," ~.pparently fear- rule implementing the act, 42 FR
ing that improper disclosure would be 6365-66 (February 2, 1977).
more likely to .occur if the agencies re- ,However, the Commission has
tained the documents. Comment 1059 amended its existing premerger notifiasserted that the premerger notifica- cation program to provide that, as of
tion program was not intended by the effective date of the premerger noCongress as a means of obtaining an tification rules, persons that file, and
economic d3.ta base for generalized re- persons that are not required to file, a
search and inferred that if the docu- notification and report form under the
ments are not to be used for such pur- act and the rules need not file a speposes, they therefore ought to be re- cial report under the Commission's exturned after the agencies decide not to isting premerger notification program.
challenge an acquisition. '
AD HOC EXEUPTIONS
The Commission rejected these proposals because they take an excessive- ' Comments 87 and 1063 proposed
ly narrow view of the agencies' ,en- that a rule permit the agencies, in apforcement responsibilities and the per- propriate circumstances, to grant ad,
missible uses of materials received hoc discretionary exemptions from the
under the act. Section 7A(i)(l) explic- filing and waiting-period requireitly states that an acquisition not chal-ments. This approach was rejected.
lenged by either agency during the 'Section 7A(d)(2)(B) of the act requires
waiting period may still be challenged that all exemptions be made by rule in
after its e~tpiration. Nothing in the accordance with 5 U.S.C. 553. Therelaneuage or legislative history of the . fore, all exemptions must be of generact Q!'pears to prohibit.the use of data al application: Ad hoc e!.emptions of
submitted under the act for subse- otheI'\'lise reportable transactions are
quent challenge to a reported aoquisi· apparently not permitted. .
tion or. in fact, for any other law enforcement purpose. :A challenge after TRANSACTIon SUBJECT TO PUBLIC UTILITY
HOLDUIG COt1PA:tiY ACT
the waiting period might result from
subsequent developments, such as adComment 1084 recommeded that
ditional ecquisitions. Submitted mate- transactions subject to SEC approval
rial can also be useful in investigations under section 9 of the Public Utility
and challenges to other acquisitions. Holding Company Act of 1935, 15
To return the materials after the wait- U.S:C. "191, be grailted a limited exemping perIod expires could seriously tion on the same terms as the transachinder later enforcement efforts.
tions exempted by section 7A(c)(8) of
The confidentiality issue raised by "the act and § 802.8 of the rules. The
comment 1023 is not considered a . 'comment urged conditioning the exmajor problem. See section 7A(h) of "emption upon filing copies of all inforthe a1:lt and the statement of basis,and -mation' and documentary- material
purpose under the heading "confiden- filed with the SEC contemporaneously
ti~t:r," below.
with the antitrust agencies at least 30
DUPLICATIon 0];' FILIliGS UNDER EXISTING days prior to consummation. The comNOTIFICATION PROGRAM
ment suggested this e~emption in
order to provide the agencies with a
Two comments <1044, 1082) noted form of pretransaction notification yet
that under certain circumstances 8, avoid duplicative filings.
The transactions to which this comfirm that has previously filed notification of an acquisition under the Com- ment refers are: (1) direct or indirect
mission's existing premerger notifica- acquisitions, by public utility holding
tion program must file again under companies of "any securities or utility
the act and rules. Specifically. a trans- assets or any other interest in any
action reported under the old program business," and (2) acquisitions of any
because the agreement was concluded "securities of a public utility company
before the effective date of the act -by any person which is an affiliate of .
must also be reported under the act if' such company as well as of anY other
it will be consummated after the effec- public utility or public utmty holding
tive date. The comments objected that, cOmpany, or becomes'such an affiliate
the dual filing requirement would be asa result of the acquisition. 15 U.S.C.
burdensome and unfair and vJOuld un- -'191<a).· These types of acquisitions raIFED~L

quire approvel by the SEC before consummation.
The Commizsion rejected this proposal because it is unable to conclude
that! tbese acquisitions are unllIw}y to
violate the antitrust laws. It thus believes that the comment faUed to provide adequate justification for tbe proposed exemption.
COI1li'IDcrlTIALITY

Several comments made suaecsUons
concerning the confidentinJ treatment
to be accorded materIals SUbmitted in
response to the form or to requests for
additional information. Severr>j of
these comments specifically referred
to the nondisclosure provision of section '1A(h). That subsection exempts
all such material from disclosure
under the Freedom of Information
Act, and provides as well that:
no such information or documont..'lry mate-

rial may ba made public. except os may be

relev::mt to any adm1n1strnt!vc or judlc!nl
action or proceeding. Nothlne in this ot'ction
is intended to prevent d!zclo:JUre to either
body of Congress or to nny duly nuthorlzt'd
committee or SUbcommittee of the con·
gress.

One group of comments (e.ff., 48, 70,
101, 120; 1050, 1059) urged the c;,ommission to promulgate rules Which
state the agencies' interpretation of
section 7A(h) and spell out what steps
the agencIes plan to take to preserve
the confidentiality it requires. For rotample, comment 120 suggested, among
other things, that the rules provIde
that all data and documents submitted
,in the premerger nQtification proerom
be maintained in a separate file by the
Secretary of the Commission and by
an appropriate Department of Justice
custodian; that they be inspected only
at one location at each agency and
only by the employees assIlJIled to the
particular premerger investieation;
and that no other copies be made.
The ,Commission did not promuleate
rule concerninrr section 7A(b) because it did not believe rulemakinff to
be necessary or appropriate for thin
purpose. The act is unequivocn.l that
no public disclosure may be mnde, and
the agencies will take I1ppropriate
measures to BSSure this confidentiality.
The Commission also rejected tho
specific sum::estioru: in comment 120
that the documents not be copied,
that they be maintained only at one
location at ecch agency, and that they
be inspected only by the premeraer
office employees. The Commission believes it is not only unnecessary but
also inappropriate to restrict o.ccess to
the documents and information to particular agency f;1taff members. Confi·
dential information received under
this program will be accorded the
same treatment accorded to confiden-

a
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tial 'information· obtained by other
means, such as by subpoena.
Comment 1050 cited FTC v. AUantic
Richfield Co., 567 F. 2d 96 CD.C. Cir.
1977)~ in support of' the suggestion
that materials received under this program should not be made available by
the agencies to individuals not involved in the premerger reyiew process. The Commission takes the view
- that the AUantic Rich,field case has no
relevance to this situation. In Aaantic
RichJteld, the court suggested "various
plausible arguments" (id. at 103) for
the proposition that the FTC rules of
practit;e and the due process clause
bar the Commission staff participating
in an adjudicative proceeding before
an administrative law judge from obtaining access to documents or information obtaIDed pursuant to subpoena
. in a separate FTC investigation, without notice to the parties and approval
of the administrative law judge. The
court ordered the Commission to make
public its own interpretation of its
rules, but did not purport to mandate
the content of that interpretation.
This interPretation was recently
issued by the Commission and would
in no way bar use of materials obi tained through this program in any
:other Commission investigation or
iproceeding.
!. The Commission interprets the pro:vision of section 7,A.(h) that the infor'mation submitted may be made public
;"as may be relevant to any administrative or judicial action or proceeding"
,to authorize making it public, in the
:agency's discretion, in 8ny' ·proceeding
:brought by or againSt the Commission
:or.· the Assistant Attorney Gener8.l,
:whether the' submitting person is a.
'party or not. Nothing in the legislative
history or intent- of the act 'supports
the more limited interpretations urged
.implicitly by comment 1050 and explicitly by other comments (e.g., 70,
120). Comments 70 and 120 suggested
that the materials should only be
made public in judicial or administrative proceedings brought by the Government to challenge the particular
acquisition that is the subject of the
notification and then only when the
reporting person is a party. However,
Comment 120 conceded in a. footnote
that if the use of the submitted data is
not so limited, it should at leaSt be
limited to proceedings against the submitting party. The comment argued
that to use the- data against another
party would m3ke a mockery of the
statute and would undermine the ef.
fectiveness of the act. . The Commission does not agree. The
language of the act contemplates that
the data may be made py.blic by the.
Commission or the Assistant Attorney
General in any administrative or judicial Proceeding to which the Commis·
sion,or the Department of Justice is a.

party. There Is no reason to belleve
that the act's effectiveness wDl be
hampered by such a. polley. As long as
information Is lawfully obtalned, it
may be used by the agencies for any
law enforcement puI'pose.
Comment 1075 suggested that whenever materIal submitted pursuant to
the act is to be used in an administrative or judicial proceeding, the submitting person should be given prior
notice so that a protective order may
be sought in approprinte situations.
When the submitting person Is a party
to the proceeding, no special notice
procedures are contemplated since the
act contemplates such, use by the
agencies. The comment was therefore
viewed as applying to situations in
which the person that submitted the
materIal Is not a party to the proceeding in Which the material Is to be introduced.
Because section 7A<h) does not restrIct or qualliy the ability of- the
agencies to use submitted material,
the CommIssion does not belleve that
any formal notice provisIon Is required
by the act, and none has been adopted
in the final rules. However, the Commission recognizes that reporting persons have an interest in protecting
their sensitive competitive data from
. public disclosure in the course of law
enforcement proceedings to which
they are not parties. Therefore, as a
matter of polley, the CommIssion and
the Assistant Attorney General will in·
struct their staffs in such cases to give
persons reasonable notice, when possi·
ble, prior to introduction or other use
'Of such materIal that would result in
. its becoming part of the public record
of the proceeding.
Two comments (70, 120) 'urged that
10 days' notice be provided to the reporting party before the data Is submltteci to Congress. WIthin the con·
straints sometimes Imposed by con·
gresslonal requests for data, the Commission and Assistant Attorney General will also instruct their staffs to give
reporting persons reasonable notice of
any release of such data to Congress,
when possible.
Comment 120 suggested a rule to
limit permissible disclosure to congressional committees Or subcommittees to
"official" requests made by majority
vote containing an intent to respect
the confidential nature of the information. ThIs suggestion was rejected.
It is lnappr,oprla.te to attempt to prescrIbe by rule the procedural acceptability of a Congressional request.
RISK ARBITRAGEURS

. Comment 1095 urged that acquisitions of voting securities in risk arbitrage transactions be entirely exempted from the act. Ae<;ording to the com·
ment, risk arbitrageurs are investment
banking firms or other securities deal-
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ers that, upon the announcement of a
pending merger, acquisition, or tender
orIer, buy the securities of the company to be acquired or sell short the securities of the acquiring company.
They realIze a profit if the merger actually takes place as planned, since ordlnarUy the value of the stock of the
acquired person Increases and the
value of the acquiring person's stock
decllnes. The comment stated that arbitrageurs assume substantlal capital
risks but serve a useful function by
helping to stabillze the frequently
volatile market resulting from a
merger or tender offer announcement.
The comment recommended that arbitrage transactions be exempted since
arbitrageurs do not ordinarily hold
voting securities on a long-term basis,
nor do they typically have any interest
in participating in the business decisIons of the companies whose stock
they purchase. It argued that they are
competitively irrelevant and serve
only a market·stabilizIng function.
This comment was rejected. ArbitrageurS should not be treated differently
from other InstitutioDal Investors that
enjoy only a llmIted exemption under
§ 802.64. Since arbitrageurs may qualify
as
broker-dealers
within
§ 802.64(2)(9), their purchases of
voting securities in the ordinary
course of business solely for the purpose of investment may be exempt
under the final rules until their holdings reach the level of at least 15 percent of the outstanding stock of the
Issuer worth at least $25 million.
Beyond that point, arbitrageurs. like
all other Institutional investors. must
comply with the act•
SpecI!Ically, the Commission was not
satisfIed that the holdings of arbit rageurs never have antlcompetitive consequences. There is no assurance,
when an arbitrageur makes a purchase
of stock. that it wm not hold the
shares for a. longer period than it anticipates or that it will not act to influence or control management. In some
circumstances. it Is possible that the
existence of large holdings by arbitrageurs may have an effect on management. In addition, it seems difficult to
define with any degree of accuracy or
certainty, for the purpose 'of drafting
an exemption. which transactions are
to be considered arbitrage transactions, and the comment did not suggest a solution.
NOTIFICATION' AND REPoRT FORM
CONCEPr OF FORM

The noti!Ication and report form appears as an appendix to part 803 of
the rules. It Is designated in § 803.1 as
the notl!IcatIon required by section
7A(a) of the act. ThU3, in cases of noncompllance use of § 803.10(c)(2) procedures or the enforcement proceedings
sPecI!Ied in sections 7A (g)(l) and
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(g)(2) m,ay folloW' if the form is not ing persOIL and another party to the
properly completed and filed. .As acquisition (ita'n. 8);
Any other recent acquisitions by the
§ a03.1(a) Gtates, all persons required
by the act to file notification must do acquiring person in an industg from
so by completing and filing a copy of which both it and the acquired person
the form. including any documents re- derive dollar revenues <item 9);
The purpose of the act is to assist .
quired to be supplied in response to
any items on the form. The form is de- the agencies in identifying. before
signed to provide the Commission and they are consummated, transactions
the Assistant Attorney General with that may violate the antitrust laws.
the information necessary and appro- Section 7A(d)(l) therefore provides
priate for an initial evaluation of the that the Commission "shall require
potential anticompetitive impact of an that the notification .. .. .. be in such
acquisition. Its completion by all par~ form and contain such documentary
ties required to file 'will ordinarily material and information relevant to a
permit both agencies to determine proposed acquiSition as is necessary
whether the waiting period should be and appropriate" to enable the agenallowed to expire. or whether a re- cies "to determine whether such.acquiquest for additional information sitions may. if consummated, violate
should be made under section 7A(e) the antitrust laws." The Commission
and § 803.20. potentially leading to a has determined that each of the items
preliminary injunction or administra- on the form fulfills the statutory mantive proceeding challenging the acqui- date.
Another possible course of action.
sition, or to an enforcement action
which was rejected by the Commis.
under section 7A(g).
would have been to require only
The form is not intended to elicit all sion.
a perfunctory notification and seek depotentially relevant information relat;.. tailed
data by means of requests for
ing to an acquisition. Relevant infor- - additional
information. This course.
mation not specifically requested by which several
(e.g.• 1023,
any of the items on the form may be 1080) suggested,comments
was
rejected
for sevobtained by either agency by means of . eral reasons. First. this position
misa request for additional information conceives
the amount of information
under section 7A(e) and § 803.20. The necessary to
make even a tentative dereporting person may also supply addi- termination, of
whether a transaction
tional information voluntarily pursu- may violate the antitrust laws. The act
ant to § 803.l<b).
clearly contemplates that the initial
The information requested by the notification should contain all inforform includes. in summary:
mation and documents "necessary and
The identities of the persons -in- appropriate" for the purpose of detervolved and the type of acquisition mining the competitive impact of the
(item 1);
acquisition. It explicitly leaves to the
A description of the voting securities Commission. with the concurrence of
or assets to be acquirec;l and of the the Assist~t Attorney General. the
means by which the acquisition is to determination of what constitutes
be carried out (item 2); .
such information. A perfunctory iniThe percentage and total dollar tial report would not fulfill the conamount of the 3S3ets and voting secu- gressional intent expressed in section
rities of the acquired person to be held 7A(d)(1).
by the acquiring person as a result of
Second, to require a shorter initial
the acquisition <item 3); .
notification would more frequently
- Copies of various SEC filings. annual lead to the issuance of a request for
report.s and financial statements of additional information, wIth its consethe reporting person, as well as studies quent delay and burden on the reportor analyses of the acquisition (item 4); ing person or persons. If second reA listing of dollar revenues derived quests were issued more frequently,
by the repqrtlng person. broken down the aoorage waiting period would be
separately by industry, product class. longer. rather than shorter, than it
and product (item 5);
'Would be with a more comprehensive
Information about the entities in- initial notification procedure. In many
cluded vlithin the reporting person. as cases the more data the receipt of
well as information about the share- which is deferred, the greater would
holders of the reporting Person and be the ultimate burden on the reportthe shareholdings of the reporting ingperson.
person in other persons (item 6);
One comment (1059) suggested that
Geographic market information re- the interests of reporting persons
latirig to industries in which the re- would be better served if the most burporting person and another party to densome questions were made optional
the acquisition both derived dollar rev- .and the reporting person allowed to
enues (item 7);
balance for itself the risk of a second
Information about revenues result;.. request. The comment argued that for
ing from certain vendor-vendee rela- clearly innocuous acquisitions and
tionships existing between the report- clearly irrelevant ·information. the re-

porting burden. rmd the aaenc1e.::l'
burden of reviewing thiz Information.
could thus be mitigated. The Commission did'not adopt this sugcrcstion. Tho.
Commission believes that section
7A(e) provideS' the mecho.nism of rc-.
quests for additional information in
order to as.>ist the agencie:::1n their efforts to obtain additional information
about acquisitions that the acrencies
believe. based on informa.tIon contained in the initial report. may re~
quire a petition for judicial Or administrative relief. To permit optional compliance with the provisions of t110 inl·
tial report would undermine the usc~
fulness of the second request mechanism. would seriously hinder the n~en
cies in their efforts to carry out thefr
congreS3ionally ma.:ndn.ted review. and
would be lldtnlnistratlvely unworlmblc.
Furthermore. optional compliance
"lith the provisions of the form could
cre..'\te a temptation on the part of reporting persons to withhold potentinlly crucial information concerning an
acquisition's impact on competition. In
order to discourage such prncUce::l, the
agencies would be forced routinelY to
make second requests for information
not supplied on the Form. This re:;ult
would create'longer delays for report-ing persons. rmd would defeat the purpose of the suggestion.
Several comments (e.g.• 1011. 1023)
complained about what they felt \'Ins
an excessive burden of paperwork related to the form. The Commk.:slon
has determined that the information
requfred is 'only thnt which is ncce!)sary and appropriate to Implement tho
congressional mandate to creMe an effective premereer notification program.
EXPLANATION AND INSl'nUCTIOl1S

The ro;plnnation and' instructiorul
found on pa~es 1-3 of the notiflclttion
and report form nre inten"dcd to
supply certain basic information. They
must be read in conjunction with tho
act and the rules. Some of tho m-;plllnations nnd instructions for completing the form are found in the rulr:!
themselves. espooin.l1y in § 803.2. Tho
terms used in the form nre defined In
the rules rother than in the form
itself. The definition of one term used
in the form but not the rules. "dollar
revenues." hn.s baen' moved from the
"definitions" portion of the form.
where it was in the originol form. to
§ 803.2(d). The balance of the tcrmu
are defined in § 801.1
As § 803.1(E,) implies. one need not
necessarily file notification by completing E, preprinted copy of the form
provided bY,one of the r>,gencies. Photnstatio or other equivruent reproductions are permitted. and mmy itcnw
requiring detailed responses will reo
quire separate additional sheets.

t
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( The third paragraph of the instruc·
tions describes how many copies of the
form are to be sent to each agency and"
'gives their addresses. The affidavit required by § 803.5 should be attached to
the front page. Without the affidavit,
.notification is incomplete. See the
Statement of Basis and Purpose to
§803.5.
"
. A box is provided on the first page
of the form for the reporting perSon
to check whether the acquisition is a
cash tender- offer. This box gives the
agency staff immediate notice that the
waiting period is only 15 days and
begins upon receipt of the acquiring
person's form. as provided in section
'1A(b)(l)(B), and that· review must
therefore be expedited.
The "name and date" blanks are
'provided to help the agency staff immediately identify the rejJort as belonging to a particular person. The
blanks under (b) and (c) call for addi·
tional information when rules are employed permitting an entity other
than the Ultimate parent entity to file
notification; .see the discussions of
§ 803.2(a) and 803.4 on these instances.
The name of the reporting person is
repeated at the top of each page of
the form in order to assure the identification of each page should they
become acciCientally separated.
In general, the form employs the
Standard Industrial Classification
. ("SIC") system employed by the
Bureau of the Census. The SIC-based
product and industry categories are
available in the "Standard Industrial .
Classif.ication Manual" and other publications; the instructions provide the
exact citation for that volume as well
as for additional publications noted as
references for 5-digit (SIC-based code)
product class and ''1~git (SIC-based
code) product. For '1-digit product
codes ending iil 00, the instructions request that more detailed information
be supplied from appendix A to the
Numerical List of ManUfactured Products, because codes ending in 00 do not
provide sufficient detail on the precise
product involved.
The instructions jJrovide that .if. precise information is not available, best
estimates may be supplied, but must
be indicated· by the notation "est:'
The sources of such estimates must
also be indicated. Furnishing an estimate -in these circumstances will ordinarily not be regarded as a failure .to
supply a complete response within the
- meaning of § 803.3 and does not. reqUire a statement of reasons for noncompliance as provided in that section.
Persons which have information on a
fiscal year; rather than calendar year,
basis. may supply the requested data
for the fiscal year which most nearly
corresponds to the calendar year specified.

The final paragraph or the instructions reminds the individual completing the form of certain spec1al pro\·i·
sions of § 803.2 that nlaY Increase or
decrease the amount of Information
required. These provisions nrc explained In,the Statement of Basis and
Purpose to § 803.2ITEM: lea)

Item lea) requires the reporting
person to check boxes to Indicate the
basic character of the reportable
transaction. All applicable boxes
should be checked.
ITEM l(b)

Item l(b) requires the reporting
person to Indicate whether It is the aequlrlng or acquired person in the
transaction, or, when applicable, both.
If the reporting person Is both an acqulrlng and an acquired person in a
single transaction, It need not submit
two entirely separate reports. It may
instead file one report as both an acquired and an acquIrlng person. but
must respond to certain items separately in each capacity. See § 803.2(b).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO ITEM

lCb)

Origlnalitem l(b) required listing all
"active entities" included within the
reporting person. The final form requires listing the entitles included
within the reporting person in response to item 6(a). See the Statement
of Basis and Purpose to Item 6.
:rn:r.t I (C)

Item l(e) requires the name and address of the preacquisitlon ultimate
parent entity.
ITEM led)

Item l(d) requires the reporting
person to indicate the legal form or or·
galnzation of the reporting person, Le.,
corporation, partnership, etc. If ll. corporation, the reporting person must
indicate the state of incorporation; if ll.
partIlership, the state of jurisdiction.
ITEMlCe)

Item 1(e) requires the reporting
person to indicate whether the data
submitted on the notification and
report form is furnished by calendar
or fiscal year. and if by fiscal year, the
dates of the fiscal year.
ITEM 1(!)

Item 1(0 need not be completed if
the ultimate parent entity is Itsel! the
il.cquiring or acquired entity. If the acquiring or acquired entity Is not the
ultimate parent entity listed in Item
1(c), the reporting person must Identify the name and malllng address of
the acquiring or acquired entity, and
(if applicable) Its state of incorporation. The percentage or voting securi-

ties or this entity held by the ultimate
parent entity described in Item lee)
must also be Indicated. If the ultimate
parent entity controls the acquiring or
acquired entity indirectIy~ the report
must describe this indirect controL
DELETION OF REVISED ITEM leg)

See the Statement of Basis and Purpose to Item 6.
ITEM2(a)

Item 2(a) requires the reporting
person to list the name and mailing
address of each acquIrlng and acquired
person, whether or not each such
person Is Itself required to report. The
major instance in which fewer thaIIaIl
the partIes to an acqulsltlon may be
required to file notifIcation is the creation of a. joint venture or other corporation. See § 801.40(b).
Item 2(a) requires a brief description"
of the assets or voting securities to be
acquired. the consIderation to be received by the acquired person and. if
known, the Identity of any holders
other than the Issuer from which the
voting securities are to be acquired.
Acquisitions from holders other than
the Issuer may occur in tender offers
and the other types of transactions descrIbed in § 801.30. In tender offers for
widely-held entities, as well as in purchases of stock traded on securities exchanges, the number of such holders
will be extemely large. Item 2(a) thus
requires disclosing the Identity of nonIssuer holders only when the acquired
entity Is not widely held.
BACKGROUND INFoRMATION TO

ITEM 2(a)

OrIglnalitem 2(20) required the listing or all other companies "involved in
the transactlon." A number of comments (e.g., 25, 28, '71. 112, 120) criticIzed the use of this phrase as ambiguous. since it could conceivablY refer to
(among others) law firms. banks.
escrow .. agents, auditors. brokers, or
other persons incidentally participating in the acqulsltion. The Item did
not seek to Identify so broad a. categOry of persons. Final item 2(a) clarifies
that only acqulrlng and acquired persons and, if applicable, non-Issuer
holders need be listed.

in:M 2(b)
Item 2(b) requires the reporting
person to indIcate, if known. the
scheduled consummation date of the
acquisition. If the date is unknown at
the time of fDIng, an estimated date
should be provided and the basis of
the estimate explained. If the parties
have agreed to a. formula by which the
closing date will be determined (e.g.,
"60 days after termination of the waitJng period"), this formula should be
provided.
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ITEM 2(C)

Item 2(c) requires the reporting
person to descrIbe the' manner in
which the acquisition is to be carried
out, including the expected dates of
major events in the acquisition, such
as stockholders' meetings, filing of requests for approval, other public file
ings, terminations of tender offers, etc.

rather than a value resulting from a
formal appraisal.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO ITEM

2(d)(i)
Original item 2(d)(i) required the reo
porting person to describe "all • • •
assets" to be acquired. The final version of the item refines this requirement to permit the description of general classes of assets.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO ITEM 2(C)
A number of comments (e.g. 1057,
Original item 2(c) required the de- 1098) criticized item 2(d)(i) on the
scription of "each necessary step" in grounds that the compilation of this
the transaction. A number of com- data would be too burdensome. The
ments (e.g., 71, 89, 112) criticized thfl Commission believes that information
use of this phrase as overly broad or concerning general classes of acquired
unnecessary for law enforcement pur- assets is necessary and appropriate to
poses. In addition, others (e.g., 30; antitrust analysis, and is unlikely to
1098) argued that this provision might 'constitute a significant burden for rerequire the submission of information porting persons. Another comment
not available to the reporting compa- (77) suggested that any description of
ny at the time of filing. Two com- assets be limited to the degree of
. ments (28, 112) recommended that the detail necessary in order to identify
only vital date for law enforcement the product or service generated by
purposes should be the prospective the asset~ The latter comment has
been adopted in substance in the final
closing date of the transaction.
The language of final item 2(c) has version of this item.
Another comment (1086) suggested
been clarified. The use of the phrase
"necessary steps" has been abandoned. that reporting companies will have difInstead, reporting companies are re- ficulty determining "approximate
quired to describe generally the in- dollar values" for classes of assets
tended course of the transaction in- without undertaking an extensive apcluding the expected dates of maior praisal of those assets. The "approxievents. The item gives examples of mate dollar va.].ue" requirement of
item 2(d)(i) is intended only to provide
such events.
the agencies with a rough estimate of
ITEM: 2(d)(i)
the value of each class of acquired
Item 2(d)(i) need be completed only assets. It does not require an appraisThe more structured determination
by persons engaged in an assets acqui- al.
of
value under § 801.10 applies
sition; persons engaged in an acquisi- to dollar
the
aggregate
dollar value of all
tion of voting securities need not assets to be acquired,
and it must be
submit this information. The item re- reported
under item 3. If the acquired
quires the reporting person to describe person holds
only one class of assets,
and provide an approximate dollar that value is the proper response to
value for all general classes of assets item 2(d)(i) as well as item 3.
(other than cash and securities) to be
However, if the acquired person
acquired by each party to the acquisi- holds more than one class of assets,
tion. If the acquisition is the forma- and the acquiring person is acquiring
tion of a joint venture or other corpo- more than one such class, item 2(d)(i)
ration, the description must include all requires more detail. The aggregate
general classes of assets to be acquired dollar value should in this case be
by the joint venture pursuant to broken down into approximate dollar
agreement among the persons forming values for each general class of acthe corporation.
quired assets. Alternatively, the book
For each general class of assets, the value of each class of the _acquired
reporting person must (when applica- assets can be used if It bears a reason·
ble) indicate the page or _' paragraph able relationship to fair market value.
number of the contract or other docuITEM 2(d)(ii)
ment submitted with the form in
which the assets are more particularly
If the acquiring person, at the time
described.
of the signing of the agreement to acThe term "general classes of assets" quire assets of the acquired person,
refers to general types and catagories holds any assets of that person that it
of assets, rather than any specific acquired in the previous 180 days, it
meaning in accounting terminology or must describe and provide a dollar
otherwise. Examples are land, mer- value for each general class of the ear·
chandise inventory, manufacturing in- lier-acquired assets. The rule applies
ventory, manufacturing plants, retail only if the second acquisition is of
stores, goodwill and other intangibles. assets, not voting securities. See
The term "approximate dollar value" § 801.13(b)(2). The term "dollar value"
refers to an approximation of value, means "approximate dollar value," as

employed in item 2(d)(i). See the statoment of basis and purpose to item
2(d)(i).
ITEr.t 2(e)
Item 2(e) need be completed only by
parties to a voting securities acquisition. The item requires all reporting
persons to provide, for each issuer
whose voting securities will be acquired, information on the classes and
dollar values of those issuers' voting
securities. When voting securitics of
an issuer are being acquired indlrecUy.
those securities are not listed in response to this item, although the issuers of such securities will be listed in
response to item 6(a) of the acquired
person's form. Similarly, when voting
securities are being acquired in 0. secondary acquisition, those securities aro
not listed in response to this item on
the form submitted for the primary
acquisition, since separate notuico.tion
and report forms must be submitted
for the secondary acquisition. Seo tho
statement of basis and purpose to
§ 801.4. This information must be Submitted for all classes of securitics, regardless of whether securities within a
particular dass will actually be acquired in the transaction. This information is relevant to the review process since it "Jill assist the agencies in
determining the actual degree of control arising from the acquisition. The
required information includes:
(i) A list of all classes of voting securities that will be outstanding after
the acquisition (regardless of whether
stock in each particular class will be
acquired in the transaction), and a list
of all classes of non-voting securities
that will be acquired in the acquisition. When more than one class of
voting securities is outstanding, the reporting person must include a description of the voting rights of each class:
(11) The total number of sharcs of
each class listed under (i) that will be
outstanding after the 'acquisition:
(iii) The total number of shares of
each class listed under (i) that will be
acquired in the acquisition;
(1v) The identity of each person acquiring the securities of any class
listed under (i):
(v) The dollar value of securities of
each class listed under (i) that are to
be acquired in the acquisition (for purposes of determining dollar value, tho
provisions of § 801.10(a) must be followed);
(vi) The total number of shares of
each class of securities listed under (i)
that will be held by the acquiring
person(s) after the acquisition:
(vii) The percentage of each class of
securities listed under (vi) that will be
held by the acquiring person(s) after
the acquisition;
For subsections (lii)-(vil), if there is
more than one acquiring person, sepa-
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ments "re1Q,tIng~to" the acquIsItion. A
substantial number of comments criticized this provisIon.
,BACKGROm.-n INFoRMATION To'ITEM 2(e)
A number of comments (e.g., 37. 47.
. The version of item 2(a) appearing 63. 71, 77. 87. 90. 103. 112. 115) crltl·in the original form required the de- cized the item as too broadly worded
,scription of assets to be received In the and lIkely to require the production of
'transacti9n. These provisions were re- largely Irrelevant docum,cnts. several
. designated item 2(d) in the revised and comments (e.g.• 11. 37, 63. 88. 112) sug, 'iinal forms, Revised and final item· ,gested possIble lImitations on the
,2{e) require the desCription of voting item. including lImiting it to docusecurities to be -acquired.
.
ments that are "governing." "b3Slc:'
, A number of comments {e.g.• 26, 30; "In sufficIently final form" or contain
· 109S}. stated .that the information "material terms." WhUe the suggested
sought was too detailed and would terms were consIdered unworkably 1mimpose an undue burden on the re- precise, they do describe In a general
porting person. 'Th~ Commission dIs- sense those documents that the Com·
agrees. This type of data is easily missIon belIeves are necessary and apavailable to reporting persons, In proprIate to prelImInary re\'lew. Acorder to evaluate fully a voting securI- cordingly. the CommissIon concluded
ties acquisition, the agencies must be that the scope of the item should be
informed of the details of the acquisI- narrowed considerably. Final item
,tionand its effect,on,the capital struc- 2(f){f)requires the submission of only
· ture of the acquired person. If this In- those documents that actually constlformation is not obtained, the agen- tute the agreement, and no anclllary
cies'· evaluation -will be Incomplete. An- documents.'
'.' other comment (77) suggeste9- that
Several comments (e.g., 41. 77. 90)
since item 2(e) does not reflect the suggested that documents contalnlng
transfer ..of new issues or treasury confidential business and financial in.
stock, the form should be amended to formation should be exempt from subrequire the submission of data con- mission. The CommissIon believes that
, cerning the pre- an.d' post-acquisitIon . these comments are the result of an
<:apital structures of. the acquired . erroneous interpretation of the scope
~er. The Co~onhas concllf~ed and purpose of the net. The net
that ~esublDlSSlon of preacquisitloJ;l exempts no relevant information from
data would be unnecessary fc;>r law en- disclosure to the enforcement. agen- ·f?rcement. p~oses. Any anti comp~ti- cles. regardless ot its sensitivity or con.
tlve effec~ a~g from the transaction fidentiallty. If anything. a carc!ul
will ~~ I?rimarily the result of the post reading of the act indicates that the
.acquISltlODstructure.
congressIonal Intention WllS exactly
rn:M:~ 2(f){i)
the opposIte. SectIon 7ACh) speclfica1ly exempts information and docu·
Item 2{f)(i) requires that the report- ments receIved by the agencies pursue
ing. person furnish copies of final or 1Ult to the act from dlsc10sure under
most recent versions of all documents the Freedom ot Information Act.
constituting the agreement between Thus, it appears that Congress envi.
the acquiring and acquired persons. sioned the submissIon ot confidential
Only documents embodying the actual
ti
11
f th .ftt to
agreement are requested,.and ancillary informa on. In ght 0
e s..... u ry
~
lan'guage. the final rules take the pasIdocuments need not be submitted. If tIon that no exception will be made
only a letter of intent has been signed, under item 2(!)(l) merely because the
it should be provided. In the case of a contents of these documents are allege
tender offer, the acquiring person
should submit a copy of the tender edly confidential.
· offer; and the acquired person need
ITEM 2(!){fl)
not do .so. For secondary acquisItions
Item 2(f){f1) requires the reporting
.and transactions described by § 801.31,
the background of the acquisition person to furnish an index contalnlng
should, be explained, but no docu- . a brief description ot each ancillary
ments need be submitted. If there are document or class of documents relatno such documents because of the ed to the agreement underlying the renature of the transaction (for exam· ported acqulsltlon. The phrase "relntpIe, when the acquiring person intends ed to" is consIderably broader than
to acquire voting securities on a stock the term "constitute" used in item
excharige or. exercise a conversion 2(f)(l>. Specllic examples of relevant
privilege), no submission in response ancillary documents Include docu·
ments relating to personnel matters.
to,thiS item is required.
third·party financing agreements.
. BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO ITEM
leases, subleases and other documents
2{f){i)
relating to the transfer of realty. An
..The predecessor of this item, orIgi- index to these documents will permit
nal item 2{g), required ,the reporting the agencIes to identl!y parllcular doc·
-person to furnish copies of all docu- uments in a.second request.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO In:M

.- rate data must· be- submitted for each
~ such person.

< •

2(f){11)

<

Original item 2Cg) would have required the submission of.all documents related to the transaction. This
item. which first appeared in the revised form, requires the submission of
an index of ancD1ary documents.
rather than' the documents themselves.
A number ot, comments suggested
that the compilation of'such an index
was unnecessary (1044. 1104) and too
burdensome Cl044. 1053). However. an
index at ancD1ary documents is both
necessary and appropriate- to antitrust
review. The information contained in
such an index will permit the agencies
to identitY particular documents appropriate to second requests, shouldsuch requests be necessary.
Another comment (1028) suggested
that the required compilation of an
Index was beyond the statutory authorIly because the information contained in the index would be irrelevant
to antitrust considerations. The CommissIon dlsngrees. Section ·7<A)(d)Cl)
states that the notlflcation shall contain such relevant information and
doucmentary material as is nece.."Sa1"Y
and appropriate to enable the agencies
to 'determine whether the acquisition
wlll violate the antitrust laws. The
documents required to be indexed in
Item 2(!)(f1) are expressly limited to
those "relating to" the reported acquisition. The agencies have found such
documents to be useful in evaluating
the legality ot past acquisitions. Thus•
the information submitted in response
to item 2(!)(U) faDs ,within the mandate ot section 7ACd)(l). Furthermore.
Inasmuch as the compilation of an
Index wlll be essentiallY a clerical
function. it cannot be said to be an excessively burdensome task.
rr:EU3

Item 3 requires the reporting person
to state the percentage of assets and
voUng securities at the acquired
person. and the aggregate total dollar
amount of such assets and securities.
that wlll be held by each acquiring
person as a result of the.acquisiton. In
the majority at transactions. reporting
persons will respond to either Sea} or
3(b). but not both. All reporting persons must respond to 3{c). The responses to item 3 are intended to confirm the basis on which the acquisition meets the size-of·transaction test
ot section 7A(a){3).
Item 3 requires only approximations
o[ the percentages and aggregate total
dollar amounts at assets and voting securities. Particularly as to those criterIa of the 15 percent or 15 million test
that nre sel!-evIdently either satisfied
or not satisfied, precise figures are not
required. Furthermor~ the reporting
persons may concede that certain cri-
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teria contained in-item 3 are satisfied,
and submit approximate answers to
those criteria that are not satisfied.
BACKGROUND

INFO~iATION TO ITEM

3

SEC within 3 years prior to the date of
filing the notification and report form,
or if they are to be filed contemporaneously with the SEC in connection
with the acquisition. These documents
include the most recent proxy'statement and most recent form 10-K~ In
addition, all registration statements,
forms 10-Q and forms '8-K filed since
the end of the period reflected by the
most recent form 10-K must be SUbmitted. If the acquisition is a tender
offer, schedule 14D-1 must also be
submitted if it has already been filed
with the SEC or vlill be filed with the
SEC contemporanously with the filing
of the notification and report form
with the Commission and the Assistant Attorney General. If schedule
140-1 has not been filed with the SEC
prior to the filing of the notification
and report form, and will not be filed
contemporanously with the notification and report form, it need not be
submitted in response to item 4(a).

Item 3 is intended to be a recapitulation of the 15 percent or $15 million
test of section 7A(a)(3).
Several comments (e.g., 5, 120) suggested that information submitted
under item 3(b) would be superfluous
inasmuch as the same information is
required under item 2(e). This interpretation is incorrect. The information
contained in item 3 is needed to verify
the computations of the reporting persons under section 7A(a)(3) and thus
that the act applies to the transaction.
The information contained in item
2(e), on the other hand, provides a
more detailed picture of the- overall
capital structure of the acquired
person.. That information is designed
to assist substantive antitrust review
by the law enforcement agencies and
has no bearing on the reportability of BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO lTEl\I 4(a)
the transaction. For this reason item 3
is not duplicative. Furthermore, since
The documents requested by item
the response to item 3 vlill require no 4(a) contain information which will
more than disclosure of the calcula- prove helpful to the enforcement
tions the reporting person must per- agencies in evaluating the impact of
form under section 7A(a)(3), the item the acquisition upon competition.
cannot be said to constitute an unrea- Since these documents vlill be readily
sonable burden upon reporting per- at hand, requiring their submission
sons.
imposes no undue burden on reporting
Revised item 3 would have required person.
separate reporting for the holdings of
If the reporting person does not
the acquiring ultimate parent entity have copies of responsive documents
and its affiliates. Since the final rutes readily available, the reporting person
define the term "affiliate" to exclude may instead identify each document
persons or entities not included within and indicate its date and place of
the acquiring person, see § 80l.1(d), filing.
final item 3 has been' amended to
Item 4(a) has undergone some
remove this separate reporting re- . change since the original form. First,
quirement.
original item 4(a) required the submission of the most recently filed copies
ITEl\I4
of all enumerated types of documents,
Item 4 requires the reporting person regardless of how long ago such docuto furnish copies of a number of docu- ments may have been filed. Several
ments commmonly prepared for filing comments (e.g., 11, 15, 59, 77, 104)
with the SEC or for other corporate argued that only relatively recent docpurposes. The reporting person must uments would 'be useful for review
submit copies of its ovm documents purposeS. Accordingly, the final item
and, if entities included within the re- required that such documents be subporting person have their own docu- mitted only if they were filed with the
ments that are different from those of SEC within the 3 years prior to the
the reporting person, copies of those date of filing of the notification and
entities' documents as well.
report form. Second, the revised item
In the heading to the item, the ref- required the reporting person to
erence to documents "of the person submit all registration statements
filing notification" merits explanation. filed with the SEC during the 3 years
If the person is a corporation that prior to the filing of the premerger notreats all its controlled (as defined in tification report. Comment 1091 noted
§ 801.l<b» subsidiaries as components that all of this information, to the
of a single unit, then the documents extent not outdated, would be includ"of the person" naturally will be the ed in the most recent form 10-K. The
documents that apply to tbat corpora- final version requires the submission
tion.
.
of only those registration statements
filed since the end of the period reITEl\I4 (a)
flected by the most recent form 10-K.
Item 4(a) , requires the reporting
The SEC comment (1058) suggested
person to furnish copies of certain that problems could arise with regard
documents if they were filed with the to the filing of SEC schedule 14D-1,

relating to tender offers. The comment suggested that in many cMes
tender offerors will not have access to
all of the information required to be
disclosed under schedul'e 14D-1 attl}e
time of submission of the notification
and ' report, form and thus may not
have prepared schedule 14D-1 at time
of tiling the form. Under these circumstances, to require the submission of
schdule 14D-1 at the time of filing
might delay the filing until schedule
14-1 was completed. The comment recommended that item 4(0.) of the notification and report form be construed in
such a manner as to require schedUle
14D-1 to be submitted to the Commission and the Assistant Attorney General as a supplement to item 4(0.) contemporaneously with its filing with
the SEC.
The final version of item 4(a) does
not follow the suggestion of the SEC.
The final rules require that the reporting person submit schedUle 14D-1
in response to item 4(a) only if the
schedule has already been filed with
the SEC or will be filed with the SElC
contemporaneously with the filing of
the notification and report form. Instead of requiring a supplemental
filing, whenever the schedule is unavailable at the time the acquiring
person completes item 4(a). the agen. cies may request it as part of a second
request. Furthermore, reporting porsons may wish to submit schedule
140-1 voluntarily as a supplement to
item 4(0.). See § 803.1(b).
Another comment (35) sueeested
that submission of the requested documents under item 4(a) was unneces'sary because these documents arc
available from the SEC. Although tho
documents are generally available, the
agency staffs will be under severe time
constraints in reviewing filings under
the act. Obtaining the required documents for each reporting person would
be extremely time-consur.aina. The
added burden of requiring the ngencies to obtain these documents from
the SEC would impede the effective
and timely review enVisioned by tho
act. By contrast, for reporting persons
the burden of submitting copies of
these documents shOuld be minimal. if
copies are available.
Finally, comment 77 suggested that
reporting persons furnish only those
documents filed with the SEC that
contain primarily financial statements, rather than nonfinancial information such as proxy statements. Tho
final version of the item does not
follow this suggestion. Regardless of
the presence of financial statemonts,
SEC filings are likely to contain information concerning the structure. operations and plans of the person that
will facilitate review of the acqUisition
by the agencies.
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ITEM 4(b)

,

'

~~m -4(b) . requires, the reporting
pefSon to. furnish copies,of the most
reCent annual reports and annual
aiidit'reports of the person filing notification . and of all unconsolidated
United States issuers inclUded within
,the perSon. In addition, 'if the' most
rec~nt regularly prepared balance
sheets of the person or of the unconsolidated United States issuers contain
information' more recent than (and
different' from) that contained in the
most recent'annual report and annual
audit report, the balance sheets must
.also be submitted. This situation may
arise, for example, when·' the most
recent regularly prepared balance
sheet is a (luarterly or monthly balance sheet prepared aft~r the most
recent annual report. The term "unconsolidated issuer" means .an entity
whose operations and financial position are not reflected in the financial
statements of the u1timat~ parent
entity or the entire reporting person.
It ~ iDimaterial for Pur:P0ses of item
4(b) whether such unconsolidated issu· ers are fuv9lved in the' reported acquisition. The term, "United States
.issuer" is defined in § 801.l<e)(1)(ii).
Note that all persons must respond t~
item 4(b) without regard to whether
they are required to IDe reports With
the SEC.

BACKGROIDID INFORMATION TO ITEM 4(b)

The annual reports, audit reports,
and balance sheets to be submitted in
response to item 4(b) .constitute basic
data that the agencies will employ in
gaging the likely inipact of the acquisition upon competition. Original' item
:4(b) would hive required the submis·
sion of "all " documents issued during
the 3 years prior to the filing of this
report which contain information directly pertaining to the reported
transaction." A large number of comments (e.g., 15, 28, 30, 37,41> criticized
the breadth and obscurity of this language. In response to these comments,
· the information sought under original
item 4(b) is described in more detail in
the final versIon of item 4(c).
. The revised 'version of item 4(b) was
substantiaJIy similar to the final version. However, revised item 4(b) would
have required' the 'reporting person t~
furnish information for all unconsolidated entities included within the reporting person. Several comments
(e.g., 1026, 1094, 1099) criticized the requirement 'of submitting, such docu· ments for unconsolidated foreign entities; .One comment (1094) suggested
that the submission of such documents for unconsolidated foreign entities might violate foreign corporate secrecy statutes. The Commission reexamined -the need for these statements,
and determined that information regarding foreign, entities can be relegat-

ed to requests·for additional informa·
tion. Accordingly, final item .'i(b) requires the 'submission of annual reports, annual audit reports, and regu·
larly prepared balance sheets only for
unconsolidated "United States issuers"
included within the reporting person.
This amendment renders item 4(b)
consistent with items 5, 7 through 9,
and the insurance appendix, which require the submission of infomatlon
with respect to United States operations alone. see § 803.2(c).
1TEM4(C)

Item 4(c) requires the submission of

all studies, surveys, analyses and re-

ports prepared by orror officers or directors for the pur:P0se of evaluating
or analyzing the acqulsitlon with respect to varIous aspects of competition.
The reporting person must submit
only those documents prepared in connection wIth the reported acquisition.
Documents pertaining t~ other mergers or acquisitions by the acquiring
person, even If in the same market as
the acquired person in the reported
transaction, need not be submitted.
Further, only those 'documents relating to markets, competition, competitors, potential for £ales growth or ex·
pansion into product or geographic
markets, snd geographic and product
market shares need be supplied. Docu·
ments relating t~ other matters, such
as pension arrangements, labor con·
tracts, financing agreements or securi·
ties matters need not be suppUed. FInally, only documents prepared "by or
for any ofifcer<s) or dlrector<s)" need
be submitted. Ofifcers or dlrect~rs of
any entity Included within the reporting person meet this st:1ndard. The
language "by or for" embraces docu·
ments prepared by any persons, in·
. cludIng consultants, for ofifcers or dI·
rectors. The date of preparation and
name and title of the individual who
prepared eacll document must be indI·
cated If not contained in the document
itself.
BACKGROUND INroJWATION TO ITEM 4
(c)

Item 4(c) requires the submission or
documents that the Commission views
as essential to perform preliminary
evaluations of mergers or acquisItions
adequately. Internal documents of the
parties to an acquisition provide a per·
spective on matters of antitrust con·
cern that even detalled statistical in·
formation is unlikely t~ yIeld. SIC
data, while the most Slltlsract~ry data
available, are occasionally imperfect
for determining product markets.
Likewise, the other items on the form,
while designed to eUcit approprIat~ In·
formation,' cannot be, expected to
answer all of the basic questions in
every 'acquisition. The agencies have

FEDERAL,REGlsmi,-VOL

found from past experience that the
viewpoints of the participants are extremely valuable in analyzing the antitrust implications or an acquisition
and have determined that some of
these perceptions are Indispensable to
the preHmInary review envisioned by
the act. As later portions of this discussion indicate, the final version of
the items reprC"'"cnts a substantial reduction in the scope of the document
request.
Furthermore, the documents submitted under this item will enable the
agency staUs to determine rapidly
which statistical information is likely
t~ be importsnt. Since the waiting
period may provide a very short time
in which to analyze a relatively complex acquisltIon, acceleration of the
review process by means of internal
documents is essential.
Item 4(c) and its earlier drafts provoked many critical comments. Comment 35, for instance, suggested that
any information derived irom documents sought under either version of
the item would be speculative at best.
Numerous other comments considered
the documents more properly the subJect of a request for additional information and documentary material
(c. g., 59, 85, 87, 94, 111, 115, 120; 1075,
1104), or a. discovery motion in the
course of litigation (e.g.. 112; 1108).
The Commission disagrees. Item 4(c)
requests the production of a narrow
clltS3 or documents that is necessary
and appropriate for purposes of prellmlnary antitrust review. As noted by
Congressman Rodino on the House
floor:
[l]n most cases, the' Government will be
rcquest!nz the very data that Is already
avaIlable to the merging Jmrtjes, and has already been assembled and anaIszed by
thcm.l! the merging parties are prepared to
rely on It, an of It should be available to the

Government.

122 Congo Reo. Hl0293 (daily ed. Sept.
16, 1976). Documents analyzing or
evaluating a merger generally form
the basis of a party's decision to proceed with an acqulsition. As such,
those dociunents are highly relevant
for review purpooes. In light of the
agencies' congressional mandate to
evaluate reported mergers and acquisitions effectively, any further limitation on the scope of item 4(c) would
seriously impair the agencies' efforts
to fulfill their delegated responsibility.
A large nnmber of comments (e.g.,
37, 59, 63,- 70, 77. 78, 101. 109. 111, 112,
120; 1050, 1088) recommended that
documents containing sensitive finsncIal information or trade secrets be
exempt from production under item
4(c). ThIs suggestion was rejected. The
Commission believes that fears of improper pubUc dlsclosure of confidential information are unfounded in
light of § 7A(h). That subsection pro-
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vides that information filed with the By. so limiting the scope of documents - item 4(d) has bC<ln deleted from tho
acrencies is elcempt from disclosure required under item 4(c), the Commis~ final notification and report farm.
under the Freedom of Information sion acl'..nowledges that'the agencies Should experience under the act indiAct; and, may not be made public may not gain access to some relevant cate that this conclusion should bo
elccept in
administrative ~r judicial documents at the time of their initial reexamined at some time in tho
proceeding, or to C~ngreSs.
review. However, requiring the submfs. future; the Commission may consider
Other comments (e.g., 59, 63, 77, 109, sion of a broader range of documents amendina the form to ·includo nn itf:h1
111, 1044, 1058) suggested that. docu- would entail searches of historical files along the lines of revised item 4(d). In
ments protected by the il.ttorney-client by reporting. persons for documents addition, persons filinrr rlOttflcation
or other privileges shoUld be' exempt prepared at other times for other pur~ may wish to provide such informnt!on
from disclosure under item 4(c). The poses: and could produce too large a voluntarily pursuant to § 803.l<b),
Commission has declined to follow this number of documents for PurPoses of since the enforcement o.[;enc!e;; mull
suggestion. Section 7A(d)(l) contem- effective preliminary antitrust review. request such information os part ot a
platp...s the SUbmission of all relevant Since additional documents may be request for additional 1nformntion or
documents and provides no exemption: sought by either agenCY in a request documentary material pursuant to secfor privileged documents. Therefore, for additional information and docu~ . tion 7A(e) and § 803.20.
none is provided in the rules. If alleg- mentary material under section 7A(e)
ITEM £j
edly privileged documents are with- and § 803.20 or other discovery proceheld, notification is incomplete and a dures, the limitation on the scope of
Item 5 requires the sUbmk.sion or
statement of reasons for noncompli- documents required under item 4(c) is annual revenue do.ta by sinrrle fourance conforming to § 803.3 must be unlikely to impede effective review of digit standard industrial classification
submitted. Whether a reporting reported acquisitions.
("SIC") code industrics, and, for manperson has substantiallY complied
.The proviso in item 4(c) that only Ufacturing industrIes, by rtvc-di~it
with the act and rules when allegedly those documents prepared "by or for (SIC-based code) product classes and
privileged documents have been with- any officer(s) 01' director(s)" need be seven·digit (SIC·based code) products,
held will be determined on a case-by- submitted also represents a consider· The SIC code is employed by tho U.S,
case basis by the enforcement agen-· able limitation of .the language con- - Bureau of the Census to identify prod·
cies, and, when necessary, by courts tained in its predecessor. Original item ucts and services for which a{mrc~ato
under section 7A(g).
2(h) would have required the submis- data is published in the Burcau's varOriginal item 2(h), the predecessor sion of all documents "prepared by or ious economic census and its annual
of item 4(c), was considerably broader for the company," Yet a number of survey of manufactures.
than the finRI item. It would have re- comments (e.g., 1053, 1108) urged that
Item 5 requires the Gubmi&.slon ot
quired submission of all documents. the language be further limited to· en~ dollar revenue dato. for tho mO:Jt
prepared within the 3 years preceding compass only directors or "high-level recent year and for 1972, the ye[l,f of
notification that "discuss the reasons management." These suggestions were the last economic censuses. Upon pubfor or analyze the proposed transac- rejected. The criterion in the item is lication of the 1977 economic censuses
tion." In addition, it would have called easily administrable and shoUld yield a. by the Bureau of the Census, item 5
for any documents that pertain' to_ reasonable number of genuinely imr will be amended. The revenue data remarkets, competitors, expansion, etc., portant documents.
quested by item 5 is by deslen similar
into any product or service manufacJ
to that required by the Bw:cnu of tho
tured or sold by the other reporting
DELETION OJ? REVISED ITEM 4(d)
Census in Us economic cen:mses nnd
company.
- Item· 4(d) first appeared in the re- annual survey of manufactures, GO
Most of the comments received were vised form, but has been deleted from that the data provided in rCS,9oru:e to
highly critical of this original, broader the final notification and report form. item 5 \vill be reasonably comparnblo
draft. Numerous comments (e.g., -15, Item 4(d) would have required the re~ \'Jith the a~gregate data contained in
28,30,37,47,59,85, 1~3, 111, 112, 120} porting person to describe its overall those pUblications. Because of thQ
objected that the item was burden- planning process and to name the indi- similarity of the inquiry, rcpol'tincr
some. Others (e.g., 47, 59, 78, 112) sug· viduals responsible for planning possi- persons should be ~eneraliy familar
gested that much of the information ble entry into the product or geo- with the derivation of such informo.submitted would be irrelevant for pur~ graphic markets of other parties to-· tion from their books and records.
poses of reviewing the antitrust impli- the transaction.
An important distinction exists.
cations of the reported· acquisition.
A number of comments criticized ra- however" between the data submitted
These comments led toa substantially vised item 4(d). In general, these com- to the Bureau of the Census and tho.t
streamlined revised version of the re- ments described item 4(d) as burden- required by item 5. Data is SUbmitted
quest. Revised item 4(c) would have re- some and unnecessary (e.g., 1075, 1086, to the Bureau of the Census on an esquired the submi...~ion of documents 1098) and of doubtful relevance for tablishment bnsw <i.e., a separate
prepared "by or for any officer(s) or purposes of preliminary antitrust report is submitted for each plrmt or
director(s) for the purPose of evaluat- review (e.g., 1057, 1104). Th~ type of other facility operated by the report·
ing,or analyzing the acquisition with information sought in item 4(d) was .ing firm). By contrast, the information
respect to market shares, Competition, considered by most comments to be submitted in response to itom 5 must
competitors, markets, potential for more properly the subject of a request be an aggregate figure for all opersales growth or expansion into product for additional information and docu- ations of the reporting person in oaoh
and geographic markets." Thus, the mentary material (e.g., 1059), if not a relevant four-. five-, or seven·diffit catrevised version would have required discovery motion in litigation (e.g., egory. While some companies mo.lnthe SUbmission of documents prepared 1044, 1055, 1108). One comment (1075) tain such data on a consolldated bMW,
for the purPose of evaluating or ana- described the type' of information others do so only with respect to
'lyzing the reported acquisition alone, sought as confidential and beyond the smaller operating units, such us dlvl..
and exclUded documents prepared for _ scope of discovery.
sions or establishments. In tho lattN'
other PurPoses. Although a number of
The Commission has concluded that situations, the reporting person needs
comments (e.g., 1029, 1050, 1075, 1098, at the present time-the type of infor- simply to combine by categor~ tho
1104, 1108) still objected to the inc1u- mation requested in item.4(d) does not dollar revenues of all establishment!:
sion of the item, this version was seem necessary to obtain at the pre- operated by each entity included
adopted unchanged in the final rules. liminary review stage. Accordingly, within the reporting person, nnd then

an
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combine by category "the dollar rev- quired or that issuer whose securIties
enues of all such entities. The "total are being acquired (and all eQtltles
dollar revenues" provided in response cOntrolled by such issuer). Responses
t~ the various·inquiries in item 5 will
not so confined do not· comply with
thus be an aggregate figure represent- the instructions and will be treated as
ing the entire operations of the report- deficIent.
Second, § S03.2(c)(l) provides that
ing person in each relevant four-, five-,
information need not be provided with
or seven-digit (SIC code) category.
. A second distinction will arise in cer- respect t~ operations conducted outtain cases. The instructions to the side the United States. See § 801.1(k).
Third, § S03.2(c) also provides that
form require that reporting persons
employ the four-digit industry catego- information need not be supplied with
ries contained in the 1972 edition of respect t~ assets or voting securIties
the "Standard Industrial Classifica- the acquisition of which Is exempt.
tion Manual," and the seven-digit For further explanation of this brief
(SIC-based code)- product "categories summary, see the statement of basis
contained in the numerical list of and purpose to § S03.2.
The term "dollar revenues" used In
manufactured products, "1972 Census
of Manufactures" (MC72-1.2) (new Item 5 Is defined In § S03.2(d).
i972 SIC basis) or volume n, "IndusBACKGROUND INFORMI\TION TO rn::r.t s
try Statistics," "1972 Census of Manufactures." The categories contained in
A large number of comments were
these referep.re materials reflect the receIved concerning the submission of
categories employed by the Bureau of data by SIC code categories. First, sevthe Census in"its tabulation and publi- eral comments (e.g., 4S, 109) suggested
cation of the 1972 economic censuses. that the use of aggregated dollar volThe Commission is aware that compa- umes was unduly burdensome since renies reporting for purposes of the 1972 porting persons are required to furcensures were. instructed to report on nish data to the Bureau of the Census
the basis of the SIC format contained by establishment and will not have agin the 1967 economic censuses and .gregate figures read1ly avaIlable. The
that a number of 1967 rensus catego- Commission fInds this argument to be
ries were changed at the time of publi- without merit. If, as the comment sugcation of the 1972 economic censuses. gests, reporting persons have unaggreFor those categories" in which such gated revenue data avaIlable on an eschanges ocCurred, reporting persons tablishment or other basis, the compImay be able to comply with item 5 by lation of aggregate figures will require,
reviewing underlying records compiled at most, the simple addition of estab-.
in accordanre with the 1967 classifica- lishment and entity figures. This
tions for purposes of the 1972econom- Qurden Is likely to be mlnlmal.
ie rensuses, and retabulating such data
Second, a number of comments (e.g.,
acCording to 1972 classifications. The 120; 1050, 1159, 110S) 1n.formed the
. Commission has determined that" any Commission that many companies do
inconvenience so occasioned .is un- not employ SIC-based categories data
avoidable in light of the agencies' need in their" Internal accounting proce.
to be able to compare quickly an indi- dures. Several of these comments recVidual company's submissions with ommended that 1! reporting compa'- published census aggregate data.
nies do not normally organize their inInformation must be submitted ac- ternal records by SIC-based categories,
cording to 1972 classifications in re- those persons should be permitted to
sponse to items 5(a) (revenues by in- report under other syStems. Suggested
dustry for 1972), 5(b)(i) (revenues by systems Included the system employed
product for 1972), 5(b)(iii) <revenues by the reporting person, l! that sYstem
by product class for most z:ecent year), approximates the SIC format (e.g., 26,
5(c) (revenues for nonmanufacturing 120; 1050); any generally accepted acindustries for the most recent year) counting system (e.g., 1059); or nny
and, if rensus classifications are syst.em used by all of the parties to a.
known, -5(b)(ii) (new or deleted prod- transaction (e.g., 1077). Alternatively,
ucts since 1972).
another comment (29) suggest.ed that
"The note above item 5(a) cautions reporting companies be permitted to
that § S03.2 of the rules may require use the format of FinancIal Accountlimited or separate responses t~ item 5 ing Standard No. '14, "Financial Reby the person filing notification. The porting for Segments of a Business
. instructions contained in· § S03.2 are Enterprise", at least as an option In
significant in several ways.
lieu of seven digit reporting. The ComFirst, § S03.2(b) requires limited or mission has considered these suggesseparate responses by acquired per- tions and conclUded that fInal Item S
sons filing notification. Acquiring per- should continue to require the submissons must complete item 5 with re- sion of data under the SIC-based catespect to all entities iIicluded within gories. For effective antItrust revIew,
- the acquiring person. Acquired per- the agency staffs must be able to desons must complete item 5 with re- termine the Impact of an acquisition
spect t~ oIily those assets being ac- on the market for a particular prod·

uct, group of products, or service_ The
agency sta.rrs will be able to perform
this review only If the data submitted
by reporting persons can be compared
to data for the entire market. Data for
the entire market is dIfficult to establish unless all persons submit revenue
figures under a basically uniform classU'lcation sYstem. Since there may be
as many Internal accounting sYstems
as there are reporting persons, data reflecting diverse internal accounting
systems are not a useful basis for
revIew. Such data would not be readily
comparable with the aggregate data
published by the Bureau- of the
Census, which provides, through the
SIC code, the most generally available
and widely used source of universe
data. While the Commission is well
aware that the SIC code is not a perfect sYstem, It has concluded that information reported by SIC-based categories currently provides the only feasible basis for effective preliminary
review of reported acquisitions within
the time Umlts Imposed by the act.
Furthermore, the use of SIC-based
categories should not be unduly burdensome. RePorting persons are presumably required to compile SICbased data for submission to the
Bureau of the Census. Thus, reporting
persons may have available, in addition to regular accounting books and
records, other records compiled to aid
In answering comparable inquiries in
reports to the Bureau of the Census.
In addition, the reporting persons" experience In the preparation of Census
reports should substantially reduce
the.burden of completing item 5.
Another comment (94) suggested
that item 5 be clarIfied to indicate
Whether SIC-based data Is requested
on an "establishment basis" or a
"product class basis" as those terms
are used by the Bureau of the Census.
"Establishment basis" and "product
class basis" are methods by which the
Bureau of the Census reports data
which It has collected and do not
affect the method by which data is reported, either to census or on the
form. Therefore, this suggestion was
not followed. The item requests aggregate data for the person filing notification.
Reporting persons may believe that
1n.formation contained In a previously
or contemporaneously submitted Corporate Patterns Report ("CPR") or
Special Report on Mergers and Acquisitions In the Dairy Industry ("Dairy
Industry Report") is responsive to a
subpart of Item 5. The Commission believes that because of the definition of
"person" contained in the premerger
not1.fication rules, § 801.1(a>, and the
distinction between the reporting person's obligations as an acquiring or acquired person, § 803.2(b), such instances will be rare. However, if In fact
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the exact information required by
item 5 is contained in a CPR or Dairy
Industry Report. the reporting person ~
may complete the applicable subpart
of item 5 by identifying the portion of
the specific CPR .or Dairy Industry
Report that contains the responsive
data.
The staff is presently reviewing its
Special Report on Mergers and Acquisitions in the Food Distribution Industries ("Food Industries Report") and
will. recommend to the Commission
that the Food Industries Report be
amended to eliminate any duplication
between it and item 5 of the form.
CEUSUSACT

AND REGULAYBONS

agencies to fulfill their statutory mandate. The Commission has. determined
that. the submission of data according
to SIC-based, categories Is necessary
and appropriate in order to mal<e a
preliminary determination of the lawfulness to reported acquisitions under
the antitrust laws.'
ITEM sea)

Item 5(a) requires the reporting
person to submit information concerning the four-digit (SIC code) industries
in which the reporting person engaged
in 1972. For each such four-digit industry, the reporting person must indicate the~ industry code number, the
census description of the industry corresponding with tfie code, and total
dollar revenues for the year 1972.
The reporting person must - report
the revenue derived during 1972 by all
entities,presently included within the
person filing the notification and
report form. regardless of whether
such entities were inclUded within the
reportirig person during 1972. Thus,
data submitted in response to item
5(a) \"'lill include revenues derived
during 1972 from the operations of entities acquired 6'y the reporting person
sirice 1972.
Special instructions are provided for
reporting persons engaged in certain
non-manufacturing industJjes.

Other comments (e.g., 15, 59, 115,
120; 1050) suggested that to required
submission of revenue data by reference to SIC-based categories used- by
the Bureau of the Census is impermissible in view of section 9 of the Census
Act. 13 U.s.C. section 9, which provides, in applicable part, that retained
copies of reports filed, "lith the 'Bureau
of the Census may not be required by
other Government agencies.
This claim is not unique to the present form. In litigation concerning the
Commission's Corporate Patterns
Survey Report ("CPR") and Line of
Business Report ("LB"). the court re,iected the same argument and held
that the Census Act does not· preclude
the Commission from requiring an- BACKGROUND nWORroIATION TO lTErJ: sea)
swers to questions concerning shipItem 5(a) reQ.uests dollar revenues
ments similar or identical to questions 'by four-digit (SIC code) industry for
asked in a census report. In re FTC 1972 in order to estimate the reporting
Corporate Patterns Report Litigation, person's -share of the relevant four432 F. SuPp. 291. 304-07 <D.D.C. 1977), digit industries. The year 1972 VIas
appeal pending. Nos. 77-1728. et·al.• chosen so that the data provided can
(D.C. Cir.). The Commission believes be compared to the aggregate figures
that its request for data based on for the industry published in the 1972
census classifications is not impermis- Economic Censuses.
sIble under section 9.
'Original item 5(a) would have reo
In any event. there Is a strong statu- quired the submission of four-digit intory basis for the required submission dustry data for both 1972 and the
of data according to SIC-based catego- most recent year. The revised version
ries in the notification and report of the form deleted the most recent
form. regardless of the outcome of the year data from item Sea) and added
CPR litigation. Item 5 seeks informa- two new items. Item 5(b)(iii) required
tion pursuant to the express mandate the submission of most recent year
of the act, in which Congress, aware of five-digit product class data for manuthe Commission's'use of such classifi- facturing industries. Another new
cations in its previous premerger noti- 'item, Sec), required the submission of
fication program, provided in section most recent year four-digit industry
7A(d)(l) that the Commission
data for non-manufacturing indus·
shall require that the notification required tries. The final version of the Form re(by the act] be in such form and contain tains this arrangement.
Several comments (e.g., 59, 80)
such documentary material and infoI'Dlll.tion
relevant to a proposed acquisition as is nec- stated that cOmpiling four-digit data
e;;sary and appropriate to enable the Feder- for 1972 would be cumbersome, timeal Trade Commission and the Assistant At- consuming and expensive, and might
torney General to determine whether such require the reconstruction of docuncquisltioll3 may, If consummated. violate ments no longer available since recthe antitrust la\"':s.
ords underlying census reports need
Congress instructed the Commission -only be retained for three years (104).
to determine what information is nec- Similarly, another comment ell) sugessary and appropriate, and in what gested that data for 1972 would be
form such information should be sub- outdated and irrelevant and suggested
mitted, in order for the enforcement that item 5(a) should require the sub~l}:EaA!.

ttEGISTlCtl, '10:1.. 43, fII0.

147-MOt~DAV,

mizsion of four-diSU-, industry data for
the past 1 or 2 years alone. The:m 5UggestiQns either are without merit or
re.:."U1t from n- misunderstandInrr of the
purposes of the ,n-ct. Firat, compiling
such data- should pr~ent no unduo
burden for reportinrr persons. Xtctn
5(a) requests the SUbmIssion of fourdigit industry data for 1972 ulone. Reporting persons should still have nvnUable ordinary boo1".s nnd record:l for
relatively recent l'cars, includine 1972.
Furthermore, because 1972 wns v. yeat
for which reporting pet""ons prosumably had to collect thIs type of data
for purposes of the economio censuses,
reporting persons mny also hnve nvnUable other reco:rds complied for use in
the preparatIon of 1972 cent1US reports.
second, the use of 1972 dntn.1.':l e:!SE:ntial at the present time for antitrust
review purposes. The last year fot
which complete data from the economic censuses was published by tho
Bureau of the Census was 1972. ThUS,
it is the most recent ~'ear for \'1hioh detailed statistirol brei1l{downs of mnrI.et
universes e2dst.
_Another group of comments (e.cr.,
115; 1050, 1108) suggested thnt r£'porting persons be permitted to omit
dollar revenues totaling less them n
threshold figure. This surmestlon W!l.t1
also rejected. Small doUnr vnlues may.
under certain circumstances, constitute a significant share of pnrticuInr
markets. For these market-s the imposition of a minimum dollnr thrl'shold
might seriously impair tho reVl!)VI
process. Moreover. the burden entntled
is unlikely to be significant.
Finally, one comment (1104) sum:ested that the submission of dntn. by
four-digit industry for 1972 wns super..
fluous because such data would merely
be an aggregation of the data for all
the seven-digit (SIC·based code) products inchtded "lithin thnt four-diait industry, which would be supplied in response to item 5(b)(1). In view of tho
serious time constraints under whIch
the agencIes will reView reported acquisitions, the Commission hew determined that the minimal burden of r!agregation entaUed in response to item
5(a) should be borne by reportinr: persons rather than by the agencIes.
ITEr.! z(b)(i)
Item 5(b)(i) requires reportine persons to submit information concerning
each seven-digit (SIC-based code)
product manufnctured by the report..
ing person in 1972. For each sevendigit product within SIC major V:OUp3
20-39. the reporting person mu~t
supply the Census description of the
product and the total dollar,revenuc.:l
derived during 1972. As noted in tho
instructions to the form. for sevendigit product codes ending in 00 the
reporting person Instead should
submit informt'..tion by tho more de-
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tailad' prOduct breakdown provided in
appendix A to the Numerical List of
-Manufactured Products. 1972 "census

-of Man1.Ifa.Ctnre5'· <MC72-"1."2): •

The repOrting peison must report
the. revenue denved during 1972'by aU
entities' presently- included within the
person filing the notification and
report form, regardless of whether
.such entities were included within the
reporting person during 11)72. Thus,
data submitted 'in' response -to item
5{b){i) will include 1972 revenues of
entities and -assets. acquired by the.repnrting' person since 1972.
BACKGROUND INFORMATIOli :ro r.rE:U

s{b)(i) .
Item 5{b)(1) requests dollar revenues
by seven-digit product in order to estimate t~-reporting person's share of
the relevant seven-digit product·mar.
. kets. The year 1972 was'chosen so that
the data provided can be compared to
the aggie-gate- figUres published for
the 1972 Census oIManUfactUres.
A number of comments questioned
the use-of seveii-diglt product data for
~972. Several A:e.g... 11. 32. 103, 109:
1059) recoinmended that seven-digit
product data be required only for
products in those four-digit ipdustrieS
in which the acquiring and acquired
persons both derive revenues, or for
products with respect to Which a cnstomer-supplier -relationship exists.
These suggestions have been rejected
"for several reasons.
First. reporting persons may have incomplete kilowledge of Whether the
other party derives dollar revenues in
the same four-diiit industry. Particularly, but not only, in acquisitions accomplished tlri"ough tender offers. the
reporting person may be unaware of
all of the operations of the other reporting person. In such cases the agcncies would be forced to make requests
for additional infomiation and documentary material under section 'lACe)
and § 803.20 in an effort to obtain
basic rather than supplementary data.
second, a limitation of seven-digit
product information to those cases in
which there is a four-digit industry
overlap would be inappropriate for
analysis of vertical or product extension acquisitions. In such cases the
agencies would not necessarily\receive
any seven-digit product revenue data
in those industries between which vertical relationships or product extensions are _probable. since a four-digit
overlap would be fortuitous. Aiain,
the request for additional information
would have to be used to obtain basic.
rather than specialized,'lllarket data.
Other comments (e.g., 29, 104; 1029)
suggested that the seven-digit product.
data requested in item 5(b)(i) is too detailed, or that such information
should be submitted only if annual
dollar revenues e~ceeded a specific
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threshold figure <e.g., 29. 74. 103, 115: such product the reporting persoI!
1050. 1108). Both of these SUggestions must Indicate the year of addition or
have been rejected. In order to e~'alu deletion and. for products added. total
ate fully the possible antlcompetltl'le dollar revenues during the mo.:,'"t recent
effects or reported acquisitions, the year.
The instructions to item 5{b)(fi) claragencies must have access to reason·
ttbIy detailed and complete Informo.- Ify that, while products added due to
tion. ExclusIve reliance on four- and the acquisitIon of entities since 1972
five-dIgit data or insertion oC an arb I- should be reported in response to item
tmty dollar revenue threshold could 5{b){i). products deleted since 1972 by
seriously impair the agencies' ability reason of the disposition of assets or
to perform this review and would thus voting secnrities should be included in
frustrate the purposes oC the act. Fur- response to this item.
thermore, the added burden on reportBACKGROmm Imi'oRKll.TION To !n:M
ing persons to report nIl information
s{b) (ii)
should be minimal
Original item 5{b)(i) would haVe reItem 5{b){ln first appeared in the required the submission of scven-dIgit vised rules, and is simil:1r to item 6{b}
product dat~ for both 1972 and the of the special report form for the
most recent year. It also would ha\'e Commission's existing premerger notirequired a. statement of the percent- fication program. Comment 1023 asage of dollar revenues Attributttble to serted that the information sought
exports.
under item 5(b){li} was iITelelrant for
Quite a few comments (e.g.• 26, 29, purposes of antitrust analysis. This
32, 3'4 88, 104. 115: l029) maintained comment .Is without merit. It is possi"that compiling seven-dlgit dntn for ble that product lines of reporting peryears other than census years would sons have changed considerable since
be unduly burdensome, asserting that 1972. the year of the last census of
few companies collect or maintain manufacturers. Effective preliminary
such data at that level or detail except antitrust analysis of a merger or acquifor years for which they are required sition requires re~iew of the most cur- to respond to Bureau of the Census in- rent Information available. The subquirics. Other co~ents (e.g.• 15, 35. mIssion of such Information is thus
85. 94, 99) proteSted that since the both necessary and appropriate for
Bureau of the Census docs not requlrc review purposro.
manufacturers to submit sepnrote re- rm:.r s(bXili)
ports for eh'Ports, very few comp::m1es
maintain separate export records and
Item 5{b)(ill) requires the reporting
the eompllatlon or export data would person to submit information concernbe unduly burdensome to reporting Ing each five-digit (SIC-based code)
persons.
product clnss in which the reporting
In response to these comments, re- person Is engaged. For each product
vised item 5(b)(I) deleted both the re- class within SIC major groups 20-39
qut:em ent of dollar re\,;cnucs by seven- (manufacturing industries>, the redigit product in the most recent year porting person must indicate the prodand the separate breakdown for uct ClIlS3 code number, the t:eDSUS deexport figures. Inst.end, Item 5(b){Ul> scription of the product class and the
was added, rcqulrjng reporting persons totnl dollar revenues derived during
to submit dollar revenues for the most the most recent year. Total dollar revrecent year by five-dIgit (SIC-~ ~ue data should reflect revenues decode) product categories. No pro..i sIon ri\'ed by all entities that are included-in the form ..vas mnde for the separate \'.ithin the reporting per.:>Otl at the
reporting of export informntIon, time the form is filed.
~hich can be obtained, If neCC3SllI'Y. by
BACKGitOmm lliRomIATIo:r 70 lTEU
a request for additional informntlon or
. 5(b)Ciil)
documentary materIal under § 7A{c}
and § 803.20. The final form retains reItem 5(b)(ill) requests dollar revvised item 5{b)(I) without change, enues by five-digit product class for
except for addition of II clarifying in· the most'recent year in order to obtain
struction.
Infommtion concerning the current
nctlvltles of reporting persons. By
I'IEU z{b)Ul)
comparing this data to the aggregate
Item 5{b)(m requires the reporting figures for the product class published
person to Identify each manufactured in the annual survey of manufactures,
product that has been added or de- the agencies 'will be able to approxileted since 1972. Products must be mate the reporting person's share of
identified by seven-digit product cate- the relevant fivc-digit product classes.
gory unless the reporting person Is
For the origin of item 5(b){lli>. seeunsure of the proper seven-dIgit prod- the statement of b$is and pt1l1J()Se to
uct category for n product oocled since item 5(b)(i).
1972, in-which case the product may
Comment lOTI suggested that a rebe identified in the manner ordinarily quest for fivc-digil; product class data
used by the reporting person. For each for the most recent year \"las inappro-
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priate because such data would not be
comparable to the seven-digit product
data for 1972 submitted under item
5(b)(i). However, five-digit dollar revenues for the most recent year can be
compared generally to seven-digit
dollar revenues for 1972 by simply aggregating all seven·digit revenues for
products within the same five-digit
product class. While the two types of
data might not be strictly comparable
because the market changes between
1972 and the most recent year, the
comparison will provide the agencies
with a useful preliminary evaluation
of changes since 1972 in the reporting
person's share of relevant product
markets. Should either agency decide
to investigate the acquisition in depth,
it could secure more comparable data
by means of a request for additional
information under section 7A(e) and
§ 803.20, or by other means.
ITEM 5(C)
Item 5(c) requires reporting persons
to submit the dollar revenues derived
In the most recent year in four-digit
(SIC code) nonmanufacturing indus·
tries, that is, industries in all SIC
, major groups other than 20-39. For
each four-digit industry, the reporting
person must indicate the four-digit
code number, the census description of
the industry and the total dollar revenues derived in the most recent year.
Total dollar revenue data should reflect revenues derived by all entities
that are included within the reporting
person at the time the form is filed.
Industries for which dollar revenues
totaled less than $1 million may be
omitted.
Special instructions are provided for
• insurance carriers, credit agencies'
other than banks, security and commodity brokers, holding and other investment offices, and real estate com·
panies.
BACKGROUlID INFORMATION TO ITEM 5(C)
Item 5(c) is designed to provide the
agencies with current information concerning the nonmanufacturing activities of reporting persons.
Original item 5(c) would -have reo
quired the reporting person to state,
by seven·digit product categories, the
dollar value of prodUCts imported into
the United States for resale. A large
number of comments criticized this requirement. Several comments (e.g., 35,
99, 115) suggested that few companies
kept segregated data concerning imports. Other comments (e.g., 32, 59, 88,
115) suggested that even if such data
existed, it would not be maintained by
seven-digit (SIC-based code) product
categories.
In response to these comments, the'
Commission reexamined the submission of import data under item 5(c).
While the Bureau of the Census pub- .

lishes monthly reports concerning aggregate value for imported products
and commodities, the classification
system employed in such reports is
based on the Tariff Schedules of the
United States ("TSUS"), 19 U.S.C.
1202. The TSUS is provided by the
Tariff Act of 1930 and bears no relation to the SIC system. Thus, aggre·
gate data provided in reports employing the TSUS would not be compara·
ble to aggregate data provided in
census pUblication employing the SIC
system. In light of these facts, the
Commission has determined that a
separate breakdown of import data
will not be required at the initial
review stage. Should a separate breakdovm of imports be desired, either
agency may request such information
in a request for additional information
or documentary material pursuant to
section 7A(e) and § 803.20. According·
ly, the provisions of original item 5(c)
were deleted from the revised and
final versions of the Notification and
Report Form.
Comment 1022 suggested that the $1
million threshold in item 5(c) be raised
to $10 million. This suggestion was rejected. Firms are generally not required to compile and submit to the
Bureau of the Census information
concerning their nonmanufacturing
activities during noncensus years. The
$1 million threshold was thus inserted
to lessen the burden for reporting persons that would not otherwise compile
annual data by four-digit industry for
such years. Inserting a higher threshold might prevent the agencies from
being informed of significant economic
activities of, reporting persons and
thus could seriously impair review of
acquisitions.
ITEl4: 5(d)
Item 5(d) need be completed only by
acquiring persons engaged in the formation of a joint venture or other cor·
poration. The item requires the reporting person to provide various information concerning the creation and
planned operations of the corporation
and the respective interests of all participating persons.
Specific information required to be
submitted includes:
(i) The identity of the corporation,
and its mailing address.
(li) A description of the agreements
creating the corporatiort, including:
(A) The value and timing of each acquiring person's contribution to the
corporation. This description should
include contributions in any form, including cash, voting securities of any
issuer, real estate, equipment, patent
rights, trademarks, etc. All contributions envisioned by the forming parties at the time of formation should be
described, regardless of when the contributions will actually be made.

(B) Any contracts or agreements to
obtain assets or capital for the corporation from sources other than the
persons forming it. Examples of con,
tracts or agreements to obtain assets
include contracts for the purchase or
lease from third parties of real estnte,
equipment, patent rights, or trade·
marks by or on behalf of the corporntion. Examples of contracts or agreements to obtain capital Include the
sale of the securities of the corpora·
tion to third parties, and loans from
banks or other sources.
(C) Whether and In what amount
the persons forming the corporation
have agreed to guarantee its credit or
obligations. The description of such
guarantee arraneements will inclUde
guarantees of loans, leases of equipment and real estate, and credit pur·
chases.
(D) The consideration each person
forming the corporation will receive in
exchange -for its contribution(s). This
description would Include all forms of
consideration that the persons form·
ing the corporation will acquire, In·
cluding voting securities, nonvoting securities, debt instruments or other secun"'ties. The response shOUld also
reveal any rights to future consideration such as rights to patents or tech·
nology, mineral discoveries or other
assets developed by the corporation.
(iii) A general description of the
business in which the corporation will
engage, Including locations of facilities
and geographic market areas. '
(iv) The four-digit (SIC code) industries in which the cOTporation will
derive income. For corporations which
will be engaged In manufacturing, the
five-digit (SIC·based code) produot
classes In which it will derive revenues
must also be identified.
BACKGROUND INFO~TIOU TO lTEl.1 Sed)
Revised item 5(d) required the reporting of various types of data from
institutional investors. These provisions are subsumed In item 6 of the
final version, and former item Sed) has
been deleted.
Item 5(e) of the revised form has
been redesignated item Sed) In the
final. form. The language of the revised version of item 5(e) has been
amended to conform to the final version of § 801.40, which uses the term
"joint venture or other corporation,"
ITEl'.7 G

Item 6 must be completed by all persons required to file notification
except acquired persons In transactions in which only assets are to be acquired. It requests three kinds of in·
formation.
'
In response to paragraph (a) of this
item, reporting persons must list the
name and headquarters mailing address of each entity Included within
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the ",person filing notification: At the spect to institutional investor entitles
optionof,the-reportipg person. entities 'included within the person filing notl·
_ with total assets of less than $1 mil- fication and holdings- or ,'cting securllion may be omitted from this listing. ties b3' such institutional investors.
~ Parr.agra.ph Sb) requires -a separate
Item l(b) ot: the orIginal form re·
listing with respect;. to each entity. in- quested information similar to item
cluded ·within the person filing notili- 6Ca); the e;u'Uer version requested the
'cation whose voting seCurities are held name, mailing" address, and date and
by one or more p~rsons other than the state of incorporation (ir appllcable) or
person filing' notification.. For each each "active entity" included v:lthin
entity meeting this criterion asepa- the reporting person. The comments
rate list ,containing the following in- criticized the requirement to list active
formation: must be provided: The entities on two grounds. First. a
'name of the issuer, the design3.tion of number of comments (e.g., 26, 112,
~ c1asS of votiI;lgsecurities of that 120) suggested that the meaning of
issuer which is held by.other persons. the term "active entity.. W3S unclear.
the name andhe3.dquarters _mailing That term has been used for some
address of each other person (if any) time in the Commission's exIstlnc prewhich holds 5 percent or more of the merger notlfication program. For pur..outs,tanding voting securities of the poses of the finn! form, however. It
class.. and the number and percentage- makes no difference whether an entIt3'
ofsuch securities held by that person. included within the reportinrr person
For purposes ·of t~ paragraph, per- is an 4'active entity"; Item 6Cn) requires
,..centages are computed by class of a listlntJ of all entitles, whether or not
voting" securities. rather than accord· they are "active," 3lthough entities
ing to § 801:.12: An example of a listing
with minimal assets may be excluded.
for each issuer would be:
A' second suggestion in the com·
xyz s
ments (e.g., 11, 74. "17. 109) was tImt
UBSmI.ARY.
subsidiaries below a certain size. or
-Class Acommon:
,_'
foreign subsidiaries not. doing a slcnUl~C
Co.,
123 Main Str~
Chicago. m.
• 60603.
5.000shares'(6.2
Percent)
,cant amount 0 f b us in CSS In U.s• com'
DEF' 'Corp" 456 ·Seventh· Avenue; New me~ should be excludd'cL" In re. York,-N~Y. 1{)017. 'I.500,shares (9.3 per- sponse, a size thresllOld of $1 milllon
,ceIit) "
, h a s been inserted into Item 6en) of the
CIassB comm«?n:
final fonn.. Entities with total assets of
- -GHI, Co., and- its. ~bsldiaries. '189 Texas less tlum that amount :may be omitted
Avenue; J;lallas. ?-,ex. 75201, 1,000 shares - , !rom the listing. If it Is ensfer for the
<lO,percent),
.'
reporting person simply to list nll cnti- At the option' of the reporting' ties. regardless of whether 'they are
,person, the listing may be omitted ' larger than that threshold, that ir; also
with respect to any entity inclUded in permissible. Since item 6 relates to
the reporting person the total assets stock holdings, the Commission did
of which are less than $10 milllon.
not believe that the extent or an enti, Paragraph. (c) of the item requires 'a ty's sales was an appropriate threshold
- -sing1e-listingby the r~porting person, .for Item 6Ca), .since the sIze.of a reo
if that"pexson 'holds voting securities porting person,under the act may be
--'of-any-issuernot includeClwitbin the as small 3S $10 mUllan (assets or
'person., The required listing is an ago sales), the CommIssIon did not belIeve
. gregate of those hol~ and shows: It appropriate to permit entitles larger
The issuer'and class of securities, the than$1 mfiUon in size-perhaps repre'number and percentage-of outstanding senting 10 percent of the- reporting
secm:ities held, 1l.ncI:, at the ,option of person.,.,to be exclUded from the reo
thereportingperson;the-entityvnthln quiredlistlng.
the person .filing notification that ac-The Commission decided not to pro.' tually holds· the secUrities. The filing vide a separate excluslon for foreign
person is. per:niiUed to omit its hold- subsidiaries based upon the amount of
ings of less than 5 perc~nt of the out- business done in the United Sbtt'3.
'standing voting securities of any
One import:l.nt purpose of the listing
~er; in addition, holdings of any
in item 6Ca) is to permit e\'3luatlon of
-number or percentage of the Qutstand- the information requested in item
ing voting: securities of issuers with
6Cb)-that is. the identtrlcatlon of pertotal assets of less then $10 million sons that hold the stock of the report-·
,may also be omitted.
ing person or of any entities included
within that person. For that purpose,
BACKGROUIm InFORMATION 70 In:u 6
the CommIssIon believes It is not rele- This item. aPpears on. the notifica- vant whether the entity included
tion .and report form forthe first time ' within the reporting person Is a lor"
in the.final rules but is derived from. elgn entity or a domestic entity. Holditems 1(b). of ..the. origjnal form. and ings of stock in any entity included
leg).. 2C-e)(ii).3(b)' and: 5ed) of the re- within the reporting person may be
vised form. Item 5Cd) oLthe revised relevant to an azessment of the
form requested...information.similar to -impact of an acquisition upon competIitems 6(a) and 6Cc» but only with re- 'tion. Thus. the reporting person is reFED~l

quired to list :ill or its component entitics.
Item 6(b> applies whenever 5 percent
or more of the stock of any entity included within the reporting person is
held by one or more persons other
than the reporting person. In that
event. the reporting person is required
to list the ismer and class of that issuer's stoct:, to identify the holder, and
to st:l.te the number and percentage of
those shares so held. The reporting
person may, at its option. omit this informatIon i! the issuer's total assets
arc less th:m $10 million. In responding to item 6Cb) the--reporting person
may find it helprul to consult copies of
schedules 13D and 13G filed ",ith the
SEC. The SEC requires that copies of
such fllings be sent to the issuer. 17
CFR 240.13d-l (a) and <b>. However,
the reporting person should remember
t~t the benelicia! owner for purposes
of the SEC schedules will not necessarlb' be We same as the holder for
purposes of the rules and form and, in
the rose of schedule 13G. that the'information IDa:!l not be current. The reporting person must also list any other
5 percent holders of which. it. has,
Imowe
I dge. even if no sch edul es 13D
or 13G ha....e been Iiled mththe SEC•
The terms "person" and "hold" used
here have the same meanings as they
do throughout the rules.
Item 6ec) requires disclosure of stock
of issuers not inclUded mthin the
person IllIng notification which is held
bl' that per..on. If the Issuer has assets
of lCS3 than $11} million;.or if the hold~
lngs do not equal or exceed 5 percent
'or the outst:l.nding shares of the isssuer, the information need not be submitred. Again. thls optional approach
Is taken bealuse some reporting persons may find it more convenient to
report nll holdings than to separate
th«X:e which do not meet the optional
criterIa of Item 6(e).
The three parts of item G are de- .•
sIgned to alert the enforcement agencles to situations In which th~ potential antitrust impact of the reported trnnsaction does not result. solely or dircctiy from the acquisition, but may
arise from direct; or indirect shareholder relationships between the. parties to
the transaction. This may occur, for
example. when a significant shareholder of the acquiring pzrson already
holds shares of the acquired pzrson, or
when an entity whose stock is held
(but which is not controlled) by the
ncquirlnc person either holds stock of
the acquired pzrson or is partly controlled by the acquired person. A coml'arison of the acquiring and -acquired
persons' TeSP0nse3 to items 6Cb) and
GCe) should reveal such situations.
A sImDar comparison may abo
reveal othersituations of possible: antitrust concern. Examples might be occasfons when a. person known to. be a.
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competitor or customer or supplier of four-digit industries in which it deone of the parties is also a significant rived revenues to those in which the
shareholder of the other party, or new corporation is expected to derive
when the acquiring company holds revenues (without time limit), as well
stock'in a competitor or customer or as to those in which other acquiring
supplier of the acquired company or persons, whether or not required to
vice versa.
'
'
report, derive revenues.
Item 7(a) requires identification, by
The addition of item 6, coupled with
changes in the definition of "affiliate" code number and description, of the
in § 801.l<d), has made it possible for four-digit industries in which the overitems l<g), 2(e)(11), and 3(b) of the re- lap exists or is believed to exist. Item
vised form to be deleted. Those items 7(b) calls for the name of every other
had requested information concerning party to the transaction which is en"affiliates" (as defined in those earlier gaged in that industry. Item 7(c) seeks
rules) of the acquiring person, when geographic information about the rethose affiliates held stock or assets of porting person's operations in each
the acquired person, or when the af- four-digit industry listed in item 7(a).
filiates were doing business in any in- Each of the five subparts of item 7(c)
dustry in which the acquired person combines various two-digit SIC major
groups which, because of their induswas also doing business.
The kinds of information required try characteristics, lend themselves to
by item 6 are analogous to the kinds of similar treatment. Note that although
information which the agencies would item 7(c) refers to two-digit major
have obtained in response to the origi- groups for convenience and brevity,
nal and reVised versions of the form, if the information is sought by four-digit
the earlier versions of the definition of induStry within those groups.
Item 7(c)(1) applies to manufactur"affiliate" had been retained. Item 6 is
thus a response to the narrowing of ing industries, those four-digit industhat definition to encompass only enti- tries within SIC major groups 20-39. It
ties inclUded within the reporting calls for geographic information about
person. Item 6 also represents a recog- where manufactured prodUCts are sold
nition that the information sought in in substantially the same form, Wheth• revised item 5(d), concerning the hold- er by the person filing notification or
JugS of institutional investors, is poten- by others to whom such products have
tiallY equally relevant to the analysis been sold or resold. If manufactured
of transactions not involving an insti- products are consumed in or incorpotutional investor. When entities which rated into the manufacture of other
are not under common control are goods, the response should reveal
nevertheless related to one another by where the product is sold to such manshareholdings, the agencies must ufacturers, and not where the remanuassess the relevance of that relation- factured product is ultimately sold. In
ship in the course of their assessment other words, the geographic areas
of the competitive impact of an acqui- sought are all areas in which the prodsition involving one of those entities uct is consumed or sold as an identifidirectly.
, able unit, rather than as a component
In a transaction in which only assets of another product. For example, if
are to be acquired, the stock holdings the manufactured product is axles, the
of, and stock holdings in, the acquired response should disclose where the
person would not be affected by the axles are sold, and not'where the vehitransaction. Thus, the acquired person cles into which the axles are incorponeed not respond to item 6 in this situ- rated are sold. If the product is simply
ation. The acquiring person responds resold 'without alteration, all such
to this item in all cases, and the ac- sales, through the sale to the final
quired person must respond whenever purchaser, are sought.
any voting securities will be acquired.
The 'areas must be identified by
States, or, if desired, portions of
lTE1\! 7
States. Only the listing by States is reItem 7 is designed to provide infor- quired. The optional finer breakdown
mation about geographic markets. is intended to be used whenever the
Whenever any party to an acquisition parties believe that the listing by
knows or has reason to believe that it States could be misleading in the antiderives dollar revenues from any of trust analysis of the acquisition. The
the same four·digit (SIC code) indus- item specifies a knowledge and belief
tries as any other party, it must identi- standard for the response, since manufy the geographic areas in which it de- facturers may not know the precise gerives those dollar revenues. The item ographic distribution of their prodmust be completed separately for each ucts.
For item 7(c)(ii), which applies to
four·digit industry in which such an
overlap of dollar revenues occurred ,four-digit industries within SIC major
during the most recent year. If the groups 1-17 and 40-49, the reporting
transaction is the formation of a joint person must list the States or portions
venture or other corporation, the re- thereof in which the agricultural,
porting person should co~pare the mining, or other specified operatiolls

are conducted. For item 7(o)(iU),
which applies to four·digit wholesale
trade industries within SIC major
groups 50 and 51, the reporting person
must list the states or portions thereof in which customers are located.
For item 'l(c)(iv), Which appHes to
four-digit industries in SIC major
groups 52-62 and 64-89, the reporting
person must furnish a list, arranged by
State, county, and city or to"ffi, of ad·
dresses of establishments from whioh
dollar revenues were derived. "Estab·
lishment" means any retan location,
location where services are offered or
rendered, or other business location
from which dollar revenues were de·
rived. Item 7(c)(v) calls for a Hst of the
States in which the reporting person is
licensed to write insurance.
No dollar revenues need be prOVided
in response to any part of this item.
BACKGROUND IIlFORUATIOn TO ITEM '1
Item 7 is a slightly altered version 'of
item 6 of the revised form. Final item
7(a) and 7(c)(i)-(ill) are substantially
similar to the corresponding provisions
of revised item 6. Because revised item
6(b)-which sought a complete list of
establishments, regardless of the
nature of the industry-has Men de·
leted, and because many SIC major
groups had no specifio requirement
beyond that, a new item '1(c)(iv) has
been added. For tho:;e groups, reporting persons are required to list their
business locations. Item '1(o)(v) is e::·
sentially the same as revised item
6(c)(iv).
Some of the comments (e.a., 1053)
appear to have interpreted revised
items 6(c)(1)-{iU> to require tho aeo·
graphic analysis by portions of Stl!.tes
in all cases. The final version of tho
item makes clear that n brenl:down
finer than by States is optional. Com·
ment 1055 suggested that a reportlnff
parly should be able to report that it
sells nation"Jide and thereby eliminate
the need to list every State. The Com·
mission has no objection to such a
practice. In fact, so long as a clearly
defined geographic area can be deter·
mined, other simplified methodS of reo
porting would also be acceptable, e.ff.,
all States east of the Mississippi River,
all Sta.tes except California and Texas.
Not acceptable because of their Impre·
cise nature, however, would be such
descriptions as the west coast, the
Midwest, or Southern New England.
Some comments (e.g., 1026, 1040)
complained that manufacturers would
not be able to supply geographic resale
information by plant-of-origin. Nei·
ther revised item q(c)(1) nor final item
'1(c)(1) requires such a breakdown. A
number of comments (e.g., 1029, 1053,
1055, 1059, 1075, 1086, 1104, 1108) also
suggested that manufacturers general·
ly do not know where their products
are resold, that it would be difficult (if
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not illegal) for them to obtain that information, and that the information is
in any event irrelevant tp an antitrust
analysis. There can b~ no doubt that
when: the parties to an ~c~uisition are
engaged in tlie productionaild sale of
. the sam~~ or a.· closely related product,
an mquiry into where those products
are sold is necessary arid appropriate
to any antitrust analysiS of the transaction. Therefore, comments raising
issues of relevance and burden must be
rejected. Furthermore, the Commission does not believe. that it is illegal,
without more, for a manufacturer
merely to know or.to determine the
general geographic' areas where its
products are resold to their ultimate
users. Therefore, comments SUggesting
that it might be unlawful to collect
the required information have also
been rejected.
Contrary to the· assertions made in
the comments regarding the availability of information on areas of resale of
manufactured products, the Commis.sion's experience has been that manufacturers invariably know where their
products are sold, 'reg3.rdless of the
nw::ilber of intermediate resellers involved. This is not to say that manufacturers will always kj}ow the name
and address of every reseller of every
product, although thiS often may ,be
the case, especially when the manufacturer sells directly to its retailers. Nor
is such detailed information necessary
for the purpose of responding to this
item. Important here is the fact that a
manufacturer will always know, at
least in .general terms (Le., states or
. portions .there·of>, the geographic
areas' in which its product has penetrated .the market. Because this information is crucial to establishing production quotas and marketing plans,
opening new sales outlets (either
wholesale or retail) and making related business decisions, the· Commission
has little doubt that at' this level of
generality the requested information
will be readily available in all but the
most unusual situations.
Comments 1029, 1053, 1059, and 1108
argued that responses .to this item
should not be required uilless the reporting person (or persons) derived a
, minimum dollar amount:of revenue in
the four-digit indristry. The suggested
amoUIits range from $1 million to $5
. million. The Commission is unable to
conclude·.that· geographic areas in
. which less than such sums are derived
from the ·sale of identical or similar
'products are compe~ltively irrelevant
and therefore need not be reported.
Since the- transfer of control of a company·as small as $10 million in annual
sales m?-y.be .reportable,. a $1 million

minimum potentiallY could eliminate a
geographic analysis of roughly 10 percent of the company's business; a $5
million minimum could eliminate
nearly half the business of a $10 mUlion company and significant portions
of the sales of much larger companies
which may be direct competitors. In
addition, even where such amounts are
not a. major portion of a reporting person's sales, they can easily often represent a major portion of Ii local or regional market. The suggestion, therefore, has been reject-ed.
Comment 1040 requested clarIfIcation of the location or a sale for purposes of revised Item 6(c)(i), now item
7(c)(i). The relevant States are those
in which the purchaser 'will consume
or substantially alter the character of
the product or Incorporate It into another product, or in which the final
purcnaser of the original product is located. The location of the sales office
that sold the goods or the plant that
shipped the goods is not relevant to
this Item.
Item 8' requests information on any
vendor-vendee (customer-supplier) relationships existing in the most recent
year between an acquiring person and
an acquired person with respect to any
manufactured product that the vendee
either resells or consumes in or incorporates into the manufacture of a product. Manufactured products that the
vendee does not resell or usc in the
manufacturing process, such as oUice
supplies and equipment, need not be
included in the response. However, the
vendor need not have been the manufacturer of the product.
If the acquisition is the formation of
a joint venture or other corporation,
the reporting person mus~· determine
whether the new corporation will
supply any of the persons forming It-the acquiring persons under § 801.40with any manufactured product which
any of the persons forming the corpo. ration purchased from any other of
those persons in the most recent year.
The persons forming the joint venture
must respond to the item if they
should reasonably believe that the
joint venture will commence supplying
a product in the future, without time
limit•
If such a relationship exists or will
.exist, reporting persons which are
vendees of any such product, and only
~ such persons, are required to list the
following information: the product
purchased, the vendors of the -product
that are party to the acquisition, and
the dollar amount purchased from
each such vendor during the most

recent year. Manufactured products
arc defined as those within two-digit
SIC major groups 20-39. The reporting
person may, at its option. omit from
this listing any products purchased in
annual amounts of less than $1 million.
The Item states that products, the
manufacture, consumption. or use of
which by the vendee is not attnllUtable to the assets to be acquired (in an
asset acquisition) or to the issuer
whose voting securities are to be ac- qulred (in a stock acquisition), may
also be omitted. Thus, if a person acquires a subsidiary of the person from
whiCh it purchases a certain manufactured product, It need not list that
product in item 8 unlesS the subsidiary
(or any issuer it controls) sells the
product.
BACKGROUND InFORMATION TO ITEM 8

The purpose of item 8 is to identify
certain Instances in which a reported
acquisition may result in vertical foreclosure or in an increase in vertical integration in an industry. Only vendees
are required to re."1lond to this item
because vendors may not know the
purpose for which the vendee purchases the product. The item is limited to manufactured products because
the CommissIon believes those vertical
relationships are mqre likely to violate
the antitrust laws.
The Item is Virtually identical to
Item 7 of the revised form. with editorfal changes necessitated by the alteration in final § 801.40 relating to the
formation of joint venture and other
corporations. Revised item 7. however.
had considerably narrowed the scope
of the analogOUS items 8 (a) and 8 (b)
of the original form.
Items 8(a) and B(b) of the" original
form inquired more broadly ·into potential vertical antitrust issues presented by a transaction. They requested data on all products or· services
manufactured or sold by either the acquiring or the acquired person (regardless of the buyer) that were used or
consumed by the other party (regardless of the seller). Final item 8, on the
other hand. is limited to manufac...
tured prodUCts, not services. and only
to those products sold dfrectly by one
reporting person to another party to
the transaction.
Several comments on the original
rules (11. 37, 59. 74. 103) not.ed that a
company often has little or no information on who the final purchasers of·
Its products are (in the case of an indirect sales relationship) and that compOation of the requested data would'
thus be extremely burdensome. The
Commission decided to adopt the sug-
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gestion made in comment 59 and to
limit the question to direct vendor·
vendee situations.~
..
Several comments (e.g., 35, 37, 63.
103, 1022, 1029) urged that the-$l million reporting floor for sales of any
product by one person to another be
raised to $5 million or $10 million. The
Commission did not adopt these -suggestions. Since the size of a reporting
person under the act may be as small
as $10 million in assets -or sales, raising
this threshold might eliminate the reporting of a vendor-vendee relationship in a particular product which accounts for 50 percent or even 100 percent of a person's sales. The purpose
of the $1 million floor is to elim1nate
the reporting of transactions or relationships which are less likely to be
significant. Setting this figure any
higher might exclude some highly significant relationships.
Comments 1086 and 1098 argued
that, even as revised and limited, this
item is excessively burdensome for reo
porting persons that are vendees. The
Commission did not accept this argument. Ordinarily, information. on
major suppliers, the products supplied,
the dollar volume, and the uses made
by the company of the product is readily available in most companies. As explained above, this information is necessary and appropriate to the agencies'consideration of the vertical aspects of a proposed transaction, and
completion of this item will therefore
be required, regardless of burden.

This second step consists of -listing
the acquiring person's previous acquisitions of entities or assets engaged in
any of the four-digit (SIC code) industries .identified in the first step. It
must list acquisitions within the past
10 years of voting securities of U.S. issuers which derived any dollar revenues from any industry it has identified, as well as of aSsets located in the
United States to which any dollar revenues in that industry were attributable. The term "U.S. issuer" is defined
in § 801.1(e). In addition, the acquiring
person is required to provide, for each
such prior acquisition, the name and
address of the entity acquired,jts total
assets and net sales in the year prior
to the acquisition, the type of acquisition (securities or assets), the date of
the acquisition. and the particular
four-digit industry or industries involved. Only acquisitions of more than
50 percent of the voting securities or
assets of entities which had annual
net sales or total assets greater than
$10 million in the year prior to the acquisition need be reported.
'
BACKGROUND !NFORIoIATION TO

ITEM: 9

The purpose of this item is to assist
the agencies in identifying any prior
acquisItions by the acquiring person
that may suggest a pattern· of acquisitions in a particular industry by that
person. The present transaction may
frequently take on competitive significance in the light of others in the
same industry involving the same acquiring person. Such a pattern may inITEM 9
dicate a significant anticompetitive
Item 9 is to be answered only by the trend and thus may be an important
acquiring person and requires it to factor in the agencies' ultimate decisupply information about certain prior sion as to whether to challenge the acacquisitions. In particular, it must quisition. Reporting persons are unreport its domestic acquisitions likely to find the inquiry burdensome,
(within the previous 10 years) of the since a somewhat broader inquiry has
voting securities or assets of other been complied with routinely in the
companies which derived dollar rev- Commission's existing premerger notienues in any industry in which both it fication program.
and the acquired person in the present
The 10-year limit was felt to demark
transaction are also substantially en- a reasonable .period for which to
gaged.
obtain this information on the form,
The acquiring person is asked to go even though earlier acquisitions may
through a two-step process. First, it is' be of significance. Information regardto determine each four-digit (SIC ing earlier acquisitions can be obtained
code) industry in which it derived $1 by requests under section 7A(e) and
million or more in dollar revenues in § 803.20 when necessary. The item perthe most recent year. Of those four- mits the omission of prior transactions
digit (SIC code) industries, it should that did not involve the acquisition of
determine those in which, in the case more than 50 percent of the voting seof a stock acquisition, to its knOWledge curities or assets of a person with
or belief the issuer whose stock will be preacquisition sales or assets of $10
acquired also derived $1 million or million, since smaller acquisitions are
more in dollar revenues in the same . likely to be less significant from an
year, or, in the case of an assets acqui- antitrust standpoint.
sition, those in Which, to its knowledge
This item contains a major change
or belief, $1 million or more in rev- from both its predecessors,. item 7 of
enues was attributable to the assets to the original form and item 8 of the rebe acquired. If the acquiring person vised form. Both of the earlier drafts
identifies any industries through this required information about both doprocedure, it must provide certain mestic and foreigri mergers and acquispecified information.
sitions.

Several comments (e.g.• 11, 15, 59. 63,
'70, 99, 109) objected to this requJrement and suggested limiting its scopo
to prior acqUisitions of comptmles with
some connection to U.S. commerce. A
number of comments on the revised
form (e.g., 1044, 1048. 1094, 1099. 1100)
similarly made the argument that
some minimum amount or U.S. revenue should be required before 0. prior
acquisition became reportable in response to this item.
The final rules .require information
only with respect to prior acqulsittons
of voting securities of U.S. Issuers and
of assets located in the United states.
This change as made partly in re·
sponse to the comments and partly to
reflect the reasoning behind the foreign commerce exemptions in the
rules, particularly §§ 802.50 and 802.51.
It should be noted, however, tho.t cer·
tain acquisitions excluded under item
9 may not be exempt under § 802.50 or
§ 802.51 or any other rule. For example, an acquisition by a U.S. person of
the voting securities of a foreign comP2.IlY with assets in the United States
greater than $10 million is not exempt
under § 802.50, but need not later be
inclUded in a response to item 9, since
only prior acquisitions of voting securities of U.S. issuers must be reported
under this item.
Another reason for this llmltation in
item 9 is that it makes the coverage of
this item consistent with the general
instructions applicable to items 5, 7
through 9, and the insurance appendix
contained in § 803.2(c)(1). These, as
noted above, require information only
with respect to operations conducted
within the United States. 'Tho reason
for this instruction is that census do.tn
relating to SIC codes is collected onlY
with respect to revenues derived from
establishments located within the
United States. See the statement of
basis and purpose to § 803.2Ca).
In addition to the change relating to
foreifm mergers and acquisitions, the
final version of this item nlso contains
several editorial revisions. The structure of the question has been reword·
ed to suggest the two-step process,
which should assist reporting persons
in correctly answering the item.
ITEM 10

Item 10 asks for the name, title,
business address, and businesn telephone number of the individual to
contact regarding the notification and
report form. Section 803.20Cb)C2)(il)
provides that a request for addltlono.l
information or documentary material
is effective if telephoned and a written
confirmation is mailed during the
waiting period. It therefore requires
that the reporting person keep n deolg·
nated individUal reasonably available
during
normal
business
hours
throughout the walting period to reo
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CERTIFICATION

system. The categories employed In
the insurance appendix are derived
from categorIes found In vnrlous trade
publications. These Include the "ilie
Insurance Fact Book", publlshed by
the AmerIcan Councll of ilie Insurance; "Insurance Facts", publlshed by
the Insurance Information Institute;
publications of the A. M. Best Co.; and
reports of varIous State Insurance
commissions. Thus, the data requested
in the Insurance append1."C should be
generally comparable to the universe
figures revealed In those publications.
The Insurance appendix Is based on
an appendix to the special report required under the Commission's existIng premerger notifIcation program.
No comments addressed the insurance appendix.

See the statement of basis and purpose to § 803.6.

Received in response to Dec. '20, 1976. publi-

ceive such a telephoned request. The·
request is effective, and the' waiting
, period is extended, as soon as this individual receives .the telephoned request
(providing the written confirmation is
thereafter mailed during the original
waiting·period). Requests for clarification pursuant to § 803.20(d)(2) may
also be telephoned to the individual
. named.
BACKGROUND INFoRMATION TO ITEM

10

This item, which appeared below the

certification on the original form. and
as item 9 on the revised form, attracted no comments and was retained with
only minor editorial changes. For further information, see the statement of
basis and purpose to § 803.20.

Al'PENDIX TO NOTIFICATION AND REPORT
FORM: INSURANCE

Whenever voting securities of an insurance carrier are to be acquired directlY or indirectlY., each reporting
person that contains an entity operating as an insurance carrier (SIC major
group 63) muSt provide information
concerning various types of insurance
operations during the most recent
year. The information required by the
insurance appendix should be submitted for SIC major group 63 in lieu of
the data required Under item 5(c).
However, reporting persons that complete .the insprance appendix must
also complete item 5(c) with respect to
their activities in industries other
than SIC major group 63.
For life insurance operations, reporting persons must provide the amount
of premium receipts (calculated on an
accrual basis) and new insurance
issued in the"United States for specific
types of life and health insurance and
annuities. For property liability insurance the reporting-person must provide, for each line of insurance specified in part 2 of the underwriting and
. investment exhibit of the carrier's
annual .convention statement, the
amount of direct and net premiums
written. For title insurance, the reporting person must provide; for each
line of insurance specified in part 2 of
the underwriting and investment exhibit of, tlie carrier's annual conven-.
- tion statement, the amount of net
direct insurance premiums written and
the amount of direct insurance premi'ums earned.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO
INSURANCE AFPENDIX

The Bureau of the Census does not
publish revenue data for insurance operations. Thus, no "universe" figures
for entire markets exist under the SIC

Cor.n.n:r."1'S

cation of proposed rules implementfn!l
tiue II of the Hart-ScoU·RQdfno AntltTlL!t
Improvements Act of 1976 reIatfng to premerger not~atfon (comment period Dec.
20, 1976-JaTL 19, 1977>
No.

D:lteor

Ol'\llll1ll:aUon

letter

12-39-76 Fcdernl Home Lo:u1 B3.nk

2

12-29-76 Amerlc:m COuncl1 or LIfe
Insurllnce.
12-28-76 Exchllnse on &: Gas COrp.
12-17-76 u.s. Senate, COmmllUe on the
JudlclD.ry. SUbcommittee on
AnUtrust llIId MonopOly
(Hownrd Eo O'LearY. Jr..

Bo=L

4

~,).

5
G

7
8
9

No.

1-17-'l7 Getty on CO.
l-14-'l7 Pillsbury, Mnd~n &: SUllo
<WlI1lnctl L. KlI2pcU, ~.).
1- 6-'l7 In;estment CO. InsUtu~
1-11-'l7 Texns Pl1eIflc on CO.. Ine.
1-11-'l7 Skadden. AJll3, Slate. M~tt
&: Flom <Stephen M. AxInn.

lOA

11

12
13
14

1-17-'l7 NnUolUll Realty COmmittee.
1-11-'l7
Do.
1-14·m American StandUd. Inc.
1-19-'l7 Foley &: L:ud.att (Edwin P.
wney. Esq.).
1-17-'l7 Stanley M. Dub.~.
1-19-'l7 The AssodaUon of the Bar or
the City or New Yorlt.
COmmllUe on Trade
Reiu1llUon <Eleanor M. Fox,
~.. IUld Peter D. Stand1:sb,
~.).

15

16
17
18

1-15-'l7 Ohio Stllte Bar As:odaUOll,
AnUtrust lind COrporate
COunsel SecUons <Da\1d
Holmqulst, Esq.. and John P.

1-27-'l7 Federal COmmunIcatfons
1-18-71 The Nestle Co.. Inc..
1-18-71 AmericanInstltuteotcert1fied
PublIcAceountant3..
1-19·m Wlnthrop.SU=n.Putnam&:
Robert3 tTerence H. Benbow,

Comm1s:i!on.

30

Esq.).

31
32
32A

19
20

1-17-'l7
1-13-71

40
41

1-17-71
1-17-Ti
1-19-77

43
44
45
48
47 '
• 48
49
110
51
52

55
58
.57
58

22

1-19-71 NIxon,Hargra\·e.De\-ans&:
Doyle.
1- 3-71 Prot Stanley Eo Boyle.
1-21-71 General American on co. or
Texas.
1-19-71 The B. P. Goodrich co.
1-1'1-71 The Gull Co:i.

25
26

1-18-71 FcderalMaritfmeCommIs:3fon.
1- 5-Ti NaUonalAs3odat!onof
Manl1!acturer.r.

•

1-18-71 Comptroller of the Currenc;y.
1-31-71 FcderalDeposit Insur3nce
CotPOratlon.
1-18-71 AmericanNaturalGassernce
CO.
1-18-Ti MJnnesota MInfng &:
Manl1!acturfDg Co.

Undated Natfonal Aslodatfon ot

• CO

2- 7-Ti Interea1 co.
2- 7-71 The A=:clated General

Manl1!acturers.

81

Contractors

or America.

/H

2-11-Ti CooklzHenderson,P.C.
<MarlOVI' W. COole. Esq.. and
Jame:. P. Falco. Esq.).
%- 9-71 sec.. 7 tC1aYtOnAct) CGmmIttee
of the ABA AnUtru:3t.SectIon
<Eleanor M. Fox. Esq.).
2-19-n Thelen" Marrln. Johnson &:

65

MacDoweD. Esq.).
2- 9-71 Gaten!leY,SpuUer&:Law

62

83

Bridges <Prank D.

Esq.).

23
24

Conun!s;!on.

1-19-Ti Amold&:PotterCRobertB.
•
Hummel.. ~.).
1-21-Ti F1nanda1 Aceoun~
Standards Board.
1-18-Ti Sperry Rand Corp.
1-19-Ti American Gas Assodatfon.
Undated Holiday Inm. Inc.
1-19-Ti General COUnsel of the u.s.
~p:utment or COmmerce.
1- 8-Ti American FInanda1 Corp.
1-19-Ti Chamber of Commerce of the
UnltcdStat=
1- 7-71 -Federal Maritlme CommIs:3fon.
1-1ll-Ti Oenera1Counselofthe

59

.As:oeInUon.

1-11-'l7 M1Utt. AndCl""..on, Nash. Yene
&: Wlentt (John J. DeMott,

Dres3er IndU3trlcs, Inc..
National Exploration co.
Do.
Union on CO.otcaJl!omIa.
Do_
ChadweD.Kar..llr.Ruggles.
McGee &: Ha.3tIng:l. Ltd.
<Davld A. Nelzon. Esq.)_
C. DanIel Ward. Esq.
Inte:3tate Commerce
CommIs3fon.
United States Steel Corp.
SUburbanProp:me Gas COrp.
Pederal COmmun!l:atlom

Treasury.

53
54

1-13-'l7 David L:l.!kY. Esq.
1-14-'l7 American 1nsuranl:c

21

1-19-71
1-18-71
1- 8-n
1-19-'l7
1-19-71
Undated

33
39

co.

Esq.).

,

1-1g..71 United States League of
5av\nD As:loc£3tfons.
1-18-'l7 AJ1ls.Ch3Jme:s Corp.
1-19-71 AmericanLl!eInsur.mce
~thm.

33
34
34A
35
38
37

MCC1Iltchey. Esq,).
1-21-'l7 Marathon on

1-14-'l7 AmericanPetrottna. Ine.
1-14-'l7 SUdden. AJll3, SlAte. Meashtt
&: Flom <Stephen u. AxInn.

letter

28
29

~,),

10

Date of

27

42

1

3

Co~ontInued

Received in TeS1I01Ue to Dec. 20, 1976. pUblication of 1'TOP0$et! TUles implementing ,
tfUt II of the Han-Scott·Rodfno Antitru.st
Improremenu Act of 1976 relating to premeTger notification (comment period Dec.
20. 1976-JaTL 19, 1977)

66
67

68
63
70
71
72
73
74
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(CooperaUve Food
Dl3trib11torn of America).
2- l-Ti Civil Aeronaut!c5 Board.
2-18-71 MotfonPfctureAslodatf=o!
America. Inc..
2-14-Ti Investment Co. Instltute
2-14-71 PerIn1 Corp.
2- 9-71 General MIll3. Inc..
2-18-Ti Allied Chem!caL
2-15-71 COlumbia Gas SystemServfce
COrp.
%-115-71 Davld H. Marks.. Esq.
2-17-71 AshIandOn.Inc..

RULES AND REGULATIONS

33536
CoMMENTS-Continued
Received in response to Dec. 20, 1976, publication of proposed rules implementing
tftle II of the Hart-ScotL-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act of 1976 relating to pre-

merger notification (comment period Dec.
20, 1976-Jan. 19, 1977>

No.
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Date of
letter

Organlzntlon

CoMMENTS-Contlnued
Received in response to Dec. 20, 1976, publi-

cation of proposed rules implementing
title II of the Hart-8cott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act of 1976 relating to premerger notification (comment period Dec.
20, 1976-Jan. 19, 1977>

No.

2-15-77 Te= Po.c1flc 011 Co., Inc.
2-15-77 American General Insurance
Co.
2-17-77 Aetna LIfe &; Casualty Co.
2-18-77 Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, Committee
on Trade Regulation.
2-16-77 National Association of
Indepcndent Insurers.
2-16-77 MInnesota Mlnlng &;
Manufacturing Co.
2-18-77 Skndden, ArPs, Slate, Meagher
&; Flom (Blalne V. Fogg,

116
117
118

2-16-77 Cndwalnder. Wickersham &;
Talt (Horace P. Moulton,

119
120
121
122
123-

Esq.).

83
84
85
86
87

ss

89
90

91
92
93

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
100
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

2-17-77 American Counc1l of LIfe
Insurance.
2-18-77 Howrey &; Simon <W1lllamJ.
Boyd, Esq.).
2-17-77 International Telephone &;
Telegraph Corp.
2-18-77 Department of Army
Engineers.
2-18-'l7 Covington &; Burling (Exxon
Corp.).
2-18-77 W. R. Grace &; Co.
2-18-77 SulUvan &; CromwelL
2-18-77 Sheannall &; Sterllng
(Cltlcorp).
2-18-77 Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System.
2-14..77 McBride, Baker, Wienke &;
SChlosser (James H. Ryan,
Esq.).
2-16-77 Association of the Bar of the
City of New York, Committee
on 8ecurltles Regulation
(John E. Merow, Esq.).
2-18-77 Glassman·Ollver Economic
Consultants, Inc.
2-18-77 lion. John·F. Selberllng,
Mcmber of Conuress.
2-18-77 Ron. Edwnrd M. Kennedy, U.s.
Senator.
2-18-77 American Bankers Association.
2-17-77 American Insurance
Association.
2-14-77 Borden, Inc. •
2-16-77 D1lllngham Corp.
2-17-77 Flnnnclal Executives Institute.
2-17-77 Foley &; Lardner (Edwin P.
Wiley. Esq.).
2-18-77 Grocery Manufacturers of
America.
2-18-77 HllSklns &; Sells, Certified
Publlc Accountants.
2-18-77 H1ll, Christopher and Phl1Ups.
P.C. (Association of ClosedEnd Investment Companies),
2-18-77 Independent Bankers
Assoclatlon of America.
2-17-77 Investment Counsel
Association of America, Inc.
2-18-77 Investors Diversified services.
Inc.
2-18-77 Machinery &; Allied Products
Institute.
2-15-77 Metropolltan LIfe Insurance
Co.
2-18-77 Morgan Stanley &; Co., Inc.
2·18-77 Nixon. Hargrave, Devans &;
Doyle.
2-17-77 Ropes &; Gray (Edward P.
J.c.wrence. Esq.).
2-16-77 Thelen. Marrin, Johnson &;
Bridges (Frank D. McDowell,
Esq.).

115

2-16-77 Union CarbIde Corp.

2-18-77 Well, Gotshal &; Manges
(Columbia Pictures
Industries, Inc.).
2-18-77 Westlnghouse Electrlc Corp.
2-22-77 Chairman of the Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve
System.

Esq.).

82

OrganIzation

Date of
letter

124125126·

127128·
129'

130·

131'
132133'·

2-18-77 Department of the Army.
Office of the ChIef of
Engineers.
2-18-77 Chamber of Commerce of the
UnltedStates.
2-18-77 U.s. Department of the
Interior.
2-18-77 American Gas Assoclatlon.
2-28-77 International Counc1l of
Shopping Centers
2-27-77 American Insurance
Association.
3-21-77 Securities and Exchange
Commlsslon.
3- 9-77 Ron. Peter W. Rodino, Jr••
Member of Congress (to Han.
Griffin B. Bell, Attorney
General).
3-28-77 Donald J. Baker. Assistant
. Attorney General.
3-18-77 Ameri= Insurance
Assoclat1on.
5-31-77 Hon. Peter W. Rodino, Jr••
Member of Congress (to
Michael Pertschuk,
Chnlrman, Federal Trade
Commlsslon).
5-31-'17 Ron. Peter W. Rodino, Jr..
Member of Conure:;s (to John
H. Shenefield, Acting
AssIstant Attorney General).
6-14-77 Independent Bankers
Association of America.
6-17-77 J. C. Penney Co•• Inc.
12- 7-76 Covington &; Burllng (Exxon
Corp.).

-ThIs comment was recelved alter the comment
period.
"ThIs comment was recelved before the comment period.

COMLlENTS

Received in response to Aug. 1, 1977, publi·
cation of revised proposed rules implementing title II of the Hart-ScoU-Rodino
Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 relating to premerger notification (comment
period Aug. t-Sept. 30,1977>
No.
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
100l>

1007
_ 1008

Date of
Jetter

Organization

8- 8-77 Covington &; Burling (Exxon
Corp.).
8- 8-77 American COUDcU of LIfe
Insurance.
8- 4-77 American Insurance
Assoclatlon.
Undated Federal Communications
CommIssion.
8-15-77 Amerl= Bankers Association.
8-12-77 Assoclatlon of the Bar of the
City of New York, Committee
on Trnde Regulation <Peter
D. Standish. Esq.).
8-17-77 Grocery Manufacturers of
AmeriC!1, Inc.
8-18-'17 Arnold &; Porter mobert B.
HummeI.~).

COl.wENTS-Contlnucd

Received in re3ponse to Aug. 1, 1977, publi.
cation of revised proposed rulc! implc.
menting title II of the Hart-Scott-Rodino
Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 rclat·
ing to premerger notification <comment
periodAug.l-Sept. 30,1977>
No.

Date of
letter

1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
102'l
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1034

1035
1035A
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
10S6
1057
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,

OruMlzntlon

8-19-77 Cleary, Gottlleb, Sleen &;
Hnm1lton (J. Euuene lJ:nrllIl!l,
Esq.).
8-17-77 Gennan Amerlcan Chnmbcr at
Commerce.
8-17-77 Sperry Rnnd Flnnnclnl Corp.
8-16-77 Sec. 7 (Clnyton Act) Committee
of tho ABA Antitrust SCction
(Stephen 1\L AlIlnn. Esq.).
8-18-77 IntCl"Illltlonnl Trado CommitteD
of the ABA Antitrust Section
(Barry E. Hnwk, Esq.).
8-19-77 Shnw, Plttmnn, Potts &;
Trowbrldge (Institute at
Foreign Bnnlters).
8-19-77 Dep:lrtment of the Anny.
OUlCD of tho Chief of
Enulneers.
8-18-77 SulUvnn &; Cromwell.
8-23-77 W. R. Graco & Co.
8-22-77 Getty 011 Co.
8-28-77 TexllS Pnc1flo au Co., Inc.
8-29-77 Investment Co. Institute.
8-24-77 Stunrt Pnul JI\.,'1!cr, I:.:;q.
8-29-77 Union OU Co. of Cnl11ornl::l.
8-26-77 Dres:::er Industries. Inc.
8-25-77 The Gulf COJ.
8-26-77 Tenneco on.
8-24-77 Union Cnrbldo Corp.
8-29-77 Pillsbury, Madl::on &; Sutro
(Wallnce L.. Kl1l1pcke, Esq.).
8-24-77 Suburban Propnno Oro Corp,
8-26-77 Chndwell, Kllyser. RUg!:leJ,
McGeo &; HnstJngs, Ltd.
(DavId A. nelson. Esq,).
8-28-77 AmerIcan Nntural Servlco Co.
8-30-77 National Assoclntlon Of
Independent Insurero.
8-29-77 Federal Home Loan DlInl~
Bonrd.1601033
8-25-'17 Hunt on Co.
8-30-77 Shank. Irwin, Conant.
Willlnmson & Orevelle <R1lY
B. W1lllnmson. Esq., and
Knren S. Bedell, Esq.).
8-16-77 BOC Internntlonnl, Ltd.
2- 7-77
Do.
8-23-77 Imperlnl Group, Ltd.
8-26-77 The DepOsitory Trust Co.
8-26-77 Sidley &; Austin (Mnrl: E.
MncDonnld, Esq.).
8-31-77 Metrollollton Wo Insurnnco
Co.
8-26-77 Dlnmond Sh!llIl1"OCli Corp.
8-29-77 Ontenbey, Sllullcr &; L..'\Vl
(Cooperotlvo Food
Dlstrlbutors of America).
6-29-77 Cnd...ro.Iader, Wlckcrshnm &
Tnft <Horneo P. Moulton,
&/1.).
8-29-77 Prof. Roy A. SChotlnnd.
8-30-77 Amerlcnn Standard, tnc.
8-30-77 Medusa Corp.
8-29-77 Gencml AmcrlCl!l1 OU Co. at
TexllS.
9- 2-77 U.s. Department of tho
InterIor (OUlco of tho
Secretary).
8-31-77 General M1lls. Inc.IOOI049
8-30-77 Prof. Donnld I. Bnlter.
9- 7-77 Standard on Co. (Indlnnn).
9-13-77 HUl, Christopher & PhUllpJ.
P.C. (k:;oclntlon of PubliclY
Trnded Investment FUnds),
9-12-77 Snmbo's Rc:ltnurants, Inc.
9-13-77 AllIs·Chnlmero Corp.
9-20-77 Comptroller at tho Currency,
9-21)..77 Internntlonnl TelQphone &;
Telel:1'llph Corp.
9-21-77 Exchange OU &; Ons Corp.
9-26-77 Gcnernl Mills, Inc.

RUL~S
-Co~m.mued

Reeeitled

in~e

Co~nUm1ed

to Aug. 1.' 1977, pub!i-

catWn of -reuisect· proposed rnles

imp!e-

:m..cntmYlitlc H-of l1ze HaTl-SCOU-Bodino
A11liln:sl1mprovemen!s Act cf 1916 nlat·
j;y>.g to- 1;nelllZlyeT ~tificaii.on ;(comm-.."'nt
per...trlAug.l-Sei:t. 30.19"173
No.

3353'1

AND ltEGULAnONS

Reee£t.'Cd in r"es]ronse to AU!7. 1. 19'11, 1't!bli.
,.cation -- of revised propxm niles impJcmenlin!1 J.U!e 11 of /lie' Harl-ScoU,·RcrUno
JIntilro3t. Improrcr.zenls Act of 1!J7G relating to ZJremcTfl;:r noli/iCtIlUm (comment
_pcrlOdA~1~~L3~1!JT.n

D.:l1e<lf

. Jetter

9-29-"l'1 Clm.ml:rer Df Cotm:llfZ'Cli:ot the
United States..
9-29-'17 Gener:1l Crude on eo.
'9-n-"l'I A~tnaLlle & C3su3lty

co.

~G--n

Sheamm:l&Sterlln!::
(Citlcorpl.
· 9-29-'17 CovlI!.<,<7fxmkBurlln!::(E=

Corp.); .
Wtn.'"ton&strawn
(Inlzm:l1ioD:l1.conncn cr
,
Shopping Ce!1te!S).
9-29-W BuDdIng Owners &M:!nal:er.>
k:sodatlon Inter=titmll1.
.9-S-"17 UotlonPlctura~tlDno!
America.
9-29-7'1 ID.resU:nent Council gf ~
:Inc.
~"l'l

less

9--27-'1~

ConlmenWOilCo.··

9-:3G-77 Texaco Inc.
i}-;lO-n' Amerlc:m Co:mciI~fUk

Insurance.

~n'14

· 9-.>-'>-"l'l MorganGn=tyTrtI:;ti)).
• !l-::!l-'17 U.s.n=zt;mentoISbtll.
~T1 .Bank of.America.
9-29-'17 NatlonalAssocl:l.tlcmof8m::lll
Busln= Investment

Comp:mies.

10'1»

~9--n

AIIiedChe:nlc:lL

llr.5

~TI

T1leNesUeCo..Im:.

1un

46'lil
.L61i)

:9-29-'1'1 Ashland OD.1nc.
!h,'l}-"l'l mdepentient 13:mkers
Associatlon of Ameril:3.
9-:2S--'l'l Squire.S=de:s&D=psey
a:dward.T.DeB3rtolo CorP.I.
!l-26-"1'1 McCormlck & Co~ Inc.
, '9-29-'1'l C=,"t3l:st:ltes Gas Corp.
9-%3-Tl D:iliErlY.:Rumble &BuUlr
tThomasE..B.ohrlcht., Esrl.).
9-29-'l'1 Board of Governors of the
FederalReserve S;'l;tem.
9-28-Tl Co1umbm.OasSystE;nSerrl:a
,

UlIS

lOW
lOOSA
IreT

1033
1ll3S)

16:>3

.

Corp.

.

9-2S-1'l :rhe.Rouse eo.
11-'30-'77 'Financ1aI Executives Institute.
10-12-71
Do.
~'l7

IndependentPelt'oL"l112

,
.Associ:ltionof.Amerle3..
9-29-T.l Marathon oneo.
_9-30-'7l' Ameiic:m Bankers AssociaUon.
9-:3O-W As:soclation of the B:lr of Ute
Cityo!:t,ewYom. Committee
<lnSecuritles Be::uI!l.Unn

{OSI
tro2
1(t~

1{t;)l
llY.li

1fuls

IDll'1
lll!l'S

<Leonard'M. lPJman, ~
9-30-71 Sullirnn &Q-omwe1L
~T.1 'The.&s:>::l:l.teilG=r=.l
Contr..ctors~fAmerlc:l.

· 9-26-77 Montgomery Wlll'd & Co~ !nc.
9-2,S-'T.1 :Ue::;tle EnlJeIprlses. I=:
9-W-W Breed,:Ab1>ott -& Mlm;:::m.
.9-36-'17 Ameri= PetrDIeumInsUtul.e.
:9-29-"17 'Transco Cos.. Inc.
9-29-W WlntbrPP.Stimson. l'utnBm 8:'
'Roberls-<Terence H. B=bow.

1099

Esq.;'
9-<::l-'1V :In'tern3.Uoml1 'Tr...dllCrrnrntu:ro

UD:I

, oft.tte ABA.Anl.itro:;tSecUon
<Bll17Y E. Hawk. Es:;j.l.
-9-29-'17 .Assoclai!on of the:Bar of Ulll

1101
1102 - •

City ofNew York. CmnnilUee
on Trade :Reguln.tIon1Pcler
D. 'Stamilsh, Esq.').
~'11 MorganSt3n1ey&Co~
lne.
~"17 Ohio Slate:Bar l'.=ciat!on.

.antitrust and Corporate
Ca=selSactions (Victor

M:u:;h,.Jr.. E:::1~ =d.r..:mF.

1l~1l,-7'I

Tro~brld!:e~

-1100
1101
110&

l1o&A

1109

.U1D

1111
11:12
11U
llUA
Ulil

~eY.E:l:lJ.

at

'Forelsn B:ln1:=).
IItr::k:r Oil Co.
{).2)-'i'l United EIl~R==.1m:.
10- 3-"'l7 XCUa::= eo.
10- 3-'i'l Do.
!J-23-7'1 Iard,.D:ly&IA·tH~rL •
{).2:)..' Tl

10- '1-'1'1
10- 3-7'1
10- 5-7'1
S-%!l-7'1

Bu:L~dh.~

AmerL::m Flnr.nclcl Corp.
ConUnmb1 B:lDk.
DlIIlnclum Corp.
.lIon. C1l3r1l!:lMce.~

Jr.. U.s. sertntor.

10-111-'7'1 ~~ C=".'-ln.
9-:t'-7'1 k::=l:.te:l aen--ZU1 Cc:Itm:toc:l
or Amcrk:l.Ine. (On:;:;=
10-11-7'1 Th!J Ci uU-c:o.
11-25-T.1 P.11r~C""":n!=hn CJ'~

CJ'ot:uo Y~ coo=Icrl.

.Thl:l c:nnmen~
pt7io;L

=

~lt:e:l

nfL"t'

~

com=t

Pur.mant t!l section 'lA(u) of the net.
15 U.s,C. lUa(d). the Federal Trade
Commission, with the concurrenc:a or
the Assistant Attorney General.
hereby formallY promulgates the following role;; to amend title 16. chapter
r. by .adding new parts ~01. 802. end
803 as set forth below.
. issued;fuly 1'8. 1978.
By direction oC the Conunisslon.
CI\ROr. r2L TaoMAS.
SecretaJ7/.
The Federal Trade CommIssion promuIgnte3 the rule;; conblned in thb
part <80ll pursuant t-o sectIon 7A(d) of
the Clayton Act. 15 U,S.C. 113ACd). tIS
added by ~cticn 23! 'Of the HnrtScott-Rodino .AntJtru:;t lmprovemcnw
Act 'Of 1976. Pub. L. .94-435, 90 Bbt.
1320.
PART C()l-COVEnAGE mILES
See.
801.1 DzfinlUom.
001.2 A!:<1~nnd t:.eQu1=I p-"-r::=.:t.
S!l1.3 Actlvltie:; in ormIect.ln:; ~
SDL4 secondary tlCQu1:;lUons.

801.10 Value or voting s;:curlUcs ana =em

to be acqulred.

CJ1.11 Annuo.l net c::lles and taL'!! ~b.

C-OL12 ClIlcul:lt!D.(: percen1.:l.ce

or '\"CUll:: ::a-

curltle:; or ~ta.
801.13 Voting securlUc:; or ~m t-o I:D hcld
as Ilresult of .:lCQu1:lIUon.
801.14 Jureregnte totnl :unount or votln!:
securitle:; and 'CSSCts.
13!l1.15 A!:mr~ilUon of vulmz :;l:!Curm~nnd
assets the .:lCQulsltlon of which ~..3

to

~

assets when acquired.
niJEMt.

When used in the act ::md these
roles(a)(1) Per.son. Except as provided In
p~pbs Ca) 3I1d Cb) of s8lll.1.2. the
term "person"
an ultimate
P:JrCZlt entity and all entitis which it
controls d1rcct!y O1'intlfrectly.
of corpor~
the entire corpomte
d.rUc-tore.1neludln3 nn r;:ment ~i"",,s,
ruh::ld1arf~ znd. divb!= (pheth2r con.:>::J!i<lltcj or =o!ld:lted, mld· whether i:m:orpoInted or unlnf:~ed). and all re!:I.ted
corp:lrl1UOI13 under C:O=Ol1 con!rol m"l;h
nny of the foreg-ofnz.
2. Corporot:oro A llIrl B are e:lCh diredJy
c:m1t.roUd by thu fZ.lI:a foreign state. They
tire ntlt fnc1t!dzd wlf.h!n the ~ "p=:!.nlthouI;h the e:urp=tiDns 2.1'e llIlder
common controL b e = the forci3n ~
~h1ch control3 them 15 not llll "entity'"-<=
§ tOl.1(l1)(2». Corpomt!OI13 A ::md B· are the '
ult1nmte p:mmt entitle:; within pasom "A-.
and ''B'' ....hIch fnc1~'any en!:.itl£>s =h
lImY eontrol.
3. Slm:e ~ n:!tornl ~ is an entity Cree
§mlU(a)C2». a lUtuml per"AD =d 11 corpomtroa Io7hlch he t:lr she rontrols"are ll3rt of
tho mme "per.An." l! th:1.t. D3.tur.:l111e=
co~trol3 t1070 otherwIse ~P=te CQrparatlons. both corpo::lUOll3 :md tml =t!lral
per.:on [ore ell p:ut. o! the ~ "pexs::ll:I."
4.~ tJufelml:!l.91e to § W!.2(a).
Examples: 1. In the

"person"

t:!Se

encom~

(2) Entity. The tt:rm "entity" means
mlY D:dural person,. corporatIon. co~
P:ulY. p.;uinezsbJp. joint ventlll'e,. £SS<)c1n.tion. jo~ comp3IlY•• tru...'1;.

fountbtlon. fund. institution. society~
unIon. club or other group organized
for n.ny purproe. whether incorporated
or DOt, wherever loroted and of. whatever citizenship; or any receiver. truzt..
ee In baIlk:n1ptcy or sImilar-official or
nny liquidating nJ;ent for any of'the
fore~oing. in his or her cnpacity as
sucb; or any Joint .venture or oJ;her
co11lornt!on whfch has not been
formed but the acquisition 'Of the
voting securities or other Interest in .
whIch. if already formed, would requIre notmcation under the act and

these rules: Provided. howe1JZ7", 'That
the term "entity'" shaIl not 1nc:1ude
~ foreign state. foreign govamnent"
or nccncy thereof (other than 3.corp!)mUon eng:1.~d In commerce). nor the

exempt.

6!l1.20 Ac:1UisIUon::; ~tLen~
lng thrc:;hold.

'801.21 SecuritIes and c:>.::lh ntlt con::;idered

American Insuranoe
Association.

§S!lLl DclinllioC3. •

means

Coll1mb~~l£r).

1115

UtG"

lOST··
lm~'

111'H.· ,
tll72
lim:

9--::ll-TI B:lrdf:n..Inc.
9-30-TI Shllw.Pltto:la.. PoJl!:l ~

,"tim

sze.

..

!l-29-"J7 secun-Ues and Exc~
CommisSion.

"t3C!O 'Tender .offer.; :md -:u:qui:;itions nr
~Uro from ~ I;l3rli=
S!)U1 AcquI:;rtbm or-ro~ sz<'""lJn&fu:; by
oUerecs in tender ctfcrs.
CJL32 Cont'~"nu:!i :ccqt!i:iti=..
&U.~() Fa.nnaUon or Joint l,enture <Ii" ether
rorpo.rat.!Q.!U,
£111.'90 Tro=cUol13 or de-.ices for m'oId~
ance.
Aunn:mrrY: Se.s:. "lA-Cd) of the CIayton Act.
15 U.s.c. 18..,\(d). ~ lldded b7
201 of the
H::ut-SCott-P"odjn;) Antitnl::t. Improrements
Act. or 197(;. Pub. 1.. ~5. 90 S~t.l~oo..

REGlSiE~ VOL

43, 'NO.

14T-MO~mAY.

• T1u'ou!:hO:I~ the exam~~ to th~ rnIES.
nre ~ ("A':' "B.- etc.) 'With
quotaUon mar'~ and enb"tlf.'3 Are d~?zn"~ed
CA. B. etc.) v.ithout Quotation ~

p"'..z-..o1l3
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United states, any of the States thereof, or any political subdivision or
agency of either (other than a corporation engaged in commerce).
(3) Ultimate parent entity. The term
"Ultimate parent entity" means an
entity which is not controlled by any
other entity.
Examples: 1. If corporation A holds 100
percent of the stock of subsidiary B. and B
holds 75 percent of the stock of its subsidi·
ary C, corporation A is the ultimate parent
entity, since it controls subsidiary B directly
and SUbsidiary C indirectly, and since it is
the entity within tiie person which is not
controlled by any other entity.
2. If corporation A is controlled by natural
person D, natural person D is the ultimate
parent entity.
3. P and Q are the ultimate parent entities
within persons "P" and "Q." If P and Q
each own 50 percent of the voting securities
of R, then P and Q are both ultimate parents of R, and R is part of both persons "P"
and uQ."
.

(b) Control. The term "control" (as
used in the terms "contro1(s)," "controlling," "controlled by," and "under
common control with") means either
(1) holding 50 percent or more of the
outstanding voting securities of an
issuer; or (2) having the contractual
power presently to designate a majority of the directors of a corporation, or
in the case of unincorporated entities,
of individuals exercising similar functions.
Example: Corporation A holds 100 percent
of the stock of corporation B. 75 percent of
the stock of corporation C. 50 percent of the
stock of corporation D, and 30 percent of
the stock of corporation E. -Corporation A
controls corporations B, C- and D, but not
corporation E. Corporation A is the ulti·
mate parent entity of a person comprISed of
corporations A, B, C and D, and each of
these corporations (but not corporation E)
Is "Included within the person."
)
(c) Hold. (1) Subject to the provi-

sions of subparagraphs (2) through (S)
of this paragraph, the term "hold" (as
used in the terms "hold(s)," "holding,"
"holder" and "held") means beneficial
ownership, whether direct, or indirect
through fiduciaries, agents, controlled
entities or other means.

Example: If a stockbroker has stock in
"street name" for the account of a natural
person, only the natural person (who has
beneficial ownership) and not the" stockbro·
ker (which may have record title) "holds"
that stock.

(2) The holdings of spouses and
their minor children shall be holdings
of each of them.
(3) Except for a common trust fund
or collective investment fund within
the meaning of 12 CFR 9.1S(a) (both
of Which are hereafter referred to in
this paragraph as "collective investment funds"), 'and any revocable trust
or an irrevocable trust in which the
settlor retains a reversionary interest
in the corpus, a trust, including a pen-

sian trust, shall hold all assets and
voting securities constituting the
corpus of the trust.
Example: Und'er this subparagraph the
trust-and not the trustee-"holds" the
voting securities and assets constituting the
corpus of any irrevocable trust (in which
the settlor retains no reversionary interest,
and which is not a collective investment
fund). Therefore, the trustee need not aggregate its holdings of any other assets or
voting securities with the holdings of the
trust for purposes of determining whether
the requirements of the act apply to an ac·
quisltion by the trust. Similarly, the trustee,
if making an acquisition for its own account,
need not aggregate its holdings with those
of any trusts for which it serves as trustee.
(However, the trustee must aggregate any
collective investment funds which It administers; see subparagraph (6) of this paragraph.)
(4) The assets and voting securities
constituting the corpus of a revocable
trust or the corpus of an irrevocable
trust in which the settlor(s) retain(s) a
reversionary interest in the corpus
shall be holdings of the settlor(s) of
such trust.
(5) Except as provided in subparagraph (4) of this paragraph, beneficiaries of a trust, including a pension
trust or a collective investment fund,
shall not hold any assets or voting securities constituting the corpus of
such trust.
(6) A bank or trust company which
adminillters one or more collective investment funds shall hold all assets
and voting securities constituting the
corpus of each such fund.

Example: Suppose A, a bank or trust com·
pany, administers collective investment
funds W, X, Y and Z. Whenever person "A"
is to make an acquisition, whether of not on
behalf of one or more of the funds. it must
aggregate the holdings of W, X, Y and Z in
determining whether the requirements of
the act apply to the acquisition.
(7) An insurance company shall hold
all assets and voting securities held for

the benefit of any general account of,
or any separate account administered
by, such company.
(S) A person holds all assets and
voting secUrities held by the entities
included within it; in addition to its
own holding, an entity holds all assets
and voting securities held by the entities which it controls directly or indirectly.
(d) .Affiliate. An entity is an affiliate
of a person if it is controlled, directly
or indirectly, by the ultimate parent
entity of such person.
(e)(1)(i) United States person. The
term "United States person" means a
person the -ultimate parent entity of
which(A) Is incorporated in the United
States, is organized under the laws of
the United States or has its principal
offices within the United States; or

(B) If a natural person, either Is a
citizen of the United States or resides
in the United States.
(li) United States issuer. The term
"United States issuer" means an issuer
which is incorporated in the United
States, is organized under the laws of
the United States or has its principal
offices within the United States.
(2)(1) Foreign person. The term "foreign person" means a person the ultimate parent entity of which(A) Is not incorporated in the United
States, is not organized under the laws
of the United States and does not have
its principal offices within the United
States: or
(B) If a natural person, neither Is a
citizen of the United States nor resides
in the United states.
(li) Foreign issuer. The term "foreign issuer" means an issuer Which is
not incorporated in the United States,
is not organized under the laws of the
United States and does not have its
principal offices vJithin the United
States.
(f)(l) Voting securities. The term
"voting securities" means any seouri·
ties which at present or upon conversion entitle the ovmer or holder thereof to vote for the election of directors
of the issuer, or of an entity inclUded
within the same person as the issuer,
or, with respect to unincorporated entities, individuals exercising similar,
functions.
(2) Convertible voting security. The
term "convertible voting security"
means a voting security which presently does not entitle its owner or holder
to vote for directors of any entity,
(3) Conversion. The term "conversion" means the exchange, without
the payment of additional consideration, of voting securities which do not
. presently entitle the owner or holder
to vote for directors of the issuer, or of
an entity inclUded within the same
person as the issuer, for securities
which do so entitle the owner or
holder: Transfer costs and fees, and
any payments made to complete fractional shares, shall not be additionnl
consideration within the meaning of
this subparagraph.
Examples: 1. The acqulslUon of convert·
ible debentures Which are convertible Into
common stock without the payment of addl.
tional consideration Is an acquisition of
"voting securities." However, § 802.31
exempts the acquisition of such sccuritlNl
from the requirements of the act.
2. Options and warrants are not "voting
securities" for purPOse3 of the act, since tho
payment of additional consideration 10 nec·
essary to exercise the options or warrants.
Notification need not be rued prior to tho
acquisition of options and warrants. but
may be required prior to exercising them.
(g)(l) Tender offer. The term

"tender offer" means any offer to purchase voting securities which is a
tender offer within the meaning of

"
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section 14 ~f the Securities E.,,:£:ha.nge
Act of 1»31."-l1i "U.s~C. 'I8n.
12} Cash - tinder offer. The term
-·'.casb tender offer'- means a tender
offer in which 'C3Sb is the onlY consideration -offered to' the holders of the
YDtmg secmities to be aCquired.

-on NOTV-1:aSh tender offer. The term

'''non-cash tender offer" --means- '3.1iy
tender offerwhicb is not a cash 'tender
offer.
'
(-h)
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NotiFwation threshold. The term

'~otifica.tionthreshold" means:

tion 7A()" refer to subsections there1Jf.
'References to "this section" rafer to
the .section of these ruIesln which the

term appears.

-

§1m1.2 Acquiring nnd acquired persons.
{a) .Any person Which, os a result of

an.acquisition. will hold !lotlnn- securl.ties or assets. either directly or indlrectly~ or through !iduclnrles, 1lGenW.
or other entitles actfng on behnlC of
such person. Is an acquiring per-...on.

"A" nnd "C' oeet. t.l:!fr et:it-e1"h cl .s..oction.
'lAW (1) mrl (2). then ~C:s'" ~ n of
A'a t;'ot!n..--=,..uitle3 ;;ocld be ~te1:r
subject to the requirements or the' =to
Before ole- --may -ec;zulre t!:a l.'oU!:!:5 =riUes <if "1\." "-e- .mus~ me DOUfi~ as ::m
ncq~ P~..zJ.

"Are

(=.ccq~ ~n

me lWtlfic::ltI= c:>=
cequ1red p"
. ...
.,on. mld ~-e- tln:i "A" mtrt observe.n trn!t.l!!3: P"..zW.-:1 triUl r ~ ro the
in the -mercer) .J:!l!l:!

ncqubIUon of A shares !?y "C"'-whIch is
~ ~ lro!n tLe waiting ~ mth :recpect to "A" and "a"

,As:;ume Umt Q)rporatlol15 A nnd §SDLZ Ac1iritizs i::l or .nrr~ OlmFifteen percent of the outstnnd- -B,rzumple:
~
which are each ultlnutc p:u-ent c:ntIUe:;
ingYOFtIlg securities of an 'issuer, Dr an
t)f thelr ~ectlre"'per-..ons.- .create.3 a j::l!nt
Section 7A{a){!) is -satisfied if any
-aggregate total -amount of voting secu- venture. coIJIoration V, and that cacti ho!d3
rities 2nd -assets 01 'the acquired person hn.1f of V's shllres. ThereIo~ A and B e:.l:2l entity included within the acquiring
valued in excess uf $15 million:
control V (see § BOU(b», llnd V 1:; 1nc!ud..~ J)eI'Son, -or an entity inc111dad within
(2) Ylfteen percent of the outstand- witbln two persons. "A" and "13." Undlll" UlI5 the :lequireif p(:rson. is engaged in
ing :voting securities of an Issuer, if . liectlon. If V Is to acqulre coliloro1!on X. commerce or in any activity affecting
both'"A" und "Boo are ncquJrlncr Per.:on:J.
i:ommerce.
:valued in-excess of $15 million:
-(3) Twenty-five percent of the out(b) E."cept as provIded In paragraphs
Exonl,ple;:;: 1. ALorciQ:l sub±fiarY of a U.s.
standirig voting securities of an issuer; 'Ca) and (b) of. § 501.12, the person(s). corporatIon weks to acQUire a foreign busior
' ,
within -which the entity whose nssets nes::;. The ncq~ilzrsotl includs the u.s.
--(4) Fifty percent of the -outstanding Dr voting .securItIes'are being acquired pnrent; an-porotiO:l. U the U.s. con:orat:on.
or t.he f~cCnoltiili:lry,cra.wentit7 CUllvotmg securities of an issuer;
,
js included, Is an acquired person.
tron~ b;r clt!u:r om: oOf t!:l=. b ~"'ed In
(un) SolelyfaT the ptLTPore of frz;vestccmm~ -or 'En :my 11CUdty affecti:ng c=lE1romplcs:
1.
Assume
that
pcn;on
"'Q"
7:lill
mente Voting secIIiities are held or<:tC- acquire votinrr £eCUriUe:; of corporotion X mcrcc.
1ACll>'U is roti.::fled.. Not~
quired «.solely for the purpose of in- held by "'P'" nnd that X Is not Included ho,,"cl.'er,~"Ctbn
tmt. n 802.S0-l;02.52 may -exempL-vestment" if "the person bolding or ac- "Within person ~.- Under thIs cecUon. th~ certaIn ncqueitto= o! foreign bu;;inesses or
-quiri..ng -;;nch voting securities has no' n.cqulred person Is the pen:on within which n:;:;ew.
intention -of participating in the for- X is Included, and Is Dot up.2. D.'en If il:l= -or the ent!"ties within the
2. 'In the exnmple to par:lZr!1ph (0.' of thb tlCQuJrins per,,(ln ls~10 = = tlC
mulation. determination. or -direction
of the basic business - decisions ~f the section, if V -v;ere to be naruIrcd by X. then In nny actMty alIecth:z ~ the acboth 4'A" nnd ''}3"' wonld ba ncqulred Per- QuJ:;lUon ne':~= rotL"ffus - secti:m
issuer.
7A(a)(l) 1I any entity lnl:11I!led witbIa. the
sons.
llCQuJrcd person f3 so ~ged.
-ExlimpIe: If i person holds stock '~Ie1y
{c)
FDr
purposes
,of
the
act
rotd
the:;e
lor -the purpose of investment" ,and thereafler decides to' inIIuence .or particIpate In rules, a per..on may be both an acquIr- {iSOlA SecOlll:bryUC!luisHiocs.
management nI the issuer of that stock. the ing person and:an acquired person in-no
Cn) Whenever as a result or an acquistock in no longer '.held "solely lor the pur- Single transa.ction.
sition (the. ''prim:uy acquisitwn") an
-pose of investment.- ,
Elmmple: Corporatlon A (an entity mlhln ncqulrlng 1J~n mIl obtain control of
(2) Investment assets. 'The term: "in- person "A") plDns to tr.ul.:i!cr ~rtclnof 1m an issuer which balds voting ZECllrities
vestment assets" means ~ .deposits assets tn c:orporntlon B (an entity Q.itbln of another issuer which it does not
in financial institutions, _other money ~on "B"") in return for ,;otlnlr ~tIe:; control, then the ncquisition -oi th~
market instruments, and instruments - of B. Sinca corporoUon A Is <J.eqtifrinS \'"O~ other ls::mer's voting secmities i3 a secsecuritle:>, - N' t:; ~ ~uJrln:r per"'...on; dnro
, erldenCing governmentnbligaUoDs.
corporation B Is nequIrInrr n::::;cw, 'on" b'tl1::o ondary acquIsltion and is SE'ParateIy
-(j) _Engaged in manUtaclv:ring. A 'an D.CQulrintr person.- In addition. both HA" cubjecUo the-act::md theseTUle:>..
person is "engaged ill manUfacturing" ami "B"" tire r.cqulred ~...on:;, tlinro tbe
{il) E:rempticms. (1) Nosecondary acif it proaUCe5 and 1ierives annual 'Sales -assets of.A are bclns acquIred. and the quisition shall be exempt from the Taor revenues in excess -of _$1 million voting securitle3 of B are b~ ncqu!red.
quiremenm of the :let solely bee:mse
,from products within industries 2009, (d) A merger. consoUtbtlon, or other
the related Pr'iIn:ltY 1I.cquisition 13
3999 as coded in the :standard Indus- trnnssctlon combining all or :my p:!.X't exempt from the requirements of the
- tiia1 ClassifiCation MaIiti8lC1972 edi- of-the busines::; of two ormore:per-w0113 act. •
tion) published by -the _Executive shall ba:an acquisition mIbject to the
12) A secondnry acquisition may
Office of the 'President~.Office of Man- act, 2nd each party to.such a trnns:le- Itself be exempt from the reqnlreagementmldJ3ndg'et.
'
tion shall be both nIl acquIring mld:m ments 1)f the ~ under ~on 'lACe)
- (K) :united Stales. 'The term "United
or the::e role.:>.
2.CqUired person.
States" shall include the several
Whenever voting securIties are to
Example:;: 1. Assume tb:lt acquiring
Smtes, 1Jle territories;.possessions. and be(e)
aequired from an acqulrlng person per-"ou '~' PI'OP= to .acquire all t!:ta
commonwealths tlf the United.states.
in connection with rot ncqu1s1tlon. the ,"oUnrr sccuritJe:> or CDr.ParnUon 13. This:::el:-and thaDistrlct of Columbia.
'
acqtlli:ition_ of voting :cecuritfes from tfon Jm)Vides that the %ll:qUi:;ition or vot~
{l) Commerce. 'The term "eommerce"
e-"CUrlUe:; of f=;uezs held but not eontroned
shall nave the meaning. 2Scribed to thencquirfug parzon shnll be separnte- by B Qr by:my entity ...-blch B contro1s me
that ''term in section 1-Df the 'Clayton lysubject to tha act.
c ~ ~ by "A..- "I'1m:i. if B
Act, 1~ U.S.C. 1.2; Dr section -4 of the
ExlUIlPle: SUppose that rorporotJOI15 A- halcb more tht!!l ill5 milllon of the -otmg
Federnl - 'Tmde Commission Act, 15 and B tte to meme, and tbnt "A" and "Boo securiUes oC corporot!on X (b>.ll; doEs nDt
_{1}

U.s:C.:44-

_-'

ha,e

(m)' The act. References to "the act"
refer to section 7A ~f the Clayton Act,
15 U.s.C. 18A, as'added'by section 201
of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvemtm'ts A-ct of 19'16, Pub. L. 94435, '9U stat; '1390. References to ., sec-

moo notlficnUon. A will be the GUniv·

cantrell Xl. and "A" and ''X. satisfys...OcUons
'1A (:1)(1) nnd (a)[2), ·'A- must file notificawill:recc1re ~ ofA In exch:u::.."C for thclr t!on 1:eP=tcly -ffith resp.ect to its s=ndary
B -sh!!re3. Under th!:; z.."'Ctf!m. the neqWs!t!on n!:Zlub,Uon -of' mtin~~.tie:. or -x. uxof Asbarcsby thcsho.rcho!der:; ofB Js::czo. mu:;t fna D:lUfIc:!.Uon ,.-;it!lin fiftel::n -d::l.ys
rateIy subject to t.he act. Thus, H "C," a
a!ter "A" file:;.t<:mm=t tD '§ Si)l.:lJ.
shareholder of B, will receh"c su!llc1cnt
.2. U mthc pccrlO:J3 ~p1e "A" ~
shares of Ate wtIsfy.sectIon 1ACn)C3), muliC . only 50 percent of the liotI.ng~of B.

in:::' corporation, and the shareholders of B
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the result would remain the same. Since
"A" would be acquiring control of B. all of
B's holdings in X would be attributable to

UA!'
3. In the previous examples, lf "A's" acqui·

sltion of the voting .securities of B is
exempt, "A" may still be required to file notification with respect to its secondary acquisition of the voting securities of X.
unless that acqulsltlon is itself exempt.
§ 801.10 Value of voting securities and
assets to be acquired.
Except as provided ill § 801.13, the

filing notification may select any such
quotation.
(~) Acquisition price. The acquisition price shall include the value of all
consideration for such voting securities or assetS to be acquired.
(3) Fair market value. The fair
market value shall tie deter-minded in
good faith by the board of directors of
the ultimate parent entity included
within the acquiring person, or, if unincorporated, by officials exercising
similar functions; or by an entity delegated that 'function by such board or
officials. Such determination must be
made as of any day 'within 60 calendar
days prior to the filing of the notifica~
tion required by the act, or, if such notification has not been filed, within 60
calendar days prior to the consummation of the acquisition.

value of voting securities and assets to
be acquired shall be determined as follows:
(a) Voting securities: (1) If the security Is traded on a national securities
exchange or is authorized to be quoted
in an interdealer quotation system of a
national securities association registered with the U.S. Securities and ExExample: Corporation A, the ultimate
'parent entity in person "A," contracts to acchange Commissionquire assets of corporation B, and the con(i) And the acquisition price has
tract provides that the acquisition price is
been determined, the value shall be not
be determined until after the acquisi·
the market price or the acquisition tionto
is effected. Under paragraph (b) of this
price, whichever is greater; or if
section. for purposes of the act the value of
(iI) The acquisition price has not
the assets is to be the fair market value of
been determined, the value shall be the assets. Under paragraph (c)(3), the
board of directors of corporation A must in
the market price.
(2) If subparagraph (1) of this para- good faith determine the fair market value.
That determination ~i11 control for 60 days
graph is inapplicableWhether "A" and "B" must observe the reo
(i) But the acquisition price has been
qUirements of the act; that is, "A" and "B"
determined, the value shall be the ac" must either !lIe notltication or consummate
quisltion price; or if
the acquisition within that time. If "A" and
"B" neither file nor consummate within 60
(ii) The acquisition price has not
been determined, the value shall be days, the parties ~ouId no longer be entitled
to rely on the determination of fair market
the fair market value.
and, if in doubt about whether re(b) Assets. The value of assets to be value,
quired to observe the requirements of the
acquired shall be the fair market value act, would have to make a second determiof the assets, or, if determined and nation of fair market value. Note that since
greater than the fair 'market value, item 2(d)(i) of the Notification and Report
Form only requests the approximate dollar
the acquisition price.
of assets, a second formal determina(c) For purposes of this section and value
tion of the fair market value would not be
§ 801.13(a)(2):
/ necessary
for that purpose.
(1) Market price. (i) For acquisitions
subject to § 801.30, the market price § 801.11 Annual net sales and total assets.
. shall be the lowest closing quotation.
(a) The annual net sales and total
or, in an interdealer quotation system, assets .of a person shall inclUde all net
the lowest closing bid price. within the sales and all assets held, whether for45 calendar days prior to the receipt of eign or p-omestic, except as provided in
the notice required by § 803.5(a) or paragraph (d) of this section.
prior to the consummation of the ac(b) Except for the total assets of a
quisition.
joint.venture or other corporation at
(if) For acquisitions not subject to
the time of its formation which- shall
§ 801.30, the market price shall be the be determined pursuant to § 801.40(c),
lowest closing quotation, or, in an in- the annual net sales and total assets of
terdealer quotation system, the lowest a person shall be as stated on the ficlosing bid price, within the 45 or nancial statements specified in parafewer calendar days which are prior to graph (c) of this section: Provided: (1)
the consummation of the acquisition That the annual net sales and total
but not earlier than the day prior to assets of each entity included within
the execution of the contract. agree- such person are consolidated therein.
ment in principle or letter of intent to If the annual net sales and total assets
merge or acquire.
of any entity included within the
(iii) When the security was not
person are not consolidated in such
traded within the period specified by statements, the annual net sales and
this subparagraph, the last closing total assets of the person filing notifiquotation or closing bid price preced- cation shall be recomputed to include
ing such period shall be used. If 'such the nonduplicative annual net sales
closing quotations are available in and nonduplicative total assets of
more than one market, the person each such entity; and

(2) That such statements, and any
restatements pursuant to subpara·
graph (1) of this paragraph (insofar ns
possible), have been prepared in accordance with the accounting principles normally used by such person,
and are of a date not more than 15
months prior to the date of fUing of
the notification required by the act, or
the date of consummation of the acquisition.
Example: Person "A" Is composed ot
entity A, subsidiaries Bl nnd B2 which A
controls, subsidiaries 01 and C2 Which Bl
controls, and SUbsidiary ca ",hlch Bll controls. Suppose that A's most recent financial
statement consolidates the annunl net sail'S
and total assets of Bl, Cl, nnd C2, but not
B2 or ca. In order to determine whothcr
person "A" meets the criteria of section
7A(a)(2), as either an acquiring or an arquIred person, A must recompute its nnnul\1
net sales and total assets to reflect consoli·
dation of the nondupIlcativo annunl net
sales and nondupllcative total &-sokl ot B2
andC3.

(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of this section:
(1) The annual net sales of a person
shall be as stated on the last rccttlarly
prepared annual statement of income
and expense of that person: and
(2) The total assets of a person shall
be as stated on the last rcaularly propared balance sheet of that person.
Example: Suppose "A" sells nEsets to "B"
on January 1. "A's" next regularly prepared
balance sheet, dated FcbrtU\1'y I, reflects
that sale. On March I, "A" prOpot;cs to sell
more assets to "B." "A's" tok!1 !lSSets on
March 1 are "A's" total !W3ets tIS stated on
its February 1 balance sheet.

(d) No assets of any natural person,
other than investment assets, voting
securities and other income-producing
property, shall be included in determining the total assets of a person.
§ 801.12 Calculating percentago of voting

securities or assets.

(a) Voting securities. Whenever the
act or these rules require calculv,tion
of the percentage of voting securities
to be held or acquired, the issuer
whose voting securities are being acquired shall be deemed the "acquired
persons."
Example: Person "A" is composed of corporation Al and subsidiary A2: person lOB"
is composed of corporation BI Md subsldl·
ary B2. Assume that A2 proposes to sell
assets to BI in e2cchange for common stock
of B2. Under this paragraph, lor purposes of
calculating the percenror:e of voting secur!ties to be held, the "acquired person" Is B2.
For all other purposes, the ncqulred 'person
is "B." (For all purposes, the "ncqulrlng pcr·
sons" are "A" and "B.")
(b) Percentage 01 voting securities.
Whenever the act or these rUles require calculation of the percentMe of
voting securities of an issuer to be
held or acquired, the percentage shall
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be the ratio, expressed as a percentage, which":'
(i) The number of votes for directors
of the issuer which voting securities
presently entitle the holder to cast, or,
as a result of the acquisition, will entitle the acquiring person to cast, bears
to; and
(li) The total number of votes for directors of· the issuer, which presently
may be cast, or which will be entitled
to be cast, after the acquisition, whichever is greater.
(2) Authorized but unissued voting
securities and treasury voting securities shall not be considered securities
presently entitled to vot~ for directors
of the issuer.
(3) For pUrposes of determining the
number of outstanding voting securities of an issuer, a person may rely
upon the most recent information set
forth in filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange ComIilission, unless
such person knows or has reason to believe that the information contained
th~rein is inaccurate.
Examples: 1. In the example'to paragraph
(a), to -determine the percentage of B2's
voting securities which will be held by "A"
after the transaction, all voting securIties of
B2 held by "A:' the "acquIrIng person" CIn·
eluding A2 and all other entities included in
person "A"), must be aggregated. II "A"
holds convertible securities of B2 which
meet the defInItion of voting securities in
§ SOl.Hf). these securities are to be disregarded in calculating the percentage of
voting securities held by "A."
2. Under this formula, a'ny votes obtained
by means of proxies from other persons are
also disregarded in calculating the percentage of voting securities to be held or ac·
quired.

(c) Assets. Any 'person whose assets
are being acquired shall be deemed an
"acquired person" in calculating the
percentage of assets to'be held or acquired for purposes of section
'1A(a)(3)(A)_ .
Example: In the example to paragraph

(a), for purposes of calculating the percentage of assets to be held, the "acquired
person" is 4I,A."
.

(d) Percentage of assets. Whenever
the act or these rules require calculation of the percentage of assets of a
person to be held or acquired, the per:
centage shall be the ratio, expressed
'M a percentage, which(1) The book value !on the books of
the acquired person) of the assets to
be acquired '(see § 801.13(b)(1», bears
to; and
,
(2) The total assets of the acquired
person, determined in,accordance with
§,801.11.
'
,Example: In the example to paragraph
(a), the percentage of ,assets to be acquired
by "B'" is determined by dividing the book
value of A2's assets beIng- acquired, by the
total assets of "A," determined in accordance with § 801.11..

§ 801.13 Voting securities or assets to be
held l1S n result of ncquIslUon.

(a) Voting securities. (1) Subject to
the provisions of § 801.15, all voting securities of the issuer which wIll be
held by the acquiring person after the
consummation of an acquisition shall
be deemed voting securities held as a
result of the acquisition. The value oC
such voting securltles shall be the sum
of the value of the voting securities to
be acquired, determined In accordance
with § 801.10(a), and the value of the
voting securities held by the acquiring
person prIor to the acquisition. determined In accordance wIth subparagraph (2) of this paragraph.
(2) The value of voting securities of
an Issuer held prIor to an acquisition
shall be- A
m If the security Is traded on a national securities exchange or Is author!zed to be quoted In an lnterdealer
quotation system of a national securities association registered wIth' the
United States Securities and Exchange
Commission, the market prIce calculated In accordance with § 801.10(0)(1):
or
(li) If subdivision m of this subparagraph Is not applicable, the fair
market value determIned In accordance with § 801.10(0)(3).
Examples: 1. Assume thnt acquIrIng
person "A" holds $19 million of the \'oUng
securlUes of X. and Is to acquire another $1
millIon of the same votlngsccurIUes. Since
under paragraph (a) of this rule all \'oUne
securities "A" wIll hold nftcr the acquisition
are held "as a result of' the acquisItion, "N'
wIll hold $20 mllIIon of the \'oUng securities
or X as a result or the acquisItion. "A" must
therefore observe the requirements of the
act before making the acqu1s1t1on. unlez
the present acquislUon Is exempt under
§ 7A(c), § 802.21 or nny other rule.
2. See § 801.15 and the examples to that
rule.
3. See § 801.20 and the e."tnn1ples to that
rule.

(b) Assets. (1)' All assets to be acquired Crom the acquired person shall
be assets held as a result of the acquisition. The value oC such assets shall
be determIned In accordance with
§ 801.10(b).
(2)(1) If the acquiring person has
signed a letter of intent or entered
into a contract or agrecment in principle to acquire assets from the acquired
person, and
(ii) Subject to the provisions oC
§ 801.15, If the acquiring person has acquired any assets from the acquired
person within the 180 calendar days
preceding the signIng of such agreement and such assets are presently
held by the acquiring person, then
only for purposes' of section
7A(a)(3)(B) and § 801.1(h)(1), both the
acquiring and the acquired persons
shall treat such assets as though they
had not previously been acquired and
are being acquired ,as parI; oC the pres-

ent acquisition. The value of any
assets prevIously acquired which are
subject to this subparagraph shall be
determIned In accordance with
§ 801.10Cb) as of the time of their prior
acquIsltlon.
Example: AcquIrIng person "AU proposes
to make two acquIsitIons of assets from acquired person "B," 90 days apart, and
wishes to determIne whether notification Is
neces:;ary prior to the second acquIsition.
For purptr..es of the percentage test of
§7A(a)(3)(A), "A" would hold only the
assets It acquired in the second acquIsition.
For. PUrp0SC3 of the $15 mllllon test of
§7A(al(3)(B), however, UN' must aggregate
both of Its ncquIsItfoIlS and must value each
as of the time of Its occurrence.
§ 801.14 Aggregate total amount of voting
securities and llSSets.

For purposes of section '1A(a)(3)(B)
and § 801.1(h)(1). the aggregate total
amoUnt of voting securities and assets
shall be the sum of:
(n) The value of all voting securities
ot the acquired person which the acquiring person would hold as a result '
of the acquisition. determined in accordance with § 801.13(a); and
(b) The value of all assets of the acquired person which the acquiring
person would hold as a result of the
acquisItion, determined in accordance
with § 801.13(b).
Examples: 1. Acquiring person "A:' previou:;Iy acquired $6 mIllIon of the voting securiUes (not convertible voting securities) of
corporation X. "A" no".. Intends to acquire
S8 mllIIon of X's assets. Under paragraph
(a) of this section, "A" looks to § 801.13(a)
and determines thnt the voting securities
are to be huld "as a reult of" the acquisition. sectIon 801.13(a) also pro\ides that
"A" must determIne the present value of
the prc~iouslY acquired securities. Under
parnsrnph (b) of this section, "N' looks to
§ S01.13(b)(l) and determInes that the assets
to be acquired wID be held "as a result of"
the acquIsItion, and are \'3lued under
§ 801.10Cb) at S8 mIIlIon. Therefore. I! the
votlnrr securitIes have a present value of
more than $7 mIllIon, the asset acquIsition
Is subject to' the requirements of the act
&Inca. as a result of It. "AU would hold an agcrcsate tow amount of the voting securitie:> and n::;:;ets of "XU in excess of $15 milllon.
2. In the previous example. assume that
the assets acquIsItIon occurred rust. and
thnt the acquIsItion of the voting securitIes
Is to occur within 180 days of the first acquisition. "A" now looks to §80l.l3(bl(2) and
determines that 1rec:luse the second acquisition Is of voUng securitIes and not assets.
the llZct and voting securities acquIsitions
are not treated as one transaction. Therefore, the second acquIsition would not be
subject to the requirements of the act bY'
reason of section 7A(a)(3J<B) since the value
of the securities to be acquired does not
equal or exceed $15 mUllon.
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§ 801.15 Aggregation of "oting securities
and assets the acquisition of .which was
exempt.
Notwithstanding § 801.13, for pur-

poses

of

section

7A(a)(3)

and

§ 801.l<h), none of the following will

be held as a result of an acquisition:
. (a) Assets or voting securities the acquisition of which was exempt at the
time of acquisition (or would have
been exempt, had the act and these
rules,been in effect), or the present acquisition of which is exempt, under(1) Sections 7A(c) (1), (5), (6), (7),
(8), and (U)(B>;
(2)
Sections
802.8,
802.31,
802.50(a)(l), 802.51<a), 802.52, 802.53,
802.63, and 802.70;
(b) Assets or voting securities the acquisition of which was exempt at the
time of acquistion (or would have been
exempt, had the act and these rUles
been in effect), or the present acquisition of which is exempt, under section
~A(c)(9) and §§ 802.50(a)(2), 802.50(b),
802.51<b) and 802.64 unless the limitations contained in section 7.A(c)(9) or
those sections do not apply or as a
result of the acquisiton would be exceeded, in which case the assets or
voting securities so acquired will be
held; and
(c) Voting securites the acquistion-of
which was-exempt at the time of acquisiton (or would have been exempt,
had the act and these rules been in
effect), or the present acquisition of
which is exempt, under section
7A(c)(U)(A) unless additional voting
securities of the same issuer have been
or are being acquired.
Examples: 1. Assume that acquiring
person "A" is simultaneously to acquire $50
million of the convertible voting securities
of X and $12 mUllan (which is less than 15
percent) of the voting common stock of :x.
Although the acquistion of the convertible
voting securities is exempt under § 802.31,
since the overall value of the securities to be
acquired is greater than $15 million, "A"
must determine whether it is obliged to file
notification and observe a waiting period
before acquiring the common stock. Because
§ 802.31 is one of the exemptions listed in
paragraph (a)(2) of this rule, "A" would not
hold the convertible voting securities as a
result of the acquisition. Therefore, since as
a result of the acquisition "A" would hold
only the common stock, the test of section
7A(a)(3) would not be satisfied, and "A"
need not observe the requirements of the
act before acquiring the common stock.
(Note, however, that the $50 mUllan of
convertible voting securities would be reflected in "A's" next regularly prepared balance sheet, for purposes of § 801.11.)
2. In the previous example, the rule was
applied to voting securities the present acquisition of which.is exempt. Assume instead that "N' had acquired the convertible
voting securities prior to its acquisition of
the common stock. "A" still would not hold
the convertible voting securities as a result
of the acquisition of the common stock, because the rule states that voting securities
the previous acquisition of which was

-exempt also fall-within the'rule. Thus. the
test 'of section '1A(a)(3), would again not be
satisfied. mld "A" need not observe the requirements. of the act before acquiring the
common stock.
3. In example 2. assume instead that "A"
acquired the convertible voting securities in
19'15, before the' act and rules went into
effect. Since the rule applies'to voting securities the acquisition of which would have
been 'exempt had the act and rules been in
effect. the result again Vlould be identical. If
the rules had been In effect in 1975, the acquisition of the convertible voting securities
would have been exempt under § 802.31.
4. Assume that acquiring person "B," a
United StateS person, acquired from corporation X two mines located abroad, and
assume that the acquisition price was $40
million. In the most recent year. sales in the
United States attributable to the mines
were $6 mUllon, and thus the acquisition
was exempt under § 802.50(a)(2). Within 180
days of that acqUisition, "B" seeks to acquire a third mine from X, to Which United
States sales of $'1 II'lJIlion were attributable
in the most recent year. Since under
§ 801.1'3(b)(2). as a result of the acquisition,
"B" would hold all three mines of X, and
the $10 niillion limitation in § 802.50(a)(2)
would be exceeded. under paragraph (b) of'
this rule. "B" would hold the previously acquired assets for purposes of the second acquisition. Therefore, as a· result of the
second acquisition, "B" would hold assets of
X exceeding $15 million, would not qualify
for the exemption in § 802.50(a)(2), and
must observe the requirements of the act
before consummating the acquisItion.
§ 801.20 Acquisitions subsequent to exceeding threshold.

Acquisitions meeting the criteria of
section 7A(a), .and not otherwise
exempted by' section 7A(c) or § 802.21
or any other of these rules, are subject
to the requirements of the' act even
though:
(a) Earlier acquisitions of assets or
voting' securities may have been subject to the requirements of the act;
(b) The acquiring person's holdings
initiaJly may have met or exceeded a
notification threshold before the effective date of these rules; or
(c) The acquiring person's holdings
initially may have met or exceeded a
notification threshold by reason of increases in market values or events
other than acquisitions.
Examples: 1. Person "A" acquires $10 million of the voting securities of person "B"
before the l!ffective date of these rules. If
"N' wishes to acquire an additional $6 million of the'voting securities of "B" aftet the
effective date.of the rules, notification will
be required by reason of section 7A(a)(3)(B).
2. In example 1, assume that the value of
the voting sectlrities of "B" originally acquired by "A" has reached a present value
exceeding $15 million. If "A" wishes to acquireaT3 any additional voting securltieo or
assets of "B," notification will be required.
See § 80U3(a).

§ 801.21 Securities. nnd cash not considered assets when ncquil'cd.

For purposes of section 7A(a)(3) and
801.12(d)(l)
and
801.13(b):
(a) Cash shall not be considered an
asset of the person from Which it Is ac·
quired: and
(b) Neither voting or nonvoting secU·
rities nor obligations referred to In
section 7A(c)(2) shall be considered
rn;sets of another person from which
they are acquired.
§§ 801.1(h)(1),

Examples: 1. Assume that acquiring
person "A" acquires voting srcurit1l's of
issuer X from "B," l\ person unrelntcd to X.
Under this subparagraph, thl' aequlJltion is
treated only as one of voting securities, rl.'·
quiring "A" and "X" to cOll'ply with the rl.'·
quirements of the net, mthct than one in
which "A" acquires the ns.;ets of "B," rl.'quiring "A" and "B" to comply. See also N(ample 2 to § 801.30. Notl' that for purposes
of section 7A(a)(2>-that is, for thl' next rcc·
ularlY prepared balance sheet of "A" referred to in § S01.11-the voting securitlcs of
X must be reflected after their acqubitlon:
see § 801.1l<c)(2).
2. In the previous example, if "A" acquires
nonvoting securities of X from "n," then
under this section the acquisition would be
treated only os one 'of nonvoting sccuritles
of X (and would be exempt under scctlon
'lA(c)(2», rather than one in which "A" ac·
quires assets of "B," rr,qulring "A" and "B"
to comply. Agnln, the nonvoting sceul'ltics
of X would have to be reflected in "A's"
next reguiarly prepared balance sheet lor
purposes of section '1A(nl(2).
3. In e1:ample 1, a..<:sume thnt "B" recclvcs
only cash from "A" in exchange for tlll1
Toting securities of X. Under this section.
"B's" acquisition of cash is not an nequlsl.
tlon of the "assets" of "A," and "B" Is not
required to file notification I!S an acquiring
person.
§ 801.30 Tender offers and acquisitions
voting securities from third parties.

or

(a) This section applies to:
(1) Acquisitions on a national sccuri·
ties exchange or through an Inter·
dealer quotation system re~lst()rcd
with the United States Securities nnd
Exchange Commlssion;
(2)
Acquisitions
described
by
§801.31;
.
(3) Tender offers:
(4) Secondary acquisitions;
(5) All acquisitions (other thnn
mergers and consolidatiops) in which
voting securities are to be acquired
from a holder or holders othor thnn
the issuer or an entity inclUded within
the same person as the Issuer:
(6) Conversions; and
(7) Acquisitions of voting securities
resulting from the exercise of options
or warrants which aro(i) Issued by the Issuer whose voting
securities are to be acquired (or by any
entity included within the snmo
person as the issuer); and
(ii) The subject of a currently effec·
tive registration statement filed with
the United States Securities nnd Ex·
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change Comniission under the Secur!; suant to section 7A(e) nod § 803,20 or a joint venture or other corporaties Act of 1933.
shall extend the waiting period in nc- tion. in a trnnsaction meeting the cri-'
(b) For acquisitions described by cordance with § 803,20Cc); nod
terla or section 7A (a)(l) and (a)C3)
(d) The voting securities to be nc- (other thnn in connection with a
paragraph (a) of this section:
quired by the oITeree mny be placed merger or consolidation), an acquJring
(1) The waiting period required
under the act shall commence upon into escrow. for the benefit of the or- person shall be subject to the requirethe filing of notification by the acquir- feree. pending expirntion or termina- .ments or the act if:
ing person as provided in § 803.10(a); tion of the waiting period with respect
(l)(1) The acquiring person has
.to the acquisition or such securJtles;
and
Provided however. That no person annual net sales or total assets of $100
(2) The acquired person shall file
the notification required by the act. in may vote any voting securJtles placed mllllon or more;
(ll) The joint venture or other corpoaccordance with these rules; no later into escrow pursuant to this subparnration will have total assets of $10 milthe 5-p.m. eastern time on the 15th graph.
(or, in tl:ie case of caSh tender offers.
Example: Assume thnt "A." which hns lion or more; and
(ill) At least one other acquiring
the 10th) calendar day following the annual net sales exceeding $100 mllUon,
date - of, receipt. as defined by makes a tender offer tor voting &eCUritle:; ot person has annual net sales or total
§ 803.10(a). by the Federal Trade Com- corporation X. The consideration tor the assets or $10 mllllon or more; or
mission and Assistant Attorney Gener- tender ofter is to be voting securities of A.
(2)(1) The acquiring person has
a shareholder ot X with totalnsscts exal of the notification filed by.the ac- "5,"
annual
net sales or total assets of $10
$10 mIlUon, wiShes to tender Its
quiring person.-ShduId the 15th (or. in ceedIng
holdings of X and In exchange would re- mllllon or more;
the case of cash tender offers. the ceive shares of A valued nt S16 mllUon.
(ll) The joint venture or other corpo10th) calendar day fall on a weekend Under this section, "S's" ncquIsltion of the ration will have total assets of $100
day or federal holiday. the notification sbnres of A would be an acquIsItion sepa- mUllan or more: and
shall be filed no later than 10 a.m. rately subject to the requlrements of the
(ill) At least one other acquiring
eastern time on the next following act. Before "5" may acquIre the l'Oting secu·
rltles of A, "5" must first me noWlcation person has annual net sales or total
business day.
and observe a wnltlng period-which is repa- assets or $10 mJlllon or more.
Examples: 1. Acquiring person "A" pro- rate trom llJ1Y wnltlng perlod that may
(c) For purposes of paragraph (b) of
poses to acquire from corporation B the apply with respect to "A" and "x." Since
voting securities of B's wholly owned subsid- § 801.30 nppUes, the waiting period npplica- this section the assets of the joint venble to "A" and "S" begins upon tUlng by ture or other corporation shall iniary. corporation S. Since "A" is acquiring
the shares of 5 from its parent. this section "5." and "A" must tUe with respect to "S's"
clude:
does not apply. and the waiting period does acquisition within 15 days pursuant to
(1) All assets whIch any person connot begin until both "A" and "B" file notifi· § 801.30Cb). Should the wnltlng period \\ith tributing to the formntion of the joint
respect to "A" and "X" expire or be tcnnlcation.
2. Acquiring person "A" proposes to ll.C- nated prior to the wnlting period with re- venture or other corporation has
spect
to "5" and "A." "5" may wish to ngreed to transIer or for which agreequire $20 million of the voting securities of
corporation X on a securities exchange. The tender Its X-shares and place the A·s1uu'es ments have been secured for the joint
waiting period begins When "A" files notifi- Into a nonvoting escrow unW the explrntlon venture or other corporation to obtain
cation. "X' must file notification within 15 or termination of the latter wnlting period.
at any tJme. whether or not such
calendar days thereafter. The seller of the
person Is subject to the requirements
X shares is not subject to llJ1Y obligations § 801.32 Con\'crsion an llcqulslUon.
under the act.
A conversion Is no acquisition \vlthJn or the acts; and
3. Suppose that acquiring person "A" pro- the meaning of the act,
(2) Any amount of credIt or any obliposes to acquire 50 percent of the voting secations of the joint venture or other
curities of corporation B which iIi turn owns
Example: Assume that acquiring person
30 percent of the voting securities of corpo- "A" wishes to convert convertible voting se- corporation whIch any person contnoration C. Thus "A's" acquisition of C's curities of Issuer X. and is to receh'e utlng to the formntion has agreed to
voting securities isa secondary acquisition common stock of X valued nt $20 mllUon. U extend or guarnntee. at any_time.
(see § 80104) to which this section applies be- "A" lUid "X" satisfY the criteria of section
(d) The commerce criterion of sec·
cause "A'! is acquiring C's voting securities 7A(a)(1) and section 7ACn)C2). then "A" and
from a third party (B). Therefore. the wait- "X" must me noWlcation and observe the tion 7A(a)(l) Is satisfied if eIther the
.ing period with respect to "A's" acquisItion
waiting period betore "AU completes the ac- activities or any acquiring person are
of C's voting securities begins when "A" quisItion of the X common stock, unless In or affect commerce, or the'person
files Its separate Notification and Report exempted by section 7A(c) or these rule:;. filing notIfication should reasonably
Form with respect to C, and "c" must file Since § 801.30 nppUes, the waiting perlod
with 15 days thereafter. "A's" primary and begins upon notification by "A." and "X" belJeve that the activities of the joint
venture or other corporation will be iri
secondary acquisitions of the voting securi- must me notIfication within 15 days.
ties of B and C 'are subject to separate waitor will aITect commerce.
ing periods; see § 801.4-

§ 801.40 Formation of Joint \'enture or

§ 801.31 Acquisitions of voting securities
by offerees in tender offers.
Whenever -an offeree in a noncash
tender offer is required to. and does.

. file notification with respect to an acquisition described in § 801.2(e);
(a) The waiting period with respect
to such, acquisition shall begin upon
filing of notification by the offeree.
pursuant to, §§ 801.30 and 803,10(a)(1);
(b) The person' within which the
issuer of the shares to be acquired by
the offeree is included shall file notification as required by § 801.30(b);
(c) Any request for additional infor.mation or documentary material pur-

other corporations.
(a) In the formntlon or a Joint ven-

ture or other corporation (other than
In connection with a merger or consolidation). even though the persons contributing to the rormntlon or a Joint
venture or other corporation and the
joint venture or other corporation
itself mny. In the formntlon trnnsactlOD, be both acquiring nod acquired
persons within the meaning of § 801,2.
the contributors shnll be deemed acquiring persons only, and the Joint
venture or other corporation shall be
deemed the acquJred person only.
(b) Urness exempted by the act or
any of these rules, upon the formntlon

Example: Per..ons "A." "B," and "C::' agree

to crcnte new corporation N, a Joint. venture.

"A" hllS more than $100 million In annual
net sales. "B" hns more than $10 million In
total assets. Both "C::"s total assets and Its
nnnUlll net. sales are less than $10 million.
"A." "B:' and "C::' are each engaged In commerce. The corporations have agreed to
make an aggregate initIal contribution to
the new entity of $6 mllUon In assets and to
make addItional contributions of an aggregate $6 mllUon In each of the next three
years. Under paragraph (c), the assets of
the new corporation are $24 million. Under
paragraph (b). only "A" must me notIfication, and only then f! "Pi:' meets a criterion
of section 7A(a,(3l-that. is,. f! it will be acquIrIng 15 percent or $15 million of the
l'Oting securities of the new entity. N need
not !ne noU!Jcation: sec § 802.41.
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§ 801.90 Transactions or devices for avoid·
ance.

Any transaction(s) or other device(s)
entered into or employed for the purpose of avoiding the obligation to
comply with the. requirements of the
act shall be disregarded. and the obligation to comply shall be determined
by applying the act and these rules to
the substance of the transaction.
Examples: 1. Suppose corporations A and
B wish to form a joint venture. A and B con·
template a total investment of $30 million in
the joint venture; persons "A" and "B" each
have total assets in excess of $100 million.
Instead of fUing notification pursuant to
§ 801.40, A creates a new subsidiary. AI,
which issues half of its authorized shares to
A. Assume that Al has total assets of $1,000.
"A" then sells 50 percent of its Al stock to
"B" for $500. Thereafter. "A" and "B" each
contribute $15 million to Al in exchange for
the remaining authorized Al stock (onefourth each to "A" and "B"). A's creation of
Al was exempt under § 802.30; its sale of Al
stock to "B" was exempt under § 802.20; and
the second acquisition of stock in Al by "A"
and "B" was exempt under § 802.30 and sections 7A(c) (3) and (10). Since this scheme
appears to be for the purpose of avoiding
the requirements of the act, the sequence of
transactions "Jill be disregarded. The transactions will be viewed as the formation of a
joint venture corporation by "A" and "B"
having over $10 million in assets. Such a.
transaction would be covered by § 801.40 and
"A!' and "B" muSt file notification and observe the walting period.
2. Suppose "A" wholly owns and operates
a. chain of twenty retail hardware stores.
each of which is separately incorporated
and has assets of less than $10 million. The
aggregate fair market value of the assets of
the twenty store corporations is $60 million.
"A" proposes to sell the stores to "B" for
$60 million. For various reasons it is decided
that "B" will buy the stock of each of the
store ,corporations from "A". Instead of
fUing notification and observing the walting
period as cOntemplated by the act, "A" and
"B" enter into a series of five stock purchase-sale agreements for $12 million each.
Under the terms of each contract the stock
of four stores will pass from "A" to "B".
The five agreements are to be consummated
on five successive days. Because. after each
of these transactions. the store corporations
are no longer part of the acquired person
(§ 801.13(a) does not apply because control
. has passed. see § 801.2). and because
§ 802.20Cb) exempts the acquisition of control of each of the store corporations, none
of the contemplated acquisitions would be
subject to the requirements of the act. However, if the stock of all of the store corporations were to be purchased in one transaction, no exemption wouid be applicable. and
the act's requirements would have to be
met. Because it appears that the purpose of
making five separate contracts is to avoid
the requirements of the act, this section
would ignore the form of the separate transactions and consider the substance to be one
transaction requiring compliance with the
act.

Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements
Act of 1976. Pub. 1.. 94-435. 90 Stat.
1390.
PART 802-EXEMPTION RULES

Sec.
802.1 Acquisitions of goods or realty in the
ordinary course of business.
802.6 Federal agency approval.
802.8 Certain supervisory acquisItions.
802.9 Acquisitions solely for the purpose of
investment.
,
802.10 Stock dividends and splits.
802.20 Minimum dollar value.
802.21 Acquisitions of voting securities not
meeting or exceeding greater notification threshold.
802.23 Amended or renewed tender offers.
802.30 Intra-person transactions.
. 802.31 Acquisitions of convertible voting
securities.
802.40 Exempt formation of joint venture
or other corporations.
802.41 Joint venture or other corporations
at time of formation.
802.50 Acquisitions of foreign assets or of
voting securities of a foreign issuer by
United States persons..
802.51 Acquisitions by foreign person.
802.52 Acquisitions by or from foreign governmental corporations.
802.53 Certain foreign banking transactions.
802.60 Acquisitions by securities underwriters.
.
-802.63 Certain' acquisitions by creditors
and insurers.
802.64 Acquisitions of voting securities by
certain institutional investors.
802.70 Acquisitions subject to order.
802.71 Acquisitions by gift, intestate succession or devise. or by lrrevocaJ;>le trust.
AUTHORITY: Sec. 7A(d) of the Clayton Act,
15 U.S.C. 18A(d), as added by sec. 201 of the
Ha.rt-Scott-Rodlno Antitrust Improvements
Act of 1976. Pub. L. No. 94-435. 90 Stat.
1390.
§ 802.1 Acquisitions of goods or realty in
the ordinary course of business.
(a) Acquisitions of voting securities
of entities holding only realty. For
purposes of section 7A(c)(l). an acquisition of the voting securities of an
entity whose assets consist or will consist solely of real property and assets
incidental to the ovmership of real
property (such as cash. prepaid taxes
or insurance. rentals receivable and
the like) shall be deemed an acquisition of realty.
(b) Certain acquisitions of assets. No
acquisition of the goods or realty of an
entity (except for entities described in
paragraph (a) of this section) shall be
made "in the ordinary course of busi·
ness" within the meaning of section
'iA(c)(l); if. as a result thereof. the acquiring person will hold all or substan-'
tially all of the assets of that entity or
an operating division thereof.

The Federal Trade Commission pro· . § 802.6 Federal agency approval.
For the purposes of section 7A (c)(6)
mulgates the Rules contained in this
part (S02) pursuant to section 7A(d) of and (c)(S). the term "information and
the Clayton Act. 15 U.S.C. ISA(d). as documentary material" inclUdes one
added by section 201 of the Hart- copy of all documents, application

forms. and all written submissions of
any type whatsoever. In lieu of provid·
ing all such information and documentary material. or any portion thereof,
one copy of an index describing such
information and documentary nmterl·
al may be provided. together with a
certification that any such informa·
tion or documentary material not pro·
vided will be provided within 10 calendar days upon request by the Federal
Trade CommJssion or Assistant Attorney General. or a delegated official of
either. Any materIal submitted pursu·
ant to this section shall be submitted
to the offices specified in § S03.10Cc).
§ 802.8 Certain supervisory acquisitIons.

A merger. consolidation, purchase of
assets. or' acquisition requiring Mency
approval under sections 403 or 408(e)
of the National Housing Act. 12 U.S.C.
1726. 1730a(e). or under section 5 of
the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933,
12 U.S.C. 1464. shall be exempt from
the requirements of the Act. including
specifically the filing requirement of
section 7A(c)(S). it the agency whoso
approval is required finds that approv·
al of such merger. consol1dation, pur·
chase of assets. or acquisition is necessary to prevent the probable faHure of
one of the institutions involved.
§ 802.9 Acquisition solely for the purpose
of investment.

An acquJsition of voting securities
shall be exempt from the requirements of the act pursuant to section
7A(c)(9) if made solely for the purpose
of investment and if. as a result of the
acquisition. the acquiring person
would hold ten percent or less of the
outstanding voting securities of the
issuer. regardless of the dollar value of
voting securities so acquired or held.
Examples: 1. Suppose that acqulrlnr:
person "A" acquires 6 percent of the votlnll
securities of issuer X. valued at $30 million.
I! the acquisition is solely for the purpose ot
investment. it is exempt under sectIon
'lA(c)(O).

2. Alter the acquisition in example 1. "AU
decideS to acquire an additional 7 percent ot
the voting securities of X. Recardkss or
"A!"s intentions. the acquisition Is not
exempt under section 7A(c)(O).
3. Al~er the acquisition in (mample 1. nco
Quiring person "A" decides to partlcipato in
the management of issuer X. Any SUbSl'quent acquisitions of X stocl~ by"A" would
not be exempt under section 7A(c)(O).
§ 802.10 Stock dIvidends and flplltS.

The acquisition of voting securities.
pursuant to a stocl~ spIlt or pro rata
stock dividend. shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act under sec·
tion 7A(c)(10)•
§ 802.20 Minimum dollar value.

An acquisition which would be sub·
ject to the requirements of the act and
which satisfies section 7ACa)(3)(A). but
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which ' does not satisfy section
7A(a)(3)(B), shall be exempt from the
requirements of the act if as a result
of the acquisition the acquiring person
would not hold:
(a) Assets of the' acquired person
values at more than $10 million; of
<b) Voting securities which confer control
of an issuer which, together with all entities
which it controls, has annual net sales or
total assets of $10 million or more.
Examples: 1. Acqllirini person "A" intends
to acquire 66 percent of the voting securities
of corporation X from X"S ultimate parent
entity, W, and "A" holds no other assets or
voting securities of acquired persons "W". X
has no subsidiaries and does not have
annual net sales or total assets of $10 mU·
lion. If the postacquisition value of "A" 's
holdings of voting securities of X would be
$15 million or less, the acquisItion would be
exempt under this section.
2. Assume that acquiJ:ing person "B" holds
voting securities of corporation Q valued at
$9 million. "B" now intends to acquire
assets of Q valued at $7 million. Since the
aggregate total amount of voting securities
and assets of "Q" to be held by "B" would
exceed $15 million, section 7A(a)(3)(B)
would be satisfied, and the acquisition
would not be exempt under this section.
3. AssUme that acquiring person "C" holds
$5 million of the voting securities of corporation R, an entity included within person
"T." "C" now proposes to acquire $8 million
of the assets of corporation S, also an entity
included within 'person "T," representing 20
percent of "T's" total assets. Section
7A(a)(3)(B) is not satisfied because the ago
gregate total amount 'of "C's" holdings in
acquired person "T" will be less than $15
milliO)]; Although section 7A(a)(3)(A) would
be satisfied by the asset acqulsI.tion, it will
nevertheless be exempt under llaragraph (a)
of'this section.
'

§ 802.21 Acquisitions of voting securities
not meeting or exceeding greater -notifieation threshold. -

.An acquisition' of voting securities
shall be exempt from the requirements of the act if:
(a) The acquiring person and all
other persons required by the act and
these rules to file notification filed notification with respect to an earlier acquisition of voting securities of the
same issuer;
(b) The waiting period with respect
to the earlier acquisition has expired,
or been terminated pursuant to
§ 803.11, and the acquisition will be
consummated within 5 years of such
expiration or terminatiOI].; and
(c) The acquisition will not increase
the holdings of the acquiring person
to meet or exceed a notification
threshold greater than the greatest
notification threshold met or'exceeded
in the earlier acquisition.
Examples: 'I. Corporation A acquires 15
,percent of the voting securities of corpora·
tion B and both "A" and ·'B" file notiflca, tion as required. Within five years of the ex·
piration- of the original waIting period, "A"
-.acquires .additional ,voting securities of B
but not in an amount sufficient to meet or

exceed 25 percent of the voUng securities or
B. No additional notification Is required.
2. In example I, "A" conUnues to acquire
B's securities. Before "A'(f' holdings meet or
exceed 25 percent of B's outstanding \'oting
securities, "A" and "B" must file notiflca.
tlon and walt the preserlbed period. resarc!·
less of Whether the acquIsItion occur within
five years after the c.'Cplration of the earlIer
walting period.
3. In example 2, suppose that "N' and UB"
rue notification at the 25 percent level and
that, within 5 years after expiration of the
waIting period, "AU continues to acquIre
voting securities or B. No further notlfica·
tIon is required until "A" pInns to make the
acquisition that will gl\'e Jt 50 percent ownership of B. (Once "N' holds 50 percent,
further acquIsitions or voUng securities nrc
exempt under section 7A{c)(3).
4. Assume that "c" ban lnstltutlonalln·
vester whose prior acquIs1tions of corpora·
tlon D's voting securities were exempt under
§ 802.64. "c" now proposes to Purchnsc additional voting Eecurltles or D which uill
result in holdings exc:eed1ng 15 percent and
$25 mllllon. "c" and "D" therefore file notl·
flcation and observe the wnltlng period.
Under this section within the 5 years following the expiration or the wnlUng period "c"
may further increase Its holdings in D to
any am\lunt below 25 percent (regardless of
dollar value) without nuuln flling notifIcation. Section 802.64 c.'tcmptcd "c" from
fillng notification at the thresholds defined
in subparagraphs (l) or (2) of § 80UCh>;
thereafter, since "c" filed notification u1th
respect to an ncquIs1t1on which re:mIted In
its- holding more than 15 percent of D'G
voting securities vnIued at more than $25
million. the ne.~ notiflcation threshold
"greater than the greate3t notification
threshold met or exceeded in the earller ~
quIs1tlon" is 25 percent or D's voting securities. <See pnrngrnph (c) or this section and
§ 801.1<h)(3).)
5. This section also nllows a. person to recross any of the threshold notlflcatlon
levels-15 percent/$15 ninuon. 15 percent It
greater than $15 million, 25 and 1I0 per.
cent-any number of times within 5 )'ears of
the expiration of the wnlting period following notificatIon for that level. Thus.l! in t!.<.
ample I, "N' had dlsp~.of some ,"oUng
securities so that It held less tbnn 15 percent of the voting securities of B, and thereafter had increased Jts holdings to more
than 15 percent but less than 25 percent of
B, notification would not be req!1Jred It the
incrC:lSe occurred within 5 years of the e.'q)I.
ration of the orlginnl wnlting pcrfod. SlmJ·
larlY, in c.'tlltnples 2 and 3, "A" could decrease Its holdinCS below, and then increa&c
its holdlnss above, 25 percent and 50 percent, respectively without flling notification, if done within 5 years of the expiration
of those respective wnlUng periods.

§ 802.23 Amended
orfers.

or

renewed

tender

Whenever a tender oller js amended
or renewed after notl!lcatfon has been
filed by the oUeror, no new noWJentfon shall be requJred, and the runnJnc
of the waiting period shall be unaf·
fected. except as follows:
(a) If the number of voting securities
-to be acquired pursuant to the oller Is
increased such that a. greater notification threshold would be met or ex-
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ceeded, only the aCQUiring person need
ngaJn file notification. but a new waiting period must be observed;
(b) If a noncash tender offer Is
amended to become a cash tender
oUer, (1) one copy of the amended
tender offer shall be filed in the
manner prescribed by § 803.10Cc) with
the Federal Trade Commission and Assistant Attorney General. and (2) subject to the provisions of § 803.10Cb)(l).
the waiting period shall expire on the
15th day after the date of receipt (detennined
in
accordailce
with
§ 803.10Ce» of the amended tender
oller. or on the 30th day after filing
notifJcation. whJchever Is earlier; or
ec) If a cash tender offer Is amended
to become a noncash tender offer. (1)
one copy of the amended tender offer
shall be rUed in the manner prescribed
by § 803.10Cc) with the Federal- Trade
CommJssion and Assistant Attorney
General, and (2) subject to the provisions of § 803.10Cb)(1), the waiting
period shall expire on the 15th day
after the date of receipt (as determined in accordance with § 803.10(c)1
of the amended tender offer, or on the
30th day after filing notification,
whJchever Is later.
.
Exmnples: L Assume that corporation A
makes a. tender o!!er for 20 percent of the
yoUng Eecurlties or corporation B and that
"A" fDes notlflcation. Under this sectUm.lf
A subsequently amends its tender offer only
as to the amount of consideration offered,
the wnlUng period so commeru:ed is not afflICted, and no new noW1cation need be

rued.

2. In the previous example. =ume that A
makes an amended tender o!!er for -n percent or the voUng securities of B. Since a
lICW notification threshold wiIl be crossed.
this section reqUires that "A" must again
me notlfic::ltlon and obsm've a new waiting
pcrfod. Pllragraph (a) of this sectIon, however, provides that '"B" need not IDe notificationneaIn.
•
3. Assume that "A" makes a tender offer
for' shares of corporatIon B_ "A" includes its
voUng securities as part of the consideration. "A" files notification. Five days later.
"A" cbanSes its tender o!!er to a cash
tender oUer, and on the same day mes
copies of its amended tender offer with the
o!Ilces designated in § 803.10Co). Under para.
crnph (b) or this sectJon, the waiting period
e."i:pires (unless extended or termInated) 15
days after the receipt of the mnended offer
(on the 25th day after filing- notification).
J;ince tbat occurs earlier than the expiration
of the original waiting period (which would
occur on the 13th day after filing).
4. Assume that U A:" makes a cash tender
offer for shares or corporation B and mes
notillcatlon. SIx da,ys later, uA" amends the
tender oUer and adds voting securities as
consideration, and on the same day fDes
copIes of the amended tender offer with the
of!lces designated hi ~803.10(o).Under paragraph (c) or this section. the waiting period
expires (unless eXtended or terminated) on
the 13th day fonowing the date of filing of
notifIcation (determined under § 803.10(0».
since tbat occurs later than the 15th day
after receJpt. of the amended tender offer
(which would cx:cur on the 21st day).
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§ 802.30 Intra-person transactions.
An acquisition (other than the for-

poration need not file the notification
required by the act and § 803.1.

mation of a joint venture or other corporation the voting securities of which
will be held by two or more persons) in
which, by reason of holdings of voting
securities, the acquiring and acqutred
persons are (or as a result of formation of a wholly ovmed entity will be)
the same person, shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act.

Examples: 1. Corporations A and B, each
having sales of $100 million, each propose to
contribute $10 million in cash in exchange
for 50 percent of the voting securities of a
new corporation, N. Under this section, the
new corporation need not file notification,
although both "A" and "B" must do so and
observe the waiting period prior to receiving
any voting securities of N.
2. In addition to the facts in example 1
above, A and B have agreed that upon creation N w1ll purchase 100 percent of the
voting securities of corporation C for $15million. Because N's purchase of C is not a
transaction in connection with N's formation, and because in any event C is not a
contributor to the formation of N, "A." "B"
and "c" must file with respect to the proposed acquisition of C and must observe the
waiting period.

Examples: 1. Corporation A merges its two
wholly owned subsidiaries Sl and S2. The
• transaction is exempt under this section.
2. Corporation B creates a J;).ew wholly
owned SUbsidiary. The transaction is
exempt under this section.
3. Corporation A, which controls corporation B by a contract giving A the power to
name a majority of B's directors, but which
holds no voting securities of B, proposes to
acquire 15 percent of B's ~oting securities. § 802.50 Acquisitions of foreign assets or
The transaction is not exempt under this
of voting securities -of a foreign issuer
section, since "A" and "B" are not the same
I:iy United States persons.
person "by reason of holdings of voting se(a) Assets. In a transaction in which
curities."
4. Corporation A repurchases a portion of assets located outside the United
its voting securities in a series of transac- States are being acquired by a U.S.
tions involving numerous sellers. All of person:
these acquisitions are exempt under this
(1) The acquisition of assets located
section. The redemption or retirement of se- . outsIde the United States, to which no
curities would likewise be exempt under this
sales in or into the United States are
section.
5. Corporations A and B (which are not in- attributable, shall be exempt from the
cluded within the same person) form a new requirements of the act; and
corporation. C. A and B w1ll each hold C's
(2) The acquisition of assets located
voting securitfes upon formation. This sec- outside the United States, to whIch
tion is inapplicable, and the acquisitions of sales in or into the United States are
C's voting securities by A and B are not attributable, shall be exempt from the
exempt.
§ 802.31 Acquisitions of convertible voting
securities.

Acquisitions of convertible voting securities shall be exempt from the requirements of the act.
Example: This section applies regardiess
of the dollar value of the convertible 'voting
securities held or to be acquired and even
though they may be converted into 15 percent or more of the issuer's voting securities. Note, however, that subsequent conversions of convertible voting securities may be
subject to the requirements of the act. See
§801.32.
§ tl02.40 Exempt formation of joint venture or other corporations.

Acquisitions of "the voting securities'
of a joint venture or other corporation
at the time of formation under
§ 801.40 shall be exempt from the requirements of the act if the joint venture or other corporation will be not
for profit within the meaning cif Sections 50l(c)(1)-(4), (6)-(15), (17)-(20)
or (d) of the Internal Revenue Code.
§ 802.41 Joint venture or other corporations at time of formation.

Whenever any person(s) contributing to the formation of a joint venture
or other corporation are subject to the
requirements of the act by reason of
§ 801.40, the joint venture or other cor-

gregate book value of $10 million or
more; or.
(2) Made aggregate sales in or into
the United States of $10 million or
more in its most recent fiscal year.
Example: "A," a U.S. person, is to acquire
the voting securities of C, a foreign Issuer. C
has no assets in the United States, but made
aggregate sales into the United States 01 $12
million in the most recent fiscal year. Tho
transaction is not exempt under this section.
§ 802.51 Acquisitions by foreign persons.
An acquisition by -a foreign person

requirements of the act unless as a
result of the acquisition the acquiring
person would hold assets of the acquired person to which such sales aggregating $10 million or more during
the acquired person's most recent
fiscal year were attributable.

shall be exempt from the requirements of the act if:
(a) The acquisition is of assets located outside the United States;
(b) The acquisition is of voting securities of a foreign issuer, and will not
confer control of:
(1) An issuer which holds assets located in the United States (other than
investment assets) having an aggregate book value of $10 milllon or more,
or
(2) A U.S. issuer with annual not
sales or total asse,ts of $10 million or
more;
(c) The acquisition is of less than $10
million of assets located in the United
states (other than investment assew):
or
(d) The acquired person is also a foreign person, the aggregate annual
sales of the acquiring and acquired
persons iIi or into the United States
are less than $110 million, and the aggregate total assets of the acquirincr
and acquired persons located in the
United States (other than investment
assets) are less than $110 million,

issuer (including all entities controlled
by the issuer) either:
(1'- Holds assets' located in the
United States (other than investment
assets and voting or nonvoting securities of another person) having an ag-

the requirements of the act if;
(a) The ultimate parent entity of
either the acquiring person or the acquired person is controlled by a foreign state, foreign government, or
agency thereof; and

Examples: 1. Assume that "A" and "n"
Examples: 1. Assume that "A" and "B" are foreign persons with aggregate annunl.
are both U.S. persons. "A" proposes selling sales in or into the United Stntes of $200
to "B" a manufacturing plant located million. If "A" acquires the assets 01 "B,"
abroad. Sales in or into the United States . and if no assets in the United States or
attributable to the plant totaled $8 million voting securities of U.S. issuers wllI be acin the most recent fiscal year. The transac- quired, the transaction is exempt under
tion is exempt under this paragraph.
paragraphs (a) and (c).
2. Sixty days after the transaction in ex2. In example 1, assume that"A" is acquirample 1, "A" prQPoses to sell to "B" a ing "B's"- stock and that included within
second manufacturing plant located abroad; "B" is issuer C, a U.S. issuer whose total
sales in or into the United States attributa- assets are valued at $12 mllIlon. Since C's
ble to this plant totaled $5 million in the voting securities wllI be acquired indirectly,
most recent fiscal year. Since "B" would be and since "AU thus wllI be acquiring control
acquiring the second plant within 180 days of a U.S. Issuer with total assets 01 morc
of the first plant, both plants would be con- than $10 million, the acquisition cannot be
sidered assets of "A" now held by "B." See exempt under this section.
§801.13(b)(2). Since the total annual sales in
3. In the previous examples. assume that
or into the United States exceed $10 million, "AU is a U.S. person. This section does not
the acquisition of the second plant would apply, since the acquiring person must bo n
not be exempt under this paragraph.
foreign person.
(b) Voting securities. An acquisition
of voting securities of a foreign issuer § 802.52 Acquisitions by or from foreign
governmental corporations.
by a U.S. person sha.ll be exempt from
An acquisition shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act unless the
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(bj The acqUisition is of assets located within that foreign state or of
voting securities of an issuer organized
Under the laws of that state.
Example:' The government of foreign
country X' haS decided to sell assets of its
wholly owned corporation. B. all of which
are located in foreign country :x. The buyer
is "A." a U.S. person."Regardless of the aggregate annual sales in or.fIlto the United
States' attnlJutable to the assets of B, the
transaction is exempt under this section. (If
such aggregate annual sales were less than
$10 million, the transaction would also be
exempt under § 802.50.>
§ 802.53 . Certain foreign banking transactions.
An acquisition which requires the

consent or approval of the Board of
Governors of' the Federal Reserve
System under section 25 or section
25(a) of the Federal Reserve Act. 12
U.S.C. 601. 615, shall be exempt from
the requirements· of the act ifcopies of
all information and documentary material filed with the Board of Governors are contemporaneously filed with
the Federal Trade Commission and As·
sistant Attorney General at least 30
days prior to consummation of the acquisition. In lieu of such information
and documentary material or any portion thereof, -an index describing such
material may be provided in the
manner authorized by § 802.6.
§ 802.60 Acquisitions by securities underwriters.

.An acquisition of voting securities by

a person acting as a securities underwriter, in the ordinary course of bUsi·
ness, and in the process of underwriting, shall be exempt from the requirements of the act.
§ 802.63 Certain acquisitions by creditors
and insurers.
.
.
.

(a) Creditors. An acquisition of collateral or receivables, or an acquisition
in foreclosure, or upon default, or in
connection with the establishment of
a lease financing, or in connection
with a bona fide debt work-out shall
be exempt from the requirements of
the act if made by a creditor in a bona
fide credit transaction entered into in
the ordinary course of the creditor's
business.

.

(b) Insurers. An acquisition pursuant
to a condition in a contract of insurance relating to fidelity, surety, or casualty obligations shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act if made by
an insurer in the ordinary course of
business•.
Examples: 1. A bank .makes a loan and
takes actual or constructive possession of
collateral in any form. Since the bank is not
the beneficial owner of the collateral, the
bank's receipt of it is not an acquisition
which is subject to the requirements of the
.act. However. if- upon default the bank ,becomes tIle beneficial owner of the collateral,

that acquisition is exempt under this sec·
tion.
2. This section exempts only the acquisl·
tion by 1he creditor or insurer. and not the
subsequent disposlUon of the nsscts or
voting 'securities. If ll. creditor or Insurer
sells voting securities or nsscts that OOve
come .Into its possessldn In ll. trans:lcUon
which is exempt under this Gedlon. the requirements of the act mny apply to that dJs.
position.
§ 802.64 AcquislUons of voting securities
by certain insUtuUonnllm·estors.

(a) Institutional investor. For purposes of this section, the term "institutional investor" means any entity of
the following type:
(1) A bank within the meaning of 15
U.S.C. 80b-2(a)(2): .
(2) Savings bank;
(3) Savings and loan or building and
loan company or association:
(4) Trust company;
(5) Insurance company;
(6) Investment company registered
. with the U.S. Secur1t[es and Exchange
Commission under the Investment.
Company Act. of 1940 Cl5 U.s.C. 80a-l
et seq.);
(7) Finance company;
(8) Broker-dealer within the meaning of 15 U.S,C. 78c<a)(4) or (a)(5):
(9) Small Business Investment Com·
pany or Minority Enterprise Small
Business Investment Company regu·
lated by the U.s. Small Business Ad·
ministration pursuant to 15 U.s.C. 662:
ClO) A st~ck bonus, pension, or
profit-sharing trust qualifIed under
section 401 of the Internal Revenue
Code:
(11) Bank holding company wIthin
the meaning of 12 U.s.C. 1841:
(12) .An entity which is controlled dJ·
rectly or indIrectly by an institutional
investor and the actIvities of which nre
in the ordInary course of business of
the institutional investor;
(13) An entity which may supply incIdental servIces to entities which it
controls dIrectly or indIrectly but
which performs no operating functions, and which is otherwise engaged
only in holding controIIJng interests in
institutional investors: or
(14) A nonprofit entity within the
meaning of sections 501(c)(1)-(4), (6)CIS), Cl7)-(20), or (d) of the Internal
Revenue Code.
(b) Exemption. An acquisition of
voting securities shall be exempt from
the requirements of the llCt, except as
provided in paragraph (c) of this section. if:
(1) Made dIrectly by an institutional
investor;
(2) Made in the ordinnry course of
business;
(3) Made solely for the purpose of
investment;
(4) As a. result of the acquisltIon the
acquiring person would not control the
issuer; and

(5) As a result of the acquisition the
acquiring person would hold either:
<I> Fifteen percent or less of the outstanding voting securities of the issurer; or
(m Voting securities of the issuer
valued at $25 mDlion or less.
(c) Exception to exemption. Notwithstanding paragraph (b) of this section:
Cl> No acquisition of voting securities of an.lnstltutionalinvestor of the
same type as any entity included
within the acquiring person shall be
exempt under this section; and
(2) No acquisition by an institutional
investor shall be exempt under this
section if any entity included within
the acquiring person which is not an
institutional investor holds any voting
securities of the issuer whose voting
securities are,fo be acquired.
Examples: 1. Assume that A and its subs1d1an', B. are both institutional investors as
defined in paragraph (a) of this section.
toot X is not. and that the conditions set
forth In subparagraphs (2). (3) and (4) or
paragraph (b) of this section are satisfied.
Either A or B may acquire voting securities
of X worth in excess of $25 millIon as long
lIS the aggregate amount held by person "A"
lIS a result of the acquisition does not equal
or exceed 15 percent of X's outstanding
voting securities. If the aggregate holdings
would equal or exceed 15 percent. "A" may
acquire no more than $25 millIon worth of
voting securities without being subject to
the requIrements of the act.
2. In example I, assume that B plans to
mD.ke the acquisition. but that. corporation
B'G P:ll'CJlt. corporation A. Is not an fnstItuUonal Investor and is engaged in manUfacturing. Subp:u-agraph (c)(2) provides that
acquisitions by B can never be exempt
under this section if A owns any amount of
XG voting ~Ues.
3. In example 1. the exemption does not
apply if X is also an institutional investor of
the same b.,e lIS either A or B.
4, Assume that H is a holding company
which controls a llfe imurance company, a
casualty insurer and a. finance company.
The llfe imurance company controls a data
proces:;Ing company which performs ser\1ces for the two Insurers. Any ecqufsition
by any of these enUties could qualify for exemption under this sectfon.
5. In example 4. if H also controls a manufacturing entity. R Is not an iDstitutional investor. and only the acquisitions made by
the two Insurance companies. the finance
company and the data processing company
can qualify for the exemption under this
section.
§ 802.70 Acquisitions subject to order.

An acquisltion shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act if: .
Ca) The voting securities or assets
are to be acquired from an entity ordered to dJvest such voting securities
or assets by order of the Federal
Trade Commisslon or of any Federal
court in an action brought by ihe Federn! Trade Commission or the Department of Justice; or
(b) The acquiring person or entity is
subject to an order of the Federal
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Trade Commission or of any Federal
court requiring prior approval of such
acquisition by the Federal Trade Commission, such court, or the Depart·
ment of Justice, and such approval has
been obtained.
§ 802.71 Acquisitions by gift, intestate succession or devise, or by irrevocable
trust•.

Acquisitions resulting from a gift, in·
testate succession, testamentary dispo~
sition or transfer by a settlor to an irrevocable trust shall be exempt from
the requirements of the act.
The Federal Trade Commission promulgates the Rules contained in this
Part (8P3), and Notification and
Report Form set forth in the appendix
to this Part (803), pursuant to section
7A(d} of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C.
18ACd}, as added by section 201 of the
Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976. Pub. L. 94-435, 90
Stat. ~390.
PART

C03-TRAr~SMmAL

RULES

Sec.
803.1 Notificati.on and Report Form.
803.2 Instructions applicable to Notification and Report Form.
803.3 Statement of reasons for noncompliance.
803.4 Foreign persons refusing to file notification.
803.5 Affidavits required.
803.6 Certification.
803.7 Expiration of notification.
803.10 Running of time.
803.11 Termination of waiting period.
803.20 Requests for additional Information
or documentary material.
.
803.21 Additional information shall be sup·
plied within reasonable time.
803.30 Formal and informal interpreta·
tlons of requirements under the act and
the rules.
803.90 Separability.
Appendix-Antitrust Improvements Act Notification and Report Form for Certain
Mergers and-Acquisitions.
AUTHORIl'Y: Sec. 7A(D) of the Clayton
Act, 15 U.S.C. 18A(D). as added by sec. 201
of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-435. 90
Stat. 1390.

Washington, D.C.,.or by writing to the
Premerger Notification Office, Room
303, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. 20580.
(b) ,AnY person filing notification
may, in addition to the submissions required by this· section, submit any
other information or documentary ma- .
terial which such person believes will
be helpful to the Federal Trade Commission and Assistant Attorney General in assessing the impact of the acquisition upon competition.
§ 803.2 Instructions applicable to Notification and Report Form.

(a) The notification required by the
act shall be filed by the preacquisition
ultimate parent entity, or by any
entity inclUded vlithin the person authorized by such preacquisition ultimate parent entity to file notification
on its behalf. In the case of a natural
person required by the act to file notification, such notification may be filed
by his or her legal representative: Provided however, That notwithstanding
§ 801.l<c}(2} and § 801.2, only one notification shall be filed by or on behalf
of a natural person, spouse and minor
children with respect to an acquisition
as a result of which more than one
such natural person will hold voting
securities of the same issuer.
Example: Jane Doe, her husband and
minor child collectively hold more than 50
percent of the shares of family corporation
F. Therefore. Jane Doe (or her husband or
minor child) is the "ultimate parent entity"
of a "person" composed to herself (or her
husband or minor child) and F; see paragraphs (a)(3). (b) and (c)(2) of § 801.1. If cor·
poratlon F is to acquire corporation X.
under this paragraph only one notification
Is to be filed by Jane Doe. her husband and
minor child collectively.

(b}(1) Except as provided in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph and paragraph (c) of this section, items 5-9 and
the Appendix to the Notification and
Report Form must be completed(i) By acquiring persons, with respect to all entities included \vithin
the acquiring person;
(li) By acquired persons, in the case
§ 803,1 Notification and Report Form.
of an acquisition of assets, onlY'vlith
(a) The notification required by the respect to the assets to be acquired;
(iii) By acquired persons, in the case
act shall be the Notification and
Report Form set forth in the appendix of an acquisition of voting securities,
to this Part (803), as amended from with respect to only the issuer whose
time to time. All acquiring and ac- voting securities are being acquired,
quired persons required to file notifi- and all entities controlled by such
cation by the act and these rules shall issuer; and
do so by completing and filing the No(iv) By persons which are both actification and Report Form, or a pho- quiring and acquired persons, sepatostatic or other equivalent reproduc- ratelY in the manner that would be retion thereof, in accordance with the quired of acquiring and acquired perinstructions thereon and these rules. sons under this paragraph, if differ.
Copies of the Notifica.tion and Report ent.
(2) For purposes of items 7-9 of the
Form may be obtained in person from'
the PUblic Reference Branch, Room' Notification and Report Form, the ac130, Federal Trade Commission. Sixth quiring person' shall regard the acStreet and Pennsylvania Avenue NW.• quired person in the manner described

in subdivisions (if) and <iii> of the previous subparagraph.
Example: Person "A" Is comt>rlsed of EmU·
ties separately engaged In grocery retalllnl)',
auto rental, and coal mlnlnl)'. Person "B" Is
comprised of entities separatelY engaged In
wholesale magazine distribution. auto rental
and book publishing. HA" proposes to purchase 100 percent of 'the voting securities of
"B" 's book publishing subsidiary. For purposes of Item 5, under claw;e (b)(1)CI), "A"
reports. the activities of all its entities:
under clause (b)(I)(Ill>. "B" reports onlY tho
operations of Its book publishing sUbsidinry.
For purposes of items 7-9. under subparagraph (2) of this paragraph "A" must regnrd
"B" as consisting only of its book publishing
subsidiary, and must disregard the fact that
"A" and "B" are both engaged In the auto
rental business.
(c) In response to items 5, 7, 8, and 9

and the appendix to the Notification
and Report Forro(1) Informatlon shall be supplled
only with respect to operations conducted within the United States: and
(2) Information need not be supplied
with respect to assets or voting securities to be acquired, the acquisition of
which is exempt from the reqUirements of the act.
!d) The term "dollar revenues," M
used in the Notification and Report
Forro, means value of shipmentS for
manufacturing operations, and sales.
receipts, revenues, or other appropriate dollar value measure for operations other than manufacturing,
f.o.b. the plant or establishment less
returns,
after
discounts
and
allowances and excluding freight
charges and excise taxes. Dollar revenues inclUding dellvery may be supplied if delivery is an integral part of
the sales price. Dollar revenues include interplant transfers.
§ 803.3 Statement of reasons for noncompliance.

A complete response shall be supplied to each item on the Notification
and Report Form and to any request
for additional information pursuant to
section 7A(e} and § 803.20. Whenever
the person filing notification is unable
to supply a complete response, that
person shall provide, for each item for
which less than a complete response
has been supplled, a statement of ronsons for ,noncompliance Which includes at least the following information:
(a) Why the person is unnble to
supply a complete response:
(b) What information would have
been required for a complete response:
(c) Who, if anyone, has the required
information, and a description of nIl
efforts made to obtain it.
§ 803.4 Foreign persons refusing to file
notification.

(a) In an acquisition to which
§ 801.30 does not apply. and in Which
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no assets Cother than investment
assets) located in the United States·
and no voting securities of a United
States issuer will be acquired directly
or indirectly, if -a foreign acquired
person- refuses to- file notification,
then' any other person which is a
Party to the -acquisition. may file notification. on ~ehalf of the foreign
person: 'SUch notification shall constitute the notification required of the
foreign person by the act and these
rules.
Cb) Any. person filing ,on behalf of
the foreign person pursuant to this
section must state in the affidavit required by § 803.5(b) that such foreign
person has refused to file notification
and must explain all efforts made by
the person filing on behalf of the foreign person to obtain compliance with
the act and these rules by such foreign
person.
(c) Any notification filed "On behalf
of a foreign person pursuant to this
section must contain all information
and documentary material reasonably
available to the person filing on behalf
of the foreign person which such foreign person would be required to provide. Whenever information or documentary material is not reasonably
available, the person filing on behalf
of the foreign person shall so indicate
on the Notification and Report Form,
and need not supply the statement of
reasons for noncompliance required by
§803.3. '
Cd) Any foreign person on whose
behalf notification has been filed by
_another person pursuant to this section shall be a "person filing notification" for purposes of the act and these
rules. Nothing in this section shall
exempt a foreign person from the requirements of the act or these rules
with respect to a request for additional information or an extension of the
waiting period pursuant to section
- 7A(e) and these rules.
§ 803.5 Affidavits required.
(a)(1) Section 801.30 acquisitions.
- For acquisitions to which § 801.30 ap-

plies, the notification required by the
act from_ each acquiring person shall
contain an affidavit, attached to the
front of the notification, attesting
that the issuer whose voting securities
are to be acquired has received notice
in writing by certified or registered
mail, by wire or by hand delivery at
its princip31 executive offices, of: '
(i). The identity of the acquiring
person;
(il) The' fact .that the' acquiring
person intends' to acquire votirig securities of the issuer;
(ill) The specific classes of voting
and nonvoting securities of the issuer,
and the number of securities of each
such class sought to be acquired;

(Iv) The fact that the acquIsition
may be subject to the act, and that the
acquiring person will !fie notification
under the act with the Federal Trade
Conunlsslon and Assistant Attorney
General; .
(v) The anticipated date of receipt of
such notification under § 803.l0Cc)·
and
'
(vi) The fact that the person within
which the Issuer Is included may be required to !fie noWlcation under the
act.
(2) The affidavit required by this
paragraph must also state the good
faith intention of the person !llJng notification to make the acquIsition, and,
in the case of a tender oller, that the
intention to make the tender offer has
been publicly announced.
Example: ThIs subpnrngrnph permits the
tender o(!eror to me noWlcatlon at any
time alter the intention to make the tender
oUer has been pubUcly announced.
(b) Non-section 801.30 acquisition.s.

For acquisitions to which § 801.30 does
not apply, the noWlcation required by
the act shall contain an nUJdavlt, at·
tached to the front of the notJfJcatlon,
attesting that a contract, agreement in
principle or letter of intent to merge
or acquire has been executed.
§ 803:6 CertlficnUon.

(a) The noWlcation required by the
act shall be cerWled:
(1) In the case of a partnership, by
any general partner thereof;
(2) In the case of a corporation, by
any o[[icer or director thereof;
(3) In the case of a person lacking
officers, directors, Qr partners, by any
indivIdual exercising slmJIar functions;
(4) In the case of a. natural person,
by such natural person or his or her
legal representative.
Cb) Additional In!ormatlon or documentary material submitted in response to a request pursuant to section 7A(e) and § 803.20 shall be accompanied by a. certification in the format
appearing at the end of the Notlflcatlon and Report Form, completed In
accordance with paragraph (a.) of this
section by the person or individual to
whom \t was directed.
Cc) In all cases, the certifying individUal must possess actual authorIty
to make the certlflcatlon on behnl! of
the person fllJng noWlcation.
§ 803.7 ExpirnUon of noUfication.

Notification with respect to an acquisition shall expire 1 year following
the expiration of the wnltlng period. If
the acquiring person's holdings do not,
within such time period, meet or
exceed the notlflcatlon threshold with
respect to which the notification was
filed, the requirements of the act must
thereafter be observed with respect to
any notification threshold not met or
exceeded.

Example: A IDes noWicatlon that 26 per-

cent of the votIng securities of corporation
B are to be acquired. One year alter the expiration of the waiting period, A has acquired only 22 percent of B's voting securi-

ties. Although §802.21 wm permit ..~ to
purchase any amount of B's voting securities short of 25 percent within 5 years !rom
the expiration of the waiting period, A:s
holdings may not meet. or exceed the 25 percent. noWlcation threshold without "A" and
"B" again filing notlfication and observing a.
waiting period,

§ 803.10 Running or time.
(a) Beginning of waiting period. The

waiting period required by the act
shall 'begin on the date of receipt of
the notJIication required by the act, in
the manner provided by these rules
(or, If such notJIication Is not completed, the notificatIon to the extent completed and a statement of the reasons
for such noncompliance in accordance
with § 803.3) from:
(1) In the case o!acquisitions to
which § 801.30 applies, the acquiring
person;
(2) In the case of all other acquisitIons, all persons required by the act
and these rules to file notification..
Cb) ~ration. of waiting period. (1)
For purposes of sectIon 7ACb)(1)(B),
the waiting period shall expire at 11:59
p.m. Eastern Time on the 13th (or in
the 'case of a cash tender offer, the
15th) calendar day (or if § 802.23 applies, such other day as that section" -.
may provide) following the beginning
of the waiting period as determined
under paragraph (a) of this section,
unless eA"tended pursuant to section
7ACe) and § 803.20, or section 7ACg)(2),
or unless tennbiated pursuant to section 7A(b)(2) and §803.11.
(2) Unless further extended pursuant to section 7A(g)(2), or terminated
pursuant to section 7ACb)C2) and
§ 803.11, any waiting period which has
been extended pursuant to section
7A(e)(2) and § 803.20 shall expire at
11:59 p.m. Eastern Time(J) On the 20th (or, in the case of a
cash tender orIer, the lOth) day following the date of receipt of all additional In!ormatlon or documentary
material requested from all persons to
whom such requests have been directed (or, if a request Is not fully complied with, the information and documentary material submitted and a
statement of the reasons for such noncompliance in accordance with § 803.3),
by the Federal Trade Commission or
Assistant Attorney General, whichever
requested additional information or
documentary material, at the office
designated in paragraph (c), or
(ll> As provided in subparagraph (1)
of this paragraph, whichever is later.
(c)(1)

Date of receipt and means of

delivery. For purposes of this section
the date of receipt shall be the date on
which delivery Is effected to the desig-
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nnted offices (Premerger Notification
Office. Room 303. Federal Trade Commission. Washington. D.C. 20580. and
Director of Operations. Antitrust Division. Room 3214. Department of Justice. Washington. D.C. 20530) during
normal. business hours. Delivery effected nfter 5 p.m. eastern time on a
regular business day. or at any time on
any day other than a regular business
day. shall be deemed effected on the
next following regular business day.
Delivery should be effected directly to
the designated omce(s). either by
hand or by certified or registered mail.
If delivery of all required filings to all
offices required to receive such filings
is not effected on the same date. the
date of receipt shall be the latest of
the dates on which delivery is effected.
Examples: 1. In an acquisition other than
a cash tender offer, assume that a request
for additional information Is Issued to a
person- on the second day of the waiting
period, and that the person supplies the response 5 days later. Under subparagraph
(b)(2)(il). the i.'laiting period remains in
effect through the 30th day. even though
the 20th day after receipt of such additional
Information would occur earlier.
(2) Deficient filings. If notification

or a response to-a request for additional information or documentary material received by the Commission or Assistant Attorney General does not
comply with these rules. the Commission or the Assistant Attorney General
shall promptly notify the person filing
such notification or response of the
deficiencies in such filing. and the
date of receipt shall be the date on
which a filing which complies with
these rules is received.
§ 803.11 Termination of waiting period.
(0.) Except as provided in paragraph
(c) of this section. no waiting period
shall be terminated pursuant to section 7A(b)(2) unless(1) All notifications required to be
filed with respect to the acquisition by
the act and these rules (or. if such notification is not completed, the notification to the extent completed and a
statement of the reasons for such noncompliance in accordance with § 803.3)
have been received.
(2) It has been determined that no
additional information or documentary material pursuant to section
7A(e) and § 803.20 will be requested.
or. if such additional information or
documentary material has been requested. it (or•.if a request is not fully
complied with. the information and
documentary material submitted and a
statement of the reasons for such noncompliance in accordance with § 803.3)
has been received, and
(3) The Federal Trade Commission
and the Assistant Attorney General
have concluded that neither intends. to
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take any further action vlithin the
waiting period.
(b) Any request for additional information or documentary material pursuant to section 7A(e) and § 803.20
shall constitute a denial of all pending'
requests for termination of the waitingperiod.
(c) The Federal Trade. Commissiop.
and the Assistant Attorney General
may- in their discretion terminate a
waiting period upon the written request of any person filing notification.
or, notvlithstanding paragraph (a) of
this section. sua sponte. A request for
termination of the waiting period shall
be sent to the offices designated in
§ 803.l0(c). Termmation shall be effective upon notice to any requesting
person by telephone. and such notice
shall be given as soon as possible. Such
notice shall also be confirmed in writing to each person which has filed notification. and notice thereof shall be
published ill the FEDERAL REGISTER in
accordance vlith section 7A(b)(2).
Example: See the example to § 803.20(c).
§ 803.20 Requests for adtUtional infonnntion or documentary material
(a)(l) Persons and individuals subject to request. Pursuant to section

7A(e)(1). the submission of additional
information or documentary material
relevant to the acquisition may be required from one or more persons required to file notification. and. with
respect to each such person, from one
or more entities included therein. or
from one, or more officers, directors.
partners. agents. or employees thereof. if so required by the same request.
Example: A request for additional informatiqn may require a corporation and, in
addition• .a named officer or, employee to
provide certain information or documents. if
both the corporation and the officer or employee are named in the same request. See
subparagraph (b)(3) of this section.

(2) All the information and documentary material required to be submitted pursuant to a request under
paragraph (a)(1) of this section shall
be supplied to the Commission or to
the Assistant Attorney General.
whichever made such request. at the
office designated in § 803.l0(c). or. if
such request is not fully complied
with, a statement of reasons for noncompliance pursuant to § 803.3 shall be
provided for each item or portion of
such request which is not fully complied with.
(b)(!) Who may require submission.
A request for additional information
or documentary material with respect
to an acquisition may be issued by the
Federal Trade Commission or its designee. or by the Assistant Attorney
General or his or her designee. but not
by both to the· same person. any entities included therein•. or any officers.
REGISTER, VOL.
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director.>. partners, Beents. or employees of that person.
(2) When request effective. A request
for additional information or documentary material shall be effective(i) In the case of a written request.
upon receipt of t·he request by the Ultimate parent entity of the person to
which the request is directed. (or. if
another entity included within the
person filed notification pursuant to
§ 803.2(0.). then by such entity). within
the original 30-day (or. in the case of 0.
cash tender offer, !5-day) waitin£:'
period (or. if § 802.23 applles. such
other period as that section provides);
or
(li) In the case of a request communicated in person or by telephone.
upon communication of the request.
provided tho.t a written confirmation '
of the request is malled within the
original 30-day (or. in the case of a
cash tender offer. 15-day) waiting
period (or. if § 802.23 applies. such
other period as that section provides).
The person filing notification shoJI
keep a designated individual reasonably available during normal business
hours throughout the waiting period
through the telephone number supplied on the certification page of the
Notification and Report Form. A request for additional information or
documentary material need be communicated by telephone only to that individual. The vJrItten confirmation of
the request shall be mailed to the ultimate parent entity of the person filin£:'
notification. or. if another entUy included within the person filed notification pursuant to § 803.2(0.). then to
such entity.
(3) Requests to natural persons. A request addressed to an individual. requiring that he or she submit additional information or documentary material. shall be transmitted to the person
filing notification of which the individual is an ultimate parent entity. officer. director. partner. agent or employee. and shall be effective as to
that individual when effective as to
the person filing notification pursunnt
to subparagraph (2) of this paragraph.
A written copy of the request shall
also be delivered to the individual by
hand. or by registered or certified mOoll
at his or her home or business address.

•

Example: A deslcnee of the Federal Trado
Commission send3. by certified letter Which
Is receIved within tho 30-day waiting period.
a written request for additional information
to corporation VI, the ultimato pnrcnt
entity within a person which filed notlflca·
tion. The request Is effective under clause
(b)(2)(i). If the letter also addrc::;sed nrcquest for documentary material to tho sec·
retary of corporation W. a named Indlvldu·
al, under subparagraph (b)(3). the requcnt
would likewise be effective IlS to the indlvld·
ual upon receipt of the letter by W. In tho
latter case. the Federal Trade Commbolon
also would send a copy of the request to tho
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Secretary of 'the corporation at his or her
home or business address.
(c)

Waiting period extended. _ (1)

During the time period when a request
for additional information or documentary material remains outstanding
to any person other than, in the case
of a tender offer, the person whose
voting securities are sought to be acquired -by the tender offeror (or any
officer, director, partner, agent or employee thereof), the waiting period
shall remain in effect, even though
the waiting period would nave expired
(see §-S03.l0(b)) if no such !"equest had
been made.
.
(2) A request for additional information or documentary material t~ any
person other than, in the case of a
tender offer, the person whose voting
securities are being acquired pursuant
to the tender offer (or.any officer, director, partner, agent or employee
thereof) shall in every instance extend
the waiting period for a period of 20
(or, in the case of a cash tender offer,
10) calendar days from the date of receipt (as determined unde! § S03.l0) of
the additional information or documentary material requested.
Exa,mple: Acquiring person "A" desires to
acquire voting securities of corporation X
on a securities exchange, and files notlfica·
tion. Under § 801.30, the waiting perIod
begIns upon filing by "A," and "X" must file
within 15 days thereafter. Assume that
before the end of the waiting period, the As·
sistant Attorney General issues a request
for additional information to "x." Since the
transaction is not a tender offer. under subparagraph -(c)(l) the waiting period Is extended-until "X" SUpplies the requested information; under subparagraph (c)(2), the
waiting period is extended for 20 days
beyond the date on which ··X.. responds.

33551

.Note that under §803.21 ''X!' Is obUged to party to an acquJsition. A request for a.
respond to the request within n reasonable formal interpretation shall be made in
time; nevertheless, the Federol Trade Com· writing to the oUices designated in
mission and .AssIsta:nt Attorney Generol
could, notwIthstanding the pendencY of the § S03.l0Cc), and shall state: (1) All facts
request for addltionll1 information, termi- which the applicant believes to be manate the waiting period GUn sponte pursuant. .terial (2) the reasons why the requiremen~ of tbe-a.ct are or may be applito § 803.llCc).

cable and (3) the questIon(s) that the
appllcant wishes resolved. The CommissIon staf! may. in its discretion,
render a. formal or In!ormal response
to any request, however made, or may
decline to render such advice.
Cb) In the sole discretion of the staff.
any request for interpretatIon may be
referred to the Commission.
(c) Formal interpretations by the
Commission staf! or by the Commission shall be rendered with the concurrence of the' Assistant Attorney
General or his or her designee.
(d) Any formal interpretation shall
be without prejudice to the right of
either the Commission or the Assistant Attorney General to rescind any
such interpretation rendered pursuant
to this section. In the event of such re§ 803.21 Addltlonnl Information shall be
scIssIon, the party whJch requested
supplied within reasonable time.
the interpretation shall be so notified
All additional In!ormation or docu· in writing.
mentary materIal requested pursuant
(e) The Commission shall publish a.
to section 7ACe) and § S03.20 Cor, If summary of formal interpretations by
such request is not fully complled the Commission. and any rescissions
with. the In!ormntion or documentary thereof. in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
material submitted and a statement of
the reasons for such noncomplIance in § 803.90 Separability.
accordance with § S03.3) shall be sup.
plled witbin a. reasonable time.
If any provision of the rules in this
Subchapter aI) Cincluding the Notiii- § 803.30 Formal and informal Interpreta- cation and Report Form) or the appli_tions of reqlili'cments under the Act cation of any such provision to any
nnd the rules.
person or circUmstances is held inval(a) The Commission staff may con- id, neIther the other provisions of the
sider requests for formal or In!ormal rules nor the application of such prointerpretations as to the obllgations vision to other persons or circumunder the net and these rules of any stances shall be affected thereby.

oJ Teques~.
Every request for additional In!orma·
tion or documentary material shnll be
clearly identi!iea as such, whether
communicated in person. by telephone
or in writing, and shall clearly identify
the person. entity or entities. or
individualCs) to whJch it is addressed.
(2) Request lor clarlJicatfon. No request for clarlIication or nmp1lIication
of a response to any item on the Notification and Report Form, whether
communicated in person, by telephone
or in writing, shall be considered a. request for additional In!ormatlon or
documentary material witbin the
meaning of section 7A(e) and this section.
(d)(1)

Identification
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PARr 60) -- APP&NDrX
AtlrITRUST IHPROITEHEiiTS"ACTNOTiFiCi\Tro:i At/O REPORT
FOR CER'I'AW MERGERS AfID-ACQUIS1TIO:IS

APproved by GAO
8-100229 (n051l'i1
Enpircs 5-31-01
FOPJ~

THIS fORR IS REQUIRED BY ~~W and must be filed separately by each person Which. by reanon of D o~rqer, conoolida··
tion or acqui~ition, is sUbject t~ § 7A of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. ~ l6A, as added by Section 201 of the Rort·OcottRodino Antitrust Ioprovecents Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-435, 90 Stat. 1390, and ruleD pro~olgotcd thereunder (hocelnoftor
referred to as °the rules· or by section nucber). The statute and rules are Get forth in the Federal Registor at pogo
, the ruleD 0DY.olso be found at 16 CfR Parta 801-03. Pailure to file this Uotifieatlcn and Report Poro,
and to observe the required ~aiting period before consu~atin9 the acquisition, in accordance with the applicablo pro~
visions of 15 U.S.C. § 18A an1 the rules, subjects any ·pe(son,· as defined in the rules, or any in~ividualD r~cponjlblo
for nonco~pli~nce, to liability for a penalty of not more·than S16,OOO for each day during which ouch peroon io In
violation of 15 U.S.C. S 18A.

All information and documentary caterial flIed in or witb this foro is confidential. It io ette~pt fro~
Qinclosure under the Freedo~ of Information Act, and oay be cade public only in on administrative or iudicial proceeding. or disclooed to Congress or to a duly autborized committee or subcoomittee of CongreDs.
Co~plete and return two notarized copies (with one set of documentary attachments) of this llotificat!on and
neport Foro to Premerger flOtification Office, Bureau of Competition, Rooo 303, Federal Trade Coo~ission, t7aohinqton.
D.C. 20560, and three notarized copies (with one set of dQcuoentary ottachmento) to Director of OporationD, Antitrust
Division, noo~ 32I4;1Departcent of Justice, tfashinqton, D.C. 20530. The central office for information and aoo!3tan~o
uitb respect to matters in connection with this !Iotification and Report Foro 10 Rooo 303, Federal Trade Co~iosion,
Washington, D.C. 20580, phone (2021 523-3894.

AFFIll.'oVIT

00 oure tbat the affidavit required by i 803.5 is attached to this page.

If this acquio!tion is a C<loh tender ~offea:. checln

lat. fore

C~

L-

I

(7/78)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
NotIfication ~nd Report For=~(Part 803 -- Appendix) Continu~d
!.HSTRUCTIONS

Each, answe~ should identify the item to which it is addressed. ~ttach separate additional sheets as necessary
in answering each iteml each additional sheet should identify the itee to which it is addressed. Voluntary submissions
pursuant to S 803.l(b) should be so identified. If unable to ansver any itea fully, give sucb Inforeatlon as is available and explain why the ansver is incoNplete, as provided by 5 803.3. It books and records which provide accurate
answers are not available. enter best estimates and indicat~ the sources or bases of such estiaates. Esti.ated data
should be fallowed by the notation, -est.- All~financial inforeation ohould be ro~nded to the nearest thousand dollars.
All references to'-year- refer to calendar year. If the data are not available on a calendar year basis, supply the
requested data for the fiscal year reporting period which cost nearly corresponds to the calendar year specified. References to -most recent year- cean the most recent calendar or fiscal year ~or which the requested inforaation is available.

\

This Notification and Report Form requests inforC4tion regarding dollar revenue~ and lines of co~erce at three
levels. All persons must SUbmit certain data at the 4-digit (SIC code) industry level. To the extent that dollar
revenues are derived froc manufacturing operations (SIC .ajor groups 20-39), data .ust also be submitted at the S-digit
product closs and 7-digit product levels (SIC-based codes). In reporting by -4-dlgit (SIC code) industry- you should
refer to the 1972 edition of,the Standard Industrial Classification Kanual pUblished by the Executive Office of the
President, Office of Managecent and Budget. In repor~Ing Inforaatlon by ·S-digit (SIC-baned code) product clauD,and by -7-digit (SIC-based code) product,- you should refer to one or both of tb, following ref~rence pUblications
published by the u.S. Bureau of the Census: (a) Nueerical List of Kanut~cturod Products, 1972 Census of Kanufac~ures
(MC72-l.21 (New 1972 SIC basis)l (bl Volume II, -Industry S~atistics,- 1972 Cennus of Kanufac~ure.. In repor~In9 lnf~rm?
tion by as-digit (SIC-based code) product class- Y9u ~ay also refer to the code appearIng In th. ·Product Class Referenct
List-'shovn in the Instruction Manual for the Annual Surv~{ of Manufactures. In reporting infor.ation by -7-digit
(SIC-based code) prOduct" you may also refer to the applicabl~ 'PrOduct Reference Lists- appearing in the Instruc~ion
~ of ~be various Current Industrial Reports surveys (monthly, quarterly, or onnual) conducted by the u.S. Bureau
of the Census. For product codes ending In 00, submit information by product as listed in Appendix A to the Nu=erical
List of Manufactured Products cited above.
In responding to items 5, 7, 8 and 9 and the Insurance Appendix --

.

supply information only with respect to operations conducted within the United Staten, including its cCm:Dnwealths,
territories, possessions and the District of Colucbia. See 55 80l.l(k), 80J.2(c)(1)1
~

inforcation'need no~ be supplied with respect to assets or voting securities currently being acquired, the acquisition of which is exempt under the statute Or rules. See 5 603.2Ic)(2).
In respon~ing to items 5-9 and the Insurance Appendix., limited or separAte responses
notIfication. See ~ 803.2Ibl.

may

be required of 4 person filIng
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Notification and Report Form IPart a03 -- Appendix) Continued
Name

Date

If Corporation:

State of incorporation
Date of in.corP.oration

If partnership or other:

Check whether data furnished by:

lie)

If fiscal year, specify period:
II f)

.

Jurisdiction under which formed
Date of fo.rmation
calendar year
from.

_

L--

,/

__ (month/day) to

fiscal year

L::.

./

(month/day).

If the person filing notification is an acquiring person, and if the entity making the the acquisition io
not the pre-acquisition ultimate parent entity listed in item llc) above, provide the information requested
below with respect to the entity making the acquisition.
If the person filing notification is an acquired person, and if the entity whose assets or voting securities
are being acquired is not the pre-acquisition ultimate parent entity listed in item lIe) above, provide the
information requested below wi~h respect to the entity whose assets or voting securities are being acquired.
(1)
Iii)
I iii)

Naroe and mailing address of its headquarters office:
If a corporation, the date and state of incorporation:

,

The percentage of its voting securities held by the entity named in item l(c) above. (If control io
effected by means other than the direct holding of the entity's voting securities, describe tho intermediaries or the contract through which control is effected: see's aOI.I(b).)

c

NotifJcation and Report Form IPart -- a03 Appendix) Continued
__

N~e

•

Date

_

Description of votin~ securities to be acquired. Furnish the following information separately for each iosuer
whose votIng securIt es lo~her than convertible voting securities) will be acquired in the acquisitionl

2Ie)·
Ii)

List each class of voting security lincluding convertible voting securities) which will be outstanding after
the acquisition has been completed: 1/ also list each class of non-voting security which will be acquired
in the acquisition:

( ii)

Total number of each class of security listed under I I) above which will be outstanding after the acqulsi t Ion
has been coopleted:

(ill )
( iv)
(v)

Total number of each class of security listed under I I) above which will be acquired in this acquisition:
Identity of

~ach

person acquiring any securities of any class listed under (i) above:

Y

Dollar value of securities of each class listed under (i) above to be acquired in thIs acquisition
(see s aOl.lO): !/

(vi)

Total number of each class of security listed under (i) above which will be held by acquiring personls)
after the acquisition has been completed: !/ and

(vll)

Percentage of each class of security listed under (vi) above which will be held by acquiring person(s)
after the acquisition has been completed (see ~ aOl.12(b)). !/

!I If there is more than one class of voting security, include a description of the voting rights of each class.

!/

If there is more than one acquiring person for any class of security, show data separately for each acquiring
peraon.
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, RULES AND REGULATIONS
Notification and Report Form (Part 003
Nal:Ie

Appendlxl

Contlnu~

_

Date

•

~:__-------

Documents prepared by person f~~otlfic~tion. Furnish one copy of each of the following documen~s
of the person fillng notificatl0n. For each entity inclUded vithin the person filing notification
which has prepared its own such documents differont fro~ those furnished by the person filing notification, furnish in addition one copy of each document froa each such other entity. Furnish copies of:

4

(al all of the folloving filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Co~ission< within
three years prior to the date of filing of this notification (or to be contemporaneously filed
in connection with this acquIsition): the COSt recent proxy statement, cost recent Form 10-K,
all registration st~tements and all Fores 10-0 and O-K filed nince the end or the period reflected
by the most recent Fore 10-K, and, if thc acquinition is a tendcr offer, Schedule 140-1: alternatively, if the person filing notific~tion does not have copies of responsive documents readily
available, identification of such documents and citation to date and pl~ce of filing viII constitute compliance:
(bl the cost recent annu~l reports and cost recent annual ~udit reports and, if different, the
cost recent regularly prepared balance sheet of the person filing notification and ot each
unconsolidated United Stlltes issuer included within such per:son: (c) all studies, surveys. analyses and reportawhich vere prepared by or for any officer(s) or
directorIal (or, In the Cllse of unincorporated entities. individuals exercising sicilar functions)
for the purpose of evaluating or analyzing the acquisition vith respect to ~rket Shares, co~peti
tion, competitors, carkets, potential for D~les growth or expansion into product or geographic
markets, and indicate (if not contained in the docucent itself) the date of preparation and the
name ~nd title of the individual who prepared each such docu~nt.

Notification and Report Form (PaTt 003 -- Appendix) Continued
Natle
_

Dllte

-- /'

S(bll il

Dollar revenues bi manufactured product. Provide the following In!oreation on the aggregate operations
of the person fll ng notlf[catl0n for 1972 {or each 7-digit (SIC-b~sed code) product of the person vithin 2-digit SIC major groups 20-39 «~anuf~cturlng industries). Do not provide 1-digit data for product
codes ending in 00. These ~re cu~ary codes. Revenues derived in cuch categories should be provided'
by product as listed in Appendix A to the Nuceric~l List oC Kanufactured Products. See Instructions to
Notification and Report Form. All persons filing notiClcatlon eho~ld include the total dollar revenues
for 1972 derived by all entitles which ~re included within the person filing notification at the ti~e
this Notification and Report Fore is prepared Inot as oC 1972).
1-DIGIT (SIC-BASED CODE) PRODUCT
PRODUCT CODE

S(b)(ii)

1972 TOTAL DOLLAR R£V£SU£S

DESCRIPTION

Within 2-digit SIC major groups 20-39 (canufacturing industries), IdentIfy each Product of the person
filing notific~tion added or deleted SUbsequent to 1972, indicate tho year of deletion or addition,
and give tot~l dollar revenues for the DOSt recent ye~r for e~ch product that has been ~dded. Products
may be identified either by 7-digit SIC-based code or in the ~nner ordinarily used by the person filing
notification. Do not Include products ~dded aince 1972 by reason of &ergers or acquisitions occurring
since 1972. However, if an entity acquired since 1972 by the perDon filing notification (and new included
within.that personl itself added any products since 1972, those products and the dollar revenues deriVed
therefroo should be listed here. Dollar revenues derived in 1972 by entities acqulred since that time
should be included in response to itea S(b)(l). Products deleted by reaDcn of dispositions of assets
or voting securities since 1972 should be included in response to this ite=. 5(b)(ii).
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Notification and Report Form (Part 803 -- Appendlx) Continued
Nal:le

Date

S(c)

.Dollar revenues by non-manufacturin~industry. Provide the following information on the aggregate operations of the person filing notIfICation for the most recent year for each 4-digit (SIC code) ind~stry
in SIC major groups other than 20-39 in which the person engaged. If such data have not been cOl:lpiled
for the most recent year,-estimates of dollar revenues by 4-digit industry may be provided if a statement
describing the method of estimation is furnished. Industries for which the dollar revenues totaled
less than one million dollars in the most recent year may be omitted. All persons filing notification
should include the total dollar revenues for the most recent year derived by all entities which are
included within the person filing notification at the time this Notification and Report Form is prepared.
Insurance ~arriers (2-digit SIC major group 63) should supply the information requested only with respect
to industries not within SIC maior group 63, and, if voting securities of an insurance carrier are bein~
acquired directly or indirectly should complete the Insurance Appendix to this Form. Credit agencies
other than banks, security and commodity brokers, dealers, exchanges, and serviceol and holding and
other investment offices (2-digit SIC oajor group 61, 62, and 67) and real estate co~panies (2-digit
SIC major group 65) should identify or explain the dollar revenues reported (e.g. dollar sales,
receipts, etc.).

TOTAL DOLLAR REVENUES (SPECIFY YEAR:

4-DIGIT (SIC CODE) INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY CODE

I

DESCRIPTION

NotifIcation and Report Form (Part 803 -- Appendlxl Contlnu p 1
tlame

6

----- ,--------------------

Datc

___

This item need not be completed by a person fil1ng notification only as an acquired person if only assets
are to be acquired.
(al

Entities within person filing not~fic~~~. List the name and headquarters mailing address of each
entity included within the person filing notification. Entities with total asoets of less than $1
,milJion may be omitted.

(bl

Shareholders of person filing notificatiort. For each entity included within the pe(son filin~ notiticatIon the votIng securitIes of Wh1Ch are held (see ~ 801.l(c» by one or more other persons, list
the issuer and class of voting 'securities, the name and headquarters mailing address of each other
person which holds five percent or more of the outstanding voting securities of 'the class, and the
_ nueber and percentage held by that person. Holders need not be listed for entitieo with total onsets
of less than $10 million.

(c)

Holdings of person filing notification. If the person filing notification holdo voting securities
of any Issuer not InclUded within the person filing notification, list the issuer and class, thp
number and percentage held, and (optionally) the e~ity within the person filing notification which
holds the securities. Holdings of less than five percent of the outstanding voting securities of
• any issuer, and holdings of issup-rs with total assets of les8 than $10 million, may bp. omitted.

Notification and Report Form (Part 803 -- Appendlx) Continued
lIar:le

8

_

Date

.

_

Did the acquired person and an acqulrlng person maintain a vendor-vendee relationohip during the most
recent year with respect to any manufactured product (or, if the acquisition is the formation of a joint
venture or other corporation (see S 801.40), will ~he joint venture or other corporation oupply to any
of the persons foroing it any manufactured product which such person purchased froa another ouch peroon
during the most recent year) which the vendee either resells or conouces in or incorporates into the
manufacture of any product? If so, persons filing notification which are vendees of ouch productls)
should list each product purchased, identify each vendor which is a party to the acquisItion ftorn which
the product was purchased, and state the dollar amount of the product purchased fro. that vendot during
the Clost recent year.
.
Manufactured products are those within 2-digit SIC major groups 20-39. Any product purchased
from the vendor in an aggregate annual acount not exceeding $1 cililon, or the manufacture, conoumption or use of which Is not attributable to the assets to be acquired, or to the issuer whooe voting
securities are to be acquired (inclUding entities controlled by the issuer), oay be OMitted.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Notification and Report Form [Part 803 -- Appendixl Continued
Nue

10.

_

Dote

_

Print or type the name and title, address, and telephone nuDber of the individual to contact regarding this Notification and Report Form. See 5 803.20(bl(21(iil.
(Name and T1 tie I,

(BUS1ness Address)
{Business Telephone

Nu~erl

CERTIFICATIOH (see 5 803.6)
This Notification and 'Report Form, together with ony ond all oppendices and attach.ents thereto, vas
prepared and assembled under my supervision in accordance with instructions issued by th~ Federal Trade
Co=mission. SUbject to the recognition that, where so indicated, reasonable estieates have been =ade
because books and records do not provide the required data, the inforeation is, to the best of .y knovledg.
true, correct, and complete in accordance with the statute and rUles.

(TYPE OR PRINT NAKE AND TITLE)
(S1gnature I
Subscribed and avorn to before me at the City
this

,day

0'

0'

, 19_,

(Datel

, State of

__

(Notary PubliCI
My

C01II!Iission Expires

Notification onr.
2.

3.

R~port

_

Form (Part 801 -- AppendlxI Continued

~~.. rty Llab~...!!l~

A.

Provide for the most recent year the amount oC direct premiuQs written in the United States for each lin~
of insurance specifIed' in Part 2 of the Underwriting and Investcent Exhibit DC your carrier's annual convention
statecent.

B.

Provide for the cost recent year the acount of net premiu~s written in the United States (or each line of
insurance specified in Part 2 of the Underwriting and Investcent Exhibit of your carrier's annual convention
statement.
.

Title Insurance
~f

A.

Provide for the most recent year the ocount

net direct title insurance preoiums written in the United States.

B.

Provide for the most recent year the acount of direct title insurance
[FR Doc. 78-20466

preaiu~

earned in the United States.

FlIed 7-28-78; 8:45 am]
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